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Supplemental Agenda Cover Memorandum 
 
Supplemental Memorandum Date: July 16, 2021 
Date of 1st Reading:    April 6, 2021 
Date of 2nd Reading/Public Hearing: April 20, 2021 
Date of 3rd Reading/Continued Hearing: May 4, 2021 
Date of Deliberations:    August 3, 2021 
 
 
TO:    Lane County Board of Commissioners 
 
DEPARTMENT: Public Works, Land Management Division, Planning   
 
PRESENTED BY:  Deanna Wright, Associate Planner 
 
AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Ordinance No. PA 1385 / In the Matter of Amending the Lane 

County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) to Add a Quarry to 
the Inventory of Significant Mineral and Aggregate Sites, 
Authorize Mining and Processing as Provided by Oregon 
Administatrive Rules (OAR) 660-023-0180; Amending the 
RCP to Redesignate Land from Forest (F) to Natural 
Resource: Mineral (NR:M), and Rezone that Land From Non-
Impacted Forest Land (F-1) Zone to Quarry and Mine 
Operations (QM) Zone; Requiring Site Review of the 
Proposed Mining Operations Pursuant to Lane Code 
16.257(4)(a)-(j); Repealing Ordinance No. PA 1363 and 
Ordinance No. PA 1343; and Adopting Savings and 
Severability Clauses (Remand No. 2 Planning File 509-PA20-
05535, Remand No. 1 Planning File 509-PA18-05392, 
Original Planning Files 509-PA15-05803 & 509-PA15-05804; 
Applicant Old Hazeldell Quarry). 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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I. MOTION 
 

August 3, 2021: 

Alternative Motions after deliberations: 

 
1. Move to tentatively approve Ordinance No. PA 1385 and direct staff 

to prepare a final draft Ordinance with supporting findings. 

                                                                        OR 

2. Move to re-open the record for the purposes of accepting a draft 
Habitat Management and Mitigation Plan to be submitted on or 
before ____________, 2021 by the applicant. After the draft Habitat 
Management and Mitigation Plan has been submitted, re-open the 
record until _______, 2021, to allow for the submission of response 
testimony to the draft Habitat Management and Mitigation Plan, and 
set a fifth reading for deliberations and a tentative decision for 
_________, 2021 [staff can advise on suggested time periods and 
dates], set at 1:30 p.m. on Webinar. 

 
                                             OR 
 
3. Move to deny the application and direct staff to prepare an Order and 

findings for final action with an appropriate ESEE analysis of not 
allowing mining. 

 
II. AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY 

 
On April 20, 2021, the Board held a public hearing on the remand and continued 
the public hearing to May 4, 2021. The record was kept open for additional 
testimony to be submitted and the applicant submitted their final rebuttal on 
June 8, 2021. The Board motioned to deliberate on the matter on August 3, 
2021. On August 3, 2021, a staff report will be presented and the Board will 
begin deliberations on the matter. The Board will be requested to motion to re-
open the record or move to deny the application, as further described in the 
alternative motions above.  
 

III. BACKGROUND 
 
A. Board Action and Other History 
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1. A privately initiated Rural Comprehensive Plan Amendment and 

concurrent Zone Change applications were submitted to the Land 
Management Division on December 9, 2015. The applications 
included requests to: 
 
A) Amend the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan to add a new 
quarry site (Old Hazeldell Quarry) to the Lane County Inventory of 
Significant Mineral and Aggregate Sites, and to authorize mining and 
processing pursuant to Oregon Administrative Rules;  
 
B) Adopt a Plan Amendment and Zone Change from Forest (F) to 
Natural Resource: Mineral (NR:M), and from Non-Impacted Forest 
Land (F-1) Zone and Impacted Forest Land (F-2)  Zone to Quarry 
and Mine Operations (QM) Zone; and  
 
C) A request for a Site Review for the proposed mining operations 
pursuant to Lane Code 16.257(4)(a)-(j). 
 

2. The Lane County Planning Commission conducted public hearings 
in April and May of 2016, deliberated in June of 2016, and voted 
unanimously (8-0) to recommend approval of the applications to the 
Board of Commissioners.  
 

3. The Lane County Board of Commissioners conducted a public 
hearing on October 12, 2016, and deliberated on December 13, 2016 
and March 14, 2017. They voted 4-1 to approve the applications 
under Ordinance No. PA 1343. 

 
4. Lane County’s decision was appealed to LUBA and on January 8, 

2018, LUBA issued an opinion and order remanding the decision to 
Lane County on three (3) specific issues (addressed below). 

 
5. On May 9, 2018, the applicant submitted the first remand application 

request (Planning File 509-PA18-05392) for Lane County to begin 
formal remand proceedings. 

 
6. The Board held a first reading on September 11, 2018, and a second 

reading / public hearing on September 25, 2018. On December 18, 
2018 the Board voted 4-1 to approve the remand request in 
Ordinance No. PA 1363. Note, Ordinance No. PA 1363 repealed the 
previous Ordinance No. PA 1343. 
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7. Lane County’s decision was again appealed to LUBA and on October 
16, 2019, LUBA issued an opinion and order remanding the decision 
to Lane County largely on one (1) procedural issue.  

 
8. The applicant appealed LUBA’s decision to Oregon’s Court of 

Appeals (COA) and in a March 16, 2020 judgement, the COA 
affirmed LUBA’s decision. 

 
9. On September 16, 2020, the applicant submitted the second remand 

application request (Planning File 509-PA20-05535) for Lane County 
to begin formal remand proceedings.  

 
10. On April 6, 2021, a first reading was held and the second 

reading/public hearing occurred April 20, 2021 with the Board of 
Commissioners. 

 
11. A mailed referral and notice was mailed to parties of the original 

Board proceedings, adjacent property owners, and agencies.  A 
DLCD notice was also submitted to the Department at least 35 days 
prior to the hearing. Additionally, a required Register Guard notice 
was published in the paper. These notices included information on 
how to participate in the hearing virtually, how to submit additional 
testimony, and how to access the application materials along with 
the Board’s Agenda Cover Memo packet with attachments.  

 
12. On April 20, 2021, the Board conducted the second reading / public 

hearing and decided to continue the public hearing to May 4, 2021 
at 1:30 p.m.  

 
13. On May 4, 2021, the Board held a continued public hearing, moved 

to close the public hearing, kept the record open and set 
deliberations for August 3, 2021.  

 
  The record was kept open with the following dates:  
 

• May 18, 2021, anyone could submit additional evidence 
• June 1, 2021, anyone could respond to new evidence 
• June 8, 2021, applicant’s final rebuttal due 

At the end of each time period above, staff forwarded the Board of 
Commissioners testimony received into the record, totaling 
approximately 680 pages of testimony. Also, due to the extensive 
record and Land Management Division office temporary closure 
during the Pandemic, staff created an Hazeldell remand application 
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project webpage for anyone to access materials at link: 
www.lanecountyor.gov/HazeldellQuarryRemand   Staff informed interested 
individuals via an existing email list and a mailed postcard apprising 
parties of the newly created remand webpage.  

 
B. Analysis 

 
A review of public comments indicate many of the issues raised may be 
beyond the scope of the limited remand items. Again, testimony and 
decision making must be limited to the LUBA remand or deferred appeal 
allegations as restated here:  

1. Provision of notice to the Department of Land Conservation and 
Development of alteration to a proposed comprehensive plan change, 

 
2. Scope of acreage being added to the Inventory, 

 
3. Consideration of conflicts with Big Game Range as an Inventoried 

Statewide Planning Goal 5 Resource pursuant to OAR 660-023-
0180(5)(b), and 

 
4. The need to address conflicts pursuant to OAR 660-023-0180(5)(b) 

caused by off-site discharges relating to: 
a. Silica Dust 
b. Air Pollutant Dispersion Modeling 
c. Net Air Quality Benefit/Emission Offsets 
d. Airblast and Ground Vibrations 
e. Groundwater Impacts, 

 
5. Whether the County’s decision to designate and zone 61 acres NR:M 

and QM:RCP improperly construes the Lane County Code, 
 

6. Challenges made with findings of compliance with OAR 660-023-
0180(5)(b)(D) and whether those findings are inconsistent with other 
findings to demonstrate compliance with LC 16.257(4) Site Review, and 

 
7. Whether the County improperly construed OAR 660-023-0180(5)(b)(D) 

in failing to evaluate all conflict with Big Game, in failing to conduct an 
ESEE for the conflicts that aren’t minimized, and in failing to impose 
conditions to minimize the displacement that will occur from the mining 
activity. 

http://www.lanecountyor.gov/HazeldellQuarryRemand
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Of the remand items, the key issues raised during this remand proceeding 
that remain in dispute are summarized here and detailed below in this 
section: 

1. Silica dust and air quality conflicts. 
2. Big Game habitat conflicts. 
3. Conflicts resulting from ground vibration caused by blasting. 
4. Scope of Groundwater Impacts.  

The fundamental question is whether the identified conflicts can be 
minimized by the measures proposed by the applicant as required by OAR 
660-023-0180(5)(c). The rule provides: 

“The local government shall determine reasonable and practicable 
measures that would minimize the conflicts identified under 
subsection (b) of this section. To determine whether proposed 
measures would minimize conflicts to agricultural practices, the 
requirements of ORS 215-296 shall be followed rather than the 
requirements of this section. If reasonable and practicable measures 
are identified to minimize all identified conflicts, mining shall be 
allowed at the site and subsection (d) of this section is not applicable. 
If identified conflicts cannot be minimized, subsection (d) of this 
section applies.”  

Whether the conflicts are minimized as defined by the rule. OAR 660-023-
180(1)(g): 

“Minimize a conflict” means to reduce an identified conflict to a level 
that is no longer significant. For those types of conflicts addressed 
by state, local, or federal standards (such as Department of 
Environmental Quality standards for noise and dust levels), minimize 
conflict means to ensure conformance to the applicable standard.” 

Therefore, the question for the Board during deliberations remains, does 
the Board agree the conflicts have been minimized to a level that is not 
significant based upon evidence in the record and where relevant, the 
applicable regulatory standards. Staff offers the following summary on 
remaining issues below.  

1. Silica Dust and Air Quality Conflicts 
 
Opponents testified that the measures proposed by the applicant to 
reduce the conflicts are not sufficient. In response to some of the 
concerns the applicant provided an additional technical assessment 
memorandum from their air quality expert (dated May 28, 2021, 
within Attachment 2) addressing 11 specific air quality concerns 
raised during the remand proceedings. Additionally, the applicant 
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submitted relevant evidence addressing air quality concerns (dated 
April 30, 2021, within Attachment 3 of staff’s supplemental cover 
memo dated May 3, 2021).  
 
In summary, the applicant’s evidence regarding silica dust and air 
quality appear to constitute as credible expert evidence 
demonstrating that the measures proposed to control silica dust will 
bring dust levels to within applicant regulatory standards. 
 
There does not appear to be expert rebuttal testimony or evidence 
undermining or calling into question the applicant’s expert testimony 
regarding air quality or silica dust. Potential emissions and impacts 
will be mitigated through Conditions of Approval (COA’s 28-33, 24, 
44, and 49) and best management practices (COA’s 51-54). As such, 
the Board may find that the silica dust and air quality conflicts are 
minimized to a level that is not significant.   
 

2. Big Game habitat conflicts. 
 
In the first LUBA appeal, LUBA remanded the decision to address 
the conflicts to Big Game. As a result, the applicant addressed the 
conflicts to Big Game in their supplemental findings during the first 
remand in 2018 with the Board. However, in the second LUBA 
appeal, LUBA remanded on a procedural notice issue and did not 
reach a decision on any substantive issues. Accordingly, the 
question of whether the proposed mining will result in conflicts to Big 
Game and whether any conflicts can be minimized is, therefore, 
before the Board during this remand proceeding. 
 
On April 29, 2021, staff received a letter from Oregon Department of 
Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). ODFW staff concluded that proposed 
mining would have significant consequences of foraging, 
overwintering, and fawning and that the redistribution of elk from the 
project area due to mining activities would result in some elk mortality 
that merits consideration. ODFW staff alluded to the analysis for Big 
Game being limited to 1,500 feet. However, ODFW attested that their 
jurisdiction extends beyond this boundary and that impacts may be 
beyond this limited area. While ODFW’s comments appear to be 
related beyond the 1,500 foot impact area, the Boards findings in 
support of a decision will need to be limited to conflicts within the 
1,500 foot impact area.  
 
ODFW submitted a second letter on May 18, 2021, which, clarified 
their previous concerns, offered additional comments related to loss 
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of habitat and displacement of Big Game, and made three 
recommendations:  
 

• “Further discussion and mitigating measures regarding the 
potential for displacement. The proposed Conditions of 
Approval do not adequately address concerns for 
displacement or concerns related to habitat loss and the 
resulting direct and indirect impacts in both the short and 
long-term life of the project. 

• For conflicting uses that cannot be avoided or minimized, the 
department recommends mitigation for the loss of habitat 
either prior or concurrent to the development action, 
consistent with the Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation Policy. 

• The department has not had the opportunity to review a 
detailed reclamation plan. The department recommends 
mining to occur in phases with an opportunity for concurrent 
reclamation. The department recommends that the 
concurrent reclamation of the project site be restored to 
wildlife habitat, and that a site specific reclamation plan 
including the management objectives for big game is 
developed.” 

 
In the applicants June 1, 2021 submittal and their final rebuttal letter, 
they state they have accepted ODFW’s invitation to coordinate 
regarding Big Game issues. If the coordination efforts are positive, 
the applicant would develop a Habitat Management and Mitigation 
Plan (HMMP). The applicant’s goal is for the project to minimize 
conflicts with Big Game and they appear to be in correspondence 
with ODFW staff (Attachment 4). Again, it is the Board’s discretion 
whether or not to choose Option 2, to re-open the record to entertain 
a HMMP, or to choose Option 3, move to deny the application based 
on evidence in the record at this time and direct staff to return with 
an Order and findings for denial.  
 
Objectors (Charles Woodward, Sean Malone, and Kevin Matthews) 
submitted testimony raising concerns stating that the 1,500 feet 
impact area was not sufficient. Staff note, the conflict impact analysis 
area per the applicable OAR (OAR 660-023-180(5)(a)) is 1,500 feet. 
Again, the ODFW letters state their awareness that the impact 
analysis is limited to 1,500 feet, but which may have jurisdictional 
concerns beyond the 1,500 feet area regarding Big Game impacts. 
Per review of first LUBA remand, the 1,500 feet impact area does not 
appear to be a remanded or appeal allegation item in the LUBA 
decision and this is the first time this specific concern has been 
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raised. Therefore, this issue appears outside of the scope of what 
can be considered by the Board in this remand.  
 
Some additional considerations were raised on the Big Game issues 
and an Economic, Social, Environmental, and Energy (ESEE) 
analysis. The applicant did submit an ESEE analysis in their final 
rebuttal letter (within Attachment 3). Opponents contend an ESEE 
is a required submittal and further contend that the failure to do so 
requires denial where evidence demonstrates a conflict has not been 
minimized. The OAR appears to state an ESEE is only required when 
conflicts cannot be minimized (OAR 660-023-0180(5)(c)&(d)). Here 
is what subsection (d) states: 
 

“(d) The local government shall determine any significant 
conflicts identified under the requirements of subsection (c) of 
this section that cannot be minimized. Based on these 
conflicts only, local government shall determine the ESEE 
consequences of either allowing, limiting, or not allowing 
mining at the site. Local governments shall reach this decision 
by weighing these ESEE consequences, with consideration of 
the following: 

(A) The degree of adverse effect on existing land uses 
within the impact area; 
(B) Reasonable and practicable measures that could 
be taken to reduce the identified adverse effects; and  
(C) The probably duration of the mining operation and 
the proposed post-mining use of the site.” 

 
LUBA has held that the burden of completing an ESEE analysis is 
on the County. While it is the County’s obligation to make findings in 
support of a decision to approve or deny an application, the applicant 
has the burden of providing substantial evidence and argument upon 
which the County can formulate such findings. The applicant argues 
that conflicts with Big Game can be minimized and, in the alternative, 
the applicant submitted a draft ESEE analysis in their final rebuttal 
letter, concluding that the positive ESEE consequences outweigh the 
negative ESEE consequences of approving the mining request and 
that the reasonable and practicable measures will minimize adverse 
effects to existing land uses in the impact area  
 
Additionally, opponents contend that the ESEE analysis provided by 
the applicant constitutes new evidence that warrants an opportunity 
for rebuttal. The applicant disagrees. Staff note, if the Board chooses 
to re-open the record it may make sense to allow for rebuttal 
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testimony to the applicants submitted ESEE analysis in addition to 
rebuttal testimony for a submitted HMMP.  
 
While the applicant has submitted an ESEE analysis, it is unclear if 
it fully covered what LUBA declined to address in LUBA’s second 
remand. Specifically, regarding LUBA’s footnote on alleged impacts 
to Big Game and vehicle and human traffic, Big Game stress 
hormone response, decreased reproduction, increased mortality, 
and other behavioral responses from the mining activity. Staff 
presumes that should a HMMP be contemplated these issues should 
be examined by the applicant and/or coordinated with ODFW. 
 
Finally, the applicant’s final rebuttal letter states that ODFW’s letters 
do not demonstrate that Big Game conflicts have not been 
minimized. However, the applicant has been in coordination with 
ODFW staff regarding project impacts to Big Game (Attachment 4). 
Relevant to Option 2, staff is aware a HMMP could take some time 
to complete. 
 
In conclusion on Big Game, expert testimony has been submitted in 
the record calling into question whether conflicts to Big Game are 
minimized to a level that is not significant.  While the applicant has 
prepared ESEE findings, they have not yet provided argument and 
evidence to fully address potential significant conflicts raised by 
ODFW. As such, draft positive findings cannot be provided on Big 
Game related Goal 5 criteria.  
 

3. Conflicts Resulting from Ground Vibration Caused by Blasting. 
 
LUBA sustained this issue in the remand and the applicant provided 
additional testimony from two experts (refer to Attachments 9 & 10 
of staff’s Memorandum dated March 19, 2021). The applicant 
proposed four (4) additional conditions of approval. Based upon the 
evidence, staff believes the Board may find that conflicts resulting 
from ground vibration caused by blasting are minimized to a level 
that is not significant.   
 

4. Scope of Groundwater Impacts.  
 
The scope of the LUBA remand is limited to the ground water impacts 
and groundwater quality centered on the berms and storm water 
impacts near the former Dunning Road landfill. As a result, questions 
or testimony of groundwater quantity conflicts appear outside of the 
scope of the remand. As indicated in staff’s earlier memo, by 
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adopting a revised Figure 6 and corrected Condition of Approval No. 
8, the Board should find that conflicts to groundwater quality are 
minimized.  
 
 
 

C. Options 
 

1. Move to tentatively approve Ordinance No. PA 1385 and direct staff 
to prepare a final draft Ordinance with supporting findings. 

                                                                        OR 

2. Move to re-open the record for the purposes of accepting a draft 
Habitat Management and Mitigation Plan to be submitted on or 
before ____________, 2021 by the applicant. After the draft Habitat 
Management and Mitigation Plan has been submitted, re-open the 
record until _______, 2021, to allow for the submission of response 
testimony to the draft Habitat Management and Mitigation Plan, and 
set a fifth reading for deliberations and a tentative decision for 
_________, 2021 [staff can advise on suggested time periods and 
dates], set at 1:30 p.m. on Webinar. 

 
                                             OR 
 
3. Move to deny the application and direct staff to prepare an Order and 

findings for final action with an appropriate ESEE analysis of not 
allowing mining. 

 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Staff are aware the applicant and ODFW have been communicating to 
coordinate a Habitat Management and Mitigation Plan (HMMP), but that it may 
take some additional time to complete. Should the applicant not provide the 
HMMP at the August 3, 2021 Board deliberations, then the record would not 
have sufficient evidence regarding Big Game Habitat conflict minimization and 
staff would not be able to offer a recommendation of approval. It is at the 
Board’s discretion to re-open the record and is not a legal requirement. 
Therefore, at this time the Planning Director and staff recommend Option 3, 
unless the Board chooses to exercise Option 2, moving to re-open the record. 
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V. TIMING/FOLLOW-UP 
 
If the Board chooses Option 1, the Ordinance does not contain an emergency 
clause and will go into effect 30 days after the Board adoption if approved. This 
option is not recommended at this time because the record lacks argument and 
evidence on substantive issues regarding Big Game conflicts.  
 
If the Board chooses Option 2, this would allow for OHQ and ODFW to 
coordinate a HMMP to address ODFW’s concerns about project impacts to Big 
Game and Big Game habitat. Once the HMMP is provided and the record is 
closed, staff will return to the Board on the date requested and issue a 
supplemental staff report for subsequent Board deliberations and action. 
Should the Board choose Option 2, additional evidence must be submitted to 
staff, Associate Planner, Deanna Wright via email, mailed, or dropped off to the 
Land Management Division office by 4:00 p.m. prior to the close of record at:  
 
Land Management Division Office 
Attn: Deanna Wright  
3050 N. Delta Hwy. 
Eugene, OR. 97408 
Deanna.wright@lanecountyor.gov 
  
If the Board chooses Option 3, an Order with findings setting forth the Board’s 
reasons for denial will need to be prepared and staff will return to the Board for 
adoption. Findings would need to include an ESEE analysis explaining the 
ESEE consequences of not allowing mining at the site based upon evidence in 
(or lacking of) the record. Absent an ESEE analysis explaining the 
consequences, it would be grounds for LUBA to remand the County’s decision. 
Notice of Board action (approval or denial) will be provided to all parties within 
five days of signing of an Ordinance or Order.  

 
VI. ATTACHMENTS 

 
1. Open record items received from May 4-May 18, 2021 (578 pgs.) 
2. Response to new evidence due June 1, 2021 (87 pgs.) 
3. Applicant’s Final Rebuttal June 8, 2021 (15 pgs.) 
4. Correspondence between ODFW and the Applicant (2 pgs.) 

 
 

mailto:Deanna.wright@lanecountyor.gov
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Seth J. King 

SKing@perkinscoie.com 

D. +1.503.727.2024

F. +1.503.346.2024

May 18, 2021 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL TO DEANNA.WRIGHT@LANECOUNTYOR.GOV 

Chair Joe Berney 
Lane County Board of Commissioners 
125 East 8th Avenue  
Eugene, OR 97401    

Re: Old Hazeldell Quarry Applications 
Lane County Ordinance No. PA 1385 - Remand File No. 509-PA20-05535 
Applicant’s First Open Record Period Submittal  

Chair Berney and Commissioners: 

This office represents Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC (“OHQ”), the applicant requesting land 
use authorization to operate the Old Hazeldell Quarry (“Project”).  This letter and its 
attachments constitute OHQ’s first open record period submittal. 

OHQ’s submittal addresses two primary points: 

1. The State has issued a surface mining operating permit for the Project.

The State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (“DOGAMI”) is the state 
agency with expertise and authority to permit surface mining and reclamation across 
the State.  According to its website, DOGAMI’s Mineral Land Regulation & Reclamation 
program “oversees the state’s mineral production, and works to minimize impacts of 
natural resource extraction and to maximize the opportunities for land reclamation.”  In 
2017, DOGAMI reviewed and approved the Project and issued the surface mining 
operating permit included in Exhibit A.  The first 10 pages of this permit provides a user-
friendly explanation of the Project, its potential impacts, why DOGAMI was satisfied that 
those impacts were minimized under the particular mine plan, and the evidence 
supporting DOGAMI’s conclusions.  The remaining materials in this exhibit are the 
attachments to the permit, including maps, plans, conditions, as well as expert reports 
addressing potential impacts to groundwater and cultural resources.    

Attachment 1
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2. The scope of the groundwater conflicts question on remand is narrow;
as a courtesy, OHQ has attached existing record materials to address a
question from Commissioner Buch.

OHQ concurs with the opinion offered by County Counsel at the May 4, 2021 hearing 
that the scope of the groundwater conflicts question on remand is limited by the Lane 
Code and the public notice for this matter to correcting an inconsistency between the 
Board’s findings and proposed Condition of Approval 8 regarding potential stormwater 
impacts to the former landfill and downstream impacts to groundwater.  See pp. 16-17 
of the March 19, 2021 staff report. 

As a result, questions of groundwater quantity conflicts are outside the scope of the 
remand. Nevertheless, in an effort to be responsive to Commissioner Buch’s question at 
the May 4, 2021 hearing whether the Project would adversely affect the water table in 
the area, OHQ offers the following materials, which are already included in the existing 
record: 

 Exhibit B - October 2015 Project Groundwater Report from Shannon & Wilson,
Inc.  This report was prepared by the Project’s licensed engineering team.  It
includes a detailed analysis of the groundwater resources in the area and the
potential for the Project to adversely affect them.  This report explains that the
quarry floor will be elevated approximately 100 feet above the level of
neighboring wells.  Further, it explains that, taking into consideration that no
dewatering is proposed or allowed at the site, off-site impacts to water resources
are not anticipated.

 Exhibit C - October 29, 2016 Letter from Katie Jeremiah.  In her letter, Ms.
Jeremiah explains that, in her experience, 5,000 gallons of water per day (the
exempt amount available for daily industrial use by the Project) is sufficient to
control dust at aggregate mines that are of the same size or even larger than the
Project.

 Exhibit D - November 22, 2016 Rebuttal Memorandum from Shannon & Wilson,
Inc.  This rebuttal memorandum explains in Response #2 that the Project’s use of
5,000 gallons of water per day (the exempt amount available for daily industrial
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use by the Project) will not adversely affect water supply to other wells in the 
area, including to the City of Oakridge.   

Because these materials are already included in the record and because the question of 
groundwater quantity conflicts is a resolved issue, there is no basis to permit rebuttal on 
this issue or for the Board to reach new or different conclusions on this issue in its final 
decision on remand.   

I have asked County staff to place a copy of this letter and its attachments into the 
official record for this matter and to place a copy before you.  Thank you for your 
attention to these materials.  

Very truly yours, 

 
Seth J. King 

Encls. 
 
cc: Deanna Wright (via email) (w/encls.) 
 H. Andrew Clark (via email) (w/encls.) 
 Ed and Jodee King (via email) (w/encls.) 
 Steve Pfeiffer (via email) (w/encls.) 
 
 



regon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation

229 Brcadalbin Steet S\V
Albany, OR9732l-2246

(541) 967-2039
Fax (541) 967-2075

www.oregongeology.org

I(ate Btown, Governor

Júy 27,2017

Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC clo Mike Reeder
800 Willamette St., Suite 800
Eugene, Oregon 97401

RE: Surface Mining Operating Permit for Site No. 20-0166

Dear Mr. Reeder,

This is your official notification that the Operating Permit for DOGAMI Site No. 20-0166 has been completed.
Enclosed you will find the approved and applicable:

o 2018 Operating Permit,
t 2017 DOGAMINote to Reviewing Agencies Report,
o 2017 DOGAMI Location Map,
¡ Lane Co. Ordinance No. PA 1343,
r Board of Commissioners Findings,
¡ Westlake Consultants, Inc., Permit Boundary Map 04-27-17,
¡ DOGAMI Environmental Characteristics Map,
¡ DOGAMI2016 Aerial Photograph,
¡ Westlake Consultants,Inc. Mining Operations and Reclamation Plan Set,
¡ DOGAMI Physical Characteristics Map,
o WllPacific - Aubrey Mountain Airstrip Memorandum,
o Heritage Research Associates, Inc. Cultural Resources Response,
. Shannon & Wilson, Response to Comments - Geologic and Environmental Issues,
¡ State Historic Preservation Office - Response Letter,
. Operating and Reclamation Plan 03-15-16,
¡ Inadvertent Discovery Plan for Cultural Resources,
¡ Page 1 OP Application 03-15-16,
. June 6,2017 State Historic Preservation Office Letter,
. Revised 2016 DOGAMI Aerial Permit Boundary Map, and
o Survey Boundary Marking Obligations.

Please note that the DOGAMI records may contain additional pertinent information for this site which is
available upon request. Please contact our office if you have any questions or need additional information.

Kelly Lead
s4l 6

Department of Geology & Mineral Industries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation Program
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Oregon Dept. of Geology & Mineral Industríes
Mineral Lund Reguldíon & Reclamatìon hogrøm

229 Broudalbin SY SW
Albany OR 97321-2246

(s41) 967-20se

OPARATING PtrRMIT - New
ISSUED SUBJECT TO ANY LISTED CONDITIONS

ll,l,,l,,'l,l',lll,,,,,,lll,l,,l
Old Hazeldell Quarry LLC clo Mike Reeder
800'Willamette St. Ste. 800
EugeneOR 97401

This permit shall be in effect, unless revoked or suspended for cause, from the date of issuance and shall remain in
effect so long thereafter as the Permittee pays the annual fee to renew the permit, complies with the provisions of
ORS 517,750 through 517.955 as applicable, the Rules as promulgated to administer the Oregon Mined Land
Reclamation Act, the approved reclamation plan, and any conditions attached to this permit, and maintains a
performance bond as required by the Act.

Issuance of this pennit is not a finding of compliance with state-wide planning goals or the acknowledged cornprehensive plan. The
applicant must receive land-use approval from local government before using this permit,

NOTE: ReclamationplansmaybernodifiedperORS5lT.S3landOAR632-(030)and(035)-0035.

CONDITIONS: (Condifions may be appealed per OAR 632-030-0056, If an appeal is made, this permit is invalid
until the condition(s) appealed is/are resolved and the permit reissued.)

The Permittee must:

l. not allow mining operations to physically disturb any araaoutside of the permit boundary.
2, relocate the utility line(s) and transmitter towers offsite prior to conducting any surface mining operations.

3. not conduct dewatering activities without first amending the Operating Permit to allow such activity.
4 , obtain a WPCF- I 000 General Permit or a DEQ NPDES 1200-A General Permit prior to the generation, storage,

and/or disposal ofany process water,

5. not conduct any mineral excavation oporations within the 0.6 acre area located on the west side of Fish
Hatchery Road without first completing an amendment to the Operating Permit to allow such activity.

6. maintain a 50 foot setback from all excavation operations and the permit boundaries as shown on the April 3,
2017 Westlake Consultants, Inc. Permit Boundary Map.

7, maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the identified wetlands.

8. maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the unnamed seasonal drainage.

9. maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the historical landfill area.

SEE PAGE T}YO FOR

Issued July26,2017

Deputy Director

RnNrweL Is RnourRpo Bv JuLv 31. 2018

Lane County Planning Department

ID No.:
County:
Section:
Twp:
Range:
Site Narne

20-0166
Lane
t5 22
21S
3E
Old Hazeldell Quarry Property

OPA-PERMITS.DOC (Rev 8/1 1)
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20-0166
Crown Properties, LLC
OPA
Page2

The Permittee must:

10. salvage, store, and stabilize adequate quantities of soil and overburden materials onsite for final reclamation.

I 1. stabilize all barren soil and overburden stockpiles and berms prior to October 1 of each year or as necessary to
reduce compaction and prevent water and wind erosion.

12. obtain coverage under a DEQ NPDES 1200-A General Permit or a DEQ Individual NPDES Permit prior to
discharging any stormwater from the mining operation into waters of the state.

13. follow the "Inadvertent Discovery Plan for Cultural Resources" in the event of an inadvertent discovery of
possible cultural materials.

14. establish all final excavated sloping configurations at lt/zH:lV or flatter unless a Certified Engineering Report
is submitted and approved by DOGAMI to allow for steeper final slopes which will blend in with the
surrounding topography.

15. establish all final fill slopes at 2H:lV or flatter.

16. rip and/or scari$' all compacted areas of the quarry with earth moving equipment to deoompact the upper
surface to a depth of 12 inches prior to spreading growth medium.

17. submit a Fill Plan to DOGAMI prior to importing any materials to the site describing how the quality of the
imported backfill material will be monitored to snsure all imported material meets the DEQ clean filI standard
and delineating the location for stockpiling and permanent placement.

18. replace a minimum of 12 inches of soil material on all areas to be revegetated including sub-horizontal high
wall benches.

19. revegetate the site utilizing a native, weed-free grass seed mixture at a rate of 20 lbs. per acre to stabilize the
understory.

20. plant native tree species in the late winter or early spring on 10 or 12 foot centers.

21. control noxious invasive plants and weeds onsite by spot spraying or other means.
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regon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries
Minerar Land Re'ura$:åäîrff 

#ä?tä
Albany, OR97321-2246

(541)967-2039
Fax: (541) 967-2075

www. ore gongeology.org

RE

Kate Brolvn, Governor

DATE: May 9,2017

Reviewing Agencies

FROM DOGAMI- MLRR

DOGAMI lD# 20-0166 - Hazeldell Quarry

An application for an Operating Permit has been submitted to DOGAMI by Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC for a surface

mining operation in Lane County. Please review the application materials and provide comments to DOGAMI by

June 13, 2017. Contact information to provide comments and questions can be found on the email notif¡cat¡on.

ATTACHMENTS:

Attachment 1) DOGAMI Location Map
Attachment 2) Lane Co. Ordinance No. PA 1343

Attachment 3) Board of Commissioners Findings

Attachment 4) Westlake Consultants, lnc., Permit Boundary Map 04-27-L7

Attachment 5) DOGAMI Environmental Characteristics Map
Attachment 6) DOGAMI 201-6 Aerial Photograph
Attachment 7) Westlake Consultants, lnc. Mining Operations and Reclamation Plan Set

Attachment 8) DOGAMI Physical Characteristics Map
Attachment 9) WHPacific - Aubrey Mountain Airstrip Memorandum
Attachment L0) Heritage Research Associates, lnc. Cultural Resources Response

Attachment LL) Shannon & Wilson, Response to Comments - Geologic and Environmental lssues

Attachment 12)State Historic Preservation Office - Response Letter
Attachment 13)Operating and Reclamation Plan 03-15-L6
Attachment L4) lnadvertent Discovery PIan for Cultural Resources

Attachment 15) Page 1 OP Application 03-15-16

SITE LOCATION

This proposed surface mine site is referred to as the Hazeldell Quarry. The site is located east of Oakridge, Oregon
(Attachment L). From Eugene, access to the site is via l-5, Exit 188. Travel east on Highway 58 for approximately 37.5

miles then turn north (left) onto Fish Hatchery Road. Proceed approximately 0.5 miles to Dunning Hill Road then turn
east (right). Proceed approximately 0.35 miles (just past a railway crossing) to the location of where a new access road

to the quarry will be constructed.

LAND OWNERSHIP

Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC is the landowner of T2l"S, R3E, Section 22,lax lots 100, 502, and T2l-S, R3E, Section 15, tax lot
1900, which encompass approximately 1-39.82 acres.

LAND USE

As documented in Lane County Ordinance No. PA 1343 (Attachment 2), the Board of Commissioners of Lane County

approved a Comprehensive Plan Amendment ,Zoning Map Amendment, and Site Review Permit on March 1"4,2017 for
mineral extraction, processing and stockpiling of aggregate material at this site. ln referencing the Board of
Commissioners Findings (Attachment 3), the approved area includes approximately 1-07 acres located within T2LS, R3E,

Pagel of7
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Section 22, tax lots 100, 502, and T21S, R3E, Section 1-5, tax lot 1900. Of the l-07 acres approved by Lane County, the
excavation area is limited to an approximately 46 acre area while the remaining 6L acres will be utilized for accessory

uses and activities including processing and stockpiling.

SITE HISTORY

According to DOGAMI records, Pope & Talbot, lnc. initially submitted an application for a Provisional Operating Permit
on June !3,1973 to conduct surface mining operations at this site. There is no documentation or record that a

Provisional Operating Permit was issued for the site.

On March 4, 1974, Mr. Harry Clark submitted an application for a Grant of Limited Exemption and listed 0.8 acres as

the approximate area affected by surface mining operations prior to 1972. Records indicate that the Grant of Limited

Exemption was issued to Pope & Talbot, lnc. on November I, 1974 and the exemption was maintained until 1983 at
which time the site converted to a Grant of Total Exemption as allowed at the time by production quantities.

As documented on a 1985 Grant of Total Exemption application form, the surface mine site was transferred to J.

Davidson & Son, Construction in February 1985 and maintained until 1998. l. Davidson & Son, Construction opted not
to renew the exemption in L998 therefore the site was closed. Please note that a Grant of Total Exemption was a

voluntary registration with DOGAMlfor surface mine sites conducting mining operations that remove less than 5,000

cubic yards of materials and affect less than one acre of land within a 1"2 month period (up to 5 acres maximum). ln

2015, the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 3563, which abolished the voluntary Grant of Total Exemption.

Records indicate that Crown Properties, LLC submitted an application for an Exploration Permit in May 2011 to
conduct mineral exploration operations at this site. The Exploration Permit was issued on July 27,2O1,Lfor
approximately L85 acres located within T21S, R3E, Section 22,tax lots L00,502, and T21S, R3E, Section 15, tax lots 100,

104, and 1900. The Exploration Permit has been maintained since 2011. This application is being completed specifically
to allow surface mining operations within portions of T2LS, R3E, Section 22,tax lots L00,502, and T2l.S, R3E, Section

1-5, tax lot L900. Upon completion of this permit application, approximately L06.9 acres (Attachment 4) will be

approved by DOGAMI for surface mining operations at the site.

SITE CONDITIONS

An initial site inspection was conducted on April 1-3, 2017 by Ben Mundie of DOGAMI. The site generally consists of a

north-south trendíng ridgeline consisting primarily of andesite. Elevations range from approximately 1,400 feet Above

Mean Sea Level (AMSL) in the western portion of the site to approximately L,900 feet AMSL in the northern portion of
the site. Vegetation generally consists of thick grass, shrubs, and timber cover. The site is not located within Sage

Grouse core habitat, deer winter range or elk winter range (Attachment 5).

There is a historical mining area (DOGAMI lD #20-000L) generally located near the southeastern portion of the
proposed permit area adjacent to Dunning Road. As documented on the 2016 DOGAMI aerial photo (Attachment 6),

approximately L.6 acres of historical mining related disturbance is located within the proposed permit area. The

historical site generally consists of an excavation area to the west and a small processing and stockpiling area to the
east. The overall height of the quarry highwall ranges from approximately 20 to 40 feet and consists of two established

benches. The overall sloping configuration of the excavated quarry highwall is approximately 1%H:1V.

According to records, there is an approximately 3 acre historical landfill located within the southwestern portion of
T2LS, R3E, Section 22,tax lot 502. Records indicate that the City of Oakridge operated a municipal landfill at this
location from 1951 until 1968. The landfillgenerally consisted of two trenches utilized for burial and burning
operations. As described below, no operations will be conducted within the identified landfill area or within the 25 foot
designated setback. Stormwater runoff from the mining operation will be diverted away from the landfill area. The

required setback around the landfill area was observed to be clearly marked in the field.

Per information from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, the dominant soil types
within the 106.9 acre proposed permitted area include Nekia silty clay loam (89F), Salkum silty clay loam (121-C), and

Page 2 oÍ7
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Ritner cobbly silty clay loam (11-3E and 113G). The soils generally range between 33 and 60 inches in thickness and

include silt, clay and coarse gravel colluvium and residuum derived from basalt and tuff. Per observations made during
the April t3,2017 DOGAMI site visit, the depth of soil decreases notably from areas along Dunning Road to the top of
the ridge where rock outcroppings are visible.

As delineated on the Westlake Consultants, lnc. Mining Operations and Reclamation Plan Set plates (Attachment 7)

and as observed during the April t3,2Ot7 DOGAMI site visit, an overhead power and phone line bisects the proposed

permit area and connects to two transmitters located on the top of the ridge. The utilities currently service the radio

towers for the Lane Community College station KLCC, an NPR affiliate, however as described below, the utility line and

towers will be relocated offsite prior to conducting any mining operations onsite.

One surface water drainage and two mapped wetland features are located within the northwestern portion of the
proposed DOGAMI permit boundary (Attachment 4 and Attachment 8). ln referencing various published maps, the
surface water drainage appears to be unnamed and associated with the headwaters of the Middle Fork of the
Willamette River. During the April 13,2OI7 site visit, this unnamed drainage was observed to originate on the west
side of the ridge via seepage from the surrounding area. Water within the drainage then flows via a well-defined,
incised drainage through a concrete structure beneath the railroad bed and ultimately drains into a large low lying,

vegetated area near the intersection of Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery Road. Although it is a well-defined drainage,

there is not an established channel and the area was observed to be well vegetated with no evidence of erosion or
sediment transport. As described below, no surface mining operations will be conducted within the drainage area or
within the 25 foot designated setback. During the April t3,2Ot7 site visit, stormwater runoff from the low lying area

was observed to be draining via culvert to an industrial pond located approximately 300 feet west of Fish Hatchery

Road however the amount of flow was minimal and clear of any turbidity. Taking into consideration that there are no
proposed surface mining operations within this portion of the site and that all stormwater runoff within the disturbed
areas will be contained onsite, the drainage will not be impacted by site actívities.

As documented on the Westlake Consultants, lnc. Mining Plan Set (Attachment 7), two jurisdìctional wetland features
are also located within the northwestern portion of the proposed permit area. These wetlands are associated with
seeps and were mapped via a wetland delineation completed by Terra Science, lnc. which has received Department of
State Lands concurrence via #WD 1.3-0228. As described below, an undisturbed setback will be maintained to protect

the identified features. Two additional surface water features in proximity of the proposed permit boundary include

the Middle Fork of the Willamette River located approximately 2,300 feet southwest of the southern permit boundary
and Salmon Creek located approximately 1-,000 feet northwest of the northern permit boundary.

As documented in the Board of Commissioners Findings (Attachment 3), a Groundwater Report was completed in

October 2015 by Shannon & Wilson which provided information about the elevation of groundwater wells in the
surrounding area and the planned elevation of the quarry floor. Per the Findings, the quarry floor will be elevated
approximately 100 feet above the level of neighboring wells. Taking into consideration that no dewatering is proposed

or allowed at the site, off-site impacts to water resources are not anticipated. lt should be noted that per Ordinance

No. PA 1343, Condition of Approval #46, "prior to any mining activity in Phase 2 of the mine plan, the applicant must

establish a baseline for water quality in the intermittent springs located on the western slope of TV Butte and must
conduct water quality sampling at the springs at six month intervals during the life of the mining activity in Phase 2. A

written summary of the monitoring results must be provided to the City of Oakridge, Lane County Planning and

DOGAMI within thirty (30) days of sampling".

REPORTS, STUDIES, ANALYSES & CONCURRENCFS

Records indicate that the following reports, studies, analyses, and concurrences have been completed for this
proposed surface mine site:

Terra Science lnc., Wetland Delineation Report (Revised November 201-3)

Army Corps of Engineers- Wetland Delineation Concurrence (Corps No. NWP-2013-307) (November 2013)

Department of State Lands- Wetland Delineation Concurrence (WD #1"3-0228) (November 2013)

Page 3 of 7
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Heritage Resource Associates, lnc. Cultural Resources Pedestrian Survey (February 20L5)
Westlake Consultants, lnc. Stormwater Analysis (July 2015)

Shannon & Wilson, Groundwater Report (October 2015)
Daly-Standlee & Associates (DSA), Noise Study (October 2015)

Sandow Engineering, Traffic lmpact Analysis (October 2015)

Kuper Consulting, LLC, Aggregate Resource Evaluation and Significance Determination (October 2015)
Arctic Engineering LTD, Air Quality Report (November 2015)

Additionally, the following have been completed in response to comments, questions and/or concerns received during
the local land use application process.'

Shannon & Wilson, inc. Groundwater Memorandum (May 201-6)

Shannon & Wilson, lnc. Historic Land Use Study Memorandum (May 20L6)
Kuper Consulting, LLC Landfill Memorandum (May 2016)
WHPacific - Aubrey MountaÌn Airstrip Memorandum (May 2016) (Attachment 9)

Heritage Research Associates, lnc. Cultural Resources Response (June 20L6) (Attachment 10)

Shannon & Wilson, Response to Comments- Geologic and Environmental lssues (June 2016) (Attachment 1L)

State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)-Response Letter (April 2017) (Attachment 12)

M|NING PLAN

As noted above, the Operating Permit area will encompass approximately 106.9 acres as delineated on the survey map
(Attachment 4) and as marked in the field. The site will generally consist of two areas of operations including an
approximately46 acre excavation area within the eastern portion of the site and a 6L acre processing and stockpiling
area within the western portion of the site. Per Operating Permit Site Condition #1-, the permittee must not allow
mining operations to physically disturb any areas outsicie of the permit bouncjary. Physical disturbance inclucies, but is
not limited to: excavation operations, processing, stockpiling and/or disturbances caused by landslide, erosion orfly
rock. As mentioned above, there are existing overhead power and phone line(s) located onsite which bisect the
proposed permit and excavation area. Per Operat¡ng Permit Site Condition #2, the permittee must relocate the utility
line(s) and transmitter towers offsite prior to conducting any surface mining operations.

Surface mining operations within the excavation area will be conducted via a ridge cut excavation. Mineral extraction
will be conducted in three phases, generally advancing from the south to the north. The primary commodity at the site
is andesite and uses include asphalt aggregate, base rock aggregate, construction fill, and rip rap. Equipment used for
mining and processing will include dozers, excavators, hydraulic track drills, loaders, dump trucks, water trucks and
crushing equipment. To operate a rock crusher, Ready-Mix Plant or asphalt plant in the State of Oregon, the plant may
be required to have an Air Contaminant Discharge Permit from the DEQ" depending on the production; refer to the
DEQ website to contact the regional DEQ office.

Drilling and blasting are the primary mining method and given the distance of approximately 900 feet to the nearest
structure not owned by the applicant, off-site impacts from blasting are not anticipated. lt is important to note
howeverthat as documented on Ordinance No. PA 1343, Condition of Approval (25i), the applicant will be required by
Lane County Planning to implement a blast monitoring program for all blasts conducted in the first year of operations.
No mining will be conducted below static groundwater levels therefore no dewatering is proposed or allowed at the
site without an amendment to the Operating Permit to allow such activity (Site Condition #3). Although the Operating
and Reclamation Plan (Attachment 13) states that water will be utilized onsite for processing, the applicant has
clarified that water will only be used for the purposes of dust abatement. Water utilized for dust control is not defined
as process water. ln the event that water is needed for processing, the permittee will be required to obtain a WPCF-
1000 General Permit or a DEQ NPDES 12OO-A General Permit prior to the generation, storage, and/or disposal of any
process water onsite (Site Condition #4). Process water must be disposed of via recirculation, evaporation or controlled
seepage. The permittee must not discharge process water to waters of the state without first obtaining a DEQ
lndividual NPDES Permit.
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Note that although the Westlake Consultants, lnc. Mining Operations and Reclamation Plan Set notes that roads may
be "oiled" for dust suppression (see Note 10, on Page 3 of Attachment 7), the land use Conditions of Approval #29
(Attachment 3) only authorizes the use of water for suppressing dust on roads.

The 0.6 acre area located on the west side of Fish Hatchery Road will be utilized solely for accessory uses including but
not limited to the installation of a conveyor system, stockpiling of aggregate materials and/or equipment storage. Per
Operating Permit Site Condition #5, the permittee must not conduct any excavation operations within the 0.6 acre
area located on the west side of Fish Hatchery Road without first completing an amendment to the Operating Permit
to allow such activity.

Associated aggregate activities, includingtruck and vehicle equipmenttraffic, can cause both dust and noise. The
permittee will need to plan and implement site activity so that it does not impact the community. Best Management
Practices including: frequent use of watertruck in dust suppression, paving high traffic areas, construction of berms
around noisy activities, and densely treed vegetative strips may be used to reduce dust and noise problems. A permit
may be required from the WRD for water used in processing, dust suppression, or for any other use. Statutes and rules
pertaining to water use in Oregon are complex, and best addressed directly with WRD. Please contact your local
watermaster prior to using water for commercial purposes at the site; you can refer to the WRD website
http://www.oregon.gov/owrd/pages/offices.aspx for a map of watermaster districts and contact informatíon.

An approximately 50 foot natural landform/vegetative screen exists along the majority of the permit boundary and will
be maintained to isolate the site from public notice and minimize noise from operations. Additional berms and
screening may be constructed within the property boundary setbacks within the perimeters of the permit boundary as

necessary. Although the Operating and Reclamation Plan states that 50 foot setbacks will be maintained at the site, per
Operating Permit Site Conditions #6 through #9, the permittee is required to maintain a:

50 foot setback from all excavation operations and the permit boundaries as shown on the April 3,20t7
Westlake Consultants, lnc., Permit Boundary Map,
25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the identified wetlands,
25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the unnamed drainage, and
25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the historical landfill area.

The 50 foot setback from the unnamed creek located on the eastern perimeter of the proposed permit boundary as

described in the Reclamation Plan is well inside the permit boundary setback and is therefore not applicable.

Per Operating Permit Site Condition #10, the permittee is required to salvage, store, and stabilize adequate quantities
of soil and overburden materials onsite for final reclamation. Soil, overburden, and reject materials will generally be
stockpiled or bermed along the perimeters of the excavation area or within the setbacks. Barren soil and overburden
stockpiles and berms must be seeded prior to October L of each year or as necessary to reduce compaction and
prevent water and wind erosion (Site Condition #L1). All stormwater runoff within the disturbed areas will be

contained onsite utilizing Best Management Practices including sloping, retention berms, vegetation, and infiltration
ponds. The permittee must obtain coverage under a DEQ NPDES 1200-A General Permit or a DEQ lndividual NPDES

Permit prior to discharging any stormwater from the mining operation into waters of the state (Site Condition #12).

ORS 358.905 and ORS 97.740 protect archaeological sites, objects and human remains on state public and private lands
in Oregon. lf any cultural material is discovered during excavation activitíes, all work should cease immediately until a

professional archaeologist can assess the discovery. Please contact the State Historic Preservation Office at (503)986-
O6Ttfor further information or to report a potential discovery. Per Site Condition #13, the permittee must follow the
"lnadvertent Discovery Plan for Cultural Resources" (Attachment 14) in the event of an inadvertent discovery of
possible cultural materials.
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RECLAMATION PLAN

The planned secondary beneficial use for the site is Forestry. Reclamation at the site is scheduled to be conducted
concurrently with mining operations and will include the establishment of benches, spreading of growth medium and
revegetation. lt is important to note that although the Mining Operations and Reclamation Plan Set (Attachment 7)

and the Operating and Reclamation Plan (Attachment 13)state that allfinal excavation slopes will be constructed at
sloping configurations of LH:l-V, per Site Condition #14, the permittee must establish all final excavated sloping
configuratíons at L%H:IV or flatter unless a Certified Engineering Report is submitted and approved by DOGAMI to
allow for steeper final slopes which will blend in with the surrounding topography. Additionally, per Site Condition #15,
the permittee must establish all fill slopes at 2H:l.V or flatter.

All compacted areas of the quarry will be scarified and/or ripped with earth moving equipment to decompact the
,.^^^- -,,-f--^ +^ ^ ¡^^+!. ^{ r .) ;--!.^- ^-ì^- +^ -^-^^¡;^- ^-^,.,+t^ -^¡i,,* 
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Reclamation Plan, no imported fill materials will be needed forfinal reclamation therefore the permittee must submit
a Fill Plan to DOGAMI prior to importing any materials to the site, describing how the quality of the imported backfill
material will be monitored to ensure all imported material meets the DEQ clean fill standard and delineating the
location for stockpiling and permanent placement (Site Condition #17). Although the applicant specifies that 4 feet of
soil will be replaced on the quarry floor, the permittee will be required to spread a minimum of 12 inches of growth
medium on all areas to be revegetated including sub-horizontal high wall benches (Site Condition #1-8). The permittee
will be required to revegetate the site utilizing a native, weed-free grass seed mixture at a rate of 20 lbs. per acre to
stabilize the understory (Site Condition #19) and to plant native tree species in the late winter or early spring on l-0 or
l-2 foot centers (Site Condition #20). Noxious invasive plants and weeds are required to be controlled onsite by spot
spraying or other means (Site Condition #2L).

Upon the completion of reclamation operations, all structures, visual berms, and equipment will be removed from the
site and stormwaterwill continue to be contained on-site via Best Management Practices including infiltration and
vegetation.

RECLAMATION SECURITY

The reclamation security for any operation must be based on the actual reclamation cost that DOGAMI would have to
pay to contract for reclamation of the disturbed area to the standards outlined in the reclamation plan. For this
aggregate site, DOGAMI has calculated the reclamation security amount at the rate of 56,500 for the first acre and

54,000 for each additional acre of disturbance. Taking into consideration the post-mining land use, the reclamation
obligations and the proposal to affect approximately 6 acres within the upcoming L2 months, a reclamation security of
526,500 will be required for this site. The reclamation security may be adjusted in the future based on acres reclaimed
versus acres disturbed by mining.

P ROPOSED P E RM IT CO N D ITIO NS

Approval of this application is recommended with the following DOGAMI permit conditions. These permit conditions
may be modified after review by other natural resource agencies.

The permittee musi:

Not allow mining operations to physically disturb any area outside of the permit boundary.
Relocate the utility line(s) and transmitter towers offsite prior to conducting any surface mining operations.
Not conduct dewatering activities without first amending the Operating Permit to allow such activity.
Obtain a WPCF-1-000 General Permit or a DEQ NPDES 1200-A General Permit prior to the generation, storage,
andlor disposal of any process water.
Not conduct any mineral excavation operations within the 0.6 acre area located on the west side of Fish

Hatchery Road without first completing an amendment to the Operating Permit to allow such activity.
Maintain a 50 foot setback from all excavation operations and the permit boundaries as shown on the April 3,

2017 Westlake Consultants, lnc. Permit Boundary Map.
Maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the identified wetlands.
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8.

9.

10.

11..

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
2t.

Maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the unnamed seasonal drainage.

Maintain a 25 foot undisturbed setback from all mining operations and the historical landfill area.

Salvage, store, and stabilize adequate quantities of soil and overburden materials onsite for final reclamation.
Stabilize all barren soil and overburden stockpiles and berms prior to October L of each year or as necessary to
reduce compaction and prevent water and wind erosion.
Obtain coverage under a DEQ NPDES 1-200-A General Permit or a DEQ lndividual NPDES Permit prior to
discharging any stormwater from the mining operation into waters of the state.
Follow the "lnadvertent Discovery Plan for Cultural Resources" in the event of an inadvertent discovery of
possible cultural materials.
Establish allfinalexcavated sloping configurations at 1%H:1V orflatter unless a Certified Engineering Report is

submitted and approved by DOGAMI to allow for steeper final slopes which will blend in with the surrounding
topography.
Establish all final fill slopes at 2H:1V or flatter.
Rip and/or scarify all compacted areas of the quarry with earth moving equipment to decompact the upper
surface to a depth of L2 inches prior to spreading growth medium.
Submit a Fill Plan to DOGAMI prior to importing any materials to the site describing how the quality of the
impórted backfill materialwill be monitored to ensure all imported material meets the DEQclean fill standard

and delineating the location for stockpiling and permanent placement.
Replace a minimum of 12 inches of soil materialon all areas to be revegetated including sub-horizontal high wall
benches.
Revegetate the site utilizing a native, weed-free grass seed mixture at a rate of 20 lbs. per acre to stabilize the
u ndersto ry.

Plant native tree species in the late winter or early spring on 10 or 12 foot centers.

Control noxious invasive plants and weeds onsite by spot spraying or other means.

PageT o17
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:'.. ..', Proposed Permit Boundary

DoGAMT tD#:29-0166 Latitude:
Longitude:

43.74076
-122.4363

Permittee: Crown Properties, LLC
Site Name:Old Hazeldell Quarry
Permittee Phone: 541 484^0188 Site Contact: Mike Reeder
Permittee Cell: Site Phone: 541 484-0188
This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for, or be suitable
forlegal,engineering,orsurvey¡ngpurposes. Usersofthisinformationshouldrevieworconsult
the primary data and information sources to ascerta¡n the suitability of the information.

Prepared By: E. Buchner 4t4t2017 ArcGlS v10.2

Oregon Lambert Projection, NAD 1983 HARN (EPSG# 2994)

Oregon Dept. of Geology and Mineral lndustries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation Program

ATTACHMENT 1: DOGAMI Location Map Exhibit A 
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MLRR rece¡ved via email 0311712017

BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSTONBRS OF LANE COT'NTY, OREGON

ORDINANCENO: PA 1343 IN TTIB MATTER OF AMENDINC THE LANE COI.JNTY
RURAL COMPREHENSTVE PLAN (RCP) TO ADD A
QUARRY SITE TO TIIEIN\fENTORY OF STGNTFTCANT
MINERAL AND AGGREGATE SITES; AUTHORIZE
MINING AND PROCESSTNC AS PROVIDED BY
OREGON ADMTNTSTRATTVE RULES (OAR) 660-023-1 80;
AMENDING TIIE RCP TO REDESIGNATB LAND FROM
FOREST (F) TO NATURAL RESOURCE: MIMRAL
(NR:M), AND RBZONE TFIATLêND FROM NON-
IMPACTBD FORESTLAND (r-t) ZONEAND IMPÄCTED
TIOÌüST LAND (F.2) ZONE 10 QUARRY AND MINE
OPERATTONS (QM) ZONE; REQUIRE SITB REVTE\tr oF
THE PROPOSED MINING OPERATIONS PURSUÆ.IT TO
LANE coDE t6.2s7 (4)(A)-(J); AND enoPTINc sAvINcs
AND SEVERABTLTTY CLAUSES. (PLA¡{NING FTLENOS
509-PA I 5-05803 AND 509-P4,1 5.05804; APPLICANT; OLD
HAZBLDELL QUARRY).

WHEREAS, the Boalcl of County Commlssionors ofLane County, through onaotment of
Ordinance PA 1343, has adopted Land Use Designations and Zoning for lands within the
planning jutisdiction oftho Lane County Rurnl Comprehenslve Plan; and

WHEREAS, Lane Code 16,400 sets forth p'ocedurcs for amsirdmont of the Rural
Cornprohensive Plan¡ and

WHEREAS, Oregon Adminish'ative Rules (OAR) Chapter'660 Division 23 sets forth
procedurcs for amendment of the Goal 5 Inventory of Significant Mineml & Aggregate Sites
within Lane County as well as addressing requests for a post-acknowledgment plan amendmont
(PAPA) affecting those sites; and

WHEREAS, on December 9,2015, application nos. 509-P415-05803 and 509-P415-
05804 were rnade for a major amendment to add a site to tho Lane County Goal 5 Inventory of
Significant Mineral & Aggregate Sites, to authorize mining and plocessing; to amond the RCP to
rcdesignate land from Forost (F) to Natural Rosouroe: Minsral (NR:M) and rszono that land fiom
Non-impaoted F'orest Land (F-l) Zone ancl Impacted Folsst Land (F-2) Zonato Quany and Mine
Operutions (QM) Zone; to roquiro a site reviow of the proposod mining oporutions on tho subject
ploperty (as tax lot 502 anda pofiion of tax lot 100 of map 2l-35-22, and a portion of tax lot
1900 of map 21-35-15); and

IWHEREAS, the Lane County Planning Commission reviewed the ploposal in publio
hearings on Apr;il 19,2016 and May 10,2016, and deliberated on luly 26,2016, and fotwarded
the matter to the Board with formal Planning Commission rccomrnendations; and

WHEREAS, evidence exists within the rccord inclicating that the proposal meets the
requirononts of Lane Code Chapter 16, and the rnquirements of applicabls stato and local law;
and

\IVHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners has oonducted a pulilic hearing and is
now toady to take action.

0RDINANCE No.PAl343 Page 1 of 2

ATTACHMENT 2: Lane Co. Ordinance No. PA 1343 Exhibit A 
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NOW, THBREFORB, the Board of County Commissionerc of Lane County Ordains as

follows;

Soction 1, Ths Lane County Rural Conrprohonsive Plan is horeby amended to add the
signlficant rosource slte shown on the Mining Alea Maps in Exhibit "4" Figure 4, attached and
incorporated here and deplcted as a pôrtlon of tax lots 502 and 100 of nap 21-3542, and a
portion of tax lot 1900 of map 2l-35-15 as the slgnificant resourcq site of agglegate tesourtos to
be added to the oxlsting Goal 5 Invontory of Sigrrìficnnt Mlnsral and Aggegate Sites ldentified
and included in Appendix "D" ofthe "Mlneral and Aggrcgate Rssouross Wolking Paper"; and to
allow mlning and processing as known mlneral rosourc€ to bo conserved fot present and ft¡tue
minelal and aggrogato use based on the fìndings and conclusions as desc,ribecl ln Bxl¡ibit "C"
attaohed and lnoorporatod hersln.

Sectlon 2, The Lane Gounty Offïcial ZorrngMap is amended to change tho Plan I Zone
classifications slrown on tho Minlng Area Maps in Exhlbit "4" Figure 2, attached and
incorporated hero and deplcted as tax lot 502 and a portion of tax lot 100 of map 2l-35-22, and a
portlon of tax lot 1900 of map 2l-35-15 from Forest (F) to Natunl Resou'oe: Mineral (NR:M),
qnd rezone that land fiom Non-impacted ForestLand (F-l) Zone and Impacted Folest Land (F-2)
Zono to Quarty gnd Mino Oporations (QM) Zone. This is depioled on the Offîclal Lane County
Plan / Zone maps and further identifie(l as Exhlbit "B" attached and incorpotated hereln.

Sectlon 3, Site Review is tequired prior to authorize nrining and processing on the
subject prcperty purquant to Lane Code 16.25? based on findings and conclusions as desøibed in
Exhibit uC" attachgd and inporpqated herein, and st¡bject fo compliance wilh the conditlons of
apploval contained therein, and the Planning Dliector is hereby delegated authorþ to monitor
ongoing mining and prooessing oporations, and to review requested amendments to thc mining
operations plan as necessary, consistent with this approval.

The pdor deslgrtation status and zéne authorizations replaced by this Ordinance remain ln
fi¡ll force and effect to autholize prosecution ofpersons in violation thereofprior to the effective
date ofthis Ordlnance.

Ifany seotion, subseotion, sentence, clause, phiase orportion ofthis Ordinance ls for any
reason held inyalid or unccitrstitutional by any court o¡ administrative agency of competent
jurlsdiction, such portion is deemecl a soparatq distinct and independent provision, and strch
holding does not affect the validþ of the remaining portions heleof.

FURTHE& àlthough not a patt of this Ordinance except as desclibed abovo, the Board of
County Commissioners adopts Findlngs and Conolusions as set forth in Exhlbit "C" attaohed and
incorporated here by thls reference, in support ofthis action,

ENACTEDthis 14th dayof 2017

APPROVEDAS TOFORM

Dsla 3-
County Boartl of County Commisslonels

ORDINANCE No. PA 1343

Chail,

meoting

Page?of 2
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TAX LOT 1OO, ZONE F1
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TAX LOT 606, ZONE 12
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TAX LOT 1701, ZONE 12
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TAX LOT 501, ZONE F2
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LEGfN D:
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS F'INDINGS
LANE COUNTY, OREGON

IN THE MATTER OF THE POST ACKNOWLEDGMENT )
PLAN AMENDMENT (PAPA) TO ADD A QUARRY SITE TO )
THE INVENTORY OF SIGNIFICANT MINERAL AND )
AGGREGATE SITES, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND )
ZONE MAP AMENDMENTS, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TEXT )
AMENDMENT, AND SITE REVIEV/ PERMIT, AND AUTHORIZE )
MINING AND PROCESSING AS PROVIDED BY OREGON )
ADMINISTRATTVE RULES (OAR) 660-023-180, )
(FILE 509-PA-15-05803 and 509-PA-15-05804; )
OLDHAZELDELL QUARRY, LLC )

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
CONDITIONS IN THE MATTER OF FILE NOS. 509-PA-15-05803 AND 5O9.PA-I5-05804

I. A. Applicant: Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC
c/o Mr. Micheal Reeder
Arnold Gallaher, P.C.
800 Willamette Street, Suite 800
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Owner: Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC
c/o Mr. Micheal Reeder
Arnold Gallaher, P.C.
800 Willamette Street, Suite 800
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Agents: Mr. Steven Pfeiffer
Perkins Coie, LLP
1120 NW Couch St., Tenth Floor
Portland, Oregon 97209

Ms. Dorian Kuper
Kuper Consulting LLC
3575 Running Deer Dr.
Helena, Montana 59602

PAGE 1 -- FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
(FTLES 509-pAls-Os803 & 509-pAls-0s804)
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B. Proposal:

Amend the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) to add a quarry site to the inventory
of Significant Mineral and Aggregate Sites and authorize mining and processing as provided by
Statewide Planning Goal 5 "Post Acknowledgment Plan Amendment" (PAPA) requirements
found in Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 660-023-180. In addition, the County authorizes a

Site Review Permit. The applicant proposes to mine north and northeasteward from the exisiting
Dunning Road Quamy. A processing area will be utlitized to the west of the mining (extraction)
area. As presented in the Kuper Consulting LLC (KC) PAPA Application, Figure 4 delineates
the area to be added to the County inventory of significant mineral and aggregate sites. In
accordance with the OAR and statutory definitions of "mining ated', "mining" and

"processing", it includes all the area that is used for the extraction and processing of the
resource: the proposed processing area, the remaining extractioî area in the existing Dunning
Road Quarry, and the extraction and processing area. Upon adoption of this Ordinance, the
applicant will be operating the quarry under an operating permit that meets the curent Mineral
and Aggregate requirements found in Goal 5 Administrative Rules.

The record contains a map from KC that illustrates the area of 46 acres to be excavated within
the site that consists of a volume of rock calculated to be approximately 16.9 million tons. This
amount of material is greater than 2 million tons and may be determined to be significant under
the provisions of OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a).

il. SITE AND PLANNING PROFILE

A. Location
The site is located just east of Oakridge and north of Highway 58. The site is generally located
northeast of the intersection of Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery Road. Of the 183 acres of
ownership, approximately 107 acres is the mining area, of which approximately 46 acreswill be
excavated. The 107-acre subject property comprises of three tax lots identified on Assessors Map
2l-35-22, tax lot 502, portions of tax lot 100 and portions of tax lot 1900 as identified on
Assessors Map 21-35-1 5.

B. Zoning
The property is zoned "Non-Impacted Forest Lands (F-1, RCP) and Impacted Forest Lands, (F-2,
RCP). The Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) designation is currently Forest Land. The intent is
to rezone the site to Quarry and Mine Operations (QM) and designate the site as Natural
Resource in accordance with the RCP.

C. Site Characteristics
The subject property lies east and outside of the City of Oakridge and includes approximately
183 acres of vacant forested land. The site contains the existing Dunning Road Quarry,
previously mined and permitted with the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) permit #20-0001, at the southern portion of the Old Hazeldell property. The intent
is to mine (excavate) north and northeastward from the existing quarry on approximately 46

acres. The processing area will be located on Tax Lot 502, immediately wes of the excavation

PAGE 2 -- FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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area. The site is made up of andesitic rock that occurs as a north-south trending ridgeline of
which will be excavated. Elevations range from approximately 1900 feet Mean Sea Level
(MSL) in the northern portion of the site, to a low of 1,600 feet MSL on the eastern portion of
the site and a low of 1,400 MSL on the western portion of the site. The access to the mining area

will be off of and to the north of Dunning Road and east of the Union Pacific railroad line, onto
the processing area, as reflected on the Revised Site Plan dated October,2076.

Surrounding Area

The area surrounding the subject property is illustrated on Figure 2 in the KC PAPA which
includes the 1,500 foot impact area. Properties surounding the property are forestry zoned to the
north and south, industrial to the west and a combination of forestry and rural residential to the
east.

There are 42 properties within the 1,500 foot impact area, excluding the Old Hazeldell LLC
ownership. The zoning of those properties ranges from Forestry (F-1, F-2) to Industrial (I2) to
nine Rural Residential (RR10) lots. Uses for each tax lot are presented in Appendix M of the KC
PAPA, "Existing Uses within the i,500 foot Impact Area and Existing Farm and Forest hactices
within %mile of the Site".

D. Services & Resources
Fire: Hazeldell Rural Fire District.
Police: County Sherift State Police
Water: on-site well and/or purchased water
School District: Oakridge School District 76
Power: Lane Electric
Access: Highway 58, north on Fish Hatchery Road, east on Dunning Road
Class I Stream: none identif,red on the subject property.
Historical: none identified on the subject property
Archaeological: none identified on the subject property
Sensitive Habitat: No inventoried Goal 5 resources occur on the site
Water Quantity: The property is located within a water quantity limited area.

Wetlands: No wetlands are identified within the quary area. Wetlands are identified in the
western portion of the overall ownership where no mining or processing will occur. In addition,
Salmon Creek and its associated inventoried riparian area are located ofÊsite within the Impact
Area.

ilI. CRITERIA AND ANALYSIS

A. Character of the Request
This application request is characterized as a Post-Acknowledgement Plan Amendment (PAPA)
to the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP). The applicant requests that the proposed
mining area of 46 acres to be excavated be recognized as a significant Goal 5 aggregate resource,
added to the Lane County Significant Mineral and Aggregate Resources Inventory, and granted

PAGE 3 -- FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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approval to conduct mining and processing of the resource. In addition, the applicant is
requesting a zone change from Forestry to Quarry and Mine Operations, and to change the RCP
designation from Forest Land to Natural Resource, and issuance of a Site Review permit for the
entire 107 acres.

B. Evaluation
The applicant has addressed the Goal 5 requirements of Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR)
660-023 - 0180 which authorizes Lane County to add the site to the Lane County Rural
Comprehensive Plan "Significant Mineral and Aggregate Resources Inventory" and authorize
mining and processing of the resource. The Lane Code requirements of LC 16.400 that govern
review of Plan Amendments are also addressed below.

1. Classification of Amendment
a. LC 16.a00(B)(a) Amendments to the Rural Comprehensive Plan shall be classffied according
to lhe following criteria:
(i) Minor Amendment. An amendment limited to the Plan Diagram only and, if requiring an
exception to Statewide Planning Goals, justifies the exception solely on the basis that the
resource land is already built upon or is Ìrrevocably committed to other uses not allowed by an
applicable goal.
(ii) Major Amendment. Any amendment that is not classffied as a minor amendment.

The applicant requests that the Lane County Significant Mineral and Aggregate Resources
Inventory be amended to include the area of the subject property utilized for mining. Since the
proposal does not require an amendment to the Plan Diagram only, the Board of Commissioners
finds that the amendment is classified as a Major Amendment.

2. Plan Amendment Criteria
a. Lane Code 16.400(6)(h)(iii)
The Board may amend or supplement the Rural Comprehensive Plan upon making the following
findings:
(aa) For Major and Minor Amendments as defined in LC 16.400(S)(a) below, the Plan
component or amendment meets all applicable requirements of local and state law, including
Statewide Planning Goals and Oregon Administrative Rules.

The Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) and the Oregon Court of Appeals have
determined that the Goal 5 rule for mineral and aggregate establishes a comprehensive regulatory
scheme that is intended to supersede local review standards for aggregate. Eugene Sand and
Gravel, Inc. v. Lane County, 44 Or LUBA 50 (2003). The applicable requirements for review of
this application are found in the Oregon Administrative Rules and the Statewide Planning Goals
only. The decision inEugene Sand and Gravel, Inc. was based upon OAR 660-023-01S0(2)(c)
and OAR 660-023-0180(9)(a) formerly (7). Section (9) has not changed since the date of that
LUBA decision while subsection (2)(c) was amended in 2004 to include subsection (6) that is
applicable to the approval of the mining and processing proposed in this application. Since
Lane County has not amended its Rural Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations after 1989
to include procedures and requirements consistent with the 1996 and 2004 administrative rule

PAGE 4 -- FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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changes for the consideration of PAPAs concerning aggregate resources, the Board of
Commissioners finds that the substantive review of this application is limited to applicable
review criteria identified within the Goal 5 Rule, subject to the procedures and requirements in
the applicable Lane County regulations.

þb) For Major and Minor Amendments as defined in LC 16. 00@)(a) below, the Plan
amendment or component is:
(i-i) necessary to correct an identified error in the application of the Plan; OR
(iïii) necessary to fumil an identified public or community need þr the intended result of the
component or amendment,' OR
(iiì-iii) necessary to comply with the mandate of local, state or federal policy or law; OR
(iv-iv) necessary to provide for the implementation of adopted Plan policy or elements; OR
(v-v) otherwise deemed by the Board, for reasons briefly set forth in its decision, to be desirable,
appropriate or proper.

This request is in conformance with Lane Code 16.400(6xhxiiixbbxiiiiii) above. Lane County
is mandated to comply with the Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-023-180(2) which
states: "Local governments are not required to amend acknowledged inventories or plans with
regard to mineral and aggregate resources except in response to an application for a PAPA" or at
periodic review as specified in OAR 660-023-0180(7)" (emphasis added). This proposal is a
request for a Post Acknowledgement Plan Amendment (PAPA) to add this site to the significant
Mineral &, Aggregate Resource Inventory. The Board of Commissioners finds that it is
necessary to amend the,Rural Comprehensive Plan to comply with the mandate of the identified
state rule.

b. Lane Code 12.050(2)
The Board may amend or supplement the comprehensive plan upon afinding of:
(a) an error in the plan; or
þ) changed circumstances affecting or pertaining to the plan; or
(c) a change in public policy; or
(d) a change in public need based on a reevaluation of factors affecting the plan; provided, the
amendment or supplement does not impair the purpose of the plan as established by LC 12.005
above.

As explained above, the Board of Commissioners finds that the substantive review of this
application is limited to those applicable review criteria identifred within the Goal 5 Rule. This
code section is not applicablq except to establish a procedural requirement to process an

application submitted pursuant to OAR 660-023-0180.

3. Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR)
Statewide Planning Goal 5 was amended on June 14, 1996 and the Amendment became effective
September 1, 1996, Accompanying Oregon Administrative Rules 660, Division 23 was
amended and became effective on the same date. A subsequent amendment to the rules occurred
effective June25,2004 which is applicable to small mineral and aggregate mine sites such as the
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one proposed on the subject property. The application addresses the relevant provisions of OAR
660, Division23 regarding mineral and aggregate resources.

A. PROCESS
OAR 660-023-180 is the section of Oregon Administrative Rules 660, Division 23 that applies
specifically to mineral and aggregate resources. OAR 660-023-180(2) states:

"Local governments are not required to amend aclcnowledged Ìnventories or
plans with regard to mineral and aggregate resources except in response to an applicationfor a
post aclmowledgement plan amendment (PAPA) or at periodic review as specified in section (9)
of this rule. The requirements of this rule modifu, supplement, or supersede the requirements of
the standard Goal 5 process in OAR 660-023-0030 through 660-023-0050, as follows: "

(a) A local governmenl may inventory mineral and aggregale resources
throughout its jurisdiction, or in a portion of its jurisdiction. When a local government conducts
an inventory of mineral and aggregate sites in all or a portion of its jurisdiction, it shall follow
the requirements of OAR 660-023-0030 except as modified by subsection (b) of this section with
respect to aggregate sites. When a local government is following the inventory process for a
mineral or aggregate resource site under a PAPA, it shall follow the applicable requirements of
OAR 660-023-0030, except where those requirements are expanded or supersededfor aggregate
resources as provided in subsections (b) through (d) ofthß section and sections (3), (4) and (8)
of this rule;

þ) Local governments shall apply the criteria in section (3) or (4) of thisrule,
whichever is applicable, rather than OAR 660-023-0030(4), ín determining whether an
aggregate resource site is significant;

(c) Local governments shall follow the requirements of section (5) or (6) of
this rule, whichever is applicable, in deciding whether to authorize the mining of a significant
aggregate resource site, and OAR 660-023-0040 through 660-023-0050 in deciding whether to
authorize mining of a signfficant mineral resource; and

(d) For significant mineral and aggregate sites where mining is allowed,
except for aggregate sites that have been determined to be significant under section (4) of this
rule, Iocal governments shall decide on a program to protect the site from new offsite
conflicting uses by following the standard ESEE process in OAR 660-023-0040 and 660-023-
0050 with regard to such uses.

As directed by OAR 660-023-0180(2)(a) above, Lane County is required to amend the
acknowledged mineral and aggregate inventory in response to this application for a Post
Acknowledgement Plan Amendment (PAPA) provided the relevant criteria are met. The Goal 5

Rule provides two avenues to add a mineral and aggregate site to the inventory and authorize
mining, characterized by staff as "large" and "small" . Large sites are subject to Sections (3) and
(5) while small sites may use Sections (a) and (6). Subsection (2Xb) states that "the local
governments shall apply the criteria in section (3) or (a) of this rule, whichever is applicable."
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Section (4) is applicable only on "farmland" and whenever the "quantity of material proposed to
be mined from the site is estimated to be 2,000,000 tons of aggregate material or less for a site in
the Willamette Valley:'. OAR 660-023-0180(a)(a). In this instance, the property is withinForest
Land and NOT the Exclusive Farm Use Zone and the applicant proposes to mine more than
2,000,000 tons of material from the site. The Board of Commissioners finds that review of this
proposal to mine a quantity of aggregate more than 2,000,000 tons, OAR 660-023-0180(2)
directs the use of OAR 660-023-0180(3) to determine whether the aggregate resource site is
significant, and the use of OAR 660-023-0180(5) to evaluate whether to authorize mining and
processing ofthe resource. The relevant provisions are addressed below.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the site meets the test of Significance, in that the site
meets the location, quality and quantity as reflected in the fìndings below.

B. DEFINITIONS
The relevant criteria for review of the proposal include several terms or phrases which are

defined in OAR 660-023-0180(1) and several that rely upon definitions found in the Oregon
Revised Statutes (ORS):

oAR 660-023-0180(11
(a) "Aggregate resources" are naturally occurring concentrations of stone, rock, sand gravel,
decomposed granite, limestone, pumice, cinders, and other naturally occurring solid materials
commonly used in road building or other construction.

(fl "Mineral resources" are those materials and substances described in ORS 517.750(7) but
excluding materials and substances described as "aggregate resources" under subsection (a) of
this section.

(h) "Mininq" is the extraction and processing of mineral or aggregate resources, as defined in
ORS 215.298(3) forfarmland, and in ORS 517.750for land other thanfarmland.

(i) "Mining area" is the area of a site within which mining is permitted or proposed, excluding
undisturbed buffer areas or areas on a parcel where mining is not authorized.

(j) "Processing" means the activities described in ORS 517.750QqL.

oRS 517.750 I "Processing" includes, but is not limited to, crushing, washing, milling and
screening as well as the batching and blending of mineral aggregate into æphalt and portland
cement concrete located within the operating permit area.

ORS 215.010(5) "The Willamette Valley" is Clackamas, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk,
Washington and Yamhill Counties and the portion of Benton and Lane Counties lying east of the
summit of the Coast Range.

t The 2007 Legislature adopted Senate Bill 149 which changed the ORS numbering for the definition of
"processing" to ORS 517.750(11) effective January 1,2008
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C. GOAL 5 ANALYSIS
Division 23 of the Administrative Rules Chapter 660establishes the procedures and criteria for
evaluating Goal 5 resources. The Board of Commissioners finds that the application addresses
the relevant criteria to determine the significance of the resource, add the mining area to the
Significant Mineral and Aggregate Inventory of the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plar¡
and allow mining and processing of the resource.

1. Significance of the Resource
OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) - Quality of the Resource

"A representative set of samples of aggregate material in the deposit on the site meets
^^^l:^-LI^ /-1.,^-^.- T\^^--¿.^-^-^¿ ^17-^-"---^^-,¿-¿:^-- /A^^T\ -----:t-,,):-,,- 1-,. l- --- - -l 1, ,r -uPPtt.,uute r_/tetun nellutLntent uJ rtunsputtuuult (uuul) specutuuuufts JUr uuse rucnJUr ulr
degradation, abrasion, and soundness ".

OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) requires that the aggregate resource meet quality standards for base
aggregate. Base aggregate is tested in the laboratory for its ability to withstand abrasion and
degradation. Aggregate samples that meet specified durability criteria are accepted by Oregon
Department of Transportation ("ODOT") for use as base aggregate.

The abrasion test indicates how aggregate will withstand grinding actions (e.g., generated from
heavy traffic). The air degradation test measures the quantity and quality of the material
produced by attrition (e.g., repeated traffic loading and unloading). The sodium sulfate
soundness test measures the quantity of material produced by repeated immersion in a corrosive
solution of sodium sulfate. While CDOT has specific soundness criteria for asphaltic concrete
aggregate, it does not have soundness criteria for base rock aggregate.2 The ODOT Standard
Specifications for Highway Construction (revised 2015, current edition) Section 02630 describes
the requirements for base rock aggregate. As part of the base rock aggregate requirements under
Durability Section 02630.10(c) only the Abrasion and Degradation tests are required. Therefore,
this test cannot be applied to base rock quality evaluations within the context of Goal 5 because
there is no applicable ODOT standard for this quality characteristic.

As presented in the Kuper Consulting LLC (KC),4 ggregate Resource Evaluation and
Significance Determination, Old Hazeldell Quany Property, Lane County, Oregon (Oct. 12,
2015), Appendix A of the KC PAPA, on the basis of the test results, KC concluded that the
identified resource to be extracted within the mining site meets or exceeds ODOT's minimum
quality standards. On the basis of this testimony, the Board of Commissioners finds that the
resource meets the quality standards of this rule.

OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) - Quantity of the Resource

"...the estimated amount of material is more than 2,000,000 tons in the Willamette Valley, or
500,000 tons outside of the 'tlrillamette Vølley... "

Oregon Department of Transportation, Standard Specifications for Híghway Construction (rev ed 2015)
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The Board of Commissioners finds that all of Lane County east of the summit of the Coast
Range is considered the "Willamette Valley" within the Goal 5 def,rnition. As presented in the
KC Signifìcance Report, Appendix A of the KC PAPA a total of at least 11.3 million irrplace
cubic yards (16.9 million tons) of aggregate is calculated to be present within the quality rod<

deposits underlying the Site. Therefore, the Site exceeds the quantity criteria of 2 million tons
required in OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) for sites outside of the Willamette Valley.

Opponents that are not registered engineering geologists alleged that the calculation of 16.9
million tons is in error because a large quantity of lower grade volcanoclastic rock and weathered
highly fractured and internal contact zone rock of the andesite rock are included in the total.
Based on responsive evidence contained in the November, 20l6KC Letter and the KC
Signif,rcance Report, the Board of Commissioners finds that the estimated volume of rock
identified to be extracted that meets the base rock specifications on the site is approximately 17

million tons, which far exceeds the required 2 million ton requirement for aggregate resources.

OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) - Location of the Resource

The surrounding area has been the subject of historical mining activity as evidenced by Dunning

Quarry. The Dunning Quarry, is an inactive mining site. located on the southern portion of the
property. While the site was listed on the County's inventory of Signification Mineral and
Aggregate list under Ordinance No. 883 & 889 it was deleted under Ordinance 892. This later
Ordinance revised the inventory list and removed several mining sites where there was a lack of
information regarding the aggregate. Regardless, a review of the local geology maps in the area,

coupled with borings performed on the site as documented in AppendixA of the KC PAPA
support the conclusion that there is a sufficient abundance of rock on the site.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the aggregate at the site meets the location criteria for a
significant aggregate sites, as required by OAR 660-023-0180(3)(a) and as identified in the KC
report in Appendix A.

The remaining significance criteria set forth at OAR 66G23-180(3xb-d) and (4) are not
applicable to this Application. Soils that have been mapped on the Site by the Natural Resource
and Conservation Service (NIRCS) and are presented in the KC report in Appendix A of the KC
PAPA. The NRCS Soil Survey of Lane County, Oregon'shows Class III, VI and VII soils
mapped on the site. There are no Class I, Class II or Unique soils mapped on this site. Therefore,
since there are no Class I, II or unique soils on site, the criteria of OAR 66G023-0180(3)(d) do
not apply.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the inventory in the comprehensive plan shall be

amended to list the Old Hazeldell Quarry Site as a significant aggregate resource site.

oAR 660-23- 0180(3xb-d) and (4)
The Board of Commissioners finds that the remaining significance criteria set forth al OAR 66G
23- I SO(3Xb-d) and (4) are not applicable to this Application. Soils that have been mapped on

' The Soil Conservation Service has been renamed the Natural Resource and Conservation Service.
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the Site by the Natural Resource and Conservation Service (f.rRCS) and are presented in the KC
report in Appendix A. The NRCS Soil Survey of Lane County, Oregon4 shows Class HI, VI and
Vll soils mapped on the site. There are no Class I, Class II or Unique soils mapped on this site.

OAR 660-023-0180(5) For significant mineral and aggregate sites, local governments shall
decide whether mining is permitted. For a PAPA application involving an aggregate site
determined to be significant under section (3) of thß rule, the process for this decision is set out
in subsections (a) through (g) of this section. A local government must complete the process
within I B0 day,s after receipt of a complete applicatíon that is consistent with sectíon (8) of this
rulè, or by the earliest date after 180 days allowed by local charter.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the County has correctly processed the Applicatlons.
First, as explained below, the County applied the applicable criteria in subsections (a) through
(g) of this section to decide that mining is permitted on the Property. Second, the Board of
Commissioners finds that it is adopting an ordinance approving the Applications on March 31,
2016 a date that is within the time period allowed by this rule, as extended by the Applicant.
Specifically, the County deemed the Applications complete on March 31,2016. No one
contended that the County committed a procedural error under this section. Therefore, the Board
of Commissioners f,rnds that it has complied with the procedural requirements of this section.

OAR 660-023-0180(5) (a) The local government shall determine an impact area for the purpose
of identifuing conflicts with proposed mining and processing activities. The impact area shall be
large enough to include uses listed in subsection (b) of this section and shall be limited to 1,500

feet from the boundaries of the mining area, except where factual information indicates
significant potential conflicts beyond this distance. For a proposed expansion of an existing
aggregate site, the impact area shall be measuredfrom the perimeter of the proposed expansion
area rather than the boundaries of the existing aggregate site and shall not include the existing
aggregale sile.

For the reasons explained below and based upon the evidence presented by the applicant, the
Board of Commissioners finds that the appropriate impact area is 1,500 feet.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(b) provides that the local government shall determine existing or
approved land uses within the impact areathat may be adversely affected by the proposed
mining operations and the potential conflicts. This determination is further clarified by OAR
660-023-0180(5XbXA)-(F), which limits conflicts the Board of Commissioners may consider.
Existing uses are existing land uses, and these are typically characterized as permanent or semi-
permanent structures or purposeful activities which commit the land to an existing use. The
Land Conservation and Development Commission's ("LCDC") intent to limit existing and
approved uses to pennanenl or semi-permanent activities and structures is further clarified in
OAR 660-023-0180(5)(bXA) with the term "with regard to those existing and approved uses and
associated activities (e.g., houses and schools)." As such, the occasional wild elk traversing the
property do not constitute an existing use within the context of Division 23, unless these
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activities are deemed associated with a resource deemed significant on an acknowledged Goal5
inventory or similar temporary, random or infrequent events, which is not the case here.

With regard to the Airstrip, this use has been acknowledged by the applicant as an existing use

within the impact area. As detailed fuither below, with the mitigation measures included in the
conditions of approval, the Board of Commissioners fînds that the record, including submittals
by W&H Pacifrc, demonstrates that conflicts with this use are unlikely to occur.

With regard to the recreational trails located outside the established impact area boundary, this
activity is similar to many types of uses which exist outside the impact area. However, the only
impacts to the use of the trails in the vicinity of the project thatopponents identifu are conflicts
with cyclists and trucks on Dunning Road, which is the public roadway serving the nearest

trailhead. Since there will be no truck traffic east of the site access on Dunning Road, and since

there certainly will be no trucks on or affecting this trail, it is difficult to imagine the source of
the alleged conflict with the use of the trail or trailhead. With regard to potential truck conflicts
with cyclists on Dunning Road to the west, such conflicts have been minimized with required
roadway improvements on Dunning Road and through the providing an easement for ofÊroad
access pursuant to condition of approval number 47, and as documented with the recommended
Public Works condition regarding road improvements and the expert testimony submitted by
Sandow Engineering.

Finally, the former Dunning Road landfill has long since been closed and is no longer active,
which means that it is not an existing use within the application of Division23. Further, the fact
that the former landfill has long been closed and the use terminated means that there can be no

conflicts with a use which no longer exists. And even if the landfill remained an existing use, the
substantial evidence in the record demonstrates that avoidance of this limited area, coupled with
mitigation measures preventing stormwater intrusion, will preclude any potential conflicts.

In sum, the Board of Commissioners finds the applicant and staff have correctly applied the
1,50O-foot impact boundary for purposes of conflict minimization under Division 23. By the
terms of the Goal 5 rule, the impact boundary shall only be 1,500 feet, "except where factual
information indicates significant potential conflicts beyond this distance." OAR 66U023-
0180(5)(a). As explained in the applicant's technical responses and further enumerated below,
potential conflicts associated with dust and groundwater discharges, which are the primary issues

raised by opponents, cannot have an effect beyond 1,500 feet since this expert testimony
confirms that the discharges, which diminish with distance, are successfully minimized within
1,500 feet.

OAR 660-023-01S0(5Xb) The local government shall determine existing or approved land uses

within the impact area that will be adversely affected by proposed mining operations and shall
specifu the predicted conflicts. For purposes of this section, "approved land'uses" are dwellings
allowed by a residential zone on existing platted lots and other uses for which conditional or

final approvals have been granted by the local government. For determination of conflicts from
proposed mining of a significant aggregate site, the local government shall limit its
consideration to the following:
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Goal 5 requires that existing and approved land uses within the impact areabe identified to allow
the County to evaluate conflicts with future mining activity if mining is permitted.

The Board of Commissioners has identified the following uses within 1,500 feet from the
boundaries of the mining are4 also shown in the table below. The existing land uses in the
1,500-foot impact area can be characterized generally as undeveloped, rurãl residential, and
forestry uses. In addition, apartially developed industrial park exists to the west of the site and
within the 1,500 foot impact area. An ODFW fishery hatchery is also located to the north of the
site. A County-owned shooting range exists to the south of the site and the Dunning Quarry
exists on the southern portion of the site.

An inventory of allowed residential uses within the impact area was completed. Tax lots within
the impact area were researched and pennit records for approved uses were reviewed within the
1,500-foot impact area. There appear to be 16 residences within the impact area. In addition to
residential uses, non-residential uses include the fish hatchery, the industrial park, shooting range
and one convenience store within the 1,5O0-foot impact area (Appendix M). Within the 1,500-
foot impact area, there is one approved residence under a forest template (Map2l-35-22,Tax
Lot 501 ). In addition to the above described developed properties, there are three vacant tax lots
within the 1,500-foot impact area: Map 2l-35-14, Tax Lot 902,Map 2l-35-14, Tax Lot 203, and
lv4.ap 2I-35-23,Tax Lot 501. The Goal 5 Rule does not require an applicantto analyze potential
future uses on vacant properties in this circumstance.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(bXA) Conflicts due to noise, dust, or other discharges with regard to
those existing and approved uses and associated aclivities (e.g., houses and schools) that are
sensìtive to such discharges;

Noise:

Identifi cation of Confl icts:

The mining project will produce noise that has the potential to impact residential uses within the
impact area. The Board of Commissioners finds that, based on substantial evidence provided by
the applicant, the quarry will not generate noise that will conflict with land uses in the Impact
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North Undeveloped, Fish Hatchery with Several Residences

West Rural Commercial, Heavy Industrial (Industrial Parþ
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Area. The Board of Commissioners further finds that although quarry operation will generate

noise, because the quarry will not exceed the applicable Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality ("DEQ") Noise Control Regulation limits at all noise sensitive receivers within the
Impact Area, noise generated by the project will not conflict with uses in the Impact Area. The
Board of Commissioners relies on the mitigation measures adopted as conditions of approval as

evidence of mitigation of potential conflicts.

Noise from the proposed quarry constitutes a o'new" noise source on a previously unused site.

The DEQ noise regulations found at OAR 340-035-0035(lXbXB) limits noise produced by a

new noise source to an increase of 10 dBA on existing ambient Ll0 and L50 sound levels at

noise sensitive receivers, and requires that the noise produced be under the maximum hourly
statistical noise levels, summarized for daytime and nighttime in the table below.

The applicant presented evidence in the form of a noise modeling studydated October 73,2015
conducted by a licensed engineer at Daly-Standlee & Associates (DSA), Inc. in Appendix F of
the application and letters submitted on May 31,2016, June 20,2016, October3l,2016 and
November 22,2016. DSA selected eight locations to measure ambient noise levels of noise
sensitive receivers for future sound level predictions to estimate the worst-case noise scenario

that could occur from the proposed mining activities. A computer model was used to evaluate
future sound levels for the residences near the site. The model assumed the following equipment
would be used on or near the site:

Crusher system, screening equipment
Front-end loader
On-site haul trucks, off site dump trucks
Excavators
Rock drilling

The noise model assumed the worst case scenario that all equipment would be operating at the

same time and concluded that without mitigation, noise levels from the mining operation at

certain residences could exceed DEQ standards listed above for some surrounding residences at

some point during the mining operation. Therefore, because the noise model predicted the noise
from mining operation under a worst-case scenario would exceed DEQ noise regulations, a noise
conflict is identified and minimization is required. DSA identified mitigation measures that will
reduce the noise produced by the project under a worst-case scenario to below the allowed DEQ
noise levels and these mitigation measures are required to be implemented during mining
operations as conditions ofapproval for the project.

Quarry operation noise also has the potential to impact future residences developed on vacant
lots surrounding the project. Only one vacant lot (Tax Lot203) lies within the noise level
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compliance boundary and is zoned F-2. No specific land use authorizations have been approved
for this lot and a forest template approval from the County would be required to develop a
residence on this lot. Because no authorization is in place, the Board of Commissioners finds
that future conflicts with a residence in this location are not relevant to the conflicts
determination.

The Board of Commissioners concludes that based on the evidence presented by DSA, the
conflict minimization plan required as COAs 2l-25 will minimize noise conflicts to below the
allowed DEQ levels noise levels.

Opponents allege that noise generated by the quarry will be amplified by the canyon geography
of Oakridge, that residences "down-wind" of the quamy will be disproportionately impacted by
-^:^^ +L^a +L^ -^:^^ ^-^lJ,-:^ ^^^,-.--^l l^^l^--- 
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above grade noise, and that enforcement of noise-related mitigation was uncertain.

The Board of Commissioners finds that evidence presented by DSA in the May 31,2016
response adequately responds to these concerns. DSA presented evidence that any amplification
of noise by the canyon geography was accounted for the in the noise measurements and noise
generated by the project will not exceed DEQ regulation limits at sensitive receptors around the
quariy. DSA also presented evidence that noise modeling accounted for "down-wind" impacts
to residences in the area. DSA presented evidence that measurements of quarry operation noise
were taken assuming that all equipment was operating at grade and these measurements show
compliance with DEQ noise levels. The applicant proposed conditions of approval requiring
enforcement of the noise limits.

Opponents allege that the noise evaluation presented by the applicant is deficient because it does
not account for weekends and varying times of day, the study identified 22 receivers but only
sampled at 8, the ambient noise data was not measured within 25 feet, the noise sampling was
done by computer modeling and therefore is inaccurate, and noise generated by blasting and
berm construction are not accounted for. Other concerns were raised about the impact of
blasting noise on agricultural cultivation.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the evidence presented by DSA in the June 20,2076
response adequately responds to these concerns. DSA chose to sample noise in an accurate and
conservative manner (as to times of day and sampling locations) which is consistent with DSA's
years of professional experience modeling noise impacts and DEQ's guidance. The Board of
Commissioners finds that DSA's modeling followed standard industry practice and that DSA
used a model that accounted for geography of the canyon. The Board of Commissioners further
finds that DSA presents sufficient evidence that blasting noise will not conflict with land uses in
the Impact Area if DEQ limitations are complied with. l)SA's proposed Noise Compliance
Monitoring Plan is required to be implemented for the projed as COA 25.

Opponents allege that repositioning of the crushing plan and shrinking the berm nullifies the
berms' effectiveness at reducing noise impacts. Opponents again raised concerns regarding the
effects of geography on noise impacts to residences. A Board member raised concerns regarding
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the inclusion of on-site haul trucks in the noise modeling. Other opponents were concemed that
blasting noise was not addressed at the October 12,2076 hearing, and that noise monitoring
would not be needed for 10 years.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the evidence presented by DSA in the October 31,2016
response adequately responds to these concerns. The Board of Commissioners finds that
repositioning of the crusher allows the noise berm to be reoriented and shortened in length
without compromising its effectiveness in reducing crusher noise. The Board also finds that
DSA adequately addressed concerns regarding the effects of area geography on noise impacts by
accounting for this geography in its noise modeling and that noise from on-site haul trucks was
included in the noise modeling.

Several members of the community have voiced concerns with assurance on how the mining
operation will meet the DEQ noise regulations over time. The Board finds that concerns about
noise and blasting were adequately addressed in previous submittals from DSA. The Board
further finds that adopting the noise compliance monitoring plan is reasonable and monitoring
will begin at the commencement of quarry operations as required by COA 25.The specific
provisions of the noise compliance monitoring plan are listed on pages &9 of the DSA letter
dated June 20,2016.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the evidence presented by DSA in the October 3l, 2016
response adequately responds to these concerns.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts

The Board of Commissioners finds that reasonable and practicable measures will minimize the
limited conflicts identified above. Specifically, the Board of Commissioners finds that
implementing the following mitigation measures on the site will ensure that noise levels at
residences will conform to DEQ standards.

COA2l. The applicant/owner must utilize the noise mitigation provisions set forth in the written
noise study report prepared by Daly Standlee and Associates, Inc. (DSA) dated October, 2015 to
ensure compliance with the DEQ nôise regulations.

COA22. The applicant/owner must utilize berms, buffers or polyurethane screens in accordance
with the DSA report in order to mitigate the noise impacts associated with the operation of
crushing and screening equipment in the processing area.

COA23. The applicant/owner must use mufflers and radiator fan controls which reduce the
noise level of the haul trucks to a level of 79 dBA at a reference distance of 500 feet and the
excavators to a level of76 dBA at a reference distance of50 feet.

COA24. The applicant/owner must maintain a20 foot high natural barrier on the east side of the
quarry as excavation moves west to east. When the rock drill is operating on a top bench on the
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eastern side ofthe north-south ridgeline, an up-close barrier or curtain system attached to the
rock drill feed-beam must be used in addition to the natural barrier.

COA25. The applicant/owner must comply with the Noise Compliance Monitoring Plan set
forth at pages 8-9 of the correspondence submitted by Daly-Standlee and Associates dated June
20,2076 which states:

a. Within one week after the beginning of any operations on the quarry site, the applicant

through registered mail, must notify property owners of all residences located within the

Old Hazeldell Quarry Impact Area that the owner can have noise compliance

measurements made at their residence if written permission for the measurements is

provided to the applicant within 30 days of receipt of the notification.
b. Upon receipt of written permission from the owner of any residence included in the Old

Hazeldell Quarry Impact Area for noise compliance measurements, the applicant must

have sound level measurements made at the residence. The noise compliance

measurements must be made during a time when a rock drill is in operation at the quaffy

as well as the aggregate crushing and screening equipment using procedures considered

acceptable under the DEQ noise regulation rule. The measurements must be completed

within 3 months of the beginning of aggregate crushing and screeiring operations at the

quarry.

c. Within 30 days of the completion of the noise compliance measurement period, a report
must be provided to the County showing the results of all initial noise compliance

measurements made on behalf of the applicant.

d. If the results of the initial noise compliance measurements show noise from the mining
operations is exceeding the applicable DEQ noise regulation limits at any of the

residences where monitoring occurred, changes must be made at the quarry within 30

days of the date when the report was provided to the County to reduce the amount of
noise radiating to the residence(s) to a level of compliance with applicable DEQ
regulations. Within 90 days of when the initial noise compliance report was submitted to
the County, follow-up sound level measurements must be made at those residences where

the initial measurement results showed non-compliance with the DEQ limits and a

follow-up compliance report provided to the County.

e. If the results of the 2nd compliance measurements show the noise at any residence in the

Old Hazeldell Quarry Impact Area is still exceeding the applicable DEQ limit, the same

conditions stated in Condition25.d. must go into effect. These conditions must continue

in cffcct until full compliancc is dcmonstratcd at all rcsidcnccs in thc Old Hazcldcll

Quarry Impact Area.

f. Once noise compliance measurements show the noise radiating from the Old Hazeldell

Quarry is in compliance with the DEQ noise limits at all residences included in the
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measurement program, the applicant may cease noise measurements made until
excavation operations move from Phase 1 excavation area to Phase 2 excavation area.

g. When excavation operations move from Phase 1 excavâtion area to the Phase 2

excavation area (and again from Phase 2 area to the Phase 3 area), the applicant must,

using registered mail, notify all residential property owners inside the Old Hazeldell

Quarry Impact Area of the operational changes and let them know that they can have

measurements made at their residence if written permission is provided to the applicant

within 30 days of receipt of the notification.
h. Noise compliance measurements and reporting must be made thebeginning of Phase 2

and Phase 3 operations using the same procedures described in Conditions 25. b. c. and d.

i. A blast-monitoring program to physically measure ground vibration and airblast energy

must be used for all blasts occurring in the first year ofoperations at the quarry.

Measurements of the ground movement in terms of peak-particle velocity must be made.

Airblast measurements must be made in terms of the C-weighted, slow response sound

pressure level. Measurements must be made at all residences located within the Old

Hazeldell Quarry Impact Are where written permission has been given to have

measurements made. Blast measurement reports to include the limits applicable to the

blast energy must be provided to the County within 10 business days of the blast event.

Dust and Other Impacts to Air Quality

Identification of Confl icts

Topsoil and overburden removal, stockpiling, drilling for blast holes, aggregate extraction, and

on-site truck and equipment movement have the potential to create dust which may impact land
uses in the impact area.

Arctic Engineering LTD. submitted an Air Quality Report as appendix K of the application that
details the potential dust impacts from quaffy operations and proposes Best Management
Practices ("BMPs") acknowledged by DOGAMI to mitigate these impacts. These BMPs are

required to be implemented through the project conditions of approval.

Opponents raised concerns alleging impacts to air quality from the proposed mining operatbn.
Opponents allege that dust from drilling, sizing, blasting and transportation of aggregate will
generate large amounts of dust that will directly impact homes and properties within and outside
of the Goal 5 Impact Area. Opponents also alleged that a quantitative analysis of mining-
generated dust is required and was not completed. Opponents raised concerns regarding diesel
truck exhaust, poor air quality in the winter (due to wood stove use), and toxic dust that could be

released from the landfill. Finally, opponents expressed concerns that silica dust would cause

human health impacts.
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Arctic Engineering provided testimony that the quany operation does not anticipate detrimental
air quality impacts beyond the extent of the applicant's property. In order to reduce PM2.5 and
PM10 emissions to regulatory insignificant levels (approximately a 95%o reduction), the applicant
will pave the access road from Dunning Road and will aggressively water this access road when
weather conditions require. As noted above, the quarry will also implement a Best Management
Practices & Fugitive Emissions Control Plan, including the use of water sprays, pursuant to
conditions ofapproval 25 and44,,planting vegetation on topsoil overburden stockpiles, and
others.

Arctic Engineering provides evidence in its May 23,3016letter that an air clispersion study and
modeling is not required because the PM and PM10 annual emission rates are below the
significant emission rates set by the project's LRAPA permit.

As explained by Arctic Engineering in its May 23,2016letter, mobile sources of air
contamination must comply with LRAPA and Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
standards (as further discussed below under Diesel Emissions). Wood stove use in the area is not
relevant to or impacted by the quarry and seasonal weather in the fall and winter (rain and
storms) is likely to reduce particulate matter in the air. As explained in these Findings, the
quaffy operations (including excavation and process) will avoid the landfill and no disturbance
will occur in the landfill area. Because the landfill will be avoided, toxic dust resulting from
disturbance of the landfill will not occur.

Silica is naturally present in the soils that will be disturbed for the mining operation, ard dust
containing silica is primarily an occupational health hazard. As such, the mining operation will
be subject to regulation by Oregon OSFIA and Oregon MSHA, and subject to fine, penalties and
other actions for poor performance in controlling silica dust. The Lane Regional Air Protection
Agency ("LRAPA") also regulates fugitive dust emissions, including emissions of dust that
contain silica. Per the condition of approval 44 and LRAPA's requirements, the project will
fully comply with air quality standards imposed by a LRAPA General Air Contaminant
Discharge Permit. The applicant's consultant Arctic Engineering, LTD also prepared an
additional Fugitive Dust Mitigation and Daily Reporting Plan that the applicant will be required
to implement through conditions of approval. This Plan imposes additional requirements beyond
the LRAPA permits to ensure that fugitive dust, including silica dust, does not impact land uses
in the impact arca.

Based on the substantial evidence presented by the applicant's consultant and the conditions of
approval requiring air quality mitigation and monitoring, the Board of Commissioners {inds that
dust and other air quality discharges will not adversely affect approved land uses in the impact
area surrounding the quarry.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts

The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.
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COA 28. The applicant/owner must maintain vegetative ground cover on stockpiles to reduce

dust.

COA29. The applicant/owner must sprinkle interior roads with a water truck to reduce dust.

COA 30. The applicant/owner must have water spray bars on the crusher/screens to reduce dust
potential.

COA 31. The applicant/owner must use a crusher that meets LRAPA/DEQ permit standards.

COA32. The applicant/owner must follow DOGAMI's Best Management Practices (BMP's) for
aggregate mining to suppress dust emissions.

COA 33. The applicant/owner must pave the main facility access road from DunningRoad to the
scale house.

COA 34. The applicant/owner must use off-road equipment that meets federal Tier 3 ofÊroad
engine standards, and/or equipment to be modif,red as such.

COA 35. The applicant/owner must limit onsite idle times for heavy-duty diesel truck engines to
no more than three minutes per truck trip.

COA 36. The applicant/owner must assure that if contracted services are present, (i.e. asphalt
paving plant or a batch concrete mixing facility) that materials removed from air pollution
control equipment will be stored in a covered container to prevent the material from becoming
airborne during storage and transfer.

COA49. The operator must install and maintain a wheel wash facility for use by aggregate trucks
prior to exiting the project site onto Dunning Road.

Other Discharges - Diesel Engine Emissions:

Identification of Conflicts

The use of mining equipment and vehicles will generate diesel engine exhaust, which contains
pollutants such as nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter. The
release of diesel emissions could, if not minimized, create potential conflicts with residential or
other uses in the impact area.

Opponents commented that the emissions from diesel vehicles would lead to high levels of
respiratory illness and that trucks "driving through the middle of town" would drastically
increase particulate matter.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the evidence presented by Artic Engineering, LTD is
persuasive and shows that diesel emissions will not present a conflict with uses in the impact
area when mitigation measures are implemented.
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Arctic Engineering found that operation of diesel vehicles has the potential to impact air quality
and therefore proposes a Diesel Engine Operation and Maintenance Control Plan for the project.
Compliance with this plan is a condition of approval for the project. These mitigation measures
require the majority of the project's diesel vehicles will meet federal Tier 3 off-road engine
standards or better and limit idle time to no more than 3 minutes. The project will also be
required to adhere to LRAPA, DEQ and EPA standards for diesel emissions. Arctic engineering
finds that implementation of these mitigation measures will lower the level of pollutants
produced by the diesel vehicles to an insignificant level at theresidential uses within 1,500 feet
ofthe project site.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:

The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 34. The applicant/owner must use ofÊroad equipment that meets federal Tier 3 ofÊroad
engine standards, andlor equipment to be modified as such.

COA 35. The applicant/owner must limit onsite idle times for heavy-duty diesel truck engines to
no more than three minutes per truck trip.

Other Discharges - Storm Water:

Identification of Confl icts:

Turbid storm water can be generated when storm water runoff is allowed to flow over areas of
disturbed soils resulting from the mining excavations. DOGAMI and DEQ have joint regulatory
authority of the treatment and discharge of storm water at mine sites. The applicant's mine plan
and erosion control methods will be required to comply with DOGAMI requirements.

A stormwater report by Westlake Consultants (Applicant's Appendix I) and supplemented by a
May 18, 2016 memorandum was presented by the applicant. Westlake finds that all stormwater
runoff within disturbed areas will remain on site and either be captured for on-site recycling or
infiltrate back into the aggregate resource. The applicant worked with Lane County Public
Works staff to design a conceptual swale/catchment facility map that will be located down
gradient from the driveway that enters Dunning Road. This catchment facility will be used to
store water for storm events, which will evaporate or infìltrate, or if necessary will be pumped
back into the site.

Opponents raised concerns that stormwater could leach back into the groundwater and cause
contamination and that runoff could reach Salmon Creek and its fish hatchery approximately
1,500 feet from the site.
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Westlake explains that the mining operation will be constructed in a bowl shape, which will
catch and direct stormwater toward the lowest elevation on the site (the pit). A series of berms at
crucial locations will prevent stormwater from flowing to the access road ormoving by sheet

flow off of the property. Due to the mining site design, stormwater will not flow toward Salmon
Creek. Shannon & Wilson, Inc. also provides information regarding comments on runoff in a
May 31, 2016letIer, and concludes that no pathways exist for surface runoff to enter Salmon
Creek or its floodplain. Any stormwater that percolates back into the ground will do so in the
same manner as currently occurs and will not be impacted by the mining activities.

Opponents also raised concerns regarding infiltration of stormwater into the landfill area and

resultant impacts to groundwater. Westlake Consultants recommended installation of up-
gradient berms to direct and divert overland rainfall and stormwater around the landfill to
stormwater conveyance ditches/treatment areas. The Board of Commissioners finds that
adoption of COA I which requires these berms and capture areas, will prevent potential impacts
to the landfill from stormwater inundation.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:
The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 8. The applicant/owner must comply with the storm water and erosion control plan
prepared by Westlake Consultants, dated July, 2015 and May 18,2016 or as modified by
DOGAMI.

Impacts to and from Dunning Road Landfill.

Identification of Confl icts:

Opponents raised various concerns regarding potential impacts associated with the Dunning
Road landfill, including concerns that the landfill contains hazardous and toxic wastes and that
the mining operation has potential for contamination of groundwater with landfill waste.

Through site reconnaissance, the applicant determined that the deed records inaccurately
described the location of the former landfill on the quamy site. A corrected deed accurately
describing the location of the landfill was recorded with County and provided to the Board of
Commissioners. DEQ has not classified the landfill as contaminated and opponents have not
presented evidence of contamination at the landfill.

The Board of Commissioners finds that there will be no potential conflicts with the Dunning
Road landfill based on the responsive evidence submitted by the applicant as follows. An
extensive historical records search and on-site reconnaissance was conducted by Shannon &
Wilson, Inc. and presented to the Board in a May 31,2016 letter. This investigation identified
the historic boundaries of the landfill operations and the likely trench locations. On May 31,
2016, the applicant confirmed in writing by memorandum and revised Site Plan that the
proposed project will avoid the former landfill in its entirety and include a2lfoot buffer from
this portion of the site. ,Se¿ Kuper Consulting LLC Memorandum dated May 31,2016.
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Opponents raised concerns that contamination on the abandoned Pope & Talbot Mill site had the
potential to contaminate the area in conjunction with the proposed mining project. Other
opponents raised concerns about contamination from rusted drums on the property and from
placing the processing plant atop the former landfill site. Opponents also commented that
crusher vibrations may cause open ground fractures and released contaminants, that crusher
vibrations and heavy truck traffic may increase soil permeability and introduce water to the
landfill area and that water used for dust suppression may infiltrate into the buried landfill
trenches.

Based on the responsive evidence provided by Shannon & Wilson, Inc. in its June 76,2016 and
November 7,2016letters, the Board of Commissioners tinds that contamination from these
sources is unlikely to occur. The Pope & Talbot Mill site is not connected to the former landfill
and will not be impacted by the mining operation; therefore, no contamination from that site will
occur in conjunction with mining. Shannon & Wilson found through sitereconnaissance that the
rusted drums are unconnected to the landf,rll trenches and appear to be surface debris that was not
previously buried. The mining operation will implement a25-foot offset banier from the landfill
and no mining activities will take place within this banier oron the landfill property itself. As
discussed in the stormwater impacts section, a series of berms will be constructed upgradient of
the landfill trenches to collect and divert storm or surface water from entering the landfill area.
The land undemeath the processing area has a low groundwater table and there is no evidence of
groundwater seepage from that area into the landfill. The presence of heavy trucks and vibration
at the processing area will compact the soil and make groundwater seepage even less likely. An
up-gradient berm east of the landfill will be used to divert stormwater, processing water, and
water used for dust suppression away from the landfill to sealed collection reservoirs or tanks
where it will be recycled and reused on site.

Based upon the applicant's responsive materials, the Board of Commissioners finds that approval
of the applications will not result in adverse impacts to the Dunning Road landfill. The Board of
Commissioners denies the opponents' contentions on this issue.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:

The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 5. Extraction, processing and activities including stockpiling of aggregatematerial must
occur only in the areas identified on the approved site plan for such activities.

COA 7. Setbacks from the property lines and easements identified in the approved site plan must
be maintained.

COA L The applicant/owner must comply with the storm water and erosion control plan
prepared by Westlake Consultants, dated July, 2015 and May 18,2016 or as modifiecl by
DOGAMI.
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COA 48. No excavation, stockpile, fill or other activity shall occur within the former landfill area

or within the associated 25-foot buffer area, as identified on PAPA Figure 6, dated Oct.27,2016,
"Old Hazeldell Quarry Processing Area" submitted by the applicant.
Other Conflicts ldentified By Project Opponents

Seismic Issues and Earth Movement

Opponents expressed concerns that active earthquake faults in Salt Creek and Hills Creek
diaìnages couid result in earthquakes or fault rupture with detrimental impacts to the proposed
quarry. Opponents also commented that blasting for the mining activities could trigger local
earthquakes.

Based on responsive evidence presented by Shannon & Wilson, Inc. in letters dated May 31,

2016, November 11,2016, and November 22,2016the Board of Commissioners finds that the
quarry project is not likely to be impacted by or cause seismic activity. There is no evidence that
any of the faults along the Eugene-Denio Lineament within the Westem Cascades have been

active in the past million years. The USGS mapping of the area does not show active fault
activity. Although high pressure fluid injection in fault lines has been shown to trigger local
earthquakes, blasting activities have not been shown to trigger earthquakes.

Earthflows and Slope Stability

Opponents allege that active earthflows on the site contribute to slope instability and provided a

LIDAR map of the mining area marked to show these earthflows, however, the origin of the
mapping analysis is unknown. Opponents provided DOGAMI hazard maps showing relative
landslide hazards for the quary as ranging from high to very high and raised concerns that the
quarry would be incompatible with these geologichazards. Opponents also presented

photographs of pavements cracks and stated that these had been caused by earthflows at the site

and argue that the 1 :1 slopes proposed for the quarry present a large potential for disaster,

damage or death and that RQD values at the site have been associated with weaker rock masses.

The Board of Commissioners finds that testimony provided by the applicant's consultant,
Shannon & Wilson, Inc. on May 3 I,2016 and November 22,2016 and by Kuper Consulting on

November I6,2016 successfully rebuts these contentions. The applicant's team of engineering
geologists regularly interprets LIDAR maps and determined that the mining area's LIDAR map

does not indicate unstable slopes or debris flow. Additionally, published geologic maps from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, DOGAMI and the USGS show no known landslides or
earthflows at the processing and mining areas. The DOGAMI maps referenced by opponents
show a relative hazard assessment, which is mapped as "moderate" to "high landslide
susceptibility" for the quany. These susceptibility measurements only lead to landslides if the
overlying soil is weak, which is not the case at the quarry site, where the soil is made of
competent bedrock. The landslide inventory shows no landslides on or near the quaffy site, due

to this shallow competent bedrock. Due to the soil conditions at the site and lack of landslide
activity, the actual landslide hazard level of the site is very low. The pavement cracks present no
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evidence of landsliding as soil settling on cut and fill slopes (as shown in the photograph) may
have settled under pavement, causing cracks.

Kuper Consulting provided its expert opinion as Engineering Geologists that RQD is only one
factor associated with weak rock masses and that performance of existing excavated slopes in the
same andesite resources is a better predictor of slope stability. The same andesite materials that
will form the quarry walls in this project are present in the Hills Creek Dam quarry to the south
of the site, and these perforrn very well with no massive slope failures. A 1:1 slope is very
conservative by established industry standard. DOGAMI reviews mine plans specifically for
slope stability concerns. The project slopes will not be allowed to exceed 1 :1 unless approved by
DOGAMI, per COA 42.

Based on the substantial evidence in the record, the Board of Commissioners denies opponents
contentions on these issues.

Impacts to Groundwater

Opponents raised concerns regarding the mining operation's impact on the surrounding alluvial
aquifer and four private groundwater wells within the impact area east of the excavation.
Opponents allege that the aquifer surrounding the mine pit will steadily drain into the mine pit at
all times, depleting the water available for neighboring wells. Opponents also raised concerns
about water quality impacts to nearby wells from the mining operation.

The Board of Commissioners finds that responsive evidence provided by Shannon & Wilson Inc.
in the Groundwater Report and their May 31, 2016 leher that a small amount of groundwater will
seep into the pit excavation at slow rate. Due to the impermeability of the bedrocþ this seepage
will come from water trapped in the bedrock within very close proximity to the excavation area.
In addition, evidence provided by Shannon & Wilson Inc. in their November 22,2016 letter
further substantiates that wells and the groundwater regime within the impact area will not be
impacted. The mining site and surrounding atea ate designated by Lane County as a
Groundwater Limited Area. Wells in this area draw water from the surrounding impermeable
bedrock and therefore the radius of potential impacts to a well's supply and quality is very small.
The quany will not reduce the yield of or interfere with the quality of nearby weils due to the
small spheres of influence around these wells. Additionally, tight joints and elay between the
rock in the area make a large amount of seepage into the pit unlikely.

S&V/ also provided information about the elevation of the wells and the planned elevation of the
mine pit. The pit will be elevated above the level of the neighboring wells and would need to
flow uphill to reach these areas, which will not naturally occur. It is highly unlikely thd water
trapped in the mine will flow through the impermeable bedrock tc neighboring wells.

Opponents further contended that there will be impacts on wells if the mine operator withdrawals
5,000 gallons per day from an onsite well for use for dust suppression and for processing of the
aggregate. The Board of Commissioners finds responsive evidence provided by Shannon &
Wilson Inc. in their Nov. 1 and Nov. 22,2016letters that there will be no impacts to wells within
the impact area by withdrawing 5,000 gallons per day.
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The City of Oakridge requested that the County require groundwater monitoring of its wells
based on a geological study performed by GSI Water Solutions and Curran-Mcleod, Inc. The
GSI and Cuman-Mcleod report was not completed or signed by a licensed Certified Engineering
Geologist or Geotechnical Engineer. See ORS 672.505. Nonetheless, the applicant's Certif,red
Engineering Geologists Kuper Consulting and Shannon & Wilson, who are experienced in
quary operations and familiar with the subject property, provide compelling substantial evidence
in response to the above testimony. The applicant's experts conclude that the risk of impacts to
the City's supply aquifer are very low, given that the City's wellfield and replacement well is
outside of the impact area and do not recommend a monitoring program. However, to further
ensure water quality monitoring the Board has imposed condition of approval46 that will
establish a baseline for water quality and sampling at 6 month intervals during the mining
activity in Phase 2. With the addition of this mitigation measure, required by COA 46,the Board
of Commissioners finds that there is substantial evidence that the projectwill not have adverse
impacts on the City's wells.

Based on the substantial evidence provided by the applicant's consultant, the County finds that
the mining operation will not impact the surrounding alluvial aquifer or groundwater wells.

Geothermal Activity:

Commenters raised concerns about geothermal activity in the vicinity of the Project based on a
sulfur smell encountered while drilling a well. Opponents did not present any additional
information or evidence regarding the presence of geothermal activity

As noted in their logs, exploration geologists and experienced drillers working on the quaffy
property did not identify indications of geothermal activity, such as heat or a sulfur smell. No
surface or subsurface evidence of geothermal activity was observed during field work in the
impact area. The Board of Commissioners f,rnds that geothermal activity does not present a
conflict with uses in the area because there is not substantial evidence that geothermal activity is
occurring in the mining or impact area.

Blasting Impacts to Structures and Wells

Opponents raised concerns that blasting used in the mining operation would affect neighboring
structures and water wells.

Shannon & Wilson, Inc. addressed potential impacts to blasting in May 31, 2016 and June 2 1,

2016 letters. A 1980 U.S. Bureau of Mines ("USBM") report, which synthesizes 40 years of
research, establishes thresholds for vibration above which damage to older residential structures
may occur. The distance between the quany excavation and the ne'arest residents is
approximately 1,000 feet and will signif,rcantly offset blast-induced vibration. Vibration at the
nearest structures will be far lower than the threshold for structural damage. Potential impacts to
wells can be measured using the same thresholds and are not expected to occur.

To minimize potential impacts from blasting, the Board of Commissioners adopts the following
condition of approval. The Board of Commissioners finds that responsive evidence provided by
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Shannon & Wilson Inc. in their May 3 I and June 27 ,20 1 6 letters that blast induced vibrations
will not impact wells within the impact area.

COA37. The applicant/owner must maintain a record of each blast for at least two years. These
records must be available to the County, the State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
and other governmental agencies with appropriate jurisdiction upon request. Such records must
show the following for each blast:

(i) Name of quarry or mine.
(ii) Date, time and location of blast.
(iii) Description of type of explosive and accessories used.
(iv) Time interval of delay in milliseconds.
Á¡\ Nrrrnher nf rlifferenf delcvc
/rri\ Nnmher nf hnlcc ner rlelqr¡

(vii) Nominal explosive weight per hole.
(viii) Total explosive weight per delay.
(ix) Total weight of explosives per blast.
(x) Blast hole diameter, depth, spacing and stemming height"

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(bXB) Potential conflicts to local roads usedfor access and egress to the
mining site within one mile of the entrance to the mining site unless a greater distance is
necessary in order to include the intersection with the nearest arterial identified in the local
transportation plan. Conflicts shall be determined based on clear and objective standards
regarding sight distances, road capacity, cross section elements, horizontal and vertical
alignment, and similar items in the transportation plan and implementing ordinances. Such
standards for truclcs associated with the mining operation shall be equivalent to standards for
other truclçs of equivalent size, weight, and capacity that haul other materials;

Potential Conflicts to Local Roads (within 1 Mile of the mine entrance):
The addition of project trucks and other vehicle traffic to the roadway system has the potential to
impact two local roads within 1 mile of the mine entrance - Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery
R.oad. Highway 58 also occurs within I mile of the rnine entrance but is not a local road and
impacts to this Highway are outside of the scope of the OAR 660-023-0180(5)(bXB) analysis.

Based on persuasive evidence presented by the applicant and conditions ofapproval adopted as

noted below, the Board of Commissioners finds that project will not conflict with local roads
within 1 mile of the mine entrance.

A Transportation Impact Analysis (the "TlA") was completed by Sandow Engineering
("Sandow"), Appendix G, for roadways and intersections within one mile of the proposed Site
entrance, as well as to the nearest arterial, Highway 58 (classified as a Statewide Highway). All
truck access to and from the site will be by way of an access road that intersects Dunning Road
approximately three tenths of a mile east of Fish Hatchery Road. Access to the Site is on
Dunning Road. The existing gravel driveway will no longer be used; the site's truck access will
be relocated to approximately 285 feet east of the Union Pacific Railroad crossing. The 3O-foot
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wide access will be constructed with pavement capable of supporting the quarry operation's
vehicles.

The haul route follows Dunning Road to Fish Hatchery Road then south to Oregon Highway 58,
the arterial route. From the intersection of Fish Hatchery Road and Highway 58,trucks will
disperse both east and west with predominance to the west toward the City of Oakridge.

Based on an estimated peak annual production, the analysis assumes there would be up to 86

daily truck round trips during the busiest times. This would equate to amaximum of 8 to 9 round
trips per hour, given a 1O-hour day. It also has been assumed that the site would employ an

average of approxim ately 12 people, once up and running. This would produce an additional 24
round trips per day.

As required by the Goal 5 rule, the TIA projects future road conditions that could occur when the
site is fully operational. The TIA assesses potential conflicts based on clear and objective
standards regarding sight distances, road capacity, and similar items in the transportation plan
and implementing ordinances. The TIA also evaluates the proposed site pursuant to the
requirements of Statewide Planning Goal 12 (Goal l2), and the implementingTransportation
Planning Rule (TPR),

The project traffic engineer, Sandow, completed an analysis of existing conditions, and projected
transportation impacts of the proposed mine and applicable standards. See Appendix G. As
further detailed in the TIA, the Sandow analysis supports the following conclusions:

Sight Distance: Dunning Road traverses terrain that allows a maximum speed of 30 MPH
for the section ofthe road adjacent to the site, based on the Sandow report. There is no posted
speed limit on Fish Hatchery Road and its speed limit is therefore 55 MPH. Quarry trucks will
use Fish Hatchery Road south of the Dunning Road intersection only to Highway 58.

The available stopping sight distance for southbound traveling vehicles on Fish Hatchery
Road as they approach Kokanee Way is measured to be approximately 435 feet which does not
meet the recommended 495 foot stopping sight distance for this movement. The sight distance is
restricted due to the horizontal curvature of Fish Hatchery road just to the north where fencing
and building on the inside of the curve (west side) are the limiting factor. The only way to meet
sight distance is to remove the fencing and the buildings on the west side. This is not a feasible
solution.

The available stopping sight distance for southbound traveling vehicles on Fish Hatchery
Road as they approach Industrial Way is measured to be approximately 340 feet which does not
meet the recommended 495 foot stopping sight distance forthis movement. The sight distance is
restricted due to the horizontal curvature of Fish Hatchery Road just to the north where fencing
and buildings on the inside of the curve (west side) are the limiting factor. The only way to meet
sight distance is to remove the fencing and the buildings on the west side. This is an infeasible
solution. The maximum sight distance that can be achieved currently (340 feet) corresponds to a
safe traveling speed of 40 mph.
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The AASHTO manuals state that if existing intersections do not meet the standard it does
not mean the location is required to be improved. An evaluation of conditions on the roadway
indicates that a significant safety issue does not currently exist for either Kokanee Road or
Industrial Way at Fish Hatchery Road. Crash data for the most recent available records
(01/012009 - lll30l20l4) for both intersections above show no reported crashes. There is no
indication that, although the intersections do not meet the SSD standard, the intersections are
unsafe and requires geometric modification. However, it is recommended that an advanced
intersection warning sign W2-7L with a supplemental Wl6-2P "XX FEET" sign be placed in
advance of the Kokanee Way for both intersections for southbound traff,rc. The signage will alert
motorists along Fish Hatchery Road of potential conflicts, effectively reducing reaction times
and speeds, therefore improving conditions at this location.

The Fish Hatchery Road and Highway 58 intersection was alsa analyzed by Sandow with
the knowledge that the majority" or the trucks will turn right (west) at Ilighway 58. There is no
sight distance issue at this intersection. The applicable criteria are therefore met for the sight
distance for the studied intersections with the recommended mitigation measures set forth in the
Sandow report.

Commenters encouraged the use of a trail overpass to allow mountain bikers to avoid
road segments where trucks will turn into the project site. Contribution to and an easement for
this trail segment is required as a condition of approval for the project.

Additional comments were made regarding school busses using the road a future time.
To comply with public works requirements, the applicantwill widen Dunning Road where
needed to meet a24-foot minimum width between Fish Hatchery Road and the railroad tracks.
This 24-foot minimum width will safely accommodate passage of a school bus and gravel truck
should school busses begin using this road segment. In a May 31,2016 letter Sandow confirms
that there is enough sight distance to allow for a gravel truck to safely see and stop for a school
bus that has stopped at the railroad tracks. The Board of Commissioners finds that there is not a
potential for conflicts between future bus use of the site and the project's operations.

Commenters also raised concerns about gravel trucks colliding with a train using the
railroad tracks. Sandow's May 31,2016 letter analyzed the scenarios under which a graveltruck
might need to stop for an oncoming train and found that there is adequate time and distance to
allow a truck to stop at the time the railroad guards begin to lower to prevent a collision with a
train. A condition of approval requiring final resolution of crossing improvements by ODOT rail
is included.

Commenters raised additional concerns about the appropriate width and classification of
Dunning Road and the potential for collisions at the Highway 58 and Fish Hatchery Road
intersection. Information contained in Sandow's May 3l,2016letter responds to these
comments. The proposed2{-foot width for Dunning Road meets City of Oakridge and County
standards for local roads. In conjunction with county public works staff it was determined that
on-street parking is not needed along this roadway segment and that the cost of sidewalks is
disproportionate to the need for sidewalks. Sandow determines that the crash data for the
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Highway 58-Fish Hatchery Road intersection is representative of typical crash circumstances and
is not due to the shortened sight distance. The intersection line of sight is twice the stopping
sight distance for this intersection which provides drivers with time to asses traffic risks and
react. Sandow also clarif,red in its November l,2016letter that the sight distance measurement
for this intersection was field-verified and does account for the slight curve directly east of the
intersection.

Commenters raised concerns regarding the eastern access point to the site and questioned
why this was not studied for sight distance and trips. The eastern access point will be used only
for initial set-up and access to the site on a temporary basis and haul trucks will not use this
access point. The Board of Commissioners finds that the condition of approval prohibiting use

of haul trucks at the Red Gate entrance sufficiently resolves these concerns.

Commenters also questioned the speed limit assumptions on Highway 58 used in
Sandow's analysis, whether local road would be used to transport material from the quarry face

to the processing area, and whether a 3-hour traffic count could produce accurate results.
Commenters also raised concerns about crashes on Highway 58 between Dunning and Fish
Hatchery Road and alleged that the gravel trucks would add to the road hazards of Highway 58.

The Board of Commissioners finds that Sandow's November 1,2016letter provides
persuasive evidence regarding these points. Sandow explains that the 55mph speed limit
assumed for Highway 58 is based on the speed limit, which it reasonably assumed will be

enforced. On-site haul roads will exclusively be used to transport materials from one area of the
quaffy to another and local roads will not be impacted by the inter-quamy movement of
materials. Sandow's 3-hour traffic count complies with industry standards and were cross-
validated with ODOT's traffìc counts for accuracy. Highway 58 is not a local road and therefore
outside of the jurisdictional consideration for the project. Commenters have not providedany
evidence that the presence of gravel trucks will add to the number of crashes or other hazards on
Highway 58, which is a highway designed to accommodate,truck traffic.

Based on this information, the Board of Commissioners finds that the project will nd conflict
with local roads within one mile of the sitg subjèct to the below conditions of approval.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:
The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 10. Access to the site is on Dunning Road. A new driveway must be constructed to 30 feet
wide, consistent with Lane Code 15.707, capable of supporting the quarry operations vehicles,
and consistent with the TIA.

COA 11. The applicantlowner must remove vegetation and the earth embankment at the site
driveway intersection with Dunning Road as necessary to meet the minimum AASHTO
westbound stopping site distance identified in the TIA as 165 feet.
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COA 12. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, "TRUCKS" with a supplemental
Wl6-2P "XX FEET" sign must be installed within the right of way no closer than 200 feet east
of the driveway on Dunning Road to alert westbound traffic to the entering trucks. Sign
installation to be completed by Lane County with costs reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 13. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, "TRUCKS" with a supplemental
W16-2P "XX FEET" sign must be installed within the right of way on Dunning Road to alert
eastbound traffic to truck trafflrc. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with costs
reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 14. A standard MUTCD, advanced intersection warning sign (W2-7L with a supplemental
W16-2P "XX FEET" sign) must be installed 495 feet in advance of the centerline of Kokanee
Way intersection for southbound traffic. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with
costs reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 15. The applicant/owner must complete a pavement analysis for a20 year design life based
upon the existing traffic volumes and the addition of site generated traffic on both of the
applicable sections of Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery Road. Such analysis and design proposal
must comply with the applicable provisions of Lane Code 15.707(3). Any pavement structure
mitigation measures determined necessary to meet a 20 year design life must be constructed by
the applicant prior to the addition of 20 or more daily truck trips, within 5 years of commencing
operations, or within 10 years of commencing operations provided the Pavement Cordition
Index (PCI) has not fallen below 70, whichever is less. Should the PCI fall below 70 after
commencement of operation, the applicantþroperty owner must complete necessary pavement
mitigation within one construction season. The PCI is measured routinely by Lane County. Any
required paving work must be consistent with Lane County Road Overlay standards.

COA 16. The applicant/owner must comply with any future Rail Order issued by ODOT Rail.

COA 17. The applicant/owner must widen Dunning Road between Fish Hatchery Road and the
Railroad right-of-way to a minimum paved width of 24 feet. Additional width must be
constructed at guardrails to accommodate E distances and flares. Additional width is required to
accommodate truck ofÊtracking along all curves on Dunning Road between the site driveway
and Fish Hatchery Road. The applicant/owner must design and construct the facility to meet the
requirements of LC 15.704.

COA 18. The applicant/owner must remove the existing driveway access located approximably
650 feet east of the railroad in conjunction with construction of the new driveway access.

COA 19. Lane County Facility Permits must be obtained for the following:

¡ Removal of the existing driveway access on Dunning Road.
o Construction of a new driveway access on Dunning Road.
¡ Required widening and paving improvement on Dunning Road.
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. Paving improvements on Fish Hatchery Road.
o Removal of vegetation and earth embankment at the site driveway with Dunning Road to
improve sight distance.
. Any other work required within the right-oËway of Dunning Road andlor Fish Hatchery
Road.

COA 20. The applicant/owner must provide the following to the County Engineer at (541) 682-

6928 for Lane County review of stormwater analysis: A final drainage report and drainap
plans, The final report and plans must include information on the pre and post development
drainage runoff flow rates, contours, drainage patterns, calculations, assumptions, details of
detention pond, metering device, streams, culverts, roadside ditch, etc.

. If runoff is directed into any of the Dunning Road cross culverts, the flow capacity of
these culverts must be evaluated in this report. If the culverts need to be upsized that will be

the responsibility of the applicant.
¡ Water directed to the roadway must be directed to the cross culverts, not the roadside
ditch.

OAR 660-023-0180(5XbXC) Safety conflicts with existing public airports due to bird
attractants, i.e., open water impoundments as specified under OAR chapter 660, division 0l3;

Conflicts with the Private Use Airstrip

Identifi cation of Confl icts

The Board of Commissioners finds that the private Aubrey Mountain Airstrip ("Airstrip") is not
a public airport and therefore conflicts with this land use are not required tobe analyzed under
this section, The Board of Commissioners further finds that Lane County's Private Use Airport
Overlay Zone does not apply to the Airstrip. Although the County regulates some private
airports under Ordinance PA 1549, the Airstrip is not among the regulated airports. As such,

there are no applicable criteria governing proposed land uses located near the Airstrip, which
typically constitute the primary substantive requirements of this Overlay designation where
applied elsewhere in the County.

Project opponents contend that the project will adversely impact the Airstrip by changing the
topography in the area (by removing a portion of TV Butte) and thereby changing wind patterns

and affecting flight safety, and by creating dust that will negatively impact visibility for pilots.

The Board of Commissioners finds that evidence presented by W&H Pacific in the May 26,2016
and October 24,2016 responses adequately responds to these concerns. The Board finds that TV
Butte does not currently impact wind patterns at the Airstrip and does not protect the Airstrip
from otherwise dangerous wind conditions. Thus, the Airstrip will not be impacted by a partial
removal of TV Butte. The Board of Commissioners also finds that the relatively calm weather in
the Oakridge area, combined with the fugitive dust mitigation measures (discussed at length
under the dust responses) will ensure that quarry operation s do not impact the Airstrip.
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In a letter dated November 11,2016, the Oregon Department of Aviation ("ODA") raised a
further concern with dust and suggested mitigation measures to ensure that dust does not impact
the airport. Although ODA's role is simply advisory, and ODA lacks independent regulatory or
permitting authority over private airports, W&H Pacific a highly qualified airport design and
operations consulting firm, reviewed ODA's suggestions and concluded that the project will
employ best management practices that are typically used for dust control mitigation at airports,
which are required for the project by the conditions of approval. An additional condition of
approval, number 43, requires the quarry operator to provide blasting schedules to the airport
operator to ensure coordination if needed. Based upon the weight of the evidence in the record
and the mitigation required by the conditions of approval, the Board of Commissioners finds that
there is no reasonable basis to conclude that dust or other potential discharges will conflict with
the continued operation of this Airstrip. For these reasons, the Board of Commissioners denies
.t- ^ ^,-,^ ^,- -,- L' ) - -,- L' La Ll L LlrUç uplruflsflrs çoril.sfluufl rnat mË proJe0[ wul aoversety lmpacT Ine Alrstnp.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:
The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 43. The applicant/operator of the quarry must provide information on blasting events to
Aubrey Mountain Airstrip operator not less than 48 hours prior to such events.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(bXD) Conflicts with other Goal 5 resource sites within the ìmpact area
that are shown on an aclcnowledged list of significant resources andfor which the requirements
of Goal 5 have been completed at the time the PAPA is initiated;

The Board of Commissioners finds, based on evidence presented by the applicant in Appendix E
to the application, that three inventoried Goal 5 resources occur within the Impact Area and no
"signifìcant)' ('lC)) classified resources exist on the property. The three resources are Riparian
Corridor, Wetlands, and Wildlife Habitat specifically Salmon Creeþ which occur ofÊsite and
within the Impact Area. The County adopted its Goal 5 inventories and resource designation for
the rural areas in 7984 and the County's consideration of conflicts with the project is limited to
resouroes listed as signifieant in the adopted inventory. Based on the evidence presented by the
applicant and the mitigation measures adopted as conditions of approval, the Board of
Commissioners finds that there are not conflicts with inventoried Goal 5 resources. The Board
of Commissioners finds, as further discussed below, that project opponent's contentions to the
contrary do not undermine the testimony presented by the applicant.

Riparian Corridors, including Water and Riparian Areas and Fish Habitat.

Salmon Creek is a mapped Goal 5 riparian conidor which contains Goal 5 sensitive fish and
waterfowl habitat and is accompanied by wetlands that appear to be jurisdictional. Because the
quarry will fully avoid these Goal 5 areas (as required by COAs 26 and 27) the Board of
Commissioners concludes that the quarry project will not conflict with these Goal 5 resources.

Riparian Conidors
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The Board of Commissioners finds that the proposed quarry will not impact Goal 5 riparian
comidors within the Impact Area because the Project will avoid any intrusion into inventoried
riparian corridors and will preserve a 1O0-foot setback from the Salmon Creek coridor.

As support for this conclusion, the Board relies on the evidence presented by James A. Mann,
LLC and Terra Science, Inc.. The Board of Commissioners finds that the Impact Area includes a

1C significant Class 1 stream, Salmon Creek, which is located on Willamette National Forest
Property, approximately 1,400 to 1,450 feet north of the quarry site. RCP Goal 5 Flora and
Fauna Policy 6 applies a 1C significance category to riparian areas located within 100 feet of
Class 1 streams and requires a 1O0-foot setback from ordinary high water in rural resource zones.
The project will avoid this 1OO-foot setback area. Stormwater drainage from the quamy site will
not run to Salmon Creek due to protective berms that will be ereded to ensure storm water
remains on the quarry site and does not run off into the Impact area.

Wetlands

The Board of Commissioners finds that the proposed quarry will not impact Goal 5 wetlands
within the Impact Area because quarry operations will not disturb wetland areas directly or the
setback area around these wetlands.

As support for this conclusion, the Board relies on the evidence presented by James A. Mann,
LLC and Terra Science, Inc.. Salmon Creek is the only lC significant wetland identified on the
Goal 5 natural resource inventory and requires the same 1OO-foot setback as the riparian area
above. The project will avoid this 100-foot setback area. Stormwater drainage from the quarry
site will not run to Salmon Creek due to protective berms ûrat will be erected to ensure storm
water remains on the quarry site and does not run off into the Impact Area.

Terra Science, Inc. ("TSI") performed a wetland evaluation for the site, as well as submitted the
evaluation to the Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers ("Corps") for their review. These fìndings are included in Appendix D of the project
application. A review of aerial photos, literature search and site visits indicate that there is a
riverine wetland running along the eastern boundary of Tax lot 1900 and through the southeast
part of Tax lot 100. Although on the applicant's property, this is outside of the proposedmini ng
area and south of Dunning Road.

Crossing the southeast corner of Tax lot 100 is another creek along with potential riparian
wetlands associated with the creek. Both these two areas could be regulated by asjurisdictional
wetlands/waters by the DSL and Corps. Another riverine wetland is located on the western part
of Tax lot 502 (sic 500). Since all of these potential wetlands are outside of the proposed mining
area and all impacts to these areas are avoided, authorization under the Clean Water Act and the
Oregon Removal-Fill Law are not required for the project.

Wildlife Habitat

The Board of Commissioners finds that the proposed quamy will not impact Goal 5 wildlife
habitat within the Impact Area because quarry operations will not disturb wildlife areas directly
and will provide a protective setback around these areas.
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As support for this conclusion, the Board relies on the evidence presented by James A. Mann,
LLC. RCP Goal 5, Flora and Fauna Policy 8 applies a 1C significant category to sensitive fish
and waterfowl areas in the 1983 Revision of the Flora and Fauna Working Paper and requires
protection of these resources as specified in Goal 5 Flora and Fauna Policy 7. Salmon Creek is a
listed sensitive fish and water fowl area and a 1O0-foot protective setback will be applied to this
area. Stormwater drainage from the quary site will not run to Salmon Creek due to protective
berms that will be erected to ensure storm water remains on the quaffy site and does not run off
into the Impact area.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:

The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA26. Mining and processing must not occur within 50 feet of the unnamed creek on the east
side of the property.

COA27. The applicant/owner must not place fill, or excavate within wetlands on the site until
obtaining appropriate permits from the Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) and the Corps
of Engineers (Corps).

Impacts to Elk and Big Game Habitat

Identifìcation of Confl icts

Opponents contend that the potential presence of elk habitat and game habitat is a basis for
conflict assessment and minimization under applicable criteria.

However, the Board of Commissioners finds, as documented in the record (see March30,2016
Response to Incompleteness Letter and November 1, 20l6Big Game Range Letter from Arnold
Gallagher) the County did noi classified Big Game Range as a "significant" Goal 5 resource
during the Lane Rural Comprehensive Plan adoption process. In 1984 when DLCD
acknowledged the RCP, it determined that Lane County's inventory of resources was complete,
adequate and complied with Goal 5, despite not identifying Big Game Range as a significant
resources. Big Game Range was not identified as significant because other policies and
restrictions on zones where Big Game Range was present made this categorization unnecessary.
Pursuant to OAR 660-023-0180(5XbXD), the County may only review Goal 5 resource sites
within the impact area that are included on an acknowledged list of significant Goal 5 resources.
Neither the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) or Flora and Fauna Working Paper
designated Big Game Range areas as "1C" "significant" resource.

Since the County's acknowledged Goal5 resource list does not include Big Game Range, and
because no habitat for any species constitutes a potential conflicted use under Division 23 absent
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inclusion on an acknowledged inventory, neither the applicant nor the County may address
potential conflicts with habitat.

Consequently, the Board of Commissioners finds the opponents' contentions are without meri[
there are no conflicts with Goal Slisted Big Game Range, and no measures to minimize conflicts
afe necessary.

Impacts to Historical Artifacts.

Identification of Confl icts :

Based on testimony provided by HRA in the Cultural Resources Review report (Appendix H of
the PAPA application) and as submitted by oral testimony from Dr. Rick Minor on October 12,

2016, the Board of Commissioners finds that there are no inventoried Goal 5 cultural or
archaeological resources on the proposed quarry site or in the 1,SOGfoot impact area and no

identified resources that would qualify for listing. The required conflicts analysis only pertains
to Goal 5 resources and the Board of Commissioners finds that these resources are not present

within the 1,500-foot impact area.

Nonetheless, project opponents raise a number of concerns regarding historical and cultural
resources that were addressed by the applicant which we detail here.

Opponents contend that the quarry will impact Native American cultural and religious artifacts in
a number of ways. These include reports of historical and archaeological artifacts within the
mining areathat would impacted by the mining activities, identification of an Indian Trail across

the elevation of TV Butte based on a 1988 interview by Lawrence Hills, concerns that quany
operations will disturb burial grounds of Charlie Tufti's ancestors, and reports that burial sites

are located within the proposed mining area. Opponents also raised concerns about the mining
impacts on a prehistoric village atop TV Butte and artifact finds in the vicinity of the qualry.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the applicant's archaeological experts Hart and Toepel
and Heritage Resource Associates, Inc. ("HRA") provided responsive evidence in their }l4ay 27,
2016, October 30,2016, and November 16,2016leffers that persuasively rebuts opponents

contentions. HRA archaeologists conducted a physical reconnaissance of the mining area in
li4:ay 2016 but no prehistoric or historical archaeological materials were observed. None of the
artifacts reported in testimony to the County within the mining area have been confirmed by
archaeo logical investigation.

HRA determined that the "old Indian trail" referenced by Lawrence Hills is likely to be the
Aubrey Mountain trail which comes out on level ground. None of the maps researched for the
project indicate that a historic trail was located on TV Butte. The pedestrian survey of site also

did not show any indication of a historic trail. HRA's investigation also determined that Charlie
Tufti's land claim did not include the mining area or the 1,500-foot impact area. HRA reviewed
historical records regarding burial practices in the area and historic field investigations of the
areathat relate to the Tufti burials. None of the recitals regarding burial grounds reference TV
Butte or any landforms coffesponding to the TV Butte geography. Further, no earth disturbing
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activities related to mining will occur in the Jim Chuck Chuck or Charlie Tufti land claims.
Based on this information, HRA concluded that the Tufti burial grounds are most likely on the
Tufti land claim in an area suitable for farming in their letter dated October 30,2016.

Opponents also claimed that the quarry area was sacred land with extreme cultural and historical
significance and that Indian artifacts had been found in the vicinity of the quany site.

The Board of Commissioners finds HRA provided a responsive evidence in their June 18,201Ç
lv4.ay 27 , 20 1 6, Octob er 30 , 2016, and November 1 6, 2016 letter that persuasively rebuts
opponents' contentions. No significant archaeological or historical sites are known to or likely
to be present in the mining are that may be affected by the quamy. The absence of
archaeological evidence in conjunction with the geography of TV Butte (steep slopes) suggests
tha-t use of the Butte was limited to occasional hunting and travel and therefore the mining site is
not likely to contain historica! artifacts.

Opponents raised concerns about impacts to burial grounds within the mining area and Impact
area, the Old Indian Trail, an ancient village, and the potential to harm previously identified
artifacts in the Impact Area.

The Board of Commissioners finds HRA provided a responsive evidence in their }rlay 27,2016,
October 30,2076 and November 16, 20l6letters that persuasively rebut opponents' contentions.
Concerns regarding burial grounds and the Old Indian Trail were sufficiently addressed in
HRA's earlier letter and do not show that either is likely to be present on the mining site.
Opponents provide no evidence of an ancient village on TV Butte and the lack of archaeological
evidence along with the site's conditions (steep rocky temain and lack of water) make the Butte a
very unlikely location of a previous Indian village. The artifacts identified within the Impact
Area will not be impacted by the quamy because no ground disturbance will occur in the Impact
Area. The Applicant fully assumes that DOGAMI will coordinate with tribal leaders in the area
to ensure the project does not impact cultural resources.

Based on the responsive evidence provided by the application the Board of Commissioners
denies opponents' contention that the project will impact historical artifacts.

Measures to Minimize Conflicts:

The Board of Commissioners finds that the following reasonable and practicable measures will
minimize the limited conflicts identified above.

COA 9. In the event that buried cultural deposits are encountered during the project activities,
the applicant/owner must comply with ORS 97.74G760 and ORS 358.905-961.

OAR 660-023-0180(5XbXE) Conflicts with agricultural practices; and

The Board of Commissioners frnds that the mine will not generate any significant conflicts with
agricultural practices on surrounding lands. As support for this conclusion the Board of
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Commissioner relies on the applicant's agricultural survey contained in Appendix M of the
application.

In determining whether conflicts with agricultural practices will result, the County is required to
comply with ORS 275.296, rather than the requirements or the Goal 5 rule. OAR 66U023-
0180(5)(c). ORS 215.296 requires a demonstration that the Project will not:

"(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on surrounding lands

devoted to farm or forest use; or
"(b) Significantly increase the cost ofaccepted farm or forest practices on surrounding

lands devoted to farm or forest use."
The Board of Comr.nissioners finds that while low-intensive, small-scale agricultural activities,
primarily livestock grazing, greenhouses, and private gardens, are occurring in the surrounding
area, none of these activities appeared to be for commercial purposes. Therefore, they do not
constitute "accepted farming practices" as defined in ORS 215.203(2)(c).. Additionally, no

conflicts were identif,red with forest practices.

The Board of Commissioners further finds as discussed above, based on the evidence provided
by the applicant, that, subject to adoption and implementation of various recommended
minimization measures, there will be no significant conflicts with regard to noise, dust and other
discharges including ground water and transportation access, and this analysis further supports
the conclusion of compliance with the standards under ORS 215.296. Based upon the available
evidence, the available documentation and analysis support the conclusion that, due to the
limited nature and small scale or existing non-commercial agricultural practices, the relative lack
of proximity to the mining operation, and the various measures that will minimize project
conflicts to a level that is insignificant, the mining operation will not force a significant change

in or significantly increase the cost ofaccepted farm practices on surrounding lards devoted to
farm use.

OAR 660-023-0180(5XbXF) Other conflicts for which consideration is necessary in order to
carry out ordinances that supersede Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) regulations pursuant to ORS 517.780;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the proposed project will generate very limited conflicts,
none are significant in nature, and all such conflicts can be minimized with reasonable and
practicable measures that arc imposed as conditions of approval. Specific issues raised by
project opponents regarding conflicts and the minimization measures required by conditions of
approval are addressed above.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(c) The local government shall determine reasonable and practicable
measures that would minimize the conflicts identffied under subsection þ) of this section. To

determine whether proposed measures would minimize conflicts to agricultural practices, the
requirements of ORS 215.296 shall be followed rather than the requirements of this section. If
reasonable and practicable measures are identified to minimize all identffied conflicts, mining
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shall be allowed at the site and subsection (d) of this section is not applicable. If identified
conflicts cannot be minimized, subsection (d) of this section applies.

The Board of Commissioners finds that there are reasonable and practicable measures that would
minimize identified conflicts, as set forth in the attached conditions of approval and further
discussed above. As support for this conclusion, the Board of Commissioners relies upon the
evidence provided by the applicant and its many expert consultants. Because there are
reasonable and practicable measures that would minimize identified conflicts, the Board of
Commissioners finds that mining shall be allowed at the site as proposed by the applicant, and no
ESEE analysis is necessary. Specific concerns identified by opponents regarcling proposecl
mitigation measures are discussed below:

1. Watering is an effective means of dust control.

In conjunction with the application, the applicant's technical consultants have provided evidence
and analysis demonstrating that water spray measures are a feasible, acceptable industry standard
and an effective best management practice for dust control, including silica dust. As support for
this conclusion, the Board of Commissioners relies upon (1) the Response to Hearing Comments
letter and Old Hazeldell Quarry, Response to Opposition submittalsthrough November 1,2016
letter, both from Kuper Consulting LLC; (2) the Rebuttal Letter and Response Submittal
regarding Testimony regarding Air Quality and Permitting Assessment Compliance for Old
Hazeldell Quarry, both from Arctic Engineering, LTD, and (3) the October 29,2016 Letter
regarding Old Hazeldell Quarry - Quarry Water Usage from Katie Jeremiah of Aggregate
Resources Industries, Inc..

2. TIA addresses necessary mitigation.

With regard to alleged sight distance non-compliance, Sandow Engineering has provided rebuttal
responses through memoranda dated May 3l,20l6,June 20,2016, and November 1, 2Aß. The
Board of Commissioners finds that these rebuttal responses demonstrate compliance with
applicable standards is feasible.

3. Deed restrictions are not an applicable review criterion.

A project opponent suggests that the noise berm cannot be constructed due to a restrictive
covenant which provides, in relevant part:

'r* * * [N]o significant excavating work shall be performed on the portion of the
Property described on the attached Exhibit'B' except for the purpose of access road
construction to the northerly and easterly areas of Exhibit'B' Property. This restriction
will expressly not prohibit Grantee, its successors or assigns, from storing equipment or
material, ruming heavy tnachinery or otherwise using the Exhibit 'B' Propefty. This
restrictive covenant shall run with the land and be irrevocable." (Emphasis added.
Exhibit "B" is the legal description of the former landfill portion of the property.)
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As noted by Michael Reeder in a November 1, 2016 letter, the above referenced Exhibit B was
amended to correct the legal description of the former landfill. The Board of Commissioners
finds that opponents' analysis is incorrect as a matter of fact and law. First, the construction of a
noise berm does not require excavation of any kind. A berm is constructed via the placement of
material upon land, and in factthis activity is expressly allowedby the covenant. Moreover, so is

certain road construction, storage of equipment or material, running machinery, and otherwise
using the former landfill. There will be no excavation associated with these activities. In short,
the express language and intent ofthe covenant at issue do not support his interpretation.

Second, it is well-established that deed restrictions are not an applicable review criterion.
Opponents cite to Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 5 1 Or LUBA 194 (2006) as authority
that the County is required to consider covenants, conditions and restrictions in orderto
determine that a proposed condition is possible and likely to succeed. The Board of
Commissioners finds bhat Butte Conservancy is, however, readily distinguishable from the
present circumstance, which renders the ruling irrelevant to this review. The issue in Butte
Conservancy was review of the feasibility of implementing a proposed condition of approval and

not, as in this instance, whether the covenant serves as an applicable review criterion. Further,
the facts of Butte Conservancy were markedly different than in the present applicati on. In Butte
Conservancy, a housing developer was required to provide secondary access where there was
only one location to do so, which had a restrictive covenant prohibiting such use. In the pending
application, there is no County imposed condition for a noise berm. Rather, the applicant has

elected to provide the noise berm; and, more importantly, the record demonstrates that the
proposed noise berm is intentionally located beyond the footprint of the former landfill. As
support for this conclusion, the Board of Commissioners relies upon the Kuper Consulting LLC
memoranda and Revised Site Plans dated May 3 L,2076 and October 29,2016. In sum, there is
no mitigation or development activity imposed within the former landfill area; and only
excavation, and not the placement of the berm, would be precluded by the covenant even if such

activity were proposed. Consequently, the Board of Commissioners finds that the covenant is

inapplicable

Finally, private deed restrictions are not enforceable by local governments. OAR 66G.023-0180
provides the exclusive review criteria for consideration of an aggregate PAPA. Notably, this rule
does not require consideration of private deed restrictions. As such, the local government is not
authorized to consider any such deed restrictions. Furthermore, applicable Oregon case law
clearly provides that only intended beneficiaries of a deed restriction are entitled to enforce such
restrictions . See Providence Memorial Ass'n v. Providence Missionary Baptist Church,
241 Or. 194, 199-201 (Or. 1965). In Providence, the Supreme Court of Oregon held that a prior
first grantee was not entitled to enforce a restrictive covenant where it was not an intended third
party benefi ciary. Id. 200-20L Thus, an intended beneficiary of a restriction is the proper party
to seek its enforcement. Here the intended beneficiary is not the local government. As such, the
local government is not required to consider private deed restrictions in their review of the
proposed PAPA.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(d) The local government shall determine any significant conflicts
identified under the requirements of subsection (c) of this section that cannot be minimized.
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Based on these conflicts only, Iocal government shall determine the ESEE consequences of either
allowing, Iimiting, or not allowing mining at the site. Local governments shall reach this
decision by weighing these ESEE consequences, with consideration of the þllowing:

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(dXA) The degree of adverse effect on existing land uses within the
impact area;

OAR 660-023-0180(5XdXB) Reasonable and practicable measures that could be taken to
reduce the identffied adverse effects; and

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(dXC) The probable duration of the mining operation and the proposed
post-mining use of the site.

The Board of Commissioners finds that it has identified reasonable and practicable measures to
minimize all identifred conflicts, as set forth in the conditions of approval. An economic, social,
environmental, and energy ("ESEE") analysis is required only in the event that one or more
identified applicable conflicts under Division 23 are not successfully minimized. In this
instance, and based upon substantial evidence in the record, the Board of Commissioners has
found that the applicant has successfully minimized conflicts and that OAR 660-023-01S0(5Xd)
is not applicable. Therefore, the Board of Commissioners finds that mining must be allowed at
the site, and no ESEE analysis is necessary.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(e) Where mining is allowed, the plan and implementing ordinances shall
be amended to allow such mining. Any required measures to minimize conflicts, including
special conditions and procedures regulating mining, shall be cleay and objective. Additional
land use review (e.g., site plan review), if required by the local government, shall not exceed the
minimum review necessary to assure compliance with these requirements and shall not provide
opportunities to deny mining for reasons unrelated to these requirements, or to attach additional
approval requirements, except with regard to mining or processing activities:

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(eXA) For which the PAPA application does not provide information
sfficient to determine clear and objective measures to resolve identiJied conflicts;

OAR 660-023-0f 80(5)(eXB) Not requested in the PAPA application; or

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(eXC) For which a significant change to the type, location, or duration of
the activity shown on the PAPA application is proposed by the operator.

The Board of Commissioners recommends amending the RCP and implementing zoning as

requested by the applicant to allow the proposed mining and related activities, subject to
compliance with the attached conditions of approval, which are clear and objective in nature.
Additional land use review was completed under the Site Review application (Planning File No.
509-P415-05804) processed concurrently with this Plan Amendment, findings below.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)A Where mining is allowed, the local government shall determine the
post-mining use and provide for this use in the comprehensive plan and land use regulations.
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For significant aggregate sites on Class I, II and Unique farmland, local governments shall
adopt plan and land use regulations to limit post-mining use to farm uses under ORS 215.203,
uses listed under ORS 215.213(l) or 215.283(1), andfish and wildlife habitat uses, including
wetland mitigation banking. Local governments shall coordinate with DOGAMI regarding the
regulation and reclamation of mineral and aggregate sites, except where exempt under ORS
517.780.

Based upon testimony submitted by Kuper Consulting in the PAPA application, page 46, the
record includes a proposed mine plan and reclamation plan submitted to DOGAMI by the
applicant. The aggregate site is not located on Class I, II or Unique farmland. The applicant also
notes that the post-mining use of the area, included as Appendix L of the PAPA application,
which confirms such proposed post-mining activity, shall consist of blasted scree slopes and
ledges. These uses are already provided for, as permitted uses within the cument F-l and F-2
designations for the property, as identified in the application.

OAR 660-023-0180(5)(9) Local governments shall allow a currently approved aggregate
processing operation at an existing site to process material from a new or expansion site without
requiring a reauthorization of the existing processing operation unless limits on such processing
were established at the time it was approved by the local government.
This criterion is inapplicable because the quarry is not an expansion of a currently approved
aggr egate processing operation.

OAR 660-023-0180(7) Except þr aggregate resource sites determined to be significant under
Section (4) of this rule, Iocal governments shall follow the standard ESEE process in OAR 66G
023-0040 and 660-023-0050 to determine whether to allow, limit, or prevent new conflicting
uses within the impact area a of signfficant mineral and aggregate site. (This requirement does
not apply if, under section (5) of this rule, the local government decides that mining will not be

authorized at the site).

The Board of Commissioners recommends amending the RCP and implementing zoning as

requested by the applicant to allow the proposed mining and related activities, subject to the
attached conditions of approval. Although the Board finds it unnecessary to impose restrictions
or limitations to new uses within the impact area the following findings are made regarding the
above criterion to support the Board's conclusion.

Pursuant to this criterion above, the local government shall determine the ESEE consequences of
either allowing, limiting, or preventing new conflicting uses within the impact area a of a

signi{icant mineral and aggregate site. Local governments shall reach this decision by following
the standard ESEE process, as follows:

(A) Identify conflicting uses;
(B) Determine the impact area;
(C) Ãnalyze the ESEE consequences; and
(D) Develop a program to achieve Goal 5.
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As discussed below, future new conflicting uses are those that are permitted outright or
conditionally within the zone applied to the applicant's proposed aggregate mine and in its
Impact Area. The site is proposed to be rezoned Quany and Mine Operations (QM)zone. The
property within the Impact Area within the County's jurisdiction is zoned FI, F2, RR2, RRl0,
and CR.

(A) Identify Conflicting Uses:

The uses permitted outright, with a land use revièw, and conditionally in the QM zone include
the following:

(a) Extracting and storing of minerals, including equipment and materials necessary to
carry out these functions.
(b) Plants for the processing of minerals from quany and mine extraction operations.
(c) Sale of products generated from the quarrying and mining operation.
(d) Activities permittecl or required as part of the reclamation processprovided for in the
Reclamation Plan.
(e) Structures and buildings used in conjunction with the extracting and storing of
minerals or related equipment.
(f) Forest uses.
(g) Farm uses as defined in ORS 215.203(2).
(h) Water impoundments with less than 100 acre feet storage capacity and in conjunction
with beneficial uses of water customarily associated with fire prevention, forest uses or
farm uses.
(i) Fish and wildlife habitat management and any necessary and accessory uses.

fi) Maintenance and repair of a lawfully existing residence.
(k) Lawfully-established uses necessary and accessory to those listed above.
(1) Electrical facilities providing direct service to a use authorized in this zone.
(m) On premise signs used in connection with quaffy and mine operations. Signs so
permitted shall be limited to two per operation, shall not exceed 200 square feet total
surface area per sign, shall not contain moving or flashing lights or be capable of
movement.
(n) Caretaker's residence.
(o) Transportation facilities.

The uses permitted outright, with a land use review, and conditionally in the Fl,F2, RR2, RRl0,
12 and CR zones are found in Lane Code Sections 16.210, 16.211,76.231, and 16.223
respectively and are incorporated here by reference.

(B) Determine the Impact Area:
The Board of Commissioners has already determined that the Impact Area for the significant
mineral ancl aggregate resource site is limited to 1,500 feet from the boundaries of the mining
and processing area. As support for this conclusion, the Board of Commissioners refers to the
response to OAR 660-023-0I80(5)(a), above. The Board of Commissioners finds that it is
required to conduct an analysis of the ESEE consequence of the future conflicting uses listed
above that are limited to the Impact Area described above.
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(C) Analyze the ESEE consequences:
Based on the above-listed and referenced future conflicting uses only, the Board of
Commissioners finds that the ESEE consequences of allowing, limiting, or preventing the future
conflicting uses are as follows.

Economic:
Allowing Conflicting (/s¿s.' The Board of Commissioners finds that the economic consequences
of allowing the full range of future conflicting uses are myriad and positive. For example,
forestry and farmin g have, and will continue to, contribute significantly to the economy of the
region. The Board of Commissioners finds that there are no negative economic consequences
from allowing the full range of future conflicting uses.

Preventing C onfl icting Uses :
The Board of Commissioners finds that if the County does not allow future conflicling uses, the
County will not rcap any of the economic benefits associated with such uses as described above.
The Board of Commissioners finds that there are no identif,rable positive economic consequences
to preventing all future conflicting uses.

Limiting Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners finds that there are no identifiable
positive economic consequences of limiting future conflicting uses. The Board of
Commissioners further finds that the negative economic consequences of limiting future
conflicting uses are the loss of at least a portion of the positive economic consequences of
allowing such uses.

Social:
Allowing Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners finds that the positive social
consequence of allowing future conflicting uses include: (1) the positive social esteem for the
workers employed at the conflicting uses; (2) the positive social esteem for owners of the
properties establishing such the conflicting uses; (3) the social benefits associated with
contributing to the overall good, such as with conservation of natural resources; and (4) the
social benefits of using less fuel and traveling less by utilizing local facilities rather than
traveling to other counties for such facilities.

The Board of Commissioners finds that there are no negative social consequences to allowing the
full range of future conflicting uses.

Preventing C onfl icting Uses :
The Board of Commissioners finds that if the County does not allow future conflicting uses, the
County will not reap any of the social benefits associated with such uses as described above.

Limiting Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners finds that limiting future conflicting
uses will limit the positive social consequences described above. The Board of Commissioners
finds that the degree to which these consequences are limited will be directly tied to the degree
that the conflicting uses, themselves, are limited.
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Environmental:
Allowing Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners finds that there are positive
environmental consequence of allowing some future conflicting uses. Allowing some of these
uses would result in conservation and management of fish and wildlife resources, soil, air, and
water quality and watersheds, fish and wildlife enhancement, and wetlands.
The Board of Commissioners also finds that there are negative environmental consequences of
allowing some future conflicting uses, such as an increased carbon footprint, utilization of
natural resources, and air, noise, and light pollution. Therefore, the Board of Commissioners
finds that the environmental consequences of allowing conflicting uses are neutral.

Preventing Conflicting (/ses.' For the reasons stated above, the Board of Commissioners finds
that the environmental consequences of not allowing conflicting uses are neutral. The Board of
Cominissioners reaches this conclusiorr because, although not allowing conflicting uses will
prevent all new developmerlt, it will also preclude all of the positive consequences of allowing
certain conflicting uses, as noted above

Limiting Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners finds that the environmental
consequences of limiting future conflicting uses are also neutral. While limiting conflicting uses
may protect against some of the environmental consequences of development, it will also limit
the positive consequences flowing from future conflicting uses.

Energy:
Allowing Conflicting (/ses: The Board of Commissioners finds that the energy consequences of
allowing some future conflicting uses are positive. For example, uses such as road and highway
construction or reconstruction will facilitate completion of many needed transportation
improvements, which will, in turn, provide greater capacity and smoother surfaces. As a result,
vehicles on roads throughout the region will be able to consume less fuel because they will spend
less timing idling in traffic and/or confronting sub-standard road conditions.

The Board of Commissioners also finds that the energy consequences of allowing some
conflicting uses are negative, in that some conflicting uses will result in increased energy
impacts, such as farm uses and electrical facilities.

Therefore, the Board of Commissioners finds that the energy consequences of allowing
conflicting uses are neutral.

Preventing Conflicting Uses :
The Board of Commissioners finds that the positive energy consequences of preventing some
future conflicting uses are that there will be no clevelopment or clistribution of goods ancl, thus,
no related consumption of fuel. However, the Board of Commissioners also finds that the
negative energy consequences of preventing future conflicting uses are that the region would not
reap any of the positive energy consequences associated with the conflicting uses. Therefore, the
Board of Commissioners finds that the energy consequences of preventing future conflicting uses
is neutral.
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Limiting Conflicting Uses: The Board of Commissioners hnds that limiting future conflicting
uses will limit the positive and negative energy consequences described above. The Board of
Commissioners finds that the degree to which these consequences are limited will be directly tied
to the degree that the conflicting uses, themselves, are limited.

(D) Develop a Program to Achieve Goal 5

Having identified these ESEE consequences, the Board of Commissioners must weigh them and

develop a program to achieve Goal 5.

Based on the ESEE analysis provided above, the Board of Commissioners determines that future
conflicting uses should be allowed fully, notwithstanding the possible impacts on the resource

site. The Board of Commissioners finds that none of the possible future conflicting uses will
have a substantially negative impact on the aggregate mining site.

As explained in the above findings, the Board of Commissioners finds that the post-mining uses

of the Property are those allowed as of right and conditionally under a current map designation or
such other uses as may be allowed under future alternative designation, or allowed by law. Thus,

the Board of Commissioners fìnds that the mining operation is of limited duration, and the
proposed post-mining use of the site will be consistent with the law and surrounding uses.

Based on the foregoing analysis, the Board of Commissioners finds that, on balance, the positive
economic, social, environmental, and energy consequences associated with allowing future
conflicting uses outweigh any negative consequences both in number and degree. For these

reasons, the Board of Commissioners finds that the ESEE analysis supports allowing future
conflicting uses on the property and within the impact area.

As such, the Board of, Commissioners does not propose to allow limit or prevent new uses with
the impact area of the site. Furthermore, this section does not apply because under OAR 660-
023-0180(5) the Board concluded that mining shall be authorized at the site with findings above.

OAR 660-023-0180(8) In order to determine whether information in a PAPA submittal
concerning an agglegate site is adequate, local government shall follow the requirements of this
section rather than OAR 660-023-0030(3). An application for approval of an aggregate site

þllowing sections (4) and (6) of this rule shall be adequate if it provides sfficient information to
determine whether the requirements in those sections are satisfied.

As explained above, the Board of Commissioners finds that the applicant has provided sufficient
information to address the relevant criteria of section (3) and (5) of the Goal 5 rule relating to
resource significance and conflict minimization, respectively, above. Further, the Board of
Commissioners finds that the criteria of sections (4) and (6) are not relevant to the application.

OAR 660-023-0180(9) Local governments shall amend the comprehensive plan and land use

regulations to include procedures and requirements consistent with this rule þr the

consideration of PAPAs concerning aggregate resources. Until such local regulations are
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adopted, the procedures and requirements of this rule shall be directly applied to local
government consideration of a PAPA concerning mining authorization, unless the local plan
contains specific criteria regarding the consideration of a PAPA proposing to add a site to Íhe

Iist of significant aggregate sites, provided:
(a) Such regulations were aclçtowledged subsequent to 1989; and
(b) Such regulations shall be amended to conform to the requirements of this rule at the next
scheduled periodic review after September I, 1996, except as provided under OAR 660-023-
0250(7).

Lane County has not amended the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan or land use
regulations for consistency with the Goal 5 Rule provisions adopted in 7996. The Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) has detemined that the Goal 5 rule for mineral and aggregate
establishes a comprehensive regulatory scheme that is intended to supersede local review
starrdards for aggregate. Eugene Sand & Gravel, inc. v. Lane County. LUBA No. 2û02-068.
The Board of Commissioners f,rnds that the criteria which govern the review of this application
to add a site to the significant aggregate sites and authorize mining and processing are found in
the Oregon Administrative Rules and the Statewide Planning Goals.

Additional land use review was completed under the Site Review application (Planning File No.
509-P415-05804) processed concurrently with this Plan Amendment, findings below. The Board
finds the Site Review has not exceeded the minimum review necessary to assure compliance
with the OAR requirements. Because the County complied with applicable notice and hearing
procedures, the Board of Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with the
method of adoption sections for Lane Code Plan Amendment standards.

4. STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS

As directed by ORS 197.175(2)(a), comprehensive plan amendments must
comply with the Statewide Planning Goals.

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
To provide for widespread citizen involvement.
This goal requires that citizens and affected public agencies be provided an opportunity to
comment on the proposed plan amendment. As part of the application review process, public
notificatiori in the form of a mailed notice was sent by Lane County to affected public agencies,
including local service providers, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD). All owners of record within 750
feet of the subject property were also notified. Public notice of the Planning Commission and
Board of Commissioners hearings were published in ihe Eugene Register-Guard, a general
circulation newspaper. The proper notices were sent separately ancl prior to the Lane County
Planning Commission and Lane County Board of Commissioner Hearings. The Lane County
Planning Commission conducted the first of multiple public hearings on the project on April 19,
2016, and May 10, 2016 and deliberated on the matter on July 26, 2016. The Board of
Commissioners received a recommendation of approval from tre Planning Commission and held
its first of multiple hearings on the project on October 12,2076, and December 13, 2016. During
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the Planning Commission and Board of Commission Hearings the record was held open in order
for the public to submit additional evidence then subsequently rebut that evidence along with
final arguments for the applicant prior to the record closing.
Testimony provided by Mr. Kevin Matthews alleges that the consolidated processing of the
project application violates Statewide Planning Goal 1. The Board of Commissioners finds that
ORS 215.416(2) specifically requires counties to provide "a consolidated procedure by which an

applicant may apply at one time for all permits or zone changes needed for a development
project," and applicants have broad discretion about consolidating land use actions into one
application. See Cornell park Associates v. Washington County, 16 Or LUBA 897, 900-901
(1988), N.E. Medþrd Neighborhood Coalitionv. City of Medford,214 Or App 46,53-54 (2007).
In conformance with state law, the state-acknowledged Lane Code specifically provides for
consolidated or "combinable" applicants in Chapter 14.050. The Board of Commissioners finds
that the app.licant's combined land use application does not violate Statewide Planning Goal 1.

Because the County complied with applicable notice and hearing procedures, the Board of
Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal i . See l4lade v. Lane County,
20 Or LUBA 369, 376 (1990) (Goal 1 is satisfied as long as the local government follows its
acknowledg ed citizen involvement pro gram).

Goal2: Land Use Planning
To establish a land use planning process and policy framework as a basis for all decision
and actions related to use of land and to assure an adequate factual base for such decisions
and actions.
Goal2 requires establishing a land use planning process and policy framework as a basis for land
use decisions and requires an adequate factual base for all land use decisions. In the present
case, the provisions of OAR chapter 660 division 023 establish the land use planning process and
policy framework for considering the applications. Further, the applicant's materials, which
include detailed expert reports across a number of disciplines, demonstrate that the applications
satisfu all applicable substantive standards of OAR chapter 660, division 023. Therefore, the
Board of Commissioners finds that there is an adequate factual base for the County's decision.

Additionally, Goal 2 requires that the County coordinate its review and decision on the
applications with appropriate government agencies. In its review of the applications, the Courfy
provided notice and an opportunity to comment to affected government agencies, including the
City of Oakridge, DLCD, DOGAMI, and ODOT.

Project opponents contend that an exception to Goal 2 is required because the property is

currently inventories ad forest land and carries a comprehensive plan designation as forest land.
The Board of Commissioners denies this contention for the following reasons.

Pursuant to OAR 660-004, a Goal 2 exception is not required unless a proposed use is not an

allowed use or activity on lands or at a location where under applicable Goal requirements. Goal
4, Forest Lands, expressly establishes mining and processing of aggregate and mineral
resources" as an allowed use under Goal 4. OAR 660-006-00259(4)(9). Thus, mining is an

allowable use in Forest Lands, which means no exception is required under these circumstances.
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The Goal 2 exception process further clarifìes fhat an exception is not required for any of the
forest or nonforest uses allowed in a forest zone under OAR 66G006, Forest Lands. OAR 660-
004-0010(1)(b). Further, the exceptions process is generally not applicable where statewidegoals
include their own procedures for resolving conflicts between competing uses. OAR 660:--4-
00i0(2). Here, OAR 660-023-0180 provides a process for conflict resolution between any such
competing uses, and OAR 660-023al80(5)(e) expressly requires that where mining is allowed,
the plan and implementing ordinances shall be amended to allow such mining." (Emphasis
added.) Notably absent is any requirement for a Goal 2 exception to implement the express
requirements of Goal 5 to protect and allow the use of a significant aggregate resource. Taken
together, these rules clearly establish that no Goal exception is required for the proposed uses,
and the associated plan and zone map designations under review, in Forest Lands.

For the above reasons, the Board of Comrnissioners hnds that the applications are consistent
,,,1L1- 

^, 
I 

^wltlr \Juat l,.

Goal3: Agricultural Lands
To preserve and maintain agricultural lands.
This goal recognizes the importance of maintaining agricultural lands as those are defrned under
the goal. In western Oregon, agricultural land consists of predominantly Class Ithrough IV soils
identified by the Soil Conservation Service and other lands which are suitable for farm use
taking into consideration soil fertility, suitability for grazing, climatic conditions, existing and
future availability of water for farm and inigation purposes, existing land use patterns,
technological and energy input required, for accepted farm practices. Agricultural lands shall be
preserved and maintained for farm use, consistent with existing and future needs for agricultural
products, forest and open space and with the state's agricultural land use policy expressed in
ORS 2 1 5.243 and 215.7 00.

The purpose of Goal 3 is to preserve and maintain agricultural lands for farm use. Goal 3 is not
applicable to this application as its acknowledged comprehensive plan designation is not mapped
for exclusive farm use.
The analysis provided to address OAR 660-023-0180 above demonstrates that the proposed
mining area does not occur on a-ny Class I and Il soils and does not impact farm or forest
practices on the surrounding lands.

Goal 4: Forest Lands
To conserve forest lands by maintaining the forest land base and to protect the state's
forest economy by making possible economically efficient forest practices that assure the
continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species as the leading use on forest land
consistent with sound management of soil, air, water, and fish and wildlife resources and to
provide for recreationaI opportunities ancl agriculture.
The site is primarily located on designated forest resource (F-1, F-2) land. A portion of the land
has been harvested for timber in the past, and a portion of the property has been previously
mined (Dunning Quarry). Mining and processing of aggregate resources is permitted on forest
lands under OAR 660-006-0025(a)(g). Reclamation of the site will result in scree slopes, and
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benches with forest surrounding the site. The Board of Commissioners finds that the
amendments are consistent with Goal 4.

Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces

To protect natural resources and conserve scenic and historic areas open spaces.

The Goal 5 Rule calls for the protection of natural resources and the conservation of scenic and

historic open spaces. The Board of Commissioners finds, based on evidence presented by the
applicant in Appendix E to the application, that three inventoried Goal 5 resources occur within
the 1,500' Impact Area and no "significartt" "lC" classified resources exist on the property. The

three resources are Riparian Corridor, Wetlands, and Wildlife Habitat all specifically related to
Salmon Creek. The County adopted its Goal 5 inventories and resource designation for the rural
areas in 1984 and the County's consideration of conflicts with the project is limited to resources

listed as significant in the adopted inventory. Based on the evidence presented by the applicant
and the mitigation measures adopted as conditions of approval, the Board of Commissioners
finds that there are not conflicts with inventoried Goal 5 resources.

As discussed above under the section Riparian Corridors, including Water and Riparian Areas
and Fish Habitat, the Board of Commissioners finds that the riparian, wetland and wildlife
habitat resources identified in the Impact Area will not be impacted by the mining project. These

resources lie outside of the mining area and do not overlap with the area designated as a
significant aggregate resource. No riparian, historic, or cultural resources have been inventoried
on the subject property and the site is not designated as a scenic resource. No conflicts with
inventoried Goal 5 resources have been identified. The Board of Commissioners finds that the
amendments are consistent with Goal 5.

Goal6: Air, Water and Land Resources Quality
To maintain and improve the quality of the air, water and land resources of the staþ.
Processing of aggregate (e.g., crushing, screening, washing of the products) is requested as part

of these applications. As such, discharges from processing will be treated and remain on site.

Consistent with best management practices (BMP's) set out by the Lane Regional Air Protection
Agency/Oregon Department of Environmental Quality visible emission and nuisance
requirements, the applicant will minimize dust by graveling internal roads, using water to control
dust, paving the access road, and promptly removing dirt and other material that might become

airborne from paved portions. Storm water discharges will be directed on-site and will be

handled through an NPDES 12004 permit, if necessary. Extraction activities at the site will
unavoidably result in disruption of surface land resources. This is necessary to meet the
provisions of Goal 5 to protect and allow the use of mineral and aggregate resources. Pursuant to
a DOGAMI permit and DOGAMI standards, reclamation will be accomplished to return
disrupted land to scree slopes and ledges, ultimately improving the quality of land resources in
the State. For the reasons set forth in the Shannon &Wilson report as to water quality and

quantity (Appendix B to the application), the Terra Science Inc. report as to wetlands (Appendix
D to the application) and the Westlake report as to water quality (Appendix Ito the application),
and the related rebuttal testimony prepared by these consultants and entered into the record, the
Board of Commissioners find that the applications are consistent with Goal 6.

Goal T: Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards
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To protect life and property from Natural Disasters and Hazards.
Under this goal, natural hazards are identified as floods (coastal and riverine), landslides,
earthquakes and related hazards, tsunamis, coastal erosion, and wildfires. This area is not subject
to such hazards and the risk of such hazards is not increased by the activity allowed by the plan
amendment. The site is not subject to stream flooding, erosion or other particular natural
hazards. The Board of Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal 7. In
support for this conclusion and in denial of contentions made otherwise by project opponents, the
Board of Commissioners relies on the evidence presented by the Applicant discussed above
under the Seismic Issues and Earth Movements section above.

Goal 8: Recreational Needs
To satisfy the recreatio¡ral needs of the citizens of the state and visitors and, where
appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational facilities including
Destination Resorts.
No recreational facilities have been identified on the site by the Rural Comprehensive Plan.
Further, no recreational opportunities are known to be reduced or eliminated by the proposed
mining operation. The Board of Commissioners finds that Goal 8 is not applicable to the
applications.

Goal9: Economic Development
To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a variety of economic activities
vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens.
The goal contemplates that comprehensive plans and policies will contribute to a stable and
healthy economy in the state. The goal primarily addresses commercial and industrial
development within urban areas. The Board of Commissioners finds, based on substantial
evidence provided by Arnold Gallagher on November 1, 2016, and in PAPA application
Appendix J, that to the extent the goal is applicable to this application, the operation will
contribute to the economy of the local area by its employment of persons and by providing the
natural resource for construction of roads, which in turn facilitate the economy of the state. The
Board of Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal 9.

Goal 10: Housing
To provide for the housing needs of the citizens of the state.
The applications demonstrate confonnance with the housing goal of the state to the extent that an
adequate supply of aggregate is necessary for the construction of housing in the form of
foundations, driveways, and streets and roads to provide access to such housing. The Board of
Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal 10.

Goal 11: Public Facilities and Services
To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and
services to serve as a framework for urban and rural development.
The applications do not directly relate to this goal. The public facilities and services in the form
of roads exist to provide access to and from the site. The approval does not result in the
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extension of public facilities and services beyond those existing. The Board of Commissioners
finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal I 1.

Goal 12: Transportation
To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.
Goal72 requires providing a safe, convenient, and economic transportation system. The project
will further the objectives of this goal by providing a material (rock) that is essential to the
construction and reconstruction of a variety of transportation projects, including roads, airports,
railroads, sidewalks, and bikeways.

Goal 12 is implemented by the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule ("TPR"), which requires
local governments to determine whether or not a proposed PAPA will "significantly affect" an
existing or planned transportation facility. OAR 66G012-0060(1). A PAPA will "significantly
affect" an existing or planned transportation facility if it will: (1) change the functional
classification of a facility; (2) change standards implementing a functional classification system;
(3) as measured at the end of the planning period, result in types or levels of travel or access that
are inconsistent with the functional classification of an existing facility; or (4) degrade the
performance of an existing facility either below applicable performance standards, or if already
performing below these standards, degrade it further. Id.

In its report set forth in Appendix G to the applications, Sandow Engineering compared the
reasonable worst-case trip generation scenario of the Site under the existing zoning designation
(F-1, F-2), with the reasonable worst-case trip generation scenario under the proposed zoning
designation (QM-RCP). This comparison indicated that the site would generate more trips under
the proposed zoning designation; however, at the end of the planning period (2036, as a20 yeat
study is required), the site access point and ofÊsite intersections were forecast to perform within
acceptable performance standards during weekday PM peak hour. Based upon these results,
Sandow concluded that the applications would not significantly affect any existing or planned
transportation facilities for purposes of the TPR and, as such, applicable Goal 12 requirements
are met. The Board of Commissioners finds that no one presented testimony that undermined
this conclusion. Therefore, the Board of Commissioners f,rnds that the applications are consistent
with Goal 12 and the TPR.

Goal 13: Energy Conservation
To conserve energy.
This goal contemplates that land and uses developed on the land shall be managed and controlled
so as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based upon sound economic
principles.
To the extent that this goal is relevant to these applications, these applications will make
aggregate resource available to the northwestern and western areas of Lane County, thus
reducing fossil fuel use for transporting aggregate without a local source. The Board of
Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with Goal 13.

Goal 14: Urbanization
To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban use.
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The subject property is not within an urban growth boundary and is not urbanizable; therefore,
this goal does not have relevance to these applications. The Board of Commissioners finds that
the amendments are consistent with and do not affect the RCP compliance with Goal 14.

Goal 15 Willamette Greenway
To protect, conserve, enhance and maintain the natural, scenic, historical, agricultural,
economic and recreational qualities of lands along the Willamette River as the Willamette
River Greenway.
The subject property is not located near the Willamette River orwithin the Willamette Greenway
boundaries. This goal does not have relevance to these applications. The Board of
Commissioners finds that the amendments are consistent with and do not affect the RCP
compliance with Goal 15.

Goal 16: Estuarine Resources
Goal 17: Coastal Shorelands
Goal L8: Beaches and Dunes
Goal 19: Ocean Resources.
These four goals are geographically oriented to coastal resources; therefore, the Board of
Commissioners f,tnds that these Goals are not applicable to this application for mining within the
Willamette Valley.

IV. SITE REVIEW PERMIT CRITERIA

In conjunction with Lane Code 16.216(5), Lane Code 16.257(2)(Ð requires a Site Review Permit
for the quarry. The Board of Commissioners finds that the project meets the following Site
Review Permit criteria.

Lane Code 16.257()(a): That the location design size shape and arrangement of the
structures are sufficient for the proposal intent and are,compatible with the surrounding
vicinity;

The Board of Commissioners finds that a significant aggregate resources is present at the site in
the location proposed for mining. The size and shape of the proposed quaffy is designed to
excavate the maximum quality of rock on the property. Based on the substantial evidence
provided by the applicant and its consultants, as well as the conditions of approval adopted for
the project, the Board of Commissioners finds that the site is designed to minimize impacts to
adjacent uses through provision of noise and visual berms. The mining operations will avoid the
former landfill site and will prevent flows of water to the landfìll site. The Board of
Commissioners finds that the proposed location, design, size, shape ancl arrangement of the
project's structures meet the intent of the quarry operation and are compatible with the
surrounding vicinity.
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Lane Code 16.257(4)(b): That there is no unnecessary destruction of existing healthy trees
or other major vegetation, and that due consideration is given to the preservation of
distinctive historical or natural features;

Trees and Major Vegetation
Healthy trees and vegetation will be used as visual screens where possible. The only trees that
will be removed from the site are those that overlay the quarry pit excavation area. These trees
sit directly atop the aggregate resource and must be removed to allow mining in this location.
The Board of Commissioners finds that there will not be unnecessary destruction of existing
healthy trees or other major vegetation.

Distinctive Historical or Natural Features
The Board of Commissioners f,rnds that as discussed above in regards to historical artifacts and
Goal 5 resources such as riparian areas and wetlands, there are no inventoried Goal 5 resources
on the site that will be impacted by the mining operation. Furthermore, to the extent that
concerns were raised about historic artifacts or features in the Impact Area, these will be full
avoided and not impacted by the quarry. Salmon Creek and its associated riparian area, as ryell
as wetland areas in the Impact Area will also be avoided. With the exception of actual
excavation, which is the purpose of the quarry use, no "nattxal features" will be impacted by the
project. The Board of Commissioners therefore finds that distinctive historical and natural
features on the site and within the impact area have been considered and will be preserved from
impacts by the project.

Lane Code 16.257()(c): That the quantity, location, height and materials of walls, fences,
hedges, screen planting and landscape areas are such that they serve their intended
purpose and have no undue adverse effect on existing or contemplated abutting land use;

The Board of Commissioners finds that based on the information submitted by the applicant, üre

quaffy will provide berms to screen adjacent sensitive uses from noise, as identified by Daly,
Standlee and Associates. As discussed in the noise findings above, these berms will be adequate
to buffer noise impacts and will not have undue adverse effects on abutting land uses. The
quarry will also provide a fence along the existing landfill to avoid intrusion that will not pose
adverse impacts. Finally, the quarry will provide a 1O-foot visual berm and fence along Dunning
Hill Road for safety purposes. This fence and berm will not have adverse effects on neighboring
uses. No walls or hedges are proposed for the site or Impact Area.

Lane Code 16.257(4)(d): That suitable planting of ground cover or other surfacing is
provided to prevent erosion and reduce dust;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the quarry will be required, through conditions of
approval listed below, to provide ground cover and many other mitigation measures to control
dust. Appendix L to the PAPA application (DOGAMI Plan Set) also provides recommendations
for vegetation planting for disturbed areas to minimize the potential for erosion and dust. As
detailed above in the extensive discussions of dust impacts and stormwater erosion impacts, the
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Board of Commissioners finds that the project will adequately mitigate dust and erosion with
planting and other methods.

The conditions of approval adopted to ensure control of erosion and dust are as follows:
COA 8. The applicant/owner must comply with the storm water and erosion control plan
prepared by Westlake Consultants, dated July, 2015 and May 18,2016 or as modifìed by
DOGAMI.

COA 28. The applicanlowner must maintain vegetative ground cover on stockpiles to reduce
dust.

COA29. The applicant/owner must sprinkle interior roads with a water truck to reduce dust.

CôA ?O The qnnlicqnf/nurner mrrcf hqr¡e u¡qler cnrqrr hqrc nn fhe nrrrcher/ccrccnc fn rcrlr¡ne rlrref

potential.

COA 31. The applicant/owner must use a crusher that meets LRAPA/DEQ permit standards.

COA32. The applicant/owner must follow DOGAMI's Best Management Practices (BMP's) for
aggregate mining to suppress dust emissions.

COA 33. The applicant/owner must pave the main facility access road from Dunning Road to the
scale house.

COA 34. The applicant/owner must use ofÊroad equipment that meets federal Tier 3 off-road
engine standards, and/or equipment to be modified as such.

COA 35. The applicant/owner must limit onsite idle times for heavy-duty diesel truck engines to
no more than three minutes per truck trip.

COA 36. The applicant/owner must assure that if contracted services are present, (i.e. asphalt
paving plant or a batch concrete mixing facility) that materials removed from air pollution
control equipment will be stored in a covered container to prevent the material from becoming
airborne during storage and transfer.

COA49. The operator must install and maintain a wheel wash facility for use by aggregate trucks
prior to exiting the project site onto Dunning Road.

Lane Code 16.257$)(e): That the location, design and size of the uses are such that the
residents or establishments to be accommodated will be adequately served by community
facilities and services or by other facilities suitable for the intended uses;
The Board of Commissioners finds that to the extent that the quamy requires community
facilities and services, the quarry's needs are met. Services for the quarry will be provided by
the following public agencies:

¡ Fire: Hazeldell Rural Fire District.
¡ Police: County Sherift State Police
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. Water: on-site well and/or purchased water
o School District: Oakridge School District 76
o Power: Lane Electric
o Access: Highway 58, north on Fish Hatchery Road, east on Dunning Road

Lane Code 16.257(4)(f): That, based on anticipated traffic generation, adequate additional
right-of-way, road improvements, and on-site vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements connecting directly to ofËsite roads, paths and sidewalks must be provided
by the development in order to promote traffic safety and reduce trafficcongestion.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the applicant's traffic analysis discussed at length above
studied the anticipated traffic generation by the quary. Based on the results of the traffic
analysis, the Board of Commissioners adopted conditions of approval l0 through 20, which will
require road improvements, an easement for ofÊsite safe bicycle passage, and other measures to
enhance safety and minimize congestion. No sidewalks or paths are proposed for the quarry use,

as safety is of utmost importance and visitation by the public is not encouraged. The adopted
conditions of approval that respond to this criterion are as follows:

COA 10. Access to the site is on Dunning Road. A new driveway must be constructed to 30 feet
wide, consistent with Lane Code 15J07, capable of supporting the quarry operations vehicles,
and consistent with the TIA.

COA 1 1. The applicant/owner must remove vegetation and the earth embankment at the site
driveway intersection with Dunning Road as necessary to meet the minimum AASHTO
westbound stopping site distance identified in the TIA as 165 feet.

COA 12. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, "TRUCKS" with a supplemental
Wl6-2P "XX FEET" sign must be installed within the right of way no closer than 200 feet east

of the driveway on Dunning Road to alert westbound traffic to the entering trucks. Sign
installation to be completed by Lane County with costs reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 13. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, "TRUCKS" with a supplemental
V/16-2P "XX FEET" sign must be installed within the right of way on Dunning Road to alert
eastbound traffic to truck traffic. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with costs
reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 14. A standard MUTCD, advanced intersection warning sign (W2-7L with a supplemental
Wl6-2P "XX FEET" sign) must be installed 495 feet in advance of the centerline of Kokanee
V/ay intersection for southbound traffic. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with
costs reimbursed by the applicant.

COA 15. The applicant/owner must complete a pavement analysis for a20 year design life based
upon the existing traffic volumes and the addition of site generated traffic on both of the
applicable sections of Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery Road.'Such analysis and design proposal
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must comply with the applicable provisions of Lane Code 15.707(3). Any pavement structure
mitigation measures determined necessary to meet a 20 year design life must be constructed by
the applicant prior to the addition of 20 or more daiþ truck trips, within 5 years of commencing
operations, or within 10 years of commencing operations provided the Pavement Condition
Index (PCI) has not fallen below 70, whichever is less. Should the'PCI fall below 70 after
commencement of operation, the applicant/property owner must complete necessary pavement
mitigation within one construction season. The PCI is measured routinely by Lane County. Any
required paving work must be consistent with Lane County Road Overlay standards.

COA 16. The applicant/owner must comply with any future Rail Order issued by ODOT Rail

COA 17. The applicant/owner must widen Dunning Road between Fish Hatchery Road and the
Railroad right-oÊway to a minimum paved width of 24 feet. Additional width must be
constructed at guardrails to accommodate E distances and flares. Additional width is required tt-r

accommodate truck ofÊtracking along all curves on Dunning Road between the site driveway
and Fish Hatchery Road. The applicant/owner must design and construct the facility to meet the
requirements of LC 15.704.

COA 18. The applicant/owner must remove the existing driveway access located approximately
650 feet east of the railroad in conjunction with construction of the new driveway access.

COA 19. Lane County Facility Permits must be obtained for the following

¡ Removal of the existing driveway access on Dunning Road.
r Construction of a new driveway access on Dunning Road.
¡ Required widening and paving improvement on Dunning Road.
r Paving improvements on Fish Hatchery Road.
o Removal of vegetation and earth embankment at the site driveway with Dunning Road to
improve sight distance.
. Any other work required within the right-oÊway of Dunning Road and/or Fish Hatchery
Road.

COA 20. The applicant/owner must provide the following to the County Engineer at (541) 682-
6928 for Lane County review of stormwater analysis: A final drainage report and drainage
plans. The final report and plans must include information on the pre and post development
drainage runoff flow rates, contours, drainage patterns, calculations, assumptions, details of
detention pond, metering device, streams, culverts, roadside ditch, etc.

. If runoff is directed into any of the Dunning Road cross culverts, the flow capacity of
these culverts must be evaluated in this report. If the culverts need to be upsized that will be
the responsibility of the applicant.
o Water directed to the roadway must be directed to the cross culverts, not the roadside
ditch.
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Consideration shall be given to the need and feasibility of widening and improving abutting
streets to specifications of LC Chapter 15, "fioadsri' and also to the necessity for such
additional improvements as lighting, sidewalks, bicycle lane and path connections, and
turn and deceleration/acceleration lanes. Improvements shall be consistent with access

management, spacing standards, and other requirements of LC Chapter 15;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the necessary upgrades to abutting streets, including such
upgrades as lighting, sidewalks, bicycle paths and pedestrian connections were reviewed for the
quarry. As necessary to mitigate impacts of the quarry operations, upgrades to streets and public
facilities are required under the conditions of approval listed above.

Lane Code 16.2579)(g): That there is a safe and efficient circulation pattern within the
boundaries of the development. Consideration shall include the layout of the site with
respect to the location and dimensions of vehicular, bicycle, and pedesfuian entrances,
exists, drives, wallrwayso buildings and other related facilities;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the site plan provides safe and efficient circulation for
the quarry activities. The Board of Commissioners finds that pedestrian paths and walkways are

not appropriate for an active mining site due to safety considerations.

Lane Code 16.257(4)(h): That there are adequate off street parking and loading/unloading
facilities provided in a safe, efficient and pleasant manner. Consideration shall include the
layout of the parking and loading/unloading facilities and their surfacing, lighting and
landscaping;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the quarry site is designed for mining and processing of
aggregate resources in a safe and efficient manner and is designed to facilitate loading and
unloading at the processing area. The site layout is designed to minimize ofÊsite impacts. The
quarry's off-street parking and loading/unloading facilities are adequate for the quany use,

including parking areas for employees and visitors. Security lighting will be provided as is
commonplace for all industrial uses, including mining. Condition of approval 6 requires all
lighting to be directed downward and shielded to eliminate light pollution to sunounding
properties.

Lane Code 16.257(4)(i): That all signs and illumination are in scale and harmonious with
the site and area;

The Board of Commissioners finds that the signs and illumination for the quany are adequate to
serve the quaffy use and provide direction and safety. The signs are in scale and harmonious
with the quarry use. Condition of approval 6 requires all lighting to be directed downward and
shielded to eliminate light pollution to surounding properties.

Lane Code 16.257Ø)A): That adequate methods are provided to ensure continued
maintenance and normal replacement of facilities, landscaping and other improvements,
etc. that are required by Site Review Permit.
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As detailed throughout these Findings, conditionå of approval adopted by the Board of
Commissioners will ensure that mitigation measures required to decrease significant impacts are
implemented by the applicant. The applicant will also be responsible for on-going maintenance
of the on-site structures, as well as landscaping on the site.

Lane Code 16.257(5)z Conditions. Reasonable conditions may be established in connection
with a Site Review Permit as deemed necessary to secure the purpose and requirements of
this section. Guarantees, evidence, dedications or bonding may be required to ensure that
such conditions will be met.

The Board of Commissioners finds that the conditions of approval adopted herewith will ensure
that the applicant implements necessary mitigation measures for the project. To ensure such
conditions will be tnet, ttre County will use its enforcement power to enlorce the conditions of
approval.

V. ADDITIONAL ISSUES RAISED DURING LOCAL PROCEEDINGS

Economic Viability of the Quarry

Opponents question the economic viability of the quarry. As discussed above, the site is
properly classified as a significant aggregate resource under Goal 5 because it meets or exceed
the ODOT specif,rcations for base rock materials. The Goal 5 criteria do not take into
consideration the dollar value or marketable aspects of the resource when evaluating a proposed
significant Resource Site. ,See OAR 660-023-180. The economic viability of the quany is not
otherwise an approval criterion upon which the County can base its decision. Therefore, to the
extent that opponents questioned the economic benefit and viability of the quany, these
comments are irrelevant. The applicant's rebuttal testimony provides a credible analysis of the
economic benefits of a quarry at this location and includes a study from Eco NW, Inc. regarding
the demand for aggregate and the interaction between aggregate and farmland. Additionally,
opponents concerns regarding reclamation of the mine if it is not economically viable are
addressed through the DOGAMI requirement to post a reclamation bond prior to mining
disturbance. Should a mine operator fail to reclaim the land, DOGAMI can complete the
reclamation with the bond funds. Amount of property subject to the Quarry and Mine
Operations ("QM") zoning designation.

Opponents contend that the application of the QM Zone designation (and the area included on
the plan inventory) must be limited to the portion of the site which is demonstrated to contain
significant aggregate resources and cannot include related and wholly necessary processing and
operations areas. The Planning Commission Staff report accurately describes the area proposed
in the PAPA application as follows:

"The overall site under the applicant's ownership consists of approximately 183 acres,
although the proposed land use authorization applies to approximately 107 acres of the
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applicant's ownership. Of the 107 acres, the application states 46 acres will be mined,
and the remaining acreage will include the processing area and internal setbacks.

The proposed mining site comprises five tax lots (100, 104, 401,502, and 1900). The
majority of the extraction operations will take place on Tax Lots 100 & 1900. Processing
operations as well as a small amount of filling operations will take place on tax lot 502.
A portion of tax lot 1900 will be excluded from the mining area. The application states

there are no mining operations for tax lots 104 and 401 as these areas will serve as

buffers from the mining operations."

Stated another way, opponents suggest that the area covered by the pending PAPA application
should be limited to the significant aggregate resource footprint only and, accordingly, not
include the related and wholly necessary processing and operation areas. This position is wholly
unsupported by the applicable regulatory provisions governing aggregate PAPAs authorizations.
Specifically, OAR 660-023-0180(1Xh), (i) and O define (i) "mining" as the area necessary for
extraction and processing, (2) "mining area" as the area within which mining is permitted or
proposed, and (3) "processing" is'as defined in ORS 517,750(11), which includes, but is not
limited to, crushing, washing, milling and screening as well as the batching and blending of
mineral aggregate into asphalt and Portland cement concrete located within the operating permit
area. Taken together, these definitions establish that the acknowledged map and text provisions
required to protect and allow utilization of significant aggregate resources, which is achieved
here by the application of the proposed QM designation and related plan text amendments,
appropriately includes the land area necessary for both extraction and a wide range of processing
requirements including setbacks and buffer areas.

Further, OAR 660-006-0025(4)(9), as noted above, expressly provides that both "mining and
processing" are allowable uses. This regulation once again clearly authorizes not just mining but
processing activities as well. As such, the appropriate application of the proposed QM
designation under this review is the full area required for and proposed by the application for the
entire mining and processing activities on 107 acres.4

On a related note, opponents suggest that the applicant intends to mine outside of the 46-acre site
and suggests such mining could occur without further review. The Board of Commissioners
denies this contention for the following reasons. First, the geographic scope of the applicant's
authorized mining area is defined by the adopted Site Plan, which here requests only mining
within the identifie d 46-acre portion of the site. See Revised Site Plan provided on May 31,
2016by Kuper Consulting LLC. A description of the areato be mined is set in the application at
page 72, which states:

"The proposed quarry site comprises five tax lots (100, 104, 401,502, and 1900) but the
majority of the extraction operations will take place on tax lots 100 and 1900. Processing

a The Board of Commissioners frnds that the applicant made a typographical error in the Economic and Fiscal
Impact Analysis and incorrectly stated "146 acres would be mined." The correct statement, as reflected in the
PAPA narrative as submitted, is "[c]urrent plans anticipate that approximately 46 acres would b e mined, with
mining operations spanning thirty to fifty years."
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operations, as well as a small amount of excavation and filling operations will take place
on tax lot 502. A small 7.4 acre areain the extreme northwest corner of tax lot 1900 will
remaining as Forest zoning for future use by the City for a proposed water storage tank.
There are no planned mining operations for tax lots 104 and 407; and these areas will
instead serve as buffers to the mining operation."

As the site plan illustrates, the applicant is only requesting approval to mine a delineated 4Çacre
area, aîd adoption of the proposed mine plan by the Board of Commissioners and Board of
Commissioners, as submitted or modified, will incorporate this authorized mining footprint
limitation. As described in the PAPA submittal, the remaining 6l acres will be used for various
uses and activities necessary to the commercial mining operation. Furthermore, the applicant
will also need a surface mining permit from DOGAMI, which will also define the area to be
mined consistent with the County authorization. Any changes to the approved Site Plan would
require subsequent review and approval by the County and ÐOGA\.{I. The Board of
Commissioners denies opponents' contentions on this issue.

VL CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the Board of Commissioners finds that the applications satisff all
applicable approval criteria, subject to imposing the attached conditions of approval,
Accordingly, the Board of Cornmissioners recommends that the Board of Commissioners take
the following actions:

' Adopt the Old Hazeldell Quarry site as a significant Goal 5 mineral and aggregate site by
amenciing the County's Comprehensive Plan text and adding the site to the County Inventory of
Signifrcant Mineral and Aggregate Sites;
. Amend the RCP to redesignate the land from Forest (F) to Natural Resource: Mineral
(NR:M) and to Íezone that land from Non-Impacted Forest Land (F-1) and Impacted Forest Land
(F-2) Zones to Quarry and Mine Operations (QM) zone.
r Issue a Site Review for the proposed use pursuant to Lane Code 16.257 consbtent with
oAR 660-023-0 I s0(s)(e).
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Conditions of Approval

General Operations Related Conditions

1. Mining (including excavation, processing and material transport) is restricted to the hours of
7:004M to 6:00PM Monday through Friday, and BAM to 5 PM on Saturday. No mining can occur
on Sunday. Drilling and blasting is restricted to BAM through 4 PM Monday through Friday. No
mining (including but not limited to excavation, processing and material transport), can take
place on any of the following legal holidays: New Year's Day, Memorial Day, the Fourth of July,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. Equipment and site maintenance can take
place Monday through Saturday, 7:004M to 9:00PM.

2. The applicanVowner must obtain and comply with DEQ approval of a Spill Prevention
Controls and Countermeasures Plan for the Quarry.

3. Copies of all permits issued for the Site by the County or State of Oregon must be provided to
the County including, any permits issued by DOGAMI, DSL, DEQ, LRAPA and OWRD.

4. Off-road equipment (including excavators, front-end loaders, loading trucks, and bulldozers)
used for internal site operations must be fitted with broadband rather than traditional
narrowband backup alarms.

General Mine Plan Related Gonditions

5. Extraction, processing and activities including stockpiling of aggregate material must occur
only in the areas identified on the approved site plan for such activities.

6. All outdoor lightíng must be directed downward or shielded to reduce artificial light from the
quarry to surrounding properties.

7. Setbacks from the property lines and easements identified in the approved site plan must be
maintained.

8. The applicanVowner must comply with the storm water and erosion controlreport prepared by
Westlake Consultants, dated July, 2015 and the stormwater plan dated May 18,2016 or as
modified by DOGAMI.

9. ln the event that buried cultural deposits are encountered during the project activities, the
applicant/owner must comply with ORS 97.740-760 and ORS 358.905-961.

Transportation Related Cond itions

10. Access to the site is on Dunning Road. A new driveway must be constructed to 30 feet wide,
consistent with Lane Code 15.707, capable of supporting the quarry operations vehicles, and
consistent with the TlA.

Conditions of Approval
s09-PA1s-05803 & 509-PA15-05804
Ordinance No. PA 1343
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11. The applicanUowner must remove vegetation and the earth embankment at the site
driveway intersection with Dunning Road as necessary to meet the minimum AASHTO
westbound stopping site distance identified in the TIA as 165 feet.

12. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, .TRUCKS" with a supplementalWlG2P "XX
FEET' sign must be installed within the right of way no closer than 200 feet east of the driveway
on Dunning Road to alert westbound traffic to the entering trucks. Sign installation to be
completed by Lane County with costs reimbursed by the applicant.

13. A standard MUTCD warning sign with lettering, 'TRUCKS" with a supplementalWlG2P ")ü
FEET' sign must be installed within the right of way on Dunning Road to alert eastbound traffic
to truck traffic. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with costs reimbursed by the
applicant.

14. A. standard MUTCD, advanced intersection warning sign (W2-71with a supplemental W16-
2P "XX FEET" sign) must be installed 495 feet in advance of the centerline of Kokanee Way
intersection for southbound traffic. Sign installation to be completed by Lane County with costs
reimbursed by the applicant.

15. The applicant/owner must complete a pavement analysis for a20 year design life based
upon the existing traffic volumes and the addition of site generated traffic on both of the
applicable sections of Dunning Road and Fish Hatchery Road. Such analysis and design
proposal must complywith the applicable provisions of Lane Code 15.707(3). Any pavement
structure mitigation measures determined necessary to meet a 20 year design life must be
constructed by the applicant prior to the addition of 20 or more daily truck trips, within 5 years of
commencing operations, or within 10 years of commencing operations provided lhe Pavement
Condition lndex (PCI) has not fallen below 70, whichever is less. Should the PCI fall below 70
after commencement of operation, the applicant/property owner mæt complete necessary
pavement mitigation within one construction season. The PCI is measured routinely by Lane
County. Any required paving work must be consistent with Lane County Road Overlay
standards.

16. The applicanUowner must comply with any future Rail Order issued by ODOT Rail.

17. The applicant/owner must widen Dunning Road between Fish Hatchery Road and the
Railroad right-of-way to a minimum paved width of 24 feet. Additional width must be
constructed at guardrails to accommodate E distances and flares. Additional width is required
to accommodate truck off{racking along all curves on Dunning Road between the site driveway
and Fish Hatchery Road. The applicanUowner must design and construct the facility to meet
the requirements of LC 15.704.

18. The applicanUowner must remove the existing driveway access located approximately 650
feet east of the railroad in conjunction with construction of the new driveway access.

19. Lane County Facility Permits must be obtained for the following:

. Removal of the existing driveway access on Dunning Road.

. Construction of a new driveway access on Dunning Road.

. Required widening and paving improvement on Dunning Road.

Conditions of Approval
509-PA15-05803 & 509-pA15-05804
Ordinance No. PA 1343
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o Paving improvements on Fish Hatchery Road.
. Removal of vegetation and earth embankment at the site driveway with Dunning Road to
improve sight distance.
. Any other work required within the right-of-way of Dunning Road and/or Fish Hatchery
Road.

Please contact 541-682-6902 or visit
http://www.lanecountv.orq/Departments/PWEnqr/Rightofwav/Pages/rowpermits.aspx
regarding facility permits.

20. The applicanVowner must provide the following to the County Engineer at (541) 682-6928
for Lane County review of stormwater analysis: A final drainage report and drainage plans. The
final report and plans must include information on the pre and post development drainage runoff
flow rates, contours, drainage patterns, calculations, assumptions, details of detention pond,
metering device, streams, culverts, roadside ditch, etc.

. lf runoff is directed into any of the Dunning Road cross culverts, the flow capacity of
these culverts must be evaluated in this report. lf the culverts need to be upsized that will
be the responsibility of the applicant.
. Water directed to the roadway must be directed to the cross culverts, not the roadside
ditch.

Acoustic Related Gonditions

21. The applicanUowner must utilize the noise mitigation provisions set forth in the written noise
study report prepared by Daly-Standlee and Associates, lnc. (DSA) dated June 20,2016 to
ensure compliance with the DEQ noise regulations.

22. The applicanVowner must utilize berms, buffers or polyurethane screens in accordance with
the DSA report in order to mitigate the noise impacts associated with the operation of crushing
and screening equipment in the processing area.

23. The applicant/owner must use mufflers and radiator fan controls which reduce the noise
level of the haul trucks to a level of 79 dBA at a reference distance of 500 feet and the
excavators to a level of 76 dBA at a reference distance of 50 feet.

24. The applicanVowner must maintain a 20 foot high natural barrier on the east side of the
quarry as excavation moves west to east. When the rock drill is operating on a top bench on the
eastern side of the north-south ridgeline, an upclose barrier or curtain system attached to the
rock drill feed-beam must be used in addition to the natural barrier.

25. The applicanUowner must comply with the Noise Compliance Monitoring Plan set forth at
pages B-9 of the correspondence submitted by Daly-Standlee and Associates dated June 20,
2016 which states:

a. Within one week after the beginning of any operations on the quarry site, the applicant
through registered mail, must notify property owners of all residences located wihin the
Old Hazeldell Quarry lmpact Area that the owner can have noise compliance
measurements made at their residence if written permission for the measurements is
provided to the applicant within 30 days of receipt of the notification.

Page 3 of 7
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b. Upon receipt of written permission from the owner of any residence included in the Old
Hazeldell Quarry lmpact Area for noise compliance measurements, the applicant must
have sound level measurements made at the residence. The noise compliance
measurements must be made during a time when a rock drill is in operation at the quarry
as well as the aggregate crushing and screening equipment using procedures
considered acceptable under the DEQ noise regulation rule. The measurements must be
completed within 3 months of the beginning of aggregate crushing and screening
operations at the quarry.

c. Within 30 days of the completion of the noise compliance measurement period, a report
must be provided to the County showing the results of all initial noise compliance
measurements made on behalf of the applicant.

d. lf the results of the initial noise compliance measurements show noise from the mining
operations is exceeding the applicable DEQ noise regulation limits at any of the
residences where monitoring occurred, changes must be made at the quarry within 30
rlarrc nf f ho r{afa rrrhon lho rannrf rrrac nrnrrirlod fn f ho f-nr rnfrr ln radr raa lho omnr rnf nfrrsv l/r vvv. r(t

noise radiating to the residence(s) to a level of compliance with applicable DEQ
regulations. Within 90 days of when the initial noise compliance report was submitted to
the County, follow-up sound level measurements must be made at those residences
where the initial measurement results showed noncompliance with the DEQ limits and a
follow-up compliance report provided to the County.

e. lf the results of the 2nd compliance measurements show the noise at any residence in
the Old Hazeldell Quarry lmpact Area is still exceeding the applicable DEQ limit, the
same conditions stated in Condition 25.d. must go into effect. These conditions must
continue in effect until full compliance is demonstrated at all residences in the Ob
Hazeldell Quarry lmpact Area.

f. Once noise compliance measurements show the noise radiating from the Old Hazeldell
Quarry is in compliance with the DEQ noise limits at all residences included in the
measurement program, the applicant may cease noise measurements made until
excavation operations move from Phase 1 excavation area to Phase 2 excavation area.

g. When excavation operations move from Phase 1 excavation area to the Phase 2
excavation area (and again from Phase 2 area to the Phase 3 area), the applicant must,
using registered mail, notify all residential property owners inside the Old Hazeldell
Quarry lmpact Area of the operational changes and let them know that they can have
measurements made at their residence if written permission is provided to tlæ applicant
within 30 days of receipt of the notification.

h. Noise compliance measurements and reporting must be made the beginning of Phase 2
and Phase 3 operations using the same procedures described in Conditions 25. b. c.
and d.

i. A blast-monitoring program to physically measure ground vibration and airblast energy
must be used for all blasts occurring in the first year of operations at the quarry.
Measurements of the ground movement in terms of peak-particle velocity must be made.
Airblast measurements must be made in terms of the Gweighted, slow response sound
pressure level. Measurements must be made at all residences located within the Old
Hazeldell Quarry lrnpact Are where written permission has been given to have
measurements made. Blast measurement reports to include the limits applicable to the
blast energy must be provided to the County within 10 business days of ihe blast event.

Conditions of Approval
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Wetland / Resource Related Conditions

26. Mining and processing must not occur within 50 feet of the unnamed creek on the east side
of the property.

27. The applicanVowner must not place fill, or excavate within wetlands on the site until
obtaining appropriate permits from the Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) and the Corps
of Engineers (Corps).

Air Quality Related Conditions

28. The applicanVowner must maintain vegetative ground cover on stockpiles to reduce dust.

29. The applicanVowner must sprinkle interior roads with a water truck to reduce dust.

30. The applicanVowner must have water spray bars on the crusher/screens to reduce dust
potential.

31. The applicant/owner must use a crusher that meets LRAPA/DEQ permit standards.

32. The applicant/owner must follow DOGAMI's Best Management Practices (BMP's) for
aggregate mining to suppress dust emissions.

33. The applicanVowner must pave the main facility access road from Dunning Road to the
scale house

34. The applicant/owner must use off-road equipment that meets federal Tier 3 off-road engine
standards, and/or equipment to be modified as such.

35. The applicanUowner must limit onsite idle times for heavy-duty diesel truck engines to no
more than three minutes per truck trip.

36. The applicanUowner must assure that if contracted services are present, (i.e. asphalt paving
plant or a batch concrete mixing facility) that materials removed from air pollution control
equipment will be stored in a covered container to prevent the material from becoming airborne
during storage and transfer.

Blasting

37. The applicanUowner must maintain a record of each blast for at least two years. These
records must be available to the County, the State Department of Geology and Mineral
lndustries and other governmental agencies with appropriate jurisdiction upon request. Such
records must show the following for each blast:

(i) Name of quarry or mine.
(ii) Date, time and location of blast.
(iii) Description of type of explosive and accessories used
(iv) Time interval of delay in milliseconds.

Conditions of Approval
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(v) Number of different delays.
(vi) Number of holes per delay.
(vii) Nominal explosive weight per hole.
(viii) Total explosive weight per delay.
(ix) Totalweight of explosives per blast.
(x) Blast hole diameter, depth, spacing and stemming height"

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI)

The following conditions are typically required of mining sites by DOGAMI.

38. The applicant/owner must clearly mark the DOGAMI permit boundary and required setbacks
in the field, visible to all equipment operators.

39. The applicanUowner must salvage, stockpile and retain all available soil and overburden
material for final reclamation. Soil and overburden stockpiles and berms must be seeded in a
cover crop to reduce erosion.

40. The applicanVowner must maintain a minimum 5O-foot property line setback for excavation
and processing. Sound and noise berms, stockpiling of aggregate maierials, construction of
internal access roads, and construction of DOGAM|-approved storm water control measures are
allowed within the setback areas.

41. lf mining operations disturb any area outside of the permit area or area designated for
active mining in the reclamation plan, including but not limited to disturbances caused by
landslide or erosion, the applicant must restore the disturbed area to the pre-disturbance
condition. lf areas outside of the permit boundary or outside of the area proposed for active
mining in the reclamation plan are disturbed, DOGAMI may increase the amount of the required
financial security to cover the cost of such restoration.

42. Slope inclinations must not exceed an average slope of 1:1 - (horizontal to vertical) within
the excavation during mining, unless approved by DOGAMI.

Additional Conditions

43. The applicant/operator of the quarry must provide information on blasting events to Aubrey
Mountain Airstrip operator not less than 48 hours prior to such events.

44. ïhe applicant/operator of the quarry must implement and comply with the Fugitive Dust and
Daily Reporting Plan submitted by Artic Engineering, LTD under letters dated June 12, 2016
and November 13,2016.

45. The eastern access point on Dunning Road (the "red gate") must not be utilized by
commercial trucks or other vehicles for commercial aggregate hauling purposes

46. Prior to any mining activity in Phase 2 of the mine plan, the applicant must establish a
baseline for water quality in the intermittent springs located on the western slope of TV Butte

Conditions of Approval
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and must conduct water quality sampling at the springs at six month intervals during the life of
the mining activity in Phase 2. A written summary of the monitoring results must be provided to
the City of Oakridge, Lane County Planning and DOGAMI within thirty (30) days of sampling.

47. Upon the applicant receiving all required governmental approvals and permits to begin
mining operations and within thirty (30) days of receiving written notice from either the City of
Oakridge or Lane County or both, the applicant shall transfer an easement to the public body or
public bodies that provided notice that will accommodate the construction and provide use by
the public of an unpaved bicycle trail along the eastern edge of Tax Lot 1900 and Tax Lot 104.
Access shall be granted to the public at the existing easterly access to Tax Lot 1900 at the "red
gate", the trail will follow the existing on-site old logging road, to the north and east, where trail
can be constructed along the eastern edge of Tax Lot 1900 and Tax Lot 104. The trail, if
installed, shall provide connections from Dunning Road to the northern edge of Tax Lot 104.

48. No excavation, stockpile, fill or other activity shall occur within the former landfill area or
within the associated 2S-foot bufferarea, as identified on PAPA Figure6, dated OcL27,2016,
"Old Hazeldell Quarry Processing Area" submitted by the applicant.

49. The operator must install and maintain a wheel wash facility for use by aggregate trucks
prior to exiting the project site onto Dunning Road.

Conditions of Approval
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Lane County Planning Commission
Land Management Division
Customer Service Center
3050 N. Delta Highway
Eugene, OR 97408

Attn: Planning Commissioners

From: Daly-Standlee&Assooiates,Inc.

Doly . Stondlee & Associotes, lnc.
49005.W. Griffí}h D¡ive
suile 205
Beove¡ton, oregon 97005
læ3t, 646-4420
Fox (5031 ó46-3385

GIN
11,962

OREGON

3,

Kemie G, Standlee, P.E.

Principal

Old Hazeldell Quarry Goal 5 Application
Response to Written Comments about Noise Submitted 5/31/16
Project #: 746123

1. lntroduction

On May 3I,2016, as part of the Planning Commission hearing process, members ofthe public
submitted w¡itten comments into the Old Hazeldell Quam¡ LLC Goal 5 applioation record
concerning the accuracy and validity of the Daly-Standlee & Associates, Inc. (DSA) noise
study. DSA provides this document to respond to those comments.

In addition to responding to written comments submitted into the record by opponents of thd
proposed Old Hazeldeil Quan¡ DSA offers a noise monitoring plan the Planning Commission
can recommend be adopted as a condition of approval to help ensure the noise radiating from
the Old Hazeldell Quary will be in compliance and remain in compliance with-the DEQ.noise
regulations during the time operations occur at the quarry.

4^-G&^,tt*

Re:
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Old Hazeldell Quarry Goal 5 Applicatlon
Response to Written Gomments about Noise Submitted
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2. Commenfs SubmÍtted by Mr, Zack'Mittage, Attorney at Law

Ì|ilr. Zack Mittage from Hutchinson Cox, Attomeys atLaw, submitted information into the
Planning Commission record on May 31,2016 on behalf ofMs. Linda McMahon and the Save

TV Butte group. With regard to potential noise discharge conflicts, Mr. Mittage says,

4,0 The Applicønt Does Not Properly Evaluate and Faìls to Accoant for Conflìcts Due to
Noise, Dusl or other Dßchørgesfromthe Sìte.

Relative to noise Mr. Mittage says:

a) The Applìcønt's Noße Study Does Not Properþ Evqluate Noise Impøcts.

According to Mr. Mittage, the DSA noise study does not properly evaluate noise
impacts because:

i) The ambie4t noise measurements were made by DSA on a single day during a
single six-hour block of time when the NPCS-I manual says ambient noise
measurements should be made at various times ofthe day, on at Ieast 3 different
days and on weekdays and weekends.

2) The DSA noise study identified22 noise receivers but sampled ambient noise
levels at only I locations when the NPCS-I manual says ambient noise
measurements should be made at several appropriate locations within the
sampling area under coúsideration.

3) The DSA ambient noise data was not measured within 25 feet ofnoise sensitive
receivers as specified in the NPCS-I manual.

4) DSA's noise predictions do not include noise generated by blasting and noise
generated by the construction of berms when the NPCS-I manual says the noise
predicted with the noise source in operation should include noise generated by
sources such as ihcreased traffic, warning device noise and other sounds that
may be exempted from the rule due to other considerations.

c) The Applicønt Does Not Accountfor Impøcts from Ground Accelerution, Airbløst,
and Flyrock

Mr. Mittage says the DSA noise study has not adequately quantified the potential
impact of blasting noise on the community because the noise study basically assumes

the blaSting contractor will design the blast to meet the DEQ blasting noise regulation.
He argues that based on information presented in an article concerning airblast noise at

surface coal mines in West Virginia (an article written by Jim Ratclifq Ed Sheehan and

Keith Carte of the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection, Office of
Explosives and Blasting (OEB) entitled, "Predictability of Airblast at Surface Coal
Mines in West Virginia" in2011), blasting noise impacts cannot be totally mitigated
and the County will be plagued with complaints about blasting noise and vibration
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Old Hazeldell Quarry Goal 5 Application
Response to Written Gomments about Noise Submltted

5/31/16

coming from the Old Hazeldell Quarry
support for his conclusions.

He offers no additional analysis or technical

2.1. DSA Response to Mr. Mittage's Comments

2,1.L. The Àpplicant's Noise Study Does Not Properly Evaluate Noise fmpacts

In making his argument that DSA's noise study does not properly evaluate Old
Hazeldell Quauy noise impacts, Mr. Mittage mainly references materials presented
in Section 4.5,6 of the DEQ Sound Measurement Procedures Manual, NPCS-I.
Mr. Mittage includes a copy of Section 4.5.6 inthe appendix of his material but he
does not include a complete copy of the manual within the appendix. When the
mdnual is reviewed in its entirety, it will be understood that, as stated in the Forward
and Chapter 1 of the manual (the Introduction seotion of the manual), the objective
of the manual is to provide uniform guidance regarding enforcement of the noise
regulations across the state (see the complete copy of NCPS'I attached to this
document) rather than a manual in which every word had to be followed when
conducting a noise study. In other words, the manual was first written to help the
noise regulation enforcement team uniformly gather data that could be used in
enforcement pr oceedings.

In the Policy section of Chapter 1, it is stated that the NCPS-I manual contains
procedures that can be used by the DEQ Noise Pollution Control Section and other
porsons taking environmental noise measutements to ensure conformity of
environmental noise môasurements throughout the state. However, in the last
sentence of the Policy section it says, "Guidance is provided in the 'Comrnents"'
within the dooument. This statement is key to understanding why Mr. Mittage's
argument about the improper evaluation of the Old Hazeldell Quarry noise impacts
is not a valid argument at all.

If one reads the NPCS-I dooument as a whole, it ean be seen that there are eertain
procedural items discussed in the document that are mandatory and there are other
procedural items discussed in the document that are optional. The mandatory
procedural items discussed in the document are generally identified through the use

of the word "shall" and the optional procedural items discussed in the document
are generally identified through the use of the word "should". If one looks at the
wording of Section 4.5.6 of the document, it can be seen thatthe section in its
entirety is a'oCommentn' or "Guidance" section of the manual and not a mandatory
section that requires everyone to use exactly the same procedures in conducting
ambient noise measurements.

Beginning in 1978, and when I first began working with the DEQ noise regulations
and until the time the DEQ Noise Pollution Control Section was defunded (and
beyond through phone calls and letters with past DEQ Noise Pollution Control
Section personnel), I would routinely call upon Noise Pollution Control Section
staff to inquire about procedures that could be used in conducting noise
measurements in conformance with NPCS-I. During those conversations, the DEQ
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staff agreed that ambient noise measurements did not necessarily have to be made

25 feet from a residence to gather data that would be considered representative of
the ambient noise at the residence, In a January 12,2001letter from Mr. John

Hector, Manager of the Oregon DEQ Noise Pollution Control Section from 1973

to 19,86 and author of much of the noise conh'ol regulation, I was told that DEQ
staffwould sometimes make measurements furlher than25 feet from a residence

when noise sources local to the residence (such as farm animals located near a
residence or mechanical equipment associated with a residence) oould potentially

affect the ambient noise level results and consequently affect the appropriate

criteria that would be set by the results (see copy ofthe Hector letter attaohed at the

end ofthis letter), In other words, when selecting an ambient noise measurement

location for residences ofinterest, one needs to think about the noise sources that

can influence the ambient noise at a residence and as long as the location selected

does not result in noise levels that are higher than would be found at a residence in
question, the data measured at the location can be considered representative of the

ambient noise at the residence. This was the approach used by DSA in selecting

the ambient noise measurement locations for the Old Hazeldell Quauy noise study

and based on the professional experience we have in conducting ambient noise

measurements in various settings across the Northwest, the data collected at the

various measurement locations would be sufficiently representative of the ambient

noise Ievels found atthe residences referenced in the report.

In addition to using our professional experience to determine locations for ambient

noise measurements around the proposed Old Hazeldell Quany site, DSA utilized
that experience in deoiding when the measurements would be made, how long they
would be made and the number of measurements that would be necessary at each

location to obtain ropresentative data that could be used to establish the appropriate

noise criteria at each residence of concern, The lowest hourly ambient noise levels

are the most important noise levels to capfure when conducting a noise study for a

"previously unused industrial or commercial site" because, with the "ambient noise

degradation rule", the noise criteria at a residence is the lower ofthe ambient noise

plus 10 dB or the maximum allowable levels specified in the DEQ regulation.

On the east side of TV Butte, it was known that the lowest hourþ ambient noise

levels in the area would most likely occur during the late morning to middle
afternoon hours due to the atmospheric conditions that would be present during that
time and due to the reduced level of activity associated with noise sources most

Iikely influencing the ambient noise levels in the area. It was known that measuring

noise levels east of the butte during early morning hours on weekdays and at any

time on weekends would likely result of higher noise levels than those found in the

middle of the day due to two factors: 1) sound tends to travel fuúher during the

early morning hours of a day than it does during the middle of the day due to the

presence of lower temperatures and higher humidity during those hours and during
those hours, sound from traffic on Highway 58 could potentially affect the ambient

noise in the area which would likely result in higher hourly noise levels rather than

lower hourly noise levels, and2) local traffic activity (people leaving their homes

to commute to work or go out on errands) tends to be higher during the early
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morning hours. It was also expected that, due to the presence of the bike trails
located to the east ofthe site; there could be more human activity along Dunning
Road during weekends than during the week. Therefore, it was decided that noise
measurements made on weekends would likely not result in hourly noise levels
lower than those found during the middle ofthe day on a weekday.

On the riortt¡ west and south sides of the proposed mine site, it was observed that
there we,re noise sources that would tend to be present more consistently throughout
the day (such as the oreek on the north side of the butte and Highway 58 traffic on
the west and south sides of the butte) so it was expected that the lowest hourly
ambient noise levels would be found during those hours when the.atmospheric
conditions would minimize the. transrnission of sound from the sources to the
residences. Those hours, like in the case of the residences on the east side of the
buttg would occur during the late morning to late aftemoon of the day when the
temperatures would be higher and the relative humidþ would tend to be lower so
that is when DSA conducted sound measurements at the measurement locations.

Relative to the comment saying the DSA noise study did not including blasting
noise and truck traftic noise in the calculation of the hourly statistical noise levels
radiating frorn the qvarty, the contribution of truck noise and blasting noise is
included in the overall statistical noise levels shown in the report. In reality,
blasting noise cannot affect the hourly statistical noise levels radiating from the site
because the noise is generated for only seconds ofan hour so it is not present long
enough to influence the hourly Lso noise level (the level exceeded 30 minutes of
the hour), Lto noise level (the level exceeded 6 minutes of the hour) or even the
hourly I¿l noise level (the level exceeded 36 seconds ofthe hour) radiating from
the site. That is one reason why the DEQ noise regulations include a limit
specifioally for blasting.

In conclusion, ambient noise levels used to assess noise radiating from the Old
Hazeldell Quany were measured in a \ryay that would provide the lowest hourly
statistical noise levels that could reasonably be expected at residences around the
quany site. The results of those measurements wete then used to define the noise
criteria that would be applicable,at the 22 residences considered in the study. The
ptocedures used by DSA to develop the noise criteria that would be uscd to assess
the old Hazeldell Quary noise are the same procedures discussed with DEQ Noise
Pollution Control Seotion staffand they are the same procedures used by DSA staff
to quantìfi ambient noise levels at residences over the past 28 years during
hundreds of noise studies conducted by the fìrm.

The Applicant Does Not Account for Impacts from Ground Acceleration,
Airblast, and X'lyrock

In Mr. Mittage's discussion about blasting noisq he refels to the information
presented in the article concerning airblast noise at surface coal mines in West
Vitginia. While the alticle referenced by Mr. Mittage discusses how airblast onergy
is generated and how that energy can be a source of complaint frqm residences
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around a coal mining operation in West Virginia, the finding that airblast noise in
West Virginia coal mines is a source of complaint around coal mines does not
necessarily mean that the County should expect the same level of complaint around
the Old Hazeldell Quarry in Oakridge, Oregon, For one thing the noise limits for
coal mínes in West Virginia are 7 dB higherthan those allowed by the DEQ noise
limits (105 dBC slow response according to West Virginia rule 199CSR1-3,6.c.3.
versus 98 dBC slow response under the DEQ noise rules). This means the blasting
noise level (the level of airblast noise) allowed under the DEQ noise rule is almost
half what is allowed under the West Virginia noise rule.

The difference in the allowable noise level in Oregon versus West Virginia is
significant and it oan possibly explain why complaints about blasting noise in
Oregon is much lower than in West Virginia. In 1993 when the TriMet'Westside
Light Rail line was under construction and blasting was being used to construct the
west end of the light rail tunnel, DSA was asked to help Washington County
develop blasting noise criteria that could be used to limit the impact on residences
located within 700 feet of the tunnel during 24-hour blasting operations, After
researching criteria in use around the country to addressing blasting, DSA
recommended that Washington County require the blasting contractor to meet the
DEQ regulations for blasting noise (the DEQ nighttime hour noise limit is 93 dBC
slow response while the daytime hour noise limit is 98 dBC slow response).

Initially, the liglt rail contractor v/as blasting only during daytime hours and noise
complaints were not being received by the county. However, on the first night that
blasting began, Washington County received numerous complaints about the
airblast generated bythe blasting and citizens threatened lawsuits to shut down the
operations if something was not done to reduce the blasting effects. DSA assisted
in developing a noise control that could be used to reduce the blasting noise
reaching the residenoes and after doors were constructed inside the tunnels and
closed prior to blasting, the noise reaching residences was reduced down to DEQ
limits and all complaints about airblast noise ceased. This result indicated to me
that compliance with the DEQ regulations for blasting noise will suffrciently
minimize blasting noise impacts, and, based upon my best professional judgment
and experience, I believo that such compliance with these applicable regulations is
both feasible and will be achieved at this location. And to further assure the
Planning Commission that blasting will not result in impacts on the communit¡
DSA has suggested a Condition of Approval related to blasting in section 5.0 of
this document.

One final note concerning the West Virginia BOE article on blasting in West
Virginia coal mines, the article concluded that more monitoring of blasting events
at the coal mines could go a long way in reducing the number of oomplaints
concerning airblast impacts associated with coal mine blasting. According to
information in the article, coal mine blasts monitoring in West Virginia tends to
occur maybe once a calendar quarter. In Oregon, most blasting contractors monitor
ground vibration and overpressure at residences in the vicinity of quaruies during
every blast they conduct. It is expected that the same will be true for the blasting
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that occurs at the Old Hazeldell Quarry. Therefore, it is expected that blasting noise
will be controlled as required by the DEQ noise regulations,

3. Commenfs Submitted hy Steve and ShÍrley Durand

Steve and Shirley Durand submitted a letter dated May 24,2016 to Ms. Deana Wright ofthe
Lane County Land Management Division in opposition ofthe proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry.
In the letter Mr. and Mrs. Durand stated that they were concemed with thc impacts that blasting
noise and vibrations might have on their chickens' egg production,

3.1 DSA Response to Comments by Steve and Shirley Durand

ln 1971, the Environmental Protection Agency contracted with Memphis State University
to conduct a review of research literature involving impacts of noise on wildlife and other
animals.l Information provided in the document produced by Memphis State showed the
production of farm animals like chickens and turkeys was not affected by noise until the
noise was at a level that is woll above the level that will radiate to the Durand residence
from tle proposed qualry. Given the fact that there is an active airport in closer proximity
to the Durand residence than the quary, it is expected that if the egg production of the
chickens owned by Mr. & Mrs. Durand has not been affected by noise generated by aircraft
deparÍure and landings at the airport, it will likely not be affected by the noise radiating
from the mine site.

4. Comments Submitted by Ms. Katherine Pokorny

Ms. Katherine Pokorny submitted a letter dated May 27,2076 to Ms. Deanna Wright of the
Lane County Land Management Division in opposition to the proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry.
In the letter; Ms. Pokorny says:

"The noise report used computer models only; no one actually came up and
pedormed metered readings. The proposed quarry with crusltíng site is qctuaþ
located on the north side of a cønyon, Sounds echo very well ín this areø, with very
little or no reduction inyohtme."

4.1. DSA Response to Ms. Pokorny's Comments:

As stated in the noise study report, the study conducted by DSA for the Old Hazeldell
Quarry application was conducted using the noise prediction program SoundPlan to
predict future noise levels at receivers located around the proposed quany site. The noise
modeling program used reference noise level data that was measured by DSA at other
quaffy sites over the years. The approach of using a noise model to predict future mining-
related noise levels without the actual presence of a mining operation is standard practice
when it comes to conducting a study of a condition that does not aheady exist; especially
when the noise modeling program has the ability to predict the effect of the tenain in the
area such as a canyon like that described in Ms. Pokorny's letter.

1 Efflects ofNoise on Wildlife and Other Animals, Memphis State University, December 31,1971

[- rn n,urro.\\::
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5. Proposed Àloise Compliance Monitoring Plan

Several members of the community and members of the Planning Commission have voiced
concern with how the County can be assured that the noise radiating from the proposed Old
Hazeldell Quarry will be in compliance with the DEQ noise regulation limits and remain in
compliance with the limits over time. After reviewing several noise compliance monitoting
plans included as Conditions of Approval r,vith other mining operalions in Oregon and
Washington, DSA submits the following noise compliance monitoring plan which can be
adopted as a Condition'of Approval for the Old Hazeldell Quary:

1) Within one week after the beginning of any operations on the quaffy site, the applicant,
through registered mail, shall notify property owners of all residences looated within
the Old Hazeldell Quary Impact Area that the owner can have noise compliance
measurements made at their residence if written permission for the measurements is
provided to the applicant within 30 days of reoeipt ofthe notification.

2) Upon receipt of written permission from the owner of any residenoe included in the
OId Hazeldell Quarry Impact Area for noise oompliance measurements, the applicant
shall have sound level measurements made at the residence. The noise compiiance
measurements shall be made during a time when a rock drill is in operation at the quarry
as well as the aggregate crushing and screening equipment usingprocedures considered
acceptable under the DEQ noise regulation rule. The measurements shall be completed
within 3 months ofthe beginning of aggregate øushing and screening operations at the
quaffy.

3) Within 30 days ofthe completion ofthe noise compliance measuremeni period, a report
shall be provided to the County showing the results of all initial noise compliance
measurements made on behalf of the applicant.

4) If the results of the initial noige compliance measurements show noise f¡om the mining
operations is exceeding the applicable DEQ noise regulation limits at any of the
residences where monitoring occumed, changes shall be made at the quany within 30
days of the date when the report was provided to the County to reduce the amount of
noise radiating to the residence(s) to a level of compliance with applicable DEQ
regulations. Within 90 days of when the initial noise oompliance report was submitted
to the County, follow-up sound level measurements shall be made at those residences
where the initial measurement results showed non-compliance with the DEQ limits and
a follow-up compliance report provided to the County.

5) If the results of the 2nd compliance measurements show the noise at any residence in
the Old Hazeldell Quany Impact Area is still exceeding the applicable DEQ limit, the
same conditions stated in Condition 4 shall go into effect. These conditions shall
continue in effect urtil full compliance is demonstrated at all residences in the Old
Hazeldell Quarry Impact Area.

6) Oncé noise compliance measurements show the noise radiating from the Old Hazeldell
Quarry is in compliance with the DEQ noise limits ãt ail residences included in the
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measurement program, the applicant may cease having noise measurements made until
ex@vation operations move from the Phase 1 excavation area to,Phase 2 excavation
area.

7) When excavation operations move from the Phase 1 excavatìon area to the Phase 2
excavation area (and again from the Phase 2 area to the Phase 3 arca), the applicant
shall, using registered mail, notify all residential property owners inside the Old
Hazeldell Quany Impact Area of the operational changcs and lct thcm know that they
can have measurements made at their residence if written permission is provided to the
applicant within 30 days of receipt of the notification.

Rl Nnice ¡nmnlienne ffiêâelìrêmêh{c cnr{ renn?+inc chqll hp morla qf fha lrpcinni-o ^{:Þhaaa!¡¡v vvä¡^urü¡b v¡ I ¡¡srv

2 and Phase 3 operations using the same procedures described in Condition 2,3 aîd 4.

9) A blast-monitoring program to physically measure ground vibration and airblast energy
shall be used for all blasts occurring in the first year of operations at the quaffy.
Measurements of the ground movement in terms of peak-particle velocity shall be
made. Airblast measurements shall be made in terms ofthe C-weighted, slow response
sound pressure level. Measurements shall be made at all residences located within the
Old Hazeldell Quamy Impact Area where written permission has been given to have
measuroments made. Blast measurement reports to include the limits applicable to the
blast energy shall be provided to the County within 10 business days of the blast event.

6. Conclusion

None of the written noise-related oomments submitted into the Planning Commission record
on May 37, 2A16 changes DSA's conclusion that noise radiating fi'om the pioposed Old
Hazeldell Quany can and will be in complianoe with the DEQ noise regulations and the Goal
5 rule through the use of the noise monitoring plan referenoed in this report, as well as

recommended Conditions No.'s 16-20 in the PAPA Goal 5 application:

16. The mine operator shall comply with the noise study prepared by Daly Standlee
and Associates, Inc. PSA) dated Ootober,2015.

17 The mine operator shall utilize polyurethane screens or proximate berms or
buffers in accordance with the DSA repofi in order to mitigate the noise impacts
associated with operation of crushing and screening equipment when it is located
in the processing/processing area.

18 The operator must use quality grade mufflers and radiator fan controls for haul
trucks and excavators.

19. Tho operator must maintain a natural high wall as excavation moves t¡/est to east,
along with an up-close banier or cufiain system attached to the drivs shaft
enclosure ofthe rock drill.

The Quany operator is not required to monitor or mitigate noise impacts to any
ofÊsite dwelling or property where the owner ofthe off-site.dwelling or propefi

20.
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grants the Quamy operator a written and recorded noiso easement allowing
unmonitored and unmitigated noise impacts from the Quarry on the properfy
and/or at the dwelling.
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660-023-01 80

Mineral and Aggregate Resources

(1) For purposes of this rule, the following definitions apply:

(a) "Aggregate resources" are naturally occurring concentrations of stone, rock, sand gravel, decomposed
granite, limestone, pumice, cinders, and other naturally occurring solid materials commonly used in road
building or other construction.

(b) "Conflicting use" is a use or activity that is subject to land use regulations and that would ínterfere with,
or be adversely affected by, mining or processing activities at a significant mineral or aggregate resource
site (as specified in subsection (5)(b) and section (7)of this rule).

(c) "Existing site" is an aggregate site that meets the requirements of subsection (3)(a) of this rule ancl
was lawfully operating, or was included on an inventory of significant aggregate sites in an acknowledged
plan, on September 1, 1996.

(d) "Expansion area" is an aggregate mining area contiguous to an existing site.

(e) "Farmland" means land planned and zoned for exclusive farm use pursuant to Goal 3 and OAR
chapter 660, division 033.

(f) "Mineral resources" are those materials and substances described in ORS 517.750(7) but excluding
materials and substances described as "aggregate resources" under subsection (a) of this section.

(g) "Minimize a conflict" means to reduce an identified conflict to a level that is no longer significant. For
those types of conflicts addressed by local, state, or federal standards (such as the Department of
Environmental Quality standards for noise and dust levels), to "minimize a conflict" means to ensure
conformance to the applicable standard.

(h) "Mining" is the extraction and processing of mineral or aggregate resources, as defined in ORS
215.298(3) for farmland, and in ORS 517,75A for land other than farmland.

(i) "Mining area" is the area of a site within which mining is permitted or proposed, excluding undisturbed
buffer areas or areas on a parcel where mining is not authorized.

fi) "Processing" means the activities described in ORS 517.750(10)

(k) "Protect" means to adopt land use regulations for a significant mineral or aggregate site in order to
authorize mining of the site. For purposes of subsection (2)(d) of this rule, "protect" also means to limit or
prohibit new conflicting uses within the impact area of the site.

(l) "Thickness of the aggregate layer" means the depth of the water-lain deposit of sand, stones, and
pebbles of sand-sized fraction or larger, minus the depth of the topsoil and nonaggregate overburden.

(m) "Willamette Valley" means Clackamas, Golumbia, Linn, Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Washington, and
Yamhill counties and the portions of Lane and Benton Counties east of the summit of the Coast Range.

(2) Local governments are not required to amend acknowledged inventories or plans with regard to
mineral and aggregate resources except in response to an application for a post acknowledgement plan
amendment (PAPA) or at periodic review as specified in section (9) of this rule. The requirements of this
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rule modify, supplement, or supersede the requirements of the standard Goal 5 process in OAR 660-023-
0030 through 660-023-0050, as follows:

(a) A local government may inventory mineral and aggregate resources throughout its jurisdiction, or in a
podion of its jurisdiction. When a local government conducts an inventory of mineral and aggregate sites
in all or a portion of Íts jurisdiction, it shall follow the requirements of OAR 660-023-0030 except as
modified by subsection (b) of this section with respect to aggregate sites. When a local government is
following the inventory process for a mineral or aggregate resource site under a PAPA, it shallfollow the
applicable requirements of OAR 660-023-0030, except where those requirements are expanded or
superceded for aggregate resources as provided in subsections (b) through (d) of this section and
sections (3), (4) and (8) of this rule;

(b) Local governments shall apply the criteria in section (3) or (a) of this rule, whichever is applicable,
rather than OAR 660-023-0030(4), in determining whether an aggregate resource site is significant;

(c) Local governments shall follow the requirements of section (5) or (6) of this rule, whichever is
applicable, in deciding whether to authorize the mining of a significant aggregate resource site, and OAR
660-023-0040 through 660-023-0050 in deciding whether to authorize mining of a significant mineral
resource; and

(d) For significant mineral and aggregate sites where mining is allowed, except for aggregate sites that
have been determined to be significant under section (4) of this rule, local governments shall decide on a
program to protect the site from new off-site conflicting uses by following the standard ESEE process in
OAR 660-023-0040 and 660-023-0050 with regard to such uses.

(3) An aggregate resource site shall be considered significant if adequate information regarding the
quantity, quality, and location of the resource demonstrates that the site meets any one of the criteria in
subsections (a) through (c) of this section, except as provided in subseciion (d) of this section:

(a) A representative set of samples of aggregate material in the deposit on the site meets applicable
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) specifications for base rock for air degradation, abrasion,
and soundness, and the estimated amount of material is more than 2,000,000 tons in the Willamette
Valley, or more than 500,000 tons outside the Willamette Valley;

(b) The material meets local government standards establishing a lower threshold for significance than
subsection (a) of this section; or

(c) The aggregate site was on an inventory of significant aggregate sites in an acknowledged plan on
September '1, 1996.

(d) Notwithstanding subsections (a) and (b) of this section, except for an expansion area of an existing
site if the operator of the existing site on March 1 , 1996, had an enforceable property interest in the
expansion area on that date, an aggregate site is not significant if the criteria in either paragraphs (A) or
(B) of this subsection apply:

(A) More than 35 percent of the proposed mining area consists of soil classified as Class I on Natural
Resource and Conservation Service (NRCS) maps on June 11,2O04; or

(B) More than 35 percent of the proposed mining area consists of soil classified as Class ll, or of a
combination of Class ll and Class I or Unique soil, on NRCS maps available on June 11,2004, unless the
average thickness of the aggregate layer within the mining area exceeds:

(i) 60 feet in Washington, Multnomah, MarÌon, Columbia, and Lane counties;
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(ii)25 feet in Polk, Yamhill, and Clackamas counties; or

(iii) 17 feet in Linn and Benton counties.

(4) Notwithstanding section (3) of this rule, a local government may also determine that an aggregate
resource site on farmland is significant if subsections (a) and (b) of this section apply or if subsection (c)
of this section applies:

(a) The quantity of material proposed to be mined from the site is estimated to be 2,000,000 tons of
aggregate material or less for a site in the Willamette Valley, or 500,000 tons or less for a site outside the
Willamette Valley; and

(b) Not more than 35 percent of the proposed mining area consists of soil

/Aì lìlneeificd aq lìlacq I nn Nstrrraf t?oqnrrrna end fìnncanrqfinn Rorr¡ina lNlRllQ\ manc arrailchlo nn hrnar ¡vv \r rr

11,2004; or

(B) Classified as Class ll, or of a combination of Class Il and Class I or Unique soil, on NRCS maps on
June 1 1, 2004, unless the average thickness of the aggregate layer within the mining area exceeds the
amounts specified in paragraph (B) of subsection (3)(d) of this rule; or

(c) A local land use permit that allows mining on the síte was issued prior to April 3, 2003, and the permit
is in effect at the time of the significance determination.

(5) For signifìcant mineral and aggregate sites, local governments shall decide whether mining is
permitted. For a PAPA application involving an aggregate site determined to be significant under section
(3) of this rule, the process for this decision is set out in subsections (a) through (g) of this section. A local
government must complete the process within 180 days after receipt of a complete application that is
consistent with section (8) of this rule, or by the earliest date after 180 days allowed by local charter.

(a) The local government shall deiermine an impact area for the purpose of identifying conflicts with
proposed mining and processing activities. The impact area shall be large enough to include uses listed
in subsection (b) of this section and shallbe limited to 1,500 feetfrom the boundaries of the mining area,
except where factual information indicates significant potential conflicts beyond this distance. For a
proposed expansion of an existing aggregate site, the impact area shall be measured from the perimeter
of the proposed expansion area rather than the boundaries of the existing aggregate site and shall not
include the existing aggregate site.

(b) The local government shall determine existing or approved land uses within the impact area that will
be adversely affected by proposed mining operations and shall specify the predicted conflìcts. For
purposes of this section, "approved land uses" are dwellings allowed by a residential zone on existing
platted lots and other uses for which conditional or final approvals have been granted by the local
government. For determination of conflicts from proposed mining of a significant aggregate site, the local
government shall limit its consideration to the following:

(A) Conflicts due to noise, dust, or other discharges with regard to those existing and approved uses and
associated activities (e.9., houses and schools) that are sensitive to such discharges;

(B) Potential conflicts to local roads used for access and egress to the mining site within one mile of the
entrance to the mining site unless a greater distance is necessary in order to include the intersection with
the nearest arterial identified in the local transportation plan. Conflicts shall be determined based on clear
and objective standards regarding sight distances, road capacity, cross section elements, horizontal and
vertical alignment, and similar items in the transportation plan and implementing ordinances. Such
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slandards for trucks associated with the mining operation shall be equivalent to standards for other trucks
of equivalent size, weight, and capacity that haul other materials;

(C) Safety conflicts with existing public airports due to bird attractants, i.e., open water impoundments as
specified under OAR chapter 660, division 013;

(D) Conflicts with other Goal 5 resource sites within the impact area that are shown on an acknowtedged
list of significant resources and for which the requirements of Goal 5 have been completed at the time the
PAPA is initiated;

(E) Conflicts with agricultural practices; and

(F) Other conflicts for which consideration is necessary in order to carry out ordinances that supersede
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral lndustries (DOGAMI) regulations pursuant to ORS 517.780:

(c) The local government shall determine reasonable and practicable measures that would minimize the
conflicts identified under subsection (b) of this section. To determine whether proposed measures would
minimize conflicts to agricultural practices, the requirements of ORS 215.296 shall be followed rather than
the requirements of this section. lf reasonable and practicable measures are identified to minimize all

identified conflicts, mining shall be allowed at the site and subsection (d) of this section is not applicable.
lf identified conflicts cannot be minimized, subsection (d) of this section applies.

(d) The local government shalt determine any significant conflicts identified under the requirements of
subsection (c) of this section that cannot be minimized. Based on these conflicts only, local government

shall determine the ESEE consequences of either allowing, limiting, or not allowing mining at the site.
Local governments shall reach this decision by weighing these ESEE consequences, with consideration
of the following:

(A) The degree of adverse effect on existing land uses within the impact area;

(B) Reasonable and practicable measures that could be taken to reduce the identified adverse effects;
and

(C) The probable duration of the mining operation and the proposed post-mining use of the site.

(e) Where mining is allowed, the plan and implementing ordinances shall be amended to allow such
mining. Any required measures to minimize conflicts, including specialconditions and procedures
regulating mining, shall be clear and objective. Additional land use review (e.9., site plan review), if
required by the local goüernment, shall not exceed the minimum review necessary to assure compliance
with these requirements and shall not provÌde opportunities to deny mining for reasons unrelated to these
requirements, or to attach additional approval requirements, except with regard to mining or processing
activities:

(A) For which the PAPA application does not provide information sufficient to determine clear and
objective measures to resolve identified conflicts;

(B) Not requested in the PAPA application; or

(C) For which a significant change to the type, location, or duration of the activity shown on the PAPA
application is proposed by the operator.

(f) Where mining is allowed, the local governrnent shall determine the post-mining use and provide for this
use in the comprehensive plan and land use regulations. For significant aggregate sites on Class I, ll and
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Unique farmland, local governments shall adopt plan and land use regulations to limit post-mining use to
farm uses under ORS 215.2A3, uses listed under ORS 215.213(1) or 215,283(1), and fish and wildlife
habitat uses, including wetland mitigation banking. Local governments shall coordinate with DOGAMI
regarding the regulation and reclamation of mineral and aggregate sites, except where exempt under
oRS 517.780.

(g) Local governments shall allow a currently approved aggregate processing operation at an exisiing site
to process material from a new or expansion site without requiring a reauthorization of the existing
processing operation unless limits on such processing were established at the time it was approved by
the localgovernment.

(6) For an aggregate site on farmland that is determined to be significant under section (4) of this rule, the
requirements of section (5) of this rule are not applicable, except for subsection (5Xf), and the
requirements of OAR 660-023-0040 though 660-023-0050 are not applicable. lnstead, local governments
shalldecide whether mining is permitted by applying subsections (a) through (d) of this section;

(a) The proposed aggregate mine shall satisfy discretionary conditional use permit approval standards
adopted by the local government pursuant to applicable requirements of ORS 215.213(2) or 215,283(2),
and the requirements of ORS 215.296 and215.402 through 215.416;

(b) The local government shall determine the post-mining use in accordance with subsection (5)(f) of this
rule;

(c) The local government shall issue a permit for mining aggregate only for a site included on an inventory
of significant aggregate sites in the comprehensive plan in accordance with ORS 215.298(2); and

(d) The conditional use permit shall not allow mining of more than the maximum amount of aggregate
material specífied under subsection (4)(a) of this rule,

(7) Except for aggregate resource sites determined to be significant under section (4) of this rule, local
governments shall follow the standard ESEE process in OAR 660-023-0040 and 660-023-0050 to
determine whether to allow, limit, or prevent new conflicting uses within the impact area of a significant
mineral and aggregate site. (This requirement does not apply if, under section (5) of this rule, the local
government decides that mining will not be authorized at the site.)

(8) ln order to determine whether information in a PAPA submittal concerning an aggregate site is
adequate, local government shall follow the requirements of this section rather than OAR 660-023-
0030(3). An application for approval of an aggregate site following sections (4) and (6) of this rule shall be
adequate if it provides sufficient information to determine whether the requirements in those sections are
satisfied. An application for a PAPA concerning a significant aggregate site following sections (3) and (5)
of this rule shall be adequate if it includes:

(a) lnformalion regarding quantity, quality, and location sufficieni to determine whether ihe standards and
conditions in section (3) of this rule are satisfíed;

(b) A conceptual site reclamation plan;

(NOTE: Final approval of reclamation plans resides with DOGAMI rather than local governments, except
as provided in ORS 517.780)

(c) A traffic impact assessment within one mile of the entrance to the mining area pursuant to section
(SXbXB) of this rule;
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(d) Proposals to minimize any conflicts with existing uses preliminarily identified by the applicant within a
1,500 foot impact area; and

(e) A site plan indicating the location, hours of operation, and other pertinent information for all proposed

mining and associated uses.

(9) Localgovernments shallamend the comprehensive plan and land use regulations to include
procedures and requirements consistent with this rule for the consideration of PAPAs concerning
aggregate resources, Until such local regulations are adopted, the procedurqs and requirements of this
rule shall be directly applied to local government consideration of a PAPA concerning mining
authorization, unless the local plan contains specific criteria regarding the consideration of a PAPA
proposing to add a site to the list of significant aggregate sites, provided:

(a) Such regulations were acknowledged subsequent to 1989; and

(b) Such regulations shall be amended to conform to the requirements of this rule at the next scheduled
periodic review after September 1, 1996, except as provided under OAR 660-023-0250(7).

Stat, Auth.: ORS 183 & 197
Stats, lmplemented: ORS 197.040 & 197.225- 197.245
Hist,: LCDC 2-1996, f. S-30-96, cert. ef, 9-1-96; LCDD 5-2004, f. & cert. ef.6-25-04
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LANDFILL BUFFER

Polnt # Northlng Eosting
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MINING EXCAVATION
BOUNDARY

Polnt f, Northlng Eoetlng
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í.'"'i ptopo.ed Permit ffi sage Grouse: coreArea

i""i e*..u.tionArea

ffi s.tbu.kt

Disturbance

- 
fi¡¿f¡gmous Fish

- 

Watercourses

Sage Grouse: Low Density

Winter Range: Elk

Winter Range: Deer

DOGAMI lD#: 20-0166
Permittee: Crown Properties, LLC
Site Name: Old Hazeldell Quarry
Photo Source: USAD APFO NAIP 612612016
Prepared By: E. Buchner 51212017

This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for,
or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surueying purposes. Users of this information
should review or consult the primary data and information sources to ascertain the
suitability of the information. ArcctS v10.2
Oregon Lambert Projection, NAD 1 983 HARN (EPSG# 2994)
\DGMALBWFS 1\Sites\20Lane\20-0166\20-01 66 App Materials OPA 12-22-'15\20-01 66 C¡rculation 2017\20-0166Map'pdr ATTAGHMENT 5: DoGAMI Environmental

Oregon Dept. of Geology and Mineral lndustries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation Program

DOGAM I Environmental Characteristics

Characteristics Map
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OLD HAZELDELL OUARRY
M II\ II\ G OPERATI ON S AN D RTCLAM ATI ON PLAN STT

DOGAMI lD 20-0166
OAKRIDGE, LANE COUNTY, OREGON

OCTOBER 2015

s

Doalmþ#:2o4ig6 ,jijf,*:lå{fi¿g
P.miür.: Od Hozdddl Ouory, LLC c,/o Mlcheol Rcêder
S¡'t! NtmÉ:ttunn¡m Ró¡d PTorlfty

P.ñditr! Phonr:611 4&{.018E Silr Cinrt¡.t it'¡{o Rc.ûr
P.müb. Ccl¡: Sltr Phür: S41 ¡lg4.Olô!
rupdgbhi*l'M¡¡wñßwn4m¡¡næd b. o.B r¡¡Þ¡¡
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VCNtrY MAP
NOT TO SCALE

t

OÉgm O!pl. of Oúhdt üd M¡ml lndúdri.¡
l¡rdlh Rdffi.d tâÉn hetil*ffi.'**

0
LOCAÏON MAP

NOT TO SCALE

PERi,lTTEE/OPERATOR ENCINEEHNG GTLOGßT=

OLD HAZELDELL OUARRY LLC KUPER CONSULTING LLC

0
SHEET INDEX

PLATE 1

PLATE 2
PLATE 3
PLATE 3A
PLATE 38
PLATE 3C
PLATE 4
PLATE 4A
PLATE 5

COVER SHEET & VICINITY MAP
EXISTING CONDITIONS
MINING AND OPERATIONS PLAN
MINING AND OPERATIONS CROSS SECTIONS
MINING AND OPERATIONS CROSS SECÏONS
SITE PLAN
CONCEPTUAL RECLAMATION PLAN
CONCEPTUAL RECLAMATION CROSS SECÏONS
SIGNED TOPOGRAPHY AND BOUNDARY MAP

e

NOIE
DRATIING SCÆES INDICA1ED APPLY TO
22,X34. DRAITINO S¡{EETS. SCAIT MÀY
NOT BE ACCURAIE IF DRAYIINO PLOTS
ARE I.¡SS lHA¡{ THIS SIZE.
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DATUIß AND DATA SOI.HCES'

TOPOGRAPHY
1. IIORIZONTAL DATUM: NAD 83
2. \€RTICAL DA'[UM: NAVD 88 BASED ON NcS BENCHMARK

DESIGNA'NON 
,SP22. NA\D ELEVATION 12J7.83 FEET

3. COORDINATE SYS'IEM: OREGON STA'IE PLANE - ZONE
SOU'IH

4. COI'IÍOUR IN]ERVAL 20 MINOR 1OO' MAJOR
5. DIGITZED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES INCLUDING

3Dí AERIAL TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPINC 9 JUN 2OI1
USCS OUAD MAPS
USDA AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

6. DATA SOURCE SUPPORTS 20 FOOT CONIOUR INTERVAL TO
MAINTAIN NATONAL MAP ACCURACY STANDARDS.

BASI€¡ OF BEAHNG

COORDINAIES ARE A LOCAL DA'ÍUM PLANE BASED ON
ORÊGOI.¡ STA'IE PLANE COORDINA'IE SYS'IEM, SOIJ'IH ZONE,
TO COI{\ERT BACK TO STA'IE PLACE COORDINAÌES SCAI..E
BY 0,9999425772 AT CONTROL POINT NO. 1. UNITS ARE
IN INTERNATIONAL FEET.

BASIS¡ OF ELEYATIOI.I'

NAVD 88 BASED ON NGS BENCHMARK DESIGNATON 'SP22'
NA\D ELEVATO¡I .1257.83 

FEET.

NOTES

PROPERTY LEGAL DESCRIPIION:
TAX LOTS 104 ANo 1900 MAP 21-35-15
ZONED NON-IMPAC'IED FOREST (FI)
TAX LOTS 1OO AND 502 MAP 21-35-22
TAX LOT 4OI MAP 2I-J5-23
ZONED IMPAC]ED FOREST (F2) IN LANE COUNTY

ALL UTILIIY EASEMENT LOCAIIOIIS AND WID'Í}IS TO BE COòIFIRMED
(SURVEYÐ)
COI¡PAN ¡ ES

IN THE FIET.D I¡tI COORDINATIOT{ WITH'THE UTILIIY
PRIOR TO MINING.

LEëIÐ:

APPROXIMAlE PROPERTY BOUNDARY

EXISTNG 20' MINOR CONTOUR

EXISTNG 1OO. MAJOR CONTOUR

EXISÏNG ROAD

EXISTNG S'TRUC]URE

DUNNING ROAÐ RIGHT-OF-WAY

EXISTING RAILROAD

EXISTNG POWERAEL.EPHONE UNE

EXISTNG POIIER¡ELEPHONE POLE

CONIROL POINT

SCALE: 1 INCH = 250 FEET
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(KUPER CONSTJLTING)
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ACCI,¡RA'IE IF DRAWNG PLOIS

ARE I.-ES'IHAN'fHIS SIZE. USE 8AR
SCAIT FOR REFERENCE O.¡ REDUCED
SI2E SHEET.E]

I UÏLITY STATEMENT
IHE UNDERGROUND UÎUIIES SHOW{ HAVE BEEN LOCA'ÍED FROM FIEL.O
SURVTI INFORMAIION AND Ð(STINC DRATIINCS. lHE STjRVEYOR MAKES
NO C{JARAN'IEE]HAT'fHE UNDERGROUNÐ UÎUIIES SHOIIì{ COMPRISE ALI
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FROM INFORMAÎOòI AVAII-]ABTT. 'fHE SURIEYOR HAS NOT PHYSICATIY
LOCA]ED fHE UNDTTGROUND UTIUTES,

PEHil,lITTEE/OPERATOR

OLD HAZELDELL QUARRY LLC
8OO WLLAMETÏE SÏREET, SUITE 8OO
EUGENE, OR 9740I
(541) 48+-0188
CONTACÏ MR. MICHEAL REEDER

ENGINEEHNG MLOG T:

KUPER CONSULTING LLC
ENGINEERING GEOLOGY CONSULTANTS
TGARD, oREcoN (5oJ)6JB-9722
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Memorandum

To: Steven Pfelffer, Perkins and Coie

From: Rainse Anderson, P.E.

Date: , 5/26/2076

Re: Old Hazeldell Quarry and Aubrey Mountain Airstrip

MLRR received via email 05104117

9755 SW Barnes Rd, Ste 300
Portland, OR97225

503.626.0455 Fax: 503.526.0775

fxPlt-st 12/3t/?o'7

t Pnolrcr Bncrenouruo

Old Hazeldell Quarry ILC has made application for an amendment to the Lane County Rural

Comprehensive Plan to add a new quarry site to the Lane County lnventory of Significant Mineral and

Aggregate Sites, and approvalfor mining and processlng, a concurrent Plan Amendment to change the
underlying Plan designatíon from Forest to Natural Resource: Mineral and rezone the land from Non-

lmpacted Forest Land Zone and lmpacted Forest Zone to Quarry and Mlne Operatlons Zone (County File

509-PA15-05803). Concurrently, the request also includes an application for site review for the proposed

mining operation (County File 509-P415-05804). The purpose of this analysls and subsequent opinlon ls

to investigate the potential operational impacts the proposed mining operation may have on the Aubrey

Mountain Airstrlp located directly east of the proposed quarry site. The Aubrey Mountain Airstrip is

located within the application's 1500-foot impact area.

L,L PUrus FoRTHE Om HnzemELLqUARRY

The overall site under current ownership consists of 183 acres. The proposed land use authorization for
the operation of the quarry comprises 107 acres of the ownership. Of the 107 acres,46 acres will be

mined and the remaining acreage will include processing areás and internal setbacks/buffers from
adjacent properties.

The proposed mining/quarry operation will include blasting, drilling, and extraction of materials to a

processing site on the west side of the property where it will be crushed and then hauled off-site. The

plans call for removal of up to 150 feet ofTV Butte.

1..2 Pnrururrue Pnocsssro Drrs
ln the Lane County Land Management Division Staff Report dated April t2,2OL6 staff concluded Aubrey

Mountain Airstr¡p is not included in the Land County Private Use Airport Overlay Zone. Furthermore,

staff concluded the "airstrip is not regulated by the County, State, or FAA" and that there are no known

regulations to protect the airstrip or adjacent properties with any approach/overlay zoning. As a result,

staff concluded the mining site is not located within the regulatory zone "approach/overlay zone" of a

recognized pr¡vate use airport.

Oregon Department of Aviation (ODA)staff identified a concern in a May 3,20L6letter regarding

potential impacts to aircraft operations from dust that could be generated from the proposed quarry

operation. The concern was based on ODA's Land Use Compatibility Guidebook - Section 3.2,

Com pati bility Co ncerns.
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2 AusRrv MoururntN ARsrRtp - ExtslNG CoNDtloNs/StrE ANALysts

Aubrey Mountain Airstrip access is provided by Dunning Road located just east of the proposed quarry
site which has elevations ranging from L,400 feet on the western edge and up to 1,880 feet on the top
of W Butte. East of the proposed guarry site the ground slowly slopes down to as low as 1,620 feet
before climbing back up Aubrey Mountain to approximately 3,000 feet. The City of Oakridge sits in the
valley below at approximately 1,200 feet.

2,I Sre LocRloN AND TopoGRApHy - AUBREy Moururru¡¡ AnsrRlp
Aubrey Mountaín Airstrip is located at an elevation of approximately L,680 feet between the proposed
Old Hazeldell Quarry operation and Aubrey Mountain to the east.
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2,2 Rut¡wnv OntENTAToN ll'¡0 CHRRRcrERlsfl cs

The turf runway at Aubrey Mountaln Airstrip is 1,950 feet long and 40 feet wide on a Northwest/

Southeast alignment. A single-lane private dirt road crosses the runway on the northern V3 portion of
the runway. Dispersed housing and other permanent structures are located on the east, west, and south

side of the runway. To the north, the ground drops over 400 feet in to the valley below.

2.3 CunaRrr, Wlruo Dnre, AND TEMpERATURE lNVERstoNs

2,3.1 Cllmate

Oakrldge has a cool-summer Mediterranean climate which results in warm (but not hot) and dry

summers with no average monthly temperatures aboveT? degrees. Winters are rainy and can be mild

to chilly.

2.3.2 Wnd Data

Current recorded weather data is not available at the Aubrey Mountain Airstrip or nearby Oakridge

State Alrport. However, wind data collected over the past ll years at the Oakridge National Weather

Monitoring Site in the City of Oakrldge reveals the average annual wlnd speed in the Valley floor ls a

lightwindot2.64mph. Theaverageannualmaxwindoverthesameperiodlsat3.T2mphgentle
breeze.

Prevailing winds are generally out of the west (southwest to northwest) as depicted ln the plotted scale

below retrieved from the Lane RegionalAir Protection Agency (LRAPA)website.
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Source: http://www.lr apa.org/221"1 Data-Graphlng

2.3.3 Temperaturelnvenlons
The City of Oakridge is prone to surface temperature lnversions which occur when air ls cooled by

contact with a colder surface until it becomes cooler than the overlying atmosphere; this occurs most

often on clear nights, when the ground cools off rapidly by radlation.

Topography greatly affects the magnltr¡de of ground inversions. lf the land is rolling or hillç the cold air
formed on the hlgher land surfaces tends to drain lnto the hollows, producing a larger and thicker
inversion above low ground and little or none above higher elevatlons. Source:

http://www. brita n nica.com/science/tem peratu re-inverslon

2,4 TYprcT AIncRAFT OPERATIoNS

One of the reglstered owners of Aubrey Mountain Airstrip has a L972 Cessna 182P (Photo 1). The max

demonstrated crosswlnd component for a Cessna 182 ls 15kts. The Cessna 182 and other smaller four
to two seat aircraft are going to be the typical aircraft operating in and out of Aubrey Mountain Airstrip.

At this time, we are unable to verify the operatlons of mllitary helicopters and US Forest Serulce (USFS)

aircraft ln and out of the alrstrlp. More than likely, the typical milltary helicopters operat¡ng out of the

airstrip would be from the Salem Army National Guard Base. The Guard operates CH-47 Chinook
(Photo 2) and UH-60 Blackhawks (Photo 3). USFS aircraft operating ln an out of the airstrip would be

limited to reconnaissance and supply contract helícopters. Helicopters like the ones utllized by the
National Guard and the USFS are designed to operate in severe weather environments and have a very

high operational capability

{*
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3 MoururRIN FLYING CnnnnCrERßTICS

Mountain flying characteristics and conditions warrant special consideration for pilots and can be a

challenge for even the most experienced pilots. ln addition to many other factors, pilots flying through

mountain passes and valleys should pay particular attention to the cloud ceilings, winds, and

temperature conditions for a given area when operating in mountainous terrain. Furthermore,

considerable attention should be given to the wind speeds across the top of the ridges and within the

valleys to determine aircraft and pilot capability and limitations,

The FederalAviation Administration (FAA) Safety Program released a publication titled Iips on Mountain

Flying in 1999 which provides a wealth of information and guidance on mountain flying. This

document, along with Pilot's Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, are the basis for the following

discussion rega rding mountain flying characteristics.

3.1 Mou¡¡rRr¡r Wevr
When the wind speed is above about 25 knots and flowing perpendicular to the ridge lines, the air flow
can form waves, much like water flowing over rocks in a stream bed. The waves form downwind from

the ridge line and will be composed of very strong up and down drafts, plus dangerous rotor action

under the crests of the waves (Tips on Mountain Flying, 1-999).

lmage Source: https://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/2005/mountain-wave-turbulence,/

Mountain waves are likely to form when the following atmospheric conditions are present:
. the wind flow at around ridge height is nearly perpendicular to the ridge line and at least 25 kts

. the wind speed increases with height

. there is a stable layer at around ridge height.

3,2 WrruoTHnouGH VALLEYSAND PASSES

Just as the flow through a carburetor speeds up in the restriction of the throat, wind flowing through the

narrow restriction of a mountain pass will also speed up. When the winds are forecasted above about 20

knots, be aware that the speed in passes may cause turbulence and drafts that should be avoided (Tips

on Mountain Flying, 1999).
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3.3 TeupER¡ruRE lNVERstoNs

lnversion layers are commonly shallow layers of smooth, stable air close to the ground, The temperature

of the air increases with altitude to a certain point, whlch is the top of the inversion. The air at the top of

the layer acts as a lid, keeping weather and pollutants trapped below. lf the relative humidity of the air

is high, it can contribute to the formation of clouds, log,haze, or smoke, resulting in dimlnished visibility

in the inversion layer. (Pilots Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge)

Mountain valleys are often conducive to the formation of temperature inversions and valley fog at night.

This should play a part in arrival and departure planning. Since the inversion breaks and the fog

dissipates by late morning, pilots may have to delay slightly at some airports (Tips on Mountain Flying,

lsse).

4 PRoposrD OLD HRzeuoEr-L QuARRy tlr¿pacr oN ARcRArr OprnRlotrls

At the Lane County Planning Commission public hearlngs on April t9,20L6 and May 10, 2016 some

opponents to the Old Hazeldell Quarry expressed concern regarding what they perceived to be potential

impacts to operatíons at the Aubrey Mountain Airstrip that is located in the 1500-foot lmpact area. The

two primary concerns raised are summarized as follows: (L) The proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry

development plans will change topography due to the partial removal of TV Butte, thereby changing the

wind patterns and impacting flieht safety, and (2) resultant dust will negatively impact visibility for
pilots.

It is our opinion that the two primary concerns with respect to operations at Aubrey Mountain Airstrlp

voiced at these two hearings with respect to the future changes in wind patterns and resultant dust

from the Old Hazeldell Quarry are speculative at best.

This analysls of the existtng conditions at Aubrey Mountain Alrstr¡p, local meteorologlcat conditions,

and typical mountain flylng characteristics collectively indicate the proposed quarry operatlons w¡ll

not have a significant lmpact on aircraft operátions at Aubrey Mountain Alrstr¡p.

4.1 Wltrro

The winds in Oakridge are typlcally calm with the occasional gentle to moderate breeze. Very rarely will

the winds in Oakridge exceed the 25 kt threshold required to generate dangerous mountain waves and

rotors. lt is our opinion that the light winds and the atmospheric stability generally observed in

Oakridge do not create a significant hazard to aircraft operating in the mountainous terrain. During

even the windiest conditions typically experienced in Oakridge, which is a 10-15 kt westerly w¡nd, the

wind crossing the ridge of W Butte would move over and around the surface of the ground topography

without generating mountain waves and rotors. The existing winds will cross the landing strip at Aubrey

Mountain Airstrip whether TV Butte is there or not. Furthermore, there are very few days, if any,

throughout the yearwhere TV Butte is "protecting" Aubrey Mountain Airstrip from the winds. lf there

was a windy day where the winds exceeded 25 kts, due to the location of Aubrey Mountain Airstrip on

the leeward side of W Butte, lt would be ill-advised to fly in and out of the airstrip due to the likely

occurrence of mountain waves, rotors, and turbulence occurring ln the vicinity. ln short, TV Butte does

not impact the airstrlp operations now; likewise the absence of W Butte will not impact future airstrip

operations.
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4.2 Dusr¡ruoMslsturY
The Oakridge area experiences regular temperature lnversion. Excessive smoke lingers ln the air around

Oakridge frequently. This ground inversion regularly observed in Oakridge is indicative of a relatively

stable alr mass. The overall calm weather experienced in Oakridge, comblned wlth the quarry

proposal's fugitlve dust mitigation measures (which includes lmplementing best management practices)

the quarry minlng operatlons wlll not lmpact the vlslbllity or aircraft operations at the Aubrey Mountain

Airstrlp.
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ATTACHMENT 10: Heritage Research Associates, lnc. Gultural Resources Response

MLRR received via email 05104117

Micheal Reeder
Arnold Gallagher
PO Box 1758
Eugene, OR97440-1758

FROM Kathryn A. Toepel, PhD, RPA
Heritage Research Associates, Inc.
1997 Garden Avenue
Eugene, OR 97403

DATE June 18,2016

SUBJECT: Cultural Resources Response (Archaeological and Historical
Sites) to Comments for the Old Hazeldell Quary Land Use
Application, Oakridge Vicinity, Lane County, Oregon (Planning
File 509-P415-05804)

Of the 72 comments received on the proposed application by the May 31,
2016, response date, four comments pertain to cultural resources. Three of the
comments are very brief and simply allege the presence of sacred land, a "site
of extreme cultural and historical significance," and the finding as a child of
Indian artifacts in the vicinity. The fourth comment is tied to an additional
information submittal which is lengthy but provides no evidence to support the
allegations that have been made to date that important cultural resources
(termed "sacred and irreplaceable" by the opponent) are present within the
"subject property and contiguous ownership." That submittal reflects a

misunderstanding of the role of cultural resources in the land use process, as

well as a misunderstanding of what constitutes supporting evidence as opposed
to unsupported allegations.

Our task as cultural resource professionals is to objectively review available
information on recorded archaeological and historical sites, to conduct
fieldwork as needed, and to draw conclusions and to make recommendations
for known and potential cultural resource sites in accordance with current
professional standards and applicable laws and regulations.It is not our role to
advocate for any particular project; instead, it is our responsibility to assist our
clients in meeting the requirements of state and federal laws (as applicable)
and to advise on the protection ofcultural resources.

Allegations and emotional arguments do not change the facts of this case,

which have been summarized previously in two reports (Hart and Toepel
2015; Toepel 2016). A response to the sole opponent addressing cultural
resources at length, while already addressed by these previous reports, is
summarized as follows:

TO
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Planning File 509-PA1 5-05 804
Cultural Resource Response

June 18,2016-page2

l. Are significant archaeological or historical sites lmown to be present (or likely to be
present) in the proposed mining area that may be affected by the proposed land use
action? NO

As discussed in the previous two reports, a number of records and databases were reviewed to
search for information about recorded prehistoric and historical sites within the mining area and
the surrounding impact area. No cultural resource sites have been recorded in the mining area,
and few cultural resources have been identified in the impact area that surrounds it. Because
there will be no earth-disturbing activities related to the mining in the impact area, the proposed
land use action will have no effect on the known sites in the adjacent arca.

After the standard review of records was undertaken for this project (Hart and Toepel 2015),
additional research was conducted to review the references cited by the opposition to check their
accuracy of use and applicability to the proposed mining area. Errors in both the citation and
representation of those references are apparent. The references cited by the opposition fail to
support, and in fact appear to refute, the argument by the opposition that important artifacts,
graves, and an old Indian trail are present within or immediately adjacent to the mining area (see
Toepel2}rc).

The proposed mining area has been surveyed by professional archaeologists. A description of the
procedures and results of this survey is presented in Toepel (2016:2-3). The description of the
archaeological survey made by the project opponent in the additional information submittal bears
no resemblance to the survey actually performed by the archaeologists.

It has been suggested by the opponent that because artifacts have been found in the general
vicinity of the proposed mining area that artifacts must also be present within the mining area
itself. This argument represents a basic misunderstanding of past land use patterns. Some areas
(such as the terraces of rivers and streams) offered more resources and easier travelways and
were more intensively occupied, while areas with fewer natural resources and more difficult
access generally contain little evidence of use.

There is no indication that TV Butte offered plant or animal resources that were not available
elsewhere on a broader scale. In other words, there likely was no reason for the butte to be a
destination per se for past peoples. The absence of archaeological evidence, in conjunction with
the steep slopes, suggests that use of the butte in the past was limited to occasional hunting and
travel. Evidence of sustained occupation, in the form of archaeological deposits and
accumulations of tools and other artifacts, is very unlikely to be present on the butte.

2. Will the former Charlie Tufti land claim be affected by the proposed land use action? NO

Several misconceptions about the Charlie Tufti land claim have been previously addressed
(Toepel 2016):4-5). The opponent alleges that the 160-acre former claim should be National
Register-listed and inventoried as a Goal 5 resource. The claim was held by Charlie Tufti for 13
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Old Hazeldell Quarry Land Use Application
Planning File 509-PA1 5-05 804
Cultural Resource Response
June 18,2016 -page3

years and was sold in 1889, five years after the patent was issued. The property has since been in
the hands ofothers for 127 years.

The filing of a claim by a Native American does not appear to constitute sole and sufficient
grounds to qualify a parcel of land for listing as either a Goal 5 or National Register property, at

, least not according to professional practice, as none of the 200-some claims filed under the
Indian Homestead Act (1875) in Oregon have been so recognized. The Tufti claim is nearly a

quarter mile outside the boundary of the l5OGfoot impact area; there will be no earth-disturbing
activities in that area related to the proposed land use and therefore no impact to cultural
resources. (Also see Toepel 2016:2 for the limitations of recording historic resources under Goal
5 in Lane County).

3. Do any of the interviews with long-time Oalcridge residents provide information on
historical or prehistoric use that can be tied directly to the proposed mining area? NO

While interviews with "old-timers" often provide interesting stories of the past and a more
immediate sense of an earlier time, such interviews generally focus on topics of interest to the
interviewee or interviewer rather than the interests of researchers who may be looking for
location-specific information in later years. In the case of the interviews with Mr. Lawrence
Hills, former mayor of Oakridge, and Mrs. Clarence Hebert (both cited by the opposition as

evidence of Indian graves and an old Indian trail on TV Butte), neither interview provides any
indication of graves, atrail, or other sites within the proposed mining area (see Toepel 2016:t7).
Both interviewees specifically note the Dunning property as the location of past Indian activities
(for graves, an old trail, and earlier camping by tribes from other parts of Oregon). Again, the
Dunning property is more than a quarter mile outside the boundary of the impact area.

The trail referred to by Mr. Hills (who was interviewed some 99 years after Charlie Tufti sold his
claim) is most likely the Aubrey Mountain trail, and the graves he mentions were clearly said to
have been located on the Dunning property. Mr. Robert Dunning indicated in the 1980s that
Indian burials were present to the east of his property on Aubrey Mountain (which was under
consideration atthat time for timber sales). Despite several attempts to obtain more information
from Mr. Dunning and extensive field searches by USFS archaeologists, no burial locations were
found, and subsequent timber harvesting did not result in any reported burial finds. There was no

mention at the time by either Mr. Dunning or others that a trail or graves might be present on TV
Butte.

Summaryt

To reiterate the summary pertaining to archaeological and historical sites made previously
(Toepel 2016:7), a standard records review and archaeological survey for the proposed mining
area and the surrounding impact area produced no indication that potentially significant
archaeological or historical sites are present that will be affected by the proposed land use action.
The archaeological survey did not encounter any evidence to suggest that significant
archaeological resources are likely to be present within the proposed mining area.In addition to
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the standard record repositories, local histories and other records and maps available on-line and
at the Lane County Historical Museum were consulted for sitespecific information, particularly
for trails and burials. The latter sources did not produce any information about cultural resources
specifìc to the proposed mining area" contrary to the opponent's claim.

Available records and reminiscences on file prior to the filing of the proposed action do not
portray the proposed mining area as a feature of any demonstrated historical significance, and
until relatively recently the butte (now known as TV Butte) remained unnamed. While Aubrey
Mountain to the east is consistently noted on historical maps and mentioned in informant
interviews-and is more properly attributed as the focus of the historical activities noted by the
opposition-the butte that comprises a portion of the proposed mining area is not even indicated
on some maps. The butte within the proposed mining area is not known to have contained any
particular resources (aside from plants and animals available elsewhere as well) that would have
made it a targeted destination for either historic or prehistoric occupants of the area.

The location that is mentioned repeatedly in the historical record in relation to grave sites, an old
Indian trail, and camping by Indian groups traveling through the area is the Dunning property,
the location of the former Charlie Tufti land claim. This property is approximately a quarter mile
or more from the boundary of the 1500-foot impact area. There will be no earth-disturbing
activities in that area related to the proposed land use and therefore no impact to cultural
resources.

Further Review

It should be emphasized that, in addition to public, Tribal, and agency review at the local and
County level, the results of this cultural resource investigation will be circulated by DOGAMI
for State level review as part of the application to the affected Tribes, as well as other agencies,
including review by cultural resource specialists.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

MLRR received via email 05104117

3990 Collins Way, Suite 100
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035

Phone: 503.210'4750
Fax 503'210'4890

TO: Lane County Planning Commissioners

COMPANY: Lane County Planning Deparlment, Lydia Mcl(inney, Planning Director

Customer Service Center

3050 N. Delta Highway

Eugene, OR 97408

FROM: Gary L. Peterson
Oregon Certified Engineering Geologist, CEG
Peter J. Shingledecker
Oregon Registered Professional Engineer, PE ÉtDt

A?¿tc ¿ot7
DATE: Iune2l,20I6

RE: RESPONSE TO \ryRITTEN COMMENTS
GEOLOGIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISST]ES
OLD IIAZELDELL QUARRY

This Technical Memorandum provides our response and rebuttal to written testimony submitted

by interested parties on or before May 31, 2016. To inform Old Hazeldell Quany LLC's site

evaluation and preparations for this PAPA application, Shannon & Wilson prepared two

technical reports addressing explorations and findings regarding the suitability of the site for the

proposed quamy. These memoranda include Shannon & IVilson's "Stibsurface Investigation

Report " dated June 4,2015, and Groundwater Report, dated Oct. 30,2015, which are paft of the

application files. Following initial public hearings by the Planning Commission, Shannon &
Wilson Inc. submitted two Technical Memoranda into the record on May 31,2016 in response to

testimony received during the initial public hearings. One memoranda addressed geology and

hydrogeology issues, and another addressed historic land use issues.

SW June 2lLane Cty PC Landfill Rebuttal 24-l-03888-015
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Written testimony submitted by opponents of this application on or before May 31,2016 are

addressed herein in the following order:

TOPIC #1: f,'ORMER DUNNING ROAD LANDFILL

Z.Mittge states: ¿'The applicant also fails to account for impacts to the existing
Dunning Road Dump on tax lot 502."

Response: Shannon & Wilson's Technical Memorandum, "Historic Land Use Study, Tax Lot

502," submitted May 31,2016, specifically addresses the "Dunning Road Dump", aka "Dunning
Road Landfill" on tax lot 502. Presence of the former landfill and nearby surface-dumped debris

is acknowledged and illustrated by a series of aerial photographs with the proposed aggregate

processing facility features superimposed. Six aerial photographs with proposed processing

facilities and landfill features were submitted into the record by Shannon & Wilson, in a

Technical Memorandum titled "Historic Land Use Study, Taxlot 502", datedMay 10,2016.

This series of historic aerial photographs documents the historic land use before, during and after

the area's use as a landfill. Two trench locations are highlighted in the 1968 photograph are

presented in Figure 1, attached herein. Records sho'w the City of Oakridge operated this

municipal landfill from 1951 to 1968. Hence, Figure 1 shows the known maximumextent of the

two trenches utilized for waste burial and burning. No documentation of environmental site

characterization studies indicating the presence of hazardous substances at the landfill are known

for tax lot 502. In addition to the landfill, two areas of surface-dumped metallic debris located

near the western property line and offset from the historic landfill trenches are shown in Figure

l, and discussed later in this memorandum.

Testimony of several parties suggest that the presence of this former landfill may pose an

environmentalhazard through excavation or other development activities associated with the

SW June 2lLane Cty PC Landfill Rebuttal 24-1 -03 888-0 I 5
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proposed mining activity. The abandoned Pope & Talbot Mill site (City of Oakridge Industrial

Park), and any associated site contamination or cleanup activies are not relevant to the tax lot

502 material processing operations proposed. The abandoned mill property is approximately

1,000 feet west of lot 502 and 200 feet below (downgradient) from tax lot 502 The Pope &
Talbot Mill Site and lot 502 are separated by the Union Pacific right-oÊway. The Mill Site is not

relevant to the proposed mining activities and does not have the potential to create conflicts with
land use in the Impact Area for three reasons. First, being downgradient from (lower than) tax

lot 502, contamination at the mill site has no pathway for migration to the landfill area.

Contaminants will not flow uphill to the Old Hazeldell property. Secondly, the Dunning Road

Landfill was closed prior to closure of the Pope & Talbot Mill, so any materials found to be

contaminated on the mill site would not have been transported to this closed landfill. Third,

since the landfill will be avoided within the processing area, no site remediation activities are

planned atlo|502 and any material remaining in the closed trenches will not be affected by the

proposed mining project. Based upon such avoidance, Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC, is not subject

to DEQ remediation or other oversight for the landfill on lot 502.

Z.Mittge states:66What's more, photographs of the property for the public right-of-
way (see enclosed) appear to depict rusted drums eroding out of the
property."

Response: In our "Response to Public Testimony and Written Comments, Old Hazeldell Quarry,
Historic Land Use Study, Tax Lot 502 Technical Memorandum," dated May 31,2016, Shannon

& Wilson describes and presents on the photographs two debris dump sites located northwest of
the identified landfill trenches, refer, Figure 1. As discussed below, we believe that these debris

dumps do not represent an exposure of the trenched landfill debris. Study of the sequence of
historic photos clearly reveals that this surficial dumped debris are not part o[ nor do they

emanate from, the landfill trenches. Dumped surficial debris is separated by some 70 feet from

the historic trenches, and the aerial photographs indicate this area was continuously vehicular

traffic roadway accessing the north end of the landfill trenches. During debris dump site

reconnaissance, Shannon & Wilson identified no features that might represent a surface

expression of the landfill trenches discussed above. No settlement, uneven ground, seeps,

ponded water, exposed waste, andlor stressed or dead vegetation were noted. Further, the site

conditions strongly indicate that the dumped debris was placed on the ground surface, with no

SW June 2lLane Cty PC Landfill Rebuttal 24-1-03888-0 15
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evidence to suggest they were previously buried. After many decades on site, the debris appears

partially buried due to the substantial vegetation cover that has developd since dumping ceased.

Photographs from 1968 indicate that backfilling of the nearby landfill trenches was underway.

Photographs attached to the Z. Mittge letter are similar to the pictures taken by Shannon &
Wilson during a site visit and submitted with Shannon & Wilson's Response to Public Testimony

and lVritten Comments, Old Hazeldell Quarry, Historic Land Use Study, Taxlot 502 Technical

Memorandum, dated May 3I,2016. Figures 2 through 5 show the photographs from Z.MiItge,
as weil as Sharrnon & Vy'iisorr's corresponding phr-rtt-rgraphs frr.rm the May i9,2016 site visit.

The photographs from Z. Mittge appeat to be associated with the southern debris dump site, with

none from the northern debris dump site.

In addition, Shannon & Wilson is unaware of any public right-oÊway that may have been

accessed to obtain the Z. Mittge photographs on Lot 502. Tt appears that the Z.Mittge
photographs may have been taken from Union Pacific land, not public land.

Z.Mittge states: o'The proposal would develop a processingayea on top of this
dump. It would discharge water onto piles of stockpiled aggregated and
into the soils and will excavate its processing area, access roads, and a noise
berm out of this dump site. Yet, the applicant has entirely failed to evaluate
the impacts the extent of contamination, the time of its travel to nearby
wells, or the impacts of contaminated dust on area residents. The impact
boundary must be expanded to account for the impacts posed by dust
fallout and groundwater contamination associated with the proposed
quarry. "

Response: ln our "Response to Public Testimony and Written Comments, Old Hazeldell Quarry,
Historic Land Use Study, Taxlot 502 Technical Memorandum," dated May 31,2016, Shannon &
Wilson recommends the following mitigation measure:

"Institutional controls will be implemented on tax lot 502 that focus on avoiding any

disturbance of the historic landfill trenches. We recommend a 25-foot ofßet perimeter be

adoptcd as shown on Figurcs 4 through 6 of thc refcrcnccd Tcohnieal Memorandum to

protect the buried landfill from intentional or unintended disturbance."
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In addition, it is recommended by Westlake Consultants that a series of berms be constructed

upgradient of the landfill trenches to collect and divert storm or surface water from entering the

landfill area (Westlake Memo dated June 20,2076). These revisions to the proposed mine plan

were confirmed in a memorandum from Dorian Kuper, Kuper Consulting,LLC, dated May31,

2016.

Based upon these site plan modifications, Shannon & Wilson finds as follows:

"A key control is to construct fencing or install access constraints that prohibit access to

the buffered landf,rll area during normal operations. Site uses such as active material

stockpiles, crusher siting, parking, and water detention or transmission, should avoid the

buffered areato prevent disturbance to the waste materials buried in the landfill. Office

facilities and scale-house are located outside the buffered landfill area. Stormwater

injection into the subsurface and detention ponds near or upslope from the landfill

trenches will be prohibited. Detention ponds may be located away from the buried

landfill when it can be assured no above or below ground disturbance or groundwater

diversion occurs within the former landfill. With established avoidance measures in

place, it is our judgment that adverse site impacts due to landfill disturbance will be

avoided."

TOPIC #2: BLASTING IMPACTS

Z.Mittge states "The Applicant Does Not Account for Impacts from Ground
Acceleration, Airblast and Flyrock",Page 12.

Quarry excavations in hard rock quarries require site specific blasting plans and close oversight.

Hard rock masses, like the andesite resource at the Old Hazeldell Quarry, are preferred for

aggregate due to their massive character (lack of fractures and fissures) and high strength. Note

that this quaffy site has minimal fractured and fissured native rock Comments by the opponents

have mistakenly suggested that fracturing and fissuringmay result from blasting, when instead

these propefties are undesirable features of the rock mass. The goal for explosives use at the

quany is to fragment the in place rock mass into appropriate sized fragments, and thereby

facilitate excavation and crushing to produce commercial sized rock products.
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Blasting activities shall comply with the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSIIA), 3OCFR criteria. The Oregon State Fire Marshall provides oversight regarding the use

of explosives in Oregon. An experienced blasting consultant will develop site specific blasting

plans for Old Hazeldell Quarry. A key function of the blasting plan is to establish techniques

that adequately fracture the rock into appropriate sizes for commercial use.

Quarry blasting typically utilizes a blend of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (AN/FO) as the

explosive agent. The designed weight AN/FO is placed at selected depths in borings, and other
,^^,r:^,^- ^f ¿l-.^ l-----l--l -l--J --,ltl- LI-L- | )) ) | I t I ¡r I I t tpurrrulls ul rilri uurçllurç arç p¿lçKçu wttll stcIIlIIrtrl8 rltaùeilat t(.) plug tnc llole anu reouLre or stop

the blast from propagating to the atmosphere through the borehole.

The blasting plan must also specifically address methods to minimize the effects of blasting on

the environment and neighborhood. Key parameters include limiting ground motions
(vibration), minimizing noise related to air blast (overpressure), avoiding or controlling fly rock,

and proper bore hole dimensions, stemmiqg materials, weight and distribution of explosives in
the borings, and use of delays to incrementally fracture the rock mass and confine the explosive
energy within the rock mass, thereby minimizing fly rock and airblast. Specific criteria define

the limits for allowable ground motion, fly-rock, and airblast. Use of tightly controlied charge

weights and appropriate delays result in relatively little fly rock, as the blast site is more

fractured by the explosives, and inflated (or lifted) by the gas produced. The resulting blast

sounds more like a brief rumble than an explosion. Site specific blast designs shall comply with
the DEQ noise standard of 98dbc-slow response at all noise sensitive receptors.

Monitoring of each rock blast is an industry standard in Oregon, and is routinely reviewed by

DOGAMI in the event of a complaint. The blasting plan will call for a monitoring program to

include sensors that record ground motion and airblast noise at specified locations between the

blast and the nearest neighbors. The quarry records will document each blast in terms of charge

weight, borehole pattern, distribution of explosives, borehole stemming, anduse of delays.

Outreach by the quarry staff, along with audible alarms will notify neighbors that a blast is

planned, and when it is eminent, with multiple warnings within 5 minutes of the blast.

Allowable grouncl motion (vibration) limits to prevent blast induced damage to residential

structures were developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines over 40 years of research, refer

publication USBM 8507. This study titled "Structure response and damage produced by ground
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vibrationfrom surface mine blasting" determined thresholds for adverse blast impacts to the

most fragile residential structures, recognized to be aged lath and plaster residences. This USBM

method has been routinely used for decades, and is routinely used to assure unacceptable ground

vibration does not occur. Many forms of blast-induced vibration find this approach useful,

including tunneling and deep rock excavation, demolition of structures, and many forms of
infrastructure construction in dense urban settings.

Records will be kept for each blast conducted, and these records will be maintained on site for at

least2 years. Data in the record will include details of the blast design, weight of explosives,

stemming and borehole patter. Automated ground motion and airblast records will be obtained

near the property limits to document vibration levels and noise at the site perimeter. An

independent blasting consultant should be retained to analyze and report on blasting related

issues that involve neighbors.

The Otd Hazeldell site blasting program will encounter few issues with respect to qompeting

land uses. Observations on numerous sites indicate that animals experiencing blasting related

noise and vibration rapidly habituate. The nearest neighboring water wells are over 800 feet

from the site, far beyond the distance where damages might result due to ground shaking.

TOPIC #3: NOISE BERM

Z.Mittge states: "The Noise Berm is Not Feasible.' Mr. Mittge challenges the
feasibility of the proposed noise berm citing the restrictive covenant that
"signifTcant excavating work" is barred due to the presence of the landfill.

Response: Mr. Mittge incorrectly states that the purpose of the berm is to "reduce noise in the

processing area" and that the berm is proposed within the former landfill area" The goal of the

berm is to reduce noise to offsite receptors (neighbors).

It is important to note that, even if a berm were proposed upon the historic landfìll arca, that

activity is not restricted by the covenant. Specif,rcally, the term "significant excavating work"

referenced in the restrictive covenant does not restrict fill placement as no excavation will be

required. Site preparation for a noise berm on gentle slopes requires only removal of vegetation
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The fill placement design would be achieved by placing and compacting select fill soils to stable

design slopes.

Although final berm design has not been completed at this point the above-referenced

documentation provided by Dorian Kuper on May 37,2016 confirms that all site modifications

in<;lucling noise berms will be located 25 feet or more beyond the now closed landf,rll trenches.

During final design, the berm will be located 25 feet or more beyond the known position of
landfrlled trenches documented by Shannon & Wilson. The final location of other site

irrrprovemerrts will be similarly established to avoid siting within the former trench locations and

related setback area. In summary, there will be no improvements or ground disturbance within
or near the former landfill trenches.

TOPIC #4: PROCESSING FACILITY NEAR LANDF.ILL

Z.Mittge states 'oYet, the applicant treats this dump as if it does not exist. Instead,
it proposes to grade, scrape, and excavate the site to create the processing
area and access roads and then to ooaggressively" water the processing area
including the access roads, stock piles, and crushing and screening devices.
The applicant is require to, but has failed to, address the impacts of
airborne contaminated soils or discharges of contaminated groundwater
will have on sensitive surrounding uses."

J. Bacon and L. Lombardo state, in virtually identical letters, "Old Hazelldell LLC
plans to put a rock crusher on top of a most-likely toxic landfill that was
closed before landfïlls were even regulated...If the quarry caused the
landfîll to begin leaking, the groundwater would become contaminated,
and the water undrinkable."

As stated previously, the applicant intends to protect the buried landfill from intentional or

unintended disturbance.
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TOPIC #5: CONTAMINATION BY EXPLOSIVES

L. Pokorny expressed concern that blasting might leave residue that could
contaminate surface or groundwater.

Rock excavation by blasting will most likely utilize explosives consisting of Ammonium Nitrate

(NH+NO3) and fuel oil, also known as ANFO. This explosive agent has a wide application

constituting 80 percent of the explosives used in North America. Mixed and utilized in

accordance with industry standards, ANFO is not recognized as a significant contaminant source

With wide applications across many industries, ANFO is recognized as having a low risk of
contamination. When the explosive agents are properly mixed and detonated, no persistent

chemicals remain. Upon detonation, gaseous products are created that predominantly consist of
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. Consequently, rock quarry blasting operations and quarried

rock materials pose a low contamination hazard. We are not aware of any quarries with

contamination issues due to use of explosives.

FIGURES

Figure 1: Historic and Proposed Land Use, 1968 Aerial Photograph

Figure 2: Drum and Metallic Debris in Southern Debris Dump Site

Figure 3: Washing Machine in Southern Debris Dump Site

Figure 4: Miscellaneous Metallics in Southern Debris Dump Site

Figure 5: Rusted Drum in Southern Debris Dump Site
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FIG.2

Old Hazeldell Quarry
Oakridge, Oregon

Drum and Metallic Debris in
Southern Debris Dump Site

June 2016 24-1-03BBB-015
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Photograph from Mittge Letter

Shannon & Wilson Photograph from May 19, 2016 Site Visit
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FIG.3

Old Hazeldell Quarry
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Debris Dump Slte

June 2016 24-1 -03888-01 5
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Photograph from Mittge Letter
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FIG.4

Old Hazeldell Quarry
Oakridge, Oregon

Miscellaneous Metallics in
Southern Debris Dump Site

June 2016 24-1-03888-01S
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Geotechnical and Environmental Consultants
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Shannon & Wilson Photograph from May 19,2016 Site Visit
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FIG.5

Old Hazeldell Quarry
Oakridge, Oregon

Rusted Drum in Southern
Debris Dump Site

June 2016 24-1-03888-0js

SHANNON & WILSON, INC.
Geotechnical and Environmental Coñsultants
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regon Parks and Retreation Fepartrnent
State Histuric Fresen ariun Officr¡

7L"[ Summer $t :rit1 .çtç C
Salcnr. Oit 973(Jl-l 26{'

Phlne {5fi3} 98{rtJr9{l
Fax (5ü31 986-U7Ê,3

w rì"w,r:rÈgÊrìhr rll* ge,nrg

Kate [nr*,n, fioremirr

April2l,2017

Ms. Kathryn Toepel

Heritage Research Associates Inc

1997 Garden Ave
Eugene, OR 97403

J-ùF[Bq',-h

[¡Éì\w Éfr?.ÊÉù
Ín'ffi'

RE: SHPO Case No. 16-0709

LaneCo 509-P415-05803, 509-P415-05804; Old Hazeldell Quany Plan Amerndment and Zone Change

Land use change

21S 3E 14,15,22,23, Lane County

Dear Kathryn;

I received your recent email asking for a formal letter of review regarding the project listed above. I have
reviewed our records and see that we have copies ofseveral letters that your company has authored including
a reconnaissance level survey ofthe Hazelldell Quarry area. Your various letters provide a good background
on the knowledge we currently possess regarding the land use history of the area and details regarding two
native allotments that are knowh to have been located in the general vicinity of the project. Reading that both
of these allotments are located to the east, outside the proposed project area, your company's discovery of no
evidence ofpast historic or prehistoric land use activities during your reconnaissance survey, and knowing
that a good part ofthe project area has been previously logged, our office believes that the project can proceed
as planned. However, we recommend that an Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) be in place in case any
artifacts or features are discovered during project implementation. We believe that with this IDP in place, all
activities can quickly stop and a professional archaeologist contacted to assess the discovery. Ifthe applicant
needs assistance in preparing an IDP, a template of such a document can be found on our webpage
(http://www.oregon.gov/OPRD/H@). Under state law (ORS 358.905 and ORS
97 .74) archaeological sites, objects and human remains are protected on both state public and private lands in
Oregon. If you have any questions about the above comments or would like additional information, please

feel free to contact our offìce at your convenience. In order to help us track your project accurately, please

reference the SHPO case number above in all correspondence.

Sincerely,

Dennis Griffin, Ph.D., RPA

State Archaeologist
(s03) 986-0674
dennis. griffin@oregon. gov
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March,2016

For sites in sensitive locations, additional information may be requiled.
If more space is needed, attach additional sheets or use the blank sheet provided at the end ofthis form.

Submitted By:

Kuper Consulting, LLC

Helena, MT; Tigard, OR

For Operator:
Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC

c/o Mr. Micheal Reeder

Arnold Gallagher, PC

800 Willamette Street, Suite 800

Eugene, Oregon 97401

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
Mined Land Reclamation Program

229 Broadalbin Street SW
Albany, OR 97321-2246

(s41) 967-203e
Fax (541) 967-2075

P:\FORMS LTSTS LABELS EI,IVELOPES\Àfining\Applications & Âmerdmenls\ld-Recl¡malion-Plür(Rev 09'2010).doc

Operating
and

Reclamation Plan
Old Hazeldell Quarry Property

ATTACHMENT l3: Operating and Reclamation Plan 03-15-16 Exhibit A 
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MUCH OF THE INFORMATION NNSUESTED CAN BE
EXPLAINED ON THE MINE PLAN MAP
The map must be a stamped survey from a Professional Land

Surveyor on a topographic base map. Surveyed coordinates must be

supplied. See Guide to Stn'tte)tìng and Markíng,

MapRequ¡ementslnclvde (but are not linited to)

1. Scale (1": 100'to 500')

2. North arrow

3. Applopriate legal description(s) and tax lot numbers, etc,

4. Pernlit boundaly (must be labeled)

5. Location of plant, ofüce, and maintenance facilities

6. Locations of all intermittent water courses, perennial streams,

splings, wetlands, and wells

7. Present mine areas and fllture mining blocks

L Areas for topsoil and overburden storage ol spoil locations,

including belrns

9. Location ofall proposed access roads

10. All plopelty lines within 500' of the permit boundary

I L Location ofprocessing and stockpile at'eas, plus visual and

sound berms o[ screens

12. Setbacks fi'om ploperty lines, streams, etc.

13. Utility poles, gas line rights-oÊway, etc.

14. Stolage location of chemicals and petroleum pt'oducts

15. Date of map prepat'ation and name of the person preparing map

Ple- and post-mining cross-sections of the land surface may be

required.

1. PRE-MINE CONDITIONS

a) Curretrt land use and zoning

b) Average depth oftopsoii

c) Type and densitY ofvegetation

Forestry F-1,F-2

tuz
Grass, shrubs &

dense forest of 2nd growth trees

d) Are there any springs, seeps, intermittent or perennial

stl'eams on or ne¿rr the site?.,..,.........,.,......,.,...El yes E no

Ifyes, list here and locate on nine plan ntap'

See Plate 2 of Mining Plan Set

e) [Ias a wetland dclincation bccn completed?'.,

Ifyes, attach t'eport.

Ð I-Ias a landslide investigation been completed
propelty?
Ifyes, attach report.

..El yes E no

on this
..8 yes tno

I d_Reclârìûtion_PIu(Rev 09.2010).doc

furAR Ì 6 '1!¡tu ID No. 20-0166

2. POST.MINING LAND USE
a) What is the planned post-mining beneficial use ofthe

permit area?

[J Agriculture

D RangdOpen Space

flForestry
fl Housing/Construction

fl Wildlife/Wetland

Q Recreation

E Other

The post-mìning use nilßt be compatible tvith the local
contprehensive plan or have speciJic land-use approval. For
signiJìcant aggregale sites zonedþr minìng, local

must detennìne the land use.

3. RECLAMATION TIMING
a) How many days afÌer mining is completed will reclamation

begin?

OR

b) lf reclamation will be concurrent with mining, explain the
procedure for concurrent reclamation,

The reclamation of the slopes will be initiated during the

Phase ? mining operations ¡nd ¡:ontinrre lhrntrgh the Phase

3 ope rations. Reclamation of the quarrv floor and

remaining mining frermit area will he after mining completion.

4. OPERATING PLÄN
a) Mining rnethod(s) to be employed (mark ali that apply):

E single bench ümultiple bench [1 pond excavation

I placer mine 0 side hill cut tr hill top removal

E other:

b) Equipment to be used fot'mining:

Dozers, qxcavators, hydraulic track drills, loaders,

dump crusher. water trucks

ðyes I no

ðwash water contained in a closed system
Exempt Wellsource ofwateL ' City Water or

E wash water discharged offsite

E dry processing

E other:

d) Will blasting be employed? .""'ñyes E no

e) Distancc to closcst structure not owned by pelmittee.

890 feet to east

Ð Disposition of removed vegetation.

Mulch or burn vegetation on-site. Loq timber

c) Will thele be on-site processing?

Ifyes, check type ofprocessing:
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g) Soil types which will be disturbed by mining, processing, or

reclamation,
Shallow, residual, loam soils. Refer to KC

Geologic ificance Report

l')
i)

i)

c)

d)

e)

Average soil salvage depth

Overburden removal depth

form and locate on a nine platr

Will soil, overburden, rock waste or crusher reject dumps ot'

stockpiles be created during mining?.......'......' Etyes Q no

I 112'

10-28'deep

Ifyes, list the estimated volume of each at the end of this
| - 100k cy

k)

r) How and where will soil or subsoils be stored for'

reclamation? Locate storage ateas on mine plan map,

Soils and Overburden will be stockoiled in oerimeter

berms In or on reclaimed rock

m) What measures will be taken to reduce compaction and

prevent watel and wind erosion ofthe topsoil stockpiles and

when will they be implemented?

Topsoils and overburden stockoile willbe

trackwalked with dozer and planted with grass seed.

n) 'What will be the minimurn property line setback:

for the excavation 50'

fol processing or storage 50'

5. WATER RESOIJRCE PROTECTION

a) V/ill mining occur below groundwatet level?.'.8 yes dno
b) Will mine site dewatering be necessaly?'.......'.Û yes ñno

If yes, explain procedure and estimated depth to which
water will be drawn down inside ofthe nrine and where

water will be discharged.

WKD A pernit ntay be requÍred ft'onr the I{ater
Resom'c es Departntent for detvatering actit,ìU.

::II :u: ::: :*: :::::::::: :::::: ::1 ::Ë"#i "ff '.'"

Will process water be contained on site? ....,.,.. ãyes Q no

Will stolm water be contained on site?......,.....ðy". u no

Will a pond(s) be used to contain water?.,....'..Ü yes [J no

Explain containment procedutes,

As the o excavation area exÞands, stormwate

from the excavation area will be directed into the quarry'
Stormwater from the disturbed area within the processinl

area will be directed into a detention pond

Additional information may þs reqttiredfor large dtunps or
those located on terraín.

ld ReclM¡rt¡o¡-Plù(Rev 09-2010).doc 't

r)

See notes on Plate 3

Ifthe answer to c) or d) is no, please explain discharge
procedules,

See explanation in 5e

A permit from the Department of Envíronmental Qualily
ntay be requiredfor offsite discharges and is required

DEQ for any discharge into public waters,

vetlands, streans or lakes. Contact

DOGAMIfoT these

Ð V/ill any drainages/streams be relocated? ...,,...4 yt* ð no

If yes, complete Section 11.

g) What will be the mini¡num undistutbed setback(s) of the

operation from all stream(s) or dlainage(s)? 50 feet

List the nante ofstream(s) or drainage(s) and setbackfi'onr
each at the end of this fornt and locate on a mine plan

h) How will the buffer(s) be identified and protected during

mining and rcclamation?

Buffers, mining perm it boundary, and excavation area will

be staked prior to mining operations. See Plate 5

Ð Describe methods employed to control erosion in the permit

area. Be specific, i.e., seeding and mulching, sediment

basins or ponds, contour ditching, wâterbars, etc.

Erosion control methods to incorporate DOGAMI BMP's

j) Will settling ponds/dams be constructed?..,....'ðyes u no

State the number and size of the impoundment(s) and how

they will be built. Will the pond be excavated or will belms

be constructed? Locate on a tnine plan map'

lìetention fronrl to hp constrrrnted in lhe J'rocessing
arÃe Soa 2a

k) If dams will be constructed, how high will they be and what

is ll're maximum amount of water (in acre feet) to be

impounded behind each dam?

N1A

WRD
Ifa dam is hígher than I0feet, and stores more than

9.2 aerefeet ofwater, approvalft'ont the llater
Resources Depf, is required priot'to construction'

Ifberms or a dam will be constructed, describe construction

details and attach a sketch showing constluction methods,
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m) How deep will impoundment(s) be? 2-5feet
n) If the impoundment(s) are to be removed upon completion

of mining, how will they be drained and/or filled?

Detention pond drained by infiltration in glacial gravels.

Pond backfilled with excess overburden.

o) Will settling ponds, wetlands, or a water itnpoundment be

left upon final reclamation?.,..,,.........,......,.,....t1 yes ü no

6, GROUNDWÄ,TER INFORMATION

a) Ploposed mine depth Elev. 1.420
b) Groundwater depth

(Under static (pre-mine) conditions)
c) What is groundwater depth estimate based on?

Review of area wells and groundwater study, Refer to

S&W Groundwâter Report

J\ rl 1t Lr, ¡, - I r- :ft--- -.u) rruw L¡il€uilulr ol Bruulluwaltrr, il Kiluwil.

e) Distance to closest well outside the permit boundary.
895 feet

I|/ells wíthin permit area nast be shotpn on nine plan
map. Attach a copy of the v,ell log(s).

7. VISUAL AND NOISE SCREENING

Screening can be very effectively employed to isolate sites fi'om
public notice and to minimize noise fi'om operations.

a) Does a natural landform or vegetative screen currently exist
along the permit boundary?.......,..................... [X yes [1 no
If yes, what screen width will be maintained during mining?
Excavation boundary setback a minimum of 50'from PL

b) Will a belrn and/or vegetation be established to d,evelop a

visual sct'een fol the operation? .,,....,.........,..... Elyes E no
Ifyes, describe the height and width ofthe belms and/or the
type and density of vegetation; show Iocatíon on mine map.

(Crushed rock stockpiles, although not pennanent, can âlso
be used to reduce noise ÍÌom the operation.)

Refer to Plates 3, 34, 38, & 3C for screening and

hcrm lnnalinn

Elev. 1,300?

8. EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURES REMOVED

a) Upon final reclamation, will all structuLes, visual beLms,

equipment, and reluse be lemoved?........-.......,tXy"s E no
If no, explain what will be left.

9, RECLAMATION TDCHNIQUES

a) What will be done with ovelsized lock not used during
mining?

Oversize rock sold as product or placed on quarry

I d_Recl¡nr6lion_Plû(Rev 09-2010).doc

DSL

b) What will be the avelage depth of soil replaced on the area

to be reclaimed? 4' on quarry floor

If less than I 2" of topsoil is avaîlable, a substitute nøterial
may be requìred.

c) Will additional material be utilized as a soil substitute
complete the revegetation? ...............,...,..........fI yes

If yes, specifi type(s), amount(s), and source(s).

to
dn.,

d) Will any waste products, such as tailings, crusher rejects,

etc., be generated during mining?....................ül yes E no
If yes, what will be done with them?

Overburden and reiect materials will be sold as fill or

nlened ôn ôrârrv flnor nnrl clnnac

! -,-r ¿ -r-!r,ll----lô14c) now wlil pIOucssllrg, alro stucKIJuç sltcs uc tcotailtlcur rt
they are to be revegetated, explain procedules which will be

employed to decompact areas prior to topsoiling/seeding.

Stockpile and processing areas will be ripped and seeded

with orass- See Plate 4 for slona renl¡malinn

10. REVEGETATTON TECHNIQUES

a) Species to be seeded/planted byfype and amount.

See Plate 4

b) Describe method and time of year for planned planting.
See Plate 4

c) List feltilizers and lime to be used (include amount),
N/A

d) List tvoc ane! amount of muleh or other erosion control
techniques such as erosion netting.

See Plate 4

Yegetative su¡ttival coiltparable to the densíty oforìginal
growd cover tvill normally be considered acceptable.

11. RECLAMATION PROCEDURES -
POST-MINE DRÄINAGE CONTROL AND
RtrCONSTRUCTION

a) During reclamation, will stream channel and/or bank
stabilization and rehabilitation be necessary? .,ü yes ðno

[] n/aIfyes, attach plans.

A Division of State Lands' permit is required for relocation of
all perennial and some intermíttent
vatef coiltßes.

J
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b) How will sul'face water runoffand erosion be controlled
upon completion of mining? Describe and list structut'es
that will be used.

Refer to Plate 4. Surface water runnoff in excavation
area will be directed to quarry floor for infiltration

12. RECLAMATION PROCEDURES .
IMPOUNDMENTS & POND DECOMMISSIONING

a) Will dewatering be lequired? .,,....,.....,......,.....8 yes ü(no

b) Will it be necessary to backfill a water' filled excavation pit
or pond?.,.,,,.. ......O yes Rno

c) How will settling ponds be stabilized and revegetated?

Detention d drained and backfilled with

d) How will quality of imported backfill be monitot'ed to
protect groundwater quality?

N/A

Mottiloring ntq, be required to ensure growrchvater
proleetiotl.

13. RECLAMATION PROCEDURtrS -
LÄND SHAPING

Long continuous slopes should be avoided or bloken up

with sulface contouls, ditches, or complex slope shape,

a) What will be the:

i) -steepest above-water excnvaled slopes left after
mining? (L%:l is genelally rnaximurn)

ii) -steepest above-watery'// slopes left after
(2:I is generally maximum)

1:1

b) What will be done to ensure the stability of excavated

slopes?

The excavated rock slopes will be reviewed bv an

Oregon engineering Geologist during excavation.
Rofar tn trlalø 4 R ÃA

c) What will be done to ensure the stability of fill slopes?

Remaing fill slopes will be track walked and shaped

to 2:1 inclination and planted with grass seed and trees

oer notes on Plate 4

15. OTHER PERMITS

In ordel. to assist other agencies in the review of this plan and their ability to ascertain compliance with their laws, list all permits by type and

number that are held (or applications filed) for this mine site or plocessing equipment (such as fill/removal permits, water rights, air quality

and stormwater ol'waste water permits),

mining?
2:l

I d_Reclaùation_Pìm(Rev 09-2010).doc

d) Will this site be shaped or backfilled to blend in with
sulrounding topography?.. ......,..ðyes 0 no

14. POST-MrNrNG WATER IMPOUNDMENT(S)

a) Number of impoundment(s) N/A

t ) Use of impoundment(s)
N/A

Ð Total surface alea in acres

d) Average depth

e) How much is the water level expected to fluctuate annually?

Ð What will be the steepest and flattest in-water slopes left
after mining?

Generall)¡ 3:l in-tçater slopes are the steepest allowable,

excepf off ìsl ands. To increas e potentí al fortvetland
habítat establishntent, 5:l to 20:1 are needed,

g) Will shallow ponds, shorelines, or other areas conducive to
wetland plant development be left?..............,,..tr yes Ü no

h) What will be the impoundment water source?

WRD
A water right for the v,ater som'ce nay be needed
neededfrom Íhe llater Resow'ces Department.

i) What will be done for wildlift & fish enhancement, e.g. flsh

structures, i slands, peninsulas, and irregular shorelines?

j) If wetlands arç to be constructed, explain the methods and

final configulation.

20-01 66

Lane Countv Land Use Aooroval pendinq

4
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16. LANDOWNER CONSENT

As suface or mineral lights ownern I concur with the proposed subsequent use for any mining operation and with the operating and
reclamation plan as submitted. I also agree to allow access to the State Department of Geolog¡r and Mineral Industries or their contractor for
reclamation of the mine site if it is declared abandoned by the Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. By my signature below, I
certif, that I have a legal right to sign this document.

Approprlote slgnolures are neededtor EACH lond parcel,

I CONCUR (Surface Rights)

Name (Please Print or Type) Mr , Old Hazeldell LLC

Signature

Title

Date

r 
^^rr^r 

D /r¡:-^-^t D:^L¿^\¡ vvrruur\ \rylllrçr 4r rvË,rrtù,,

Name (Please Pdnt or Type)

Signature

Title

Date

Signature

Title

Company

Date

0t^ú

Kuper Consulting, LLC

z îq /rç
/,/

Mr Old Hazeldell LLC

17. APPLICANT'S ACCEPTANCE

Name (Please Print or T¡pe)

Signature

Title

Date

Mr. Benjamin Kearney, Old HazeldellQuarry, LLC

18. PREPARED BY (IF OTHER THAN APPLICANT)

Name (Please Print or Type) Mr' H. Tom Kuper, C.E.G.

5I d_R€clan¡liotr_Pl¡n(R.v 09-201o).Doc

ID No. )0-A ìtrL
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MLRR rece¡ved v¡a ema¡l 05104117

Inadvertent Discovery Plan for Cultural Resources

Old Hazeldell Quarry, Oakridge Vicinity, Lane County, Oregon
T2|S, R3E, portions of Sections 14-15 and.22-23, W.M.

SHPO Case 16-0709

Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC proposes to conduct mining and excavation on a 46-acre portion of a
larger 107-acre site in the Oakridge vicinity, all of which has been rezoned Quarry and Mine
Operation ("QM") by Lane County. The project is known as the Oid Hazeldell Quarry.
Archaeological investigations focused on the project area indicate that significant archaeological
or historical sites are unlikely to be present in the proposed mining area. Given the steep terrain,
shallow soils, and history of logging, it is considered highly unlikely that the proposed mining
area contains archaeological materials that would rise to the level of potential eligibility for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.

As a precaution and to ensure compliance with state law, this inadvertent discovery plan
provides a protocol for proper procedure and notification in the event that cultural resources are
encountered during ground-disturbing activities.

ThÍs Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) should be followed if cultural materials including
human remains are encountered during construction.

Protocol for coordination in the event of inarlvertent discoverv

In the event of an inadvertent discovery of possible cultural materials, including human
remains, all work will stop immediately in the vicinity of the find. A 3O-meter (100-fÐ
buffer should be placed around the discovery with work being able to proceed outside of
this buffered nea unless additional cultural materials are encountered.

The area will be seçured and protected.

The project managerlland manager will be notified. The project/land manager will notify
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). If possibie human remains are

encountered, the Oregon State Police, Commission on Indian Services (CIS), SHPO, and
appropriate Tribes will also be notified.

Oregon State Police: Chris Allori 503-731-4711
CIS: Karcn Quigley 503- 986-1067
Appropriate Tribes: Grand Ronde, Siletz, and Warm Springs
SHPO: Dennis Griffin 503-986-0674

John Pouley 503-986-0675, or
Matt Diederich 503-98 6-0517

No work may resume until consultation with the SHPO has occurred and a professional
archaeologist is able to assess the discovery.

. If human remains are encountered, do not disturb them in any way. Do not call 9l l. Do
not speak with the media. Secure the location. Do not take photos. The location should be

118710-000u135432569.7

ATTACHMENT 14: lnadvertent Discovery Plan for Gultural Resources

I
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secured and work will not resume in the area of discovery until all parties involved agree
upon a course of action.

A professional archaeologist may be needed to assess the discovery and they will consult
with SHPO and appropriate Tribal Governments to determine an appropriate course of
action.

Archaeological excavations may be required. This is handled on a case by case basis by
the professional archaeologist and project manager, in consultation with SHPO and
appropriate Tribes.

When to stop work

Construction work may uncover previously unidentified Native American or Euro-
American artifacts. This may occur for a variety of reasons, but may be associated with
deeply buried cultural material, access restrictions during project development, or if the
area contains impervious surfaces throughout most of the project area which would have
prevented standard archaeological site discovery methods.

Work must stop when the following types of artifacts and/or features are encountered:

Native American ørtifacts may include (but are not limíted to):

,/ Flaked stone tools (arrowheads, knives scrapers etc.)
,/ Waste flakes that resulted from the construction of flaked stone tools
,/ Ground stone tools like mortars and pestlesy' Layers (strata) of discolored earth resulting from fire hearths. May be black,

red or mottled brown and often contain discolored cracked rocks or dark soil
with broken shell

,/ Human remains
,/ Structural ¡emains- wooden beams, post holes, fish weirs

Euro-Americøn artifacts møy include (but are not límited to):

'/ Glass (from bottles, vessels, windows etc.)
'/ Ceramic (from dinnerware, vessels etc.)
'/ Metal (nails, drink/food cans, tobacco tins, industrial parts etc.)
,/ Building materials (bricks, shingles etc.)
,/ Building remains (foundations, architectural components etc.)
'/ Old Wooden Posts, pilings, or planks (these may be encountered above or

below water)
,/ Renlains of ships or sea-going vessels, urarine hzu'dwzu'e etc.

'/ Old farm equipment may indicate historic resources in the area
,/ Even what looks to be old garbage could very well be an important

archaeological resource

¡

¡

118710-0001/135432569.1

When in doubt, call it in!
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Proceeding with construction

Construction can proceed only after the proper archaeological inspections have occurred. This
requires close coordination with SHPO and the Tribes.

After an inadvertent discovery, some areas may be specified for close monitoring or "no

work zones." Any such areas will be identified by the professional archaeologist to the

Project Manager, and appropriate Contractor personnel.

In coordination with the SHPO, the Project Manager will verify these identified areas and

be sure that the areas are clearly demarcated in the field, as needed.

I

118710-0001/135432s69.1
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DOGAMI - MINERAL LAND REGULATION AND RECLAMATION
229 BROADALBIN STREET Sw
ALBANY, OR 97321-2246

OPERÄTING PERMIT APPLICATION _ PAGE 1

Under ORS 517.750-99 ORS 517.750-990

APPLICANT
List the name, address, etc. for the person or company the permit is to be
issued to. Reclamation security nrust also be provided in this same name.
If the applicant is a business * the nâtne must be registered viÍh lhe
Secrelary of State's afice to do busíness in Oregon.

Name

Mailing Address

Mailing Address

City I State. lZip
Phone

Fax

E-mail

Old Hazeldell Quarrv , LLC

800 Willamette St. Suite 800

Eugene, Oregon 97401
{541) 484-0188 _

mreeder@ârnolcloal her.com

Is this site located within % of a mile of a state or
federal wild or scenic river coridor?

Is this site located within the limits of a city?
If no, complete the following:

Site ís 1,/8 miles E frotn

DrÍll & Blast
Shovel, loader ot soraper
Crushing
Washing
Other:

SITELOCÄTION
County

Section(s)

Torvnship(s)

Range(s)

Tax Lot(s)

I ene

rlr^ Àr- Àri^L^^r b^^

lTl v.* l--l No

f--l y", lï-l ¡ro

Oakridoe. OR

LANDOWNER(S)
Is the applicant the landowner ofthis property? E
lf no, list below, (Anach a separate piece of papeí íf

# of mÍles N/S/E/\/V neãrest communlty

Is the site address and applioant address rhe same? l-*l v.r l-Tl NoYes
necessary.)

No

IfNo,lístsiteaddress: T3I Lgtg J00,59?, &.1900, Dunning
@Name

Mailing Address

Mailing Address

Ciry/StateiZip
Phone

Fax

E-mail

CONTACT PERSON
List the contact person ifdifferent from the applicant.

Site Name: Old Hazeldell Quarry Property

If this site has been permitted by DOGAMI in the past,
provide the DOGAMI ID number or the permittee's name: Crown Properties llc

# 20-0166

OPERATION IÈIFORMÀTION
Date mining to begin: Pendino Countv approval
Check all nining methods and other on-site activities that applv:

Name

Phone

Other Phone

E-mail

Fl Tnm Kr rnor
(0u3Iö3U;gr¿2

Rip & Load
Stockpiling removal
Screening
AdministrationØa6\ 475-3244

ACREAGE INFORMATION
What is the total number of acres to be encompassed by the
permit boundary?

Horv many acres are CURRENTLY affected by mining related
activities?

How many ADDITIONAL acres are to be affected by mining
rclated activities in the I2 months afrer the permit is issued?

LAND-USE
If land-use apptoval Iøs no! been obtained, ìt may take up to 165 days
after a complele land-use applicarion is tiled vith the approïÌate land-use
agency before we can isnte ozu'pennít.

1Q7

1-2 l---l yes NoHas land-use authorization been obtained?
Ifyes, provide documentation (copy ofCUP, etc.).

20-30 Ifno, explain:

ilti{:Ðrr,,_*

.'NTTNUED oN PAGE^ 
Ì'{ìi"åi*ü

wli 
7 c^iutu

X X
X
X

X
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regon Parks and Recteafion fJepartment
Stlte llistoric Fresen'a lir¡n L)ffi cr'

lJ5 Strm¡ner .qt h'H Stri C

S;tlenr. (}lì }?ltll'1 26È

Phone {$i}3} 98{-{JË9{¡

Fa:r {5Û3} 9lt{r-ti7q3

'/v 
|t/ lt'.rriÈg,$r¡he rl l*ge,,rrrg

H¡tr, Htt¡ttn, {i¡r'ernrr¡

June 6,2017

Permit Coordinator

DOGAMI-MLRR
229 Broadalbin St SW

Albany, OR9732l

f.,îfËti?4=l'H¡f\ffir Hl¡iraÍ

RE: SHPO Case No. 17-0744

DOGAMI ID 20-0166, Old Hazeldell Quany
Surface mining
21S 3E 15,22, Lane County

Dear Permit Coordinator:

Our office recently received a request to review your application for the project referenced above. In
checking our statewide archaeological database, it appears that there have been no previous surveys completed
near the proposed project area. However, the project area lies within an area generally perceived to have a
high probability for possessing archaeological sites and/or buried human remains. In the absence of
sufficient knowledge to predict the location of cultural resources within the project area, caution is
recommended during project related ground disturbing activities. Under state law (ORS 358.905 and ORS

91.74) archaeological sites, objects and human remains are protected on both state public and private lands in
Oregon.

If archaeological objects or sites are discovered during construction, all activities should cease immediately
until a professional archaeologist can evaluate the discovery. Ifyou have not already done so, be sure to
consult with all appropriate Indian tribes regarding your proposed project. Ifthe project has a federal nexus
(i.e., federal funding, permitting, or oversight) please coordinate with the appropriate lead federal agency
representative regarding compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act QTIHPA). If
you have any questions about the above comments or would like additional information, please feel free to
contact our office at your convenience. In order to help us track your project accurately, please reference the
SHPO case number above in all correspondence.

Sincerely,

llL
Matt Diederich, MAIS
SHPO Archaeologist
(s03) 986-0s77
Matthew.Diederich@oregon. gov

-4tu#

t:¡
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Site Name:
Data Source:
Prepared By:

survey¡ng
or consult

This product ls for informational purposes and may not have
been prepared for, or be suitablê lor l€gal, engineering, or

llD#: 20-0166
Old Hazeldell Quarry LLC
Old Hazeldell Quany Property
Survey 4t2712017
N. VanGleave 712712017

Permit Area:
Disturbed:

Limited Exemption:
Reclaimed:

Dist. out of LE:
Dist. out of Permit:

purposes. Users olth¡s inlormation should review
lh€ primâry data and ¡nformâtion sourcês to ascgrtâin

the su¡tability ol the information. Latitude: 43.74076
ÀrcGlS v10.2 Longitude: -122.4363
Oregon Lambert Projection, NAD 1983 HARN (EPSG# 2994)
ùdgmalbwfsl\sites\2oLane\20-0166U0-0l66Aer¡als & MapsUO-o166 clS Aer¡et 2016 Rev20170727jpg

Oregon Dept. of Geology and Mineral lndustries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation program
229 Broadalbin St SW
Albany, OR 97321
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Kate Brown, Governor

Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation

229 Broadalbin Street SW
Albany, OR 97321,-2246

(541) e67-203e
Fax: (541) 967-2075

www.oregongeology. orgJlur:re 14,2077

Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC clo Micheal Reeder
800 Willamette St., Suite 800
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Ed Buchner, GIS Technical Specialist
DOGAMI, Mineral Land Regulation and Reclamation

SUBJECT: MLRR ID No. 20-0166 Permit Boundary Survey Map and Marking Requirements

Thank you for your cooperation in submitting the requested permit boundary survey map for the Operating Permit.
We have verified all components of the map including the PLS registration, your map satisfies the requirements
outlined in rule and is approved. Please retain the original hardcopy with wet signature for your records. An aerial
photograph of the surface mine has been revised to include the DOGAMI permitted area and has been enclosed for
your records.

As a reminder, there is a field marking component associated with the survey requirement. The goal of marking is

to provide a long-term and clear demarcation of important boundaries that define the mining area. The markers are

intended to prevent equipment operators from entering areas where the operating permit forbids or limits
disturbance.

All boundary corners must be marked; additionally markers along the permit boundary should be intervisible (i.e. in
sight of each other). The spacing of markers should be no greater than 200 feet, but depending upon the site's
boundary configuration, a greater or lesser spacing may also be acceptable. Steel fence posts, rebar, large diameter
pipe, or composite fence posts that extend at least 5 feet above the ground are the most convenient and visible long-
term marker. DOGAMI may allow some latitude to these marking requirements (phased mining or where the
marking of features is infeasible); these exceptions must be approved in writing by DOGAMI. Please work with
your DOGAMI reclamationist if you have any questions about marking requirements.

What boundaries must be marked in the field?
¡ Permit boundary
o Excavation areas
. Setbacks and buffers

The permit boundary may be marked by the permittee or by the surveyor. However, if marked by the surveyor,
ORS 209.250 requires the filing of a Record of Survey any time fence posts or other permanent markers are

installed on property lines by a Professional Licensed Surveyor. All other boundaries may be marked using taped
measurements from the permit boundary.

regon

If you have any questions, please contact Ed Buchner at (541) 967-2084 or at ed.buchner@oregon.gov
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III SHANNON &WILSON, INC.
I W GEOTECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS

(

October 30, 2015

Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC

c/o Micheal Reeder

Arnold Gallagher Attorneys at Law

U.S. Bank Center

800 Willamette Street, Suite 800

Eugene, Oregon 97401

RE: GROUNDWATER REPORT

OLD HAZELDELL QUARRY

LANE COUNTY, OREGON

Dear Mr. Reeder:

A new aggregate rock quarry is proposed east of Oakridge, Oregon as shown on the Vicinity

Map, Figure 1. The subject property is a 185-acre parcel located north of Dunning Road and east

of Fish Flatchery Road, near the Oakridge Industrial Park. The site includes an historic quarry

adjacent to Dunning Road. Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC, of Eugene, Oregon, and their consultant,

Kuper Consulting, LLC, (KC) of Helena, Montana, are pursuing a Post Acknowledgement Plan

Amendment (PAPA) to list the subject property as a protected aggregate resource in accordance

with the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, Goal 5, and Lane

County's land use plan. Shannon & Wilson, Inc. (S&W) provided supplemental research and

field explorations to support the PAPA application. Presented herein are S&W's groundwater

data compilation, hydrogeology evaluation, and conclusions regarding the potential for impacts

to area groundwater resources.

To list the property as a protected aggregate resource, Goal 5 requires evaluation ofpotential

conflicts with identified groundwater use associated with existing and approved land uses located

within 1,500 feet of the proposed quarry. The required 1,500-foot radius around the proposed

quarry excavation and material processing areas are shown on Figure 1 and Groundwater

Evaluation Area, Figure 2. Three portions of the Old Hazeldell property are excluded from

future quarry-related operations and are not the subject of this PAPA application. Excluded

areas are present in the north, northwest and easternmost portions of the property. Three phases

3990 COLLINS WAY, SUITE 100
LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON 97035-3480

PHONE: (503) 210-4750

FAX: (503)210-4890

www.shannonwilson.com 24- 1 -03888-0 1 0
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SHANNON &WILSON. INC.Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC

Arnold Gallagher Attorneys at Law

October 30, 2015

Page 2 of 22
(

of future excavation (Mining Phase Areas) and material processing area are also shown on

Figure 2.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

Published geologic maps of the Oakridge area include maps by Peck and Others (United States

Geological Survey, USGS,1964), Brown and Others (Oregon Department of Geology and

Mineral Industries, DOGAMI,1980), and Sherrod (USGS,1991). Thick vegetation and private

property access constraints have limited the quality of past reconnaissance geologic mapping in

the Oakridge area. Consequently, no single published geologic map accurately portrays the site

geology disclosed by our investigations.

Mapped Geologic Units

Sherrod's (1991) mapping is presented as Figure 2, Published Geologic Map, in Shannon &

Wilson's Old Hazeldell Quarry Subsurface Investigation Report, dated June 5, 2015. Sherrod

presents the dominant geologic unit in the site area as glacial deposits (glaciofluvial outwash and

glaciogenic overridden soils) underlain by Little Butte Volcanics at about elevation 1,600 to

1,700 feet elevation north of the quarry site. Sherrod incorporated the quarry site and uplands to

the east, the Oakridge Industrial Park and other land adjacent to active streams generally as

glacial outwash deposits (Qgo).

(

The Little Butte Volcanic series consists primarily of tuffaceous volcaniclastic rocks, referred to

herein as "tuff." Sherrod's mapping did not identify the tuff or andesite intrusion on the Old

Hazeldell Property, with the exception of the northern most area that is not proposed for mining.

Other locally relevant units mapped by Sherrod (1991) include Andesitic Intrusive Rocks

(referred to as "andesite") and Alluvium in the active stream corridors. He also mapped dikes

and plugs of andesite both north and south of the site, forming a roughly linear North-South

trending alignment including the quarry site ridge.

Our site-specific geologic map of the Old Hazeldell site is presented in S&W's Subsurface

Investigation Report, Figure 3, Site and Exploration Plan. This map was prepared using both

exploratory borings and reconnaissance observations of surface exposures. The spatial

distribution of tuff, andesite and glacial deposits are illustrated on the map. The principal

aggregate resource is the andesite rock unit, which is aligned along the eastern flank of the north-

south oriented ridge as shown in Figure 3 of the Subsurface Investigation Report. A relatively

Old Hazeldell Quarry, Groundwater Report. docx 24-1-03888-010
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SHANNON &WILSON, INC.Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC

Arnold Gallagher Attorneys at Law

October 30, 2015

Page 3 of 22
(

small area of glacial outwash up to 60 feet thick was encountered in the northwesterly corner of

the Old Hazeldell property.

Andesite intrusions are further documented in Hills Creek Dam construction documents

summarized by J.B. Griffiths, in a paper published in Environmental, Groundwater and

Engineering Geology, Applicationsfrom Oregon, Scott Burns, (1998). Griffiths' summary, and

a field visit by S&W, confirms that a large intrusive andesite quarry supplied high quality rock to

construct Hills Creek Dam between 1956 and 1961. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Coips)

concluded that the andesite was intruded along fault zones into the older tuff at and near the dam.

Linear magma intrusions are common in volcanic terrains, but may not be associated with a

surficial volcanic eruption. Intrusions form where molten magma invades an older, jointed or

faulted rock mass then crystallizes slowly in place, without surface eruption. Planar intrusions

often follow joints in the original rock mass resulting in planer to laminar dikes. Larger irregular

bulb-like magma bodies form plugs that crystallize in place forming irregular shaped masses.

The USGS, the Corps, and our explorations and observations support the interpretation that

andesite intrusion(s) formed a series of north-south oriented, resistant rock knobs that extend

from the dam's western abutment, through the Middle Fork Willamette River channel, through

the Old Hazeldell site, and northward to an andesite dike mapped by Sherrod about one mile

from the quarry.

(

Both the Andesite and portions of the Tuff have passed ODOT quality tests as described in our

companion Subsurface Investigation Report. The Andesite rock unit is moderate to high

strength, and dense, with close to medium-spaced joints, typically with a very small aperture

(open width). The Subsurface Investigation Report further describes joint spacing, infill and

mineralized healing, and presents core photographs. The Tuff rock unit ranges from very low to

medium-high strength, with typically fewer (wider spaced) joints and fractures. Both rock types

are virtually impervious to water in hand specimen, and many joints are mineralized or

completely healed.

Additional geologic mapping was performed by one of the authors of this report (G.L. Peterson)

while working as a consultant with the Portland District Corps of Engineers. This 1984 study

supported seismic risk evaluations for Coips dams across a wide area of central Oregon.

Relevant map excerpts from this report are presented as Attachment A, Corps of Engineers

Geologic Map, Eugene-Denio Capable Fault Investigation, L.R. Squier Associates, 1984. Field

mapping focused on evaluating relative age of alluvial, glacial and colluvium deposits in the

(
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Oakridge area to better estimate age of fault offsets. The provided map excerpt improves our

understanding of soil and bedrock extent within the impact area, and illustrates how erosion

resistant rock units (highlands) are partially buried on their lower flanks by younger glacial

outwash and colluvium soils.

HYDROGEOLOGIC TESTING

Shannon & Wilson supplemented Kuper Consulting's exploration program by drilling four core

borings. Details of the exploration program and geologic interpretations in plan and profile are

presented in S&W's Subsurface Investigation Report (2015). S&W's borings designated CB-4

through CB-7 were drilled between July 14 and August 6, 2014. Their locations are shown on

Figure 2, Groundwater Evaluation Area Plan. When drilling was completed at each site, borings

CB-4 through CB-6 were flushed with clean water and left open for the duration of the

exploration program to monitor groundwater levels. Groundwater depth was measured in open

borings several times as the program progressed. Static groundwater level measurements

collected in borings CB-4 through CB-6 are presented below in Table 1, Groundwater Levels

from Exploratory Borings.

(

TABLE 1: GROUNDWATER LEVELS FROM EXPLORATORY

BORINGS

Depth Below Ground

Surface (feet)

Approximate Elevation

(feet)*
Boring Date

8/6/2014 49.6 1826

5/13/2015CB-4 182155.5

8/5/2015 57.1 1819

8/4/2014 42.0 1747CB-5

8/4/2014 1676CB-6 37.1

NOTE: CB-4 data are based on readings from a vibrating wire pressure transducer installed in the borehole.

CB-5 and CB-6 data are based on readings taken in the open boreholes after drilling

*Vertical Datum = NAVD 88

Borings CB-4, CB-5 and CB-6 were drilled along the north-south trending ridgeline disclosed

groundwater depths ranging from approximately 37 to 57 feet below the ground surface

(
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(elevations of 1,676 to 1,826 feet) higher in elevation than other private wells within the 1,500-

foot impact area.

Drawdown-recovery groundwater tests were performed in borings CB-4 and CB-6 by bailing

water levels down and monitoring recovery. These bail/recharge tests artificially lower water

levels in the open bore (bailed by hand) and monitor recovery with automated instrumentation.

Results assist in evaluating the reliability of groundwater levels measured in the borings at the

completion of drilling and demonstrate that the readings were not artificially elevated by remnant

drilling water. Bail/recharge test data from CB-4 and CB-6 are presented on Figures 3 and 4,

respectively. Bail/recharge test data from CB-4 show groundwater rebounding to a steadily

declining trend consistent with the late summer season when the measurements were taken. The

field data from borings CB-4 through CB-6 revealed that groundwater levels were reliable, and

are naturally mounded, mimicking the steep ridge profile. Very low fracture-controlled

permeability within the rock mass is recognized for both the andesite and tuff based on direct

inspection of core samples, core recovery, and limited water loss during drilling.

The four core borings were backfilled in accordance with OWRD regulations in August 2014.

During backfill, a vibrating wire piezometer was installed in boring CB-4 at an approximate

depth of 137.9 feet below the ground surface to allow future groundwater level measurements.

Subsequent monitoring of CB-4 in May and August, 2015, showed that groundwater levels

varied about 7.5 feet from August 2014 to August 2015, with lower levels in 2015 during

declared drought conditions. Figures 3 and 4 presents Groundwater Bail/Recharge Test Data for

borings CB-4 and CB-5. Static water levels of piezometer CB-4 are also shown in Table 1.

VICINITY WATER WELLS

Shannon & Wilson collected, reviewed and plotted available water well and drilling reports for

all well sites within about 2,000 feet east and 2,500 feet west of the proposed quarry site.

Hydrologic boundaries formed by Salmon Creek and Salt Creek provided natural study area

limits to the north and south. The Goal 5 Impact Area is defined by offsets of 1,500 feet from

the operational boundary of the proposed quarry and associated material processing areas.

Figure 2 presents the Goal 5-mandated Impact Area boundary and well locations based on our

research. The well data was compiled from online digital archives of the Oregon Water

Resources Department (OWRD) (http://apys. wrd state, or. iis/apps/^vAvell los/) . As shown, the

study area exceeds the Goal 5 mandated 1,500-foot impact area criteria. Data from areas beyond

(
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the mandated Impact Area were utilized to provide additional technical information for analysis,

and are presented herein in tabular form as discussed below.

89 OWRD well log records were collected and evaluated. Attachment B, Area Well Logs From

Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD), presents OWRD well logs and drilling reports in

order of their Lane County Well Log Number. The OWRD logs document a variety of wells and

borings that include: water wells (domestic, agricultural, and industrial), well modifications

(deepening, alteration or abandonment), exploratory geotechnical borings and environmental

observation wells, cone penetrometer tests, geoprobes, and other subsurface work. Well

locations are referenced by township, range and section. Figure 2 also portrays tax lot and Lane

County well log identity numbers where we understand the wells are/were located. Known or

interpreted well locations are presented, although multiple wells on a given site may not be

distinguished.

The location of wells shown on properties neighboring the quarry site may not be accurate due to

a lack of detailed information in the records. Well locations were assigned to a specific tax lot, if

that data was recorded on the log. Within an identified tax lot, a well's location was sited by

either information presented on the log, or lacking that, a "best guess" using available data and

aerial photographs showing the location of dwellings and outbuildings. Where no tax lot

reference existed, we evaluated property ownership records to assign the wells to a tax lot,

seeking an owner name match. Transitions in ownership were considered, and current owner

names from Lane County Assessor's tax records are used as much as possible in Tables 2, 3 and

4. Original owner names are included on the logs in Attachment B. Most well symbols are only

accurate to the tax lot identified. Three well records did not have sufficient information to be

reliably located, and are presented in the tables discussed in the following section.

(

In addition to the 89 well records obtained from OWRD, public input was sought and received at

two public meetings in Oakridge, Oregon. During these meetings, neighbors identified and

roughly located at least six undocumented wells and numerous springs. No records of these

reported wells are on file with OWRD, nor were logs or information provided by residents.

These wells may be unreported or potentially quite old, predating OWRD's reporting

requirements. These additions are graphically shown on Figure 2 and identified in the

explanation as "Potential Domestic Well - No Record Found".

Twenty OWRD well log records represent exploratory drilling work commissioned by Old

Hazeldell Quarry, LLC, as presented in S&W's Subsurface Investigation Report (2015). These

I
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exploratory borings do not conflict with the proposed aggregate mining because their purpose

was to explore and appropriately characterize the site for mine design and reclamation planning.

Consequently, no conflict or adverse impact accrues from mining. The remaining 69

documented wells and six undocumented wells are discussed below in context with their

hydrogeology area.

HYDROGEOLOGY AREA ASSESSMENT

Our hydrogeology area assessment groups wells of similar geology, elevation, and well types.

Using these criteria, the study area has been divided into three areas based on their distinctly

differing geology, and well production. The following paragraphs describe how the 69 well logs,

and undocumented but reported wells have been grouped to assess the potential for adverse

impacts from quarry operations. Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarize reviewed well logs grouped by

hydrogeology area based upon our evaluation of groundwater resources and their potential to be

impacted or experience groundwater conflicts resulting from the proposed quarry

^ Lowlands surround the subject property on three sides, primarily in Sections 15 and 22.
This area consists of properties below the UPRR railroad alignment elevation. Table 2,

Lowlands Well Summary, describes 49 OWRD well logs for this area.
(

> Highlands, primarily in Sections 14 and 15, occupy relatively steep slopes and ridgelines

above 1 ,600 feet elevation on the Old Hazeldell Property, and areas above about

elevation 1 ,660 feet along Stehekin Road east of the site.

14 wells may be in this area. Nine drilling reports and two reconditioning events

are documented by OWRD logs. Three additional wells are in close proximity

and their logs display LBV geology and groundwater production. Two

undocumented wells are likely present on inhabited lots. Table 3, Highlands Well

Logs Summary, summarizes these OWRD logs

20 borings: 13 air track probes and seven core borings are presented in S&W's

Subsurface Investigation Report, and Kuper Consulting's Aggregate Resource

Evaluation and Significance Determination. None of these borings are completed

as a well.

L
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> Midlands includes the relatively flat saddle between the quarry and Stehekin Road

highlands. Also included are gentle slopes south and southeast of the quarry, Sections 22

and 23. Figure 2 highlights in color the tax lots that include the Midlands terrain. Table

4 summarizes Midlands Well Logs.

The following sections discuss each of these hydrogeology areas.

Lowlands Area

The Lowlands Area includes land and streams bounded by the Goal 5 Impact Area boundary

(refer, Figure 2) that lies lower in elevation than the UPRR railroad grade where it is adjacent to

the Old Flazeldell site. Key developments within the Lowlands Impact Area include portions of

the ODFW Fish Hatchery and much of Oakridge's Industrial Park. Areas of similar

hydrogeology includes the channel and flood plains of Salmon Creek and the Middle Fork of the

Willamette River. Geology of the lowlands includes stream alluvium and late Pleistocene

alluvial terraces at slightly higher elevations.

Table 2 describes 49 OWRD well logs from properties within and beyond the Lowlands-

mandated impact area shown on Figure 2. Thirteen domestic and industrial water wells are

represented in the table; 3 of those records document abandonment of fish hatchery and City of

Oakridge wells. Specific locations are not available for 10 domestic well logs, hence their

locations are not presented on Figure 2. 37 additional OWRD logs document geotechnical or

environmental testing and observation wells. Numerous monitoring wells were installed to

evaluate subsurface conditions in and near the Oakridge Industrial Park. The collection of well

logs describe gravel, sand, and silt mixtures consistent with the Alluvium and glacial outwash

deposits of Sherrod (1991), and Attachment A.

Estimated well collar elevations typically range from about 1,220 to 1,300 feet. Groundwater

elevations range from about 1,159 to 1,294 feet, and averages about 1,252 feet. Review of the 13

domestic wells shows that few penetrate to Little Butte Yolcanics (LBV) bedrock .

The lowlands are downgradient from the quarry (below the deepest excavation levels). The

lowland aquifers do not rely on the quarry area for a source of groundwater. Domestic and

industrial wells with high groundwater yields rely on the alluvial aquifers and their connection to

the major streams. Consequently, we designate the Lowlands area wells "Not Applicable" to

further evaluation for groundwater impacts due to the proposed quarry. No adverse groundwater

\
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quantity or quality conflicts can or will result from the proposed quarry operations because the

lowlands represent a hydraulically distinct aquifer that does not rely on the tuff and andesite

bedrock units for groundwater supply.

Highlands Impact Area

Two topographically distinct hills represent the Highlands area: the quarry site itself, including

the ridgeline (about 1,600 feet to nearly 1,900 feet elevation), and the twin peaks near along

Stehekin Road (about 1,660 to about 1,860 feet elevation). Study of the contour lines presented

on Figure 2, Groundwater Evaluation Areas, reveals that very little area within the 1,500 foot

impact area is sufficiently steep and high in elevation to be considered the Highlands, with the

exception of the quarry site itself. Attachment A illustrates how these two highland ridges are

comprised ofLittle Butte Volcanics (Tvu in Attachment A). Table 3 describes the

hydrogeologic characteristics of the Highlands area.

Residential domestic wells are presented in the upper portion of Table 3. Due to the lack of

precise domestic well locations, well sites shown on Figure 2 were estimated first based on a tax

lot identity, then refined as possible considering proximity to existing dwellings. Table 3

presents nine drilling logs and two deepening/reconditioning reports that represent wells within

the Stehekin Highlands. Most of these deep wells lie outside the Impact Area. Of the nine wells

identified, only three to four are potentially within the impact area. Five additional wells might

be located in the Highlands impact area based on elevations and log descriptions, but they are

defined by lot boundaries that fall below (lower in elevation than) the highland designation.

Three of these "borderline" wells, are included in the midlands area discussion below.

(

Well logs (typically not written by geologists) often mischaracterize rock types. We have

interpreted well drillers' descriptions and believe competent tuff forms the predominant bedrock

unit underlying the Stehekin Road Highlands area. Localized andesite may also be present.

Wells in the Stehekin Road Highlands area are typically deep (150 to 625 feet deep), and most

have very low yields, refer, Table 3. Drillers pumping test reports indicate most wells produce

only 1 to 8 gallons per minute (gpm), and average less than 4 gpm in the area. In addition,

multiple events of well deepening, reconditioning, and drilling additional wells is documented

for some lots, refer, Table 3. Some wells have been deepened enough to terminate at or below
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the level of Salmon Creek's adjacent stream bed, refer, Figure 2. This history indicates the

challenge of residents face to obtain sufficient groundwater in this hydrogeologic setting.

In summary, OWRD logs indicate that the aquifer underlying the Highlands has very low storage

capacity and low transmissivity. Wells in such an aquifer typically have a very small radius of

influence. They draw their limited water production from an area very near the well bore.

Consequently, the potential for actions that might result in adverse well impacts only exists very

near the well.

Twenty exploratory borings summarized in Table 3characterize the Old Hazeldell quarry site

(Highlands) geology. Kuper Consultants drilled 16 air-track borings, and three core borings.

Boring logs and description of the explorations are presented in Kuper Consultant's Aggregate

Resource Evaluation and Significance Determination, Old Hazeldell Quarry Property, Lane

County, Oregon, October 2015. Four additional core borings are presented in S&W's

Subsurface Investigation Report (2015). OWRD Well logs, being less complete, are not

provided for these explorations. Core logging, bailed drawdown/recharge tests, and groundwater

monitoring were performed in the core borings. Table 1 provides groundwater measurements,

and disclosed modest seasonal fluctuation in one boring equipped with an electronic piezometer.

Figures 3 and 4 present specific groundwater data for CB-4 and CB-6.

Midlands Impact Area

The Midlands area described herein lies east and south of the Old Hazeldell property. Dunning

Road transects the impact area and bounds the western portion of the mine site. The midlands

area generally lies between elevations 1600 and 1660 feet north of Dunning Road. South of

Dunning Road the midlands extend 1 00 to 200 feet lower in elevation. The following discussion

will address areas north and south of Dunning Road. Taxlots that include Midlands area terrain

(based on elevation) are identified with a light pink shade in Figure 2. Our evaluation focused on

the geologic setting of these taxlots and available well records to consider the potential for

groundwater conflicts that might result from the proposed quarry.

Table 4, Midlands Well Log Summary, summarizes both OWRD documented and

undocumented wells. Five OWRD documented wells within the Midlands are included. Three

other wells of unknown location we included, but not plotted. Six additional domestic wells

were identified and approximately located by neighborhood residents during public meeting.

These undocumented wells are shown on Figure 2, Groundwater Evaluation Area Plan, as

(
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"Owner Identified Domestic Wells - No Record Found". No drillers logs or groundwater yield

data is known to exist for these wells.

Sherrod (1991) mapped the entire proposed mine site as glacial outwash deposits (refer, Figure 2,

Published Geologic Map, Subsurface Investigation Report). Shannon & Wilson's Subsurface

Investigation Report supercedes that interpretation by differentiating on the quarry site

Tuffaceous Volcaniclistic Rock (Tuff), Intrusive Andesite, and Glacial Outwash Deposits.

Earlier geologic mapping by the author for the Corps (refer Attachment A) presents a more

refined picture of the bedrock and glacial deposits extent in the study area. The Coips map

shows the midlands area to be capped with surficial colluvium, Qc, and underlain by Pleistocene

glacial outwash, Qoah and Qoali. These geologic findings were field verified at accessible

locations during our investigation.

Glacial outwash terraces are present throughout the major drainages of the Cascade Mountains

near Oakridge, and have been mapped in detail by the Corps of Engineers at Dexter, Lookout

Point, and Hills Creek dams. Terraces of glacial deposits are mapped by Sherrod, the Corps and

other geologists to elevations several hundred feet above the valley bottom. Exposures south of

the site along Roberts Ranch Road disclose cobbly sand and gravel outwash deposits. The

unconsolidated nature of these deposits (visible in outcrop) suggests that deposition was through

stream transport. Sherrod (1991) confirms that dense glacial till is not present in the Oakridge

area or further west, because the Pleistocene glacial ice did not extend that far west in the late

Pleistocene. We conclude that the impact area likely does include glacial outwash deposits

based on its topographic expression and exposed geology. The mapped extent of colluvium in

Attachment A represents the maximum possible distribution of glacial deposits, and they may be

far less extensive.

(

North of Dunning Road: Gentle to moderate slopes between 1,600 and 1,660 feet elevation

comprise the northern midlands. Essentially, this area includes the saddle between the quarry

and the Stehekin Road Highlands. Above elevation 1,660, all wells would be considered

Highlands Wells. Given the imprecise well locations available, however, we have initially

considered sites that include some higher elevation area as Midlands, then screened the data to

focus on geology unique to the midlands area. All of these taxlots lie at or beyond the mandated

impact zone.

Our finding that glacial deposits may be present in the impact area is not verified by well data.

Figure 2 reveals that resident identified wells exist in and near the impact area, but very few
(

Q
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OWRD well logs records are available to document conditions within the impact area. Only well

logs from Section 14, taxlots 400 and 600, lie within the Midlands geology, but beyond the

mandated Impact Area. Although the drillers did not log these borings as "glacial outwash"

underlying colluvium, we believe the drillers log descriptions more likely represent glacial

outwash overlying bedrock. We further believe these two wells may be representative of a larger

glacial outwash aquifer area, both north and south of Dunning Road.

Two domestic wells off Dunning Road (Section 14, taxlots 400 and 600) produce substantially

more water (20 to 40 gpm) from shallower wells than those "next door" in the Stehekin Road

highlands. Well log 23656 (taxlot 400) is located closest to the quarry site (estimated at 1,500

feet from the quarry boundary) and describes 7 1 feet of clay, sand and gravel, which we would

correlate to "older" glacial outwash deposits (Qoali). Well log 23659 (taxlot 600) describes 19

feet of clay over conglomerate to 85 feet depth. The reference to conglomerate is unclear, but

could apply to local tuff or, more likely, to glacial outwash alluvium. These two wells represent

the highest productivity wells at relatively shallow depths in the applicable impact area. By

comparison, many deep wells (up to 625 feet) on the adjacent highlands produce less than 1 gpm

to 12 gpm from bedrock. Table 4 presents OWRD logs for five (5) wells north of Dunning Road.

In addition, another seven (7) undocumented wells were identified by public members at an open

house meeting introducing the quarry plan.

(

As shown on Figure 2, taxlots 200, 202, 203, 400, 500, 600, 901, 902 and 903 (Section 14) have

been evaluated considering the potential for them to represents "Midlands" hydrogeology. All or

some portion of each lot lies within the impact area and elevation band.

Four owner-identified (but undocumented) wells are thought to exist on taxlots 200, 202, 203,

and possibly 902, as shown on Figure 2. Of these undocumented wells, it is our opinion that

undocumented wells on taxlots 202 and 203 may encounter glacial outwash deposits at shallow

depths, with the potential for relatively high groundwater production.

South of Dunning Road; Section 22, Lot 200, and Section 23, 300, 500 and 602 were

considered Midlands sites, although the lower elevation range drops below 1,500 feet. No well

logs are available for this area, however we believe two dwellings likely have undocumented

wells. Limited access along Roberts Ranch Road reveals numerous exposures of glacial outwash

sand, gravel and cobble deposits along the southern property lines near lots 200 and 500.
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Southeast of the quarry site, in section 22 and 23, the Midlands are classified as the gentle to

moderate terrain forming the northwest-facing slope along the unnamed stream adjacent to

Dunning Road. Springs were identified along these slopes. Steeper south facing slopes (toward

Salt Creek) are present and exposures of glacial outwash deposits are visible.

Two additional wells are presumed to exist south of the Quarry and major stream channel,

however no OWRD well logs were identified for these properties. One occupied dwelling on

taxlot 200 (Section 22) and one dwelling on taxlot 500 (Section 23) suggest two wells may exist,

most likely beyond the impact area, as shown on Figure 2. We understand from public meeting

discussions that a now unoccupied residence on lot 200 (Section 22) was served by a spring, and

had no drilled well. Based on Attachment A geology and surface reconnaissance along Roberts

Ranch Road, we expect that groundwater from glacial outwash deposits supported residential use

by springs.

Springs: The Midlands area also contains local springs and wetlands. Residents identified

numerous springs in an August 2015, public meeting, and our estimation of spring locations

(based on residents' notes) are presented on Figure 2. To plot the springs, information from the

residents was combined with interpretation of geomorphology apparent on topographic mapping

to locate hollows and drainage headwater sources. No site-specific mapping has been

accomplished on private property.

(

Our evaluation suggests that Midlands springs exhibit intermittent seasonal flow, and are

unlikely to flow year round. Spring locations are consistent with a westward groundwater

gradient where precipitation infiltrates the soils profile east and southeast of the quarry site.

Springs typically exit the ground where pervious soil overlies shallow impervious bedrock. For

example, springs in Section 22 and 23 are present where Older Alluvium (Qoali) overlies

impervious tuff, based on the available data. Similarly, for the spring and wetland at the

uppermost reach of the quarry site bounding stream channel, Section 14, taxlot 203, the spring

position is at the contact of more pervious colluvium or glacial outwash where it encounters the

less pervious andesite that comprises the key aggregate resource on the Old Hazeldell site.

Four small wetlands on the Old Hazeldell Property are mapped as spring locations on Figure 2.

These wetlands/springs lie on moderately sloping terrain mapped as Glacial Outwash Deposits,

refer, Figure 3 of the Subsurface Investigation Report. The Glacial Outwash correlates well with

Older Alluvium (Qoali) in Attachment A. These springs are most likely the result of

precipitation infiltrating soils high on the slope, then seeping through the weathered tuff and

r
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colluvium soils to emerge as wetland supporting springs where gently sloping weathered glacial

outwash is present.

Groundwater Quantity - Limited area.

Documentation obtained from Lane County indicates that new wells associated with

parcelization can "reasonably be expected to locally (italics by S&W) exceed the carrying

capacity of the groundwater system" (Lane County). The designated Groundwater Quantity-

Limited Area includes Sections 14, 15, and 23 of Township 21 south, Range 3 east as "quantity-

limited areas for groundwater". This includes much of the proposed quarry site and Impact

Area, refer, Figure 2.

In our opinion, the low yield domestic wells in the Highlands area near Stehekin Road likely

influenced the designation of this Groundwater Quantity Limited area. Under this designation,

Lane County requires professional hydrogeologic evaluations to assess the viability of

groundwater resources as a part of any future residential parcelization or development by land

owners east of the quarry site.

('
The northern portion of the Old Hazeldell property falls within Lane County's Groundwater

Quantity Limited designation. This designation does not directly affect the proposed land use,

BLAST VIBRATION

Modern blasting methods are highly controlled, safe, and prevent adverse impacts to neighboring

properties. Blast designs use delays to create a "rumbling" blast that fractures the rock mass

without large ground displacements, fly rock, and high peak particle velocities. Ground

vibrations decrease rapidly with distance from the blast site.

USBM Standards

The 1980 United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) Report of Investigations (RI) 8507, titled

"Structure Response and Damage Produced by Ground Vibration from Surface Mine Blasting"

(USBM RI 8507), is the primary source for the establishment of vibration damage levels and the

basis for most codes governing allowable vibrations. USBM RI 8507 is the culmination of 40

years of extensive research by universities and public and private agencies and is based on

empirical data. These data were derived from prolonged careful observation coupled with

instrument-measured vibration levels to evaluate blasting-induced damage to various
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components of residential construction.

Based on the observed damage occurring at a measured particle velocity at a given frequency, a

set of standards was adopted by USBM RI 8507 addressing vibrations. The standards establish

the minimum vibration levels documented to cause damage to the weakest structural

components, which are generally building interiors consisting of lath and plaster in poor

condition. Residential damage to this situation occurs at relatively low vibration levels because

the supporting ground is accelerated and moves relative to the supported structure, which

responds by vibrating out of sync with the ground.

However, a well is embedded in the ground and reacts in sync with the ground motions.

Consequently, an open bore water well is much more resistant to vibration-induced damage than

structures in poor condition, particularly with lath and plaster interiors. With controlled blasting

techniques routinely used for excavation and construction purposes, damage to structures or

operational wells is very rare. The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries

(DOGAMI) typically requires blast monitoring and reporting to assure blast vibration levels are

not threatening to neighboring structures. Blast monitoring specifically documents blast

vibration levels at the property limits to assure compliance with levels established by USBM RI

8507. Established blast vibration limits provide protection against blast-induced damage.

Blast Monitoring: Blasting plans and electronic ground vibration monitoring for each blast are

required, with records maintained for review by DOGAMI. DOGAMI responds to neighbor

complaints regarding blasting, and will enforce compliance with applicable rules. The

monitoring records must document the design and execution of blasts results in peak particle

velocities below established thresholds on adjacent properties. The same vibration thresholds

apply to quarry blasting and heavy construction in developed areas.

Open wells in highly fractured rock and gravel are naturally subject to internal rockfall and

sanding, corrosion, and other problems. OWRD well records for the highlands study area report

numerous well deepenings, reconditioning, and replacements, suggesting that periodic

maintenance is necessary to maintain. Based on all the available information, the proposed

quarry operations, including blasting, is highly unlikely to adversely impact neighboring

landowners in any measureable way and not to the extent of a conflicting use.
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SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES

The proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry will occupy a ridge of limited extent, and higher elevation

than the surrounding properties. Quarry development will occur by drilling, blasting, and

excavation in three defined mine phases as shown on Figure 2. Benched highwalls will be

created incrementally over several decades. The mining plan avoids impacts to drainages and

stream channels.

The target rock mass (aggregate resource) displays characteristics that are not conducive to

storing or transmitting groundwater. Review of core photographs and drilling observations

indicate that both the tuff and andesite rock units contain tight joints that significantly restrict

water travel due to the cohesion and adhesion properties of water in the small aperture fracture.

Limited groundwater recharge to the rock mass results solely from on-site precipitation.

Restricted flow through fractures results in a poorly drained rock mass. Static groundwater

levels create a groundwater mound that mimics the ridgeline topography with some 150 to 200

feet of elevation difference. Water levels in a borehole at the ridge crest change little between

wet and dry seasons. These characteristics indicate that the rock mass proposed for mining is an

"aquitard". An aquitard may be defined as a geological unit of such low permeability that it may

transmit groundwater under ordinary hydraulic gradients that only negligible supplies of

groundwater can be obtained.

With the rock mass acting as an aquitard, a relatively dry quarry excavation can be anticipated.

Groundwater adheres to the rock surfaces in tight joint sets due to surface tension, a strong bond

exists even under high hydraulic head conditions. Limited groundwater movement can occur

where the uppermost rock mass is weathered. These conditions are born out through monitoring

and testing work performed, refer Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4, No offsite discharge of surface

water is expected. No significant seepage or groundwater flow from the quarry site to adjacent

streams is anticipated. Offsite groundwater depletion due to the reverse flow (leakage into the

quarry) is also highly unlikely.

The low transmissivity of the rock mass will be preserved by controlled blasting. The tiered

(benched) excavation retains a significant mass of rock between adjacent sediments and the

stream channel to prevent infiltration of groundwater to the quany. Consequently, no

groundwater quantity or quality changes are anticipated on adjacent properties. These natural
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conditions preclude both intercepting groundwater from neighboring properties, and leakage of

groundwater to adjacent properties.

Potential for Well Impacts

Based on our evaluation of the data discussed herein and our field exploration experience onsite,

the proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry is highly unlikely to impact existing springs or water wells,

documented or undocumented, within the mandated impact area. The following summarizes our

conclusions regarding each of the hydrogeologic areas.

Lowlands: Relatively few production wells are located in the Lowlands area, despite many

OWRD log reports. Lowland wells (refer, Table 2) all lie at much lower elevations, and tap a

distinctly separate and substantially more productive alluvial aquifer along major stream

channels. This productive aquifer is recharged year-round by stream flows. This highly

productive alluvial aquifer will remain unaffected by the proposed aggregate mine.

Highlands: Hydrogeology of the Stehekin Road Highlands rural residential area is similar in to

the quarry site, and is located predominantly beyond the Impact Area shown on Figure 2. The

area is designated a "Quantity Limited Groundwater Area" by Lane County. Installation of new

wells requires involvement of a professional hydrogeologist.

(

Domestic wells in the highlands tap tuffaceous bedrock with tight fractures, very low storage

capacity, and low production (average <4 gpm) despite well depths ranging up between 150 and

835 feet. The Highlands do not rely on the quarry area for their source of groundwater. The

hydrogeologic characteristics of the highlands suggest the Little Butte Volcanic unit may in the

Stehekin Road area would also be considered an "aquitard" due to its negligible groundwater

production from deep drilling depths. No conflicting use is anticipated for wells tapping the

volcanic bedrock. Simply put, these low production domestic wells will be unaffected by the

proposed quarry because they are too distant, limited in capacity and up gradient from the quarry

site.

Midlands: Well production within the saddle between Stehekin highlands and the quarry site

demonstrate inconsistencies that, in our opinion, may be due to the presence of water bearing

glacial outwash overlying a bedrock aquitard composed predominantly of Tuff. Few domestic

wells are present in the Midlands Impact Area. Four undocumented wells were reported by local

I
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residents. An additional one or two documented wells may exist within the Impact Area. Our

evaluation included all wells shown on Table 4.

Two documented wells (OWRD logs 23656 and 23659) are unusual. At depths of 71 and 85

feet, these wells produced 20 to 40 gallons per minute, far greater than nearly all nearby far

deeper highlands wells. These wells, Section 14, taxlots 400 and 600, may represent a limited

shallow glacial outwash aquifer described above.

With the exception of one undocumented well, all Midlands wells are located near or beyond the

Impact Area limits shown on Figure 2. The single undocumented well is reportedly located on

taxlot 203, Section 14, making it the nearest domestic well to the quarry excavation. Although

we are uncertain of its actual location, we conservatively believe it to be located near the

headwaters of the southwest / northeast oriented stream channel bounding the quarry site, refer,

Figure 2. A wetland has been mapped in this vicinity and neighbors indicate a spring is present

at the stream headwaters. Aerial photographs suggest shallow groundwater persists in this area.

The above described Midlands wells represent the closest known domestic wells to the proposed

quarry. We consider these wells also to be highly unlikely to experience any conflicting use due

to quarry activities nearby. These undocumented wells could potentially tap glacial deposits, if

that deposit extends to the well area. The two productive wells are certainly not part of the

Andesite and Tuff aquitard based on their log descriptions.

/

I

Instead, the geomorphology and known geology of the saddle area strongly suggests that the

northeasterly stream course represent an erosional boundary abutting the competent Intrusive

Andesite unit, as disclosed by nearby Core Boring CB-7. This boring disclosed competent

Intrusive Andesite to a depth of 150 feet. Other less competent materials would force surface or

spring flows to the ground surface, and result in erosion bounding the hard rock mass.

Colluvium, glacial outwash, or poor quality tuff was likely eroded forming the current stream

channel. Consequently, the contact between any productive aquifer and the massive rock

aquitard represents a boundary to groundwater flow. The Andesite aquitard will not readily yield

or accept water from an abutting aquifer.

In summary, the landforms, groundwater gradients, bedrock exposures, and stream course, and

springs present in this area strongly suggest that westward flowing groundwater in the saddle

area has been diverted to a southwesterly course along the stream channel, and around the future

quarry excavation. Given this flow path, it is highly unlikely and improbable that groundwater
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declines from the quarry excavation would migrate eastward to impact any domestic wells up

gradient.

Pit Seepage: As described in proceeding sections, seepage from the tight fractures in a rock

mass that behaves as an aquitard only drains a limited depth behind the rock face. Little

groundwater is lost through small fractures, even when substantial pressure head may exist.

Groundwater within the rock mass is unaffected at relatively small depths from a well-executed

excavated rock face.

Quarry cut slopes can be expected to remain dry (seasonally) at elevations both above and below

the adjoining property grade. At depth in the northern portion of the quarry, groundwater

pressures may be sufficient to cause limited seepage near the base excavation limit. No persistent

springs are anticipated. At the excavation face, blasting likely will trigger seepage from freshly

exposed (and blast affected) joints. However, groundwater movement is restricted by the limited

and partially healed network ofjoints, the lower transmissivity in the surrounding tuff, and the

very small aperture of the joint sets.

Blasting: Each blast will be designed and monitored to assure established vibration and noise

limits are not exceeded at the property line. The nearest documented domestic well is

approximately 1,500 feet from the nearest potential blast site. At this distance, very low noise

and ground motions result from mining. Blast-induced damage to properly constructed water

wells is not a recognized hazard of Oregon quarry operations. Very few reports of well damage

from blasting have been alleged, and we are not aware of any factual basis that associates

blasting to neighboring well damage.

CLOSURE

It is our opinion that the proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry and associated material processing

operations are highly unlikely to adversely impact any current domestic groundwater user (either

quality or quantity) within the Impact Area. No existing conditions suggest that the quarry

operations will intercept, drain, or contaminate groundwater resources that supply local wells or

potentially productive local aquifers. Areas of concern with respect to infiltration sources and

transit pathways have been evaluated. Site specific exploratory core borings, water level

readings, and borehole tests in the massive tuff / andesite quarry excavation area indicate no

potential for inadvertent capture of groundwater flows.
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In our opinion, the proposed Old Hazeldell Quarry and associated material processing operations

are highly unlikely to adversely impact or create conflicts (either in quality or quantity) with

current domestic groundwater users within the Impact Area. Based on all the available

information, the proposed quarry operations, including blasting, will not impact neighboring

landowner's in any measureable way and not to the extent of a conflicting use.

LIMITATIONS

This report was prepared for the exclusive use of Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC and its consultants

in planning and permitting the proposed quarry. The observations, assessments, evaluations and

conclusions and opinions contained herein are based in part on our explorations and

interpretations of data and published reports prepared by others. It should be recognized that the

OWRD well log records referenced in this report are not always accurately indexed and are

incomplete and/or poorly located in many cases. In addition, older wells are typically not on file

with OWRD because they predate the required filing.

The assessments, evaluations, conclusions and opinions presented herein were prepared in

accordance with generally accepted professional geology and hydrogeology principles and

practice in this area at the time this report was prepared. We make no warranty, either express or

implied.

(

Unanticipated subsurface conditions are commonly encountered and cannot be fully predicted by

mapping surface exposures or by study of exploration borings and monitoring wells. Should

conditions be encountered that materially differ from those portrayed herein, we should be

contacted to evaluate the conditions and review or revise our conclusions as appropriate.

Shannon & Wilson, Inc., has prepared a document, "Important Information About Your

Geotechnical Report," to assist you and others in understanding the use and limitations of our

report. This document is attached to the end of this report.

(
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Sincerely,

SHANNON & WILSON, INC.
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ry Jacksha; PE, GEGary L. Peterson, CEG

Senior Vice President Senior Associate

GLP/AAJH/JLJ:aeb(

Enc: Table 2, Lowlands Well Log Summary

Table 3, Highlands Well Log Summary

Table 4, Midlands Well Log Summary

Figure 1, Vicinity Map

Figure 2, Groundwater Evaluation Area Plan

Figure 3, CB-4 Groundwater Bail/Recharge Test Data

Figure 4, CB-6 Groundwater Bail/Recharge Test Data

Attachment A, Corps of Engineers Geologic Map, Eugene-Denio Capable Fault

Investigation, L.R. Squier Associates, 1 984

Attachment B, Area Well Logs From Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) (86

pages)

Attachment C, Important Information About Your Geotechnical/Environmental Report
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TABLE 2: LOWLAIS /ELL LOG SUMMARY

Lane County Township 21S

Well Lor Rhiirc 3E

Number Section	

Depth of

First Water

(feet)

Static Estimated

Surface

Elevation

Estimated Static

Groundwater

Elevation (feet)

Quarter-

Quarter
HydroReoloRy

Rc-Rion

Year Work Completed

Performed Depth (feet)
GcoloRic Formation LBV = Little

Butte Volvanics

Owncn Current (past)Tax Lot Address / Nearest Street Well Type Water Well Test Result

Depth (feet)

Lowlands well records arc deemed "NOT APPLICABLE" to impact assessment due to distinctly different RColoRic aquifer and lower elevation (See Text)

5426 15 NE-SW 100 OR Dept. of Fish

. flSll i_

i & Wildlife

ision. well

Fish Hatchery Rd Lowlands Industrial 1994 203 16 37 512 Rpm 1220 1183 Alluvium. LBV
uir Oilllll

23669** 15 NW-SE 100? Fish Hatchery? Lowlands 1972Abandoned 100 15 10 50 Rpm AlluviumUK t-isii Lon'muMon. Well
15 NW-SE23670** 100? Fish Hatchery? Lowlands Abandoned 1972 48 45 15 30 gpm Alluvium-2.

500 ft N of Coho Ln &
71474 15 sw-sw City of Oakridgc Lowlands 2011 17Abandoned 3 3 1220 1217 AlluviumRoaring Rapids Way

15 SW-SW71873 1701 M. Kinyon Fish Hatchery Rd. Lowlands Domestic 139 101 101 20 gpm 1260 1159 Alluvium

23666** 15 M. Hayes Near Salmon Creek? Lowlands I960Domestic 53 20 <12001200 gpm Alluvium
1523667** H. Swank Swank Ln.? Lowlands 1963Domestic 68 38 -12302000 gpm Alluvium

23668** 15 G. Moore Near Salmon Creek? Lowlands Domestic 1964 200 100 600 gpm Alluvium
23735** 22 C. Denison ? Shallow Alluvium Lowlands Domestic 1966 57 21 25 gpm Alluvium

22 NW23736** H. Baldwin ? Shallow Alluvium Lowlands Domestic 1974 42 25 8 30 gpm Alluvium
?23395** 23 ? Don Pcrsingcr Unknown Lowlands Domestic 1962 202 12 100 gpm LBV? Or Alluvium

23740** 23 ? James H. Roberts Robert's Ranch Rd? Lowlands 1965Domestic 455 70 120 gpm LBV

23741** 23 ? ? James H. Roberts Robert's Ranch Rd? Lowlands Domestic 1965 124 40 480 gpm Alluvium

76-01

(3400)
3199 22 NW-NW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1992 27.5 25 25 1290 1265 Alluvium

76-01

(3400)
3200 22 NW-NW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1992 30 25 25 1290 1265 Alluvium

76-01

(3400)
3201 22 NW-NW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1992 20 15 10 1290 1280 Alluvium

76-01

(3400)
22 Bald Knob Land & Timber3202 NW-NW 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1992 10 5 3 1290 1287 Alluvium

199422 NW-NW G. Walker5218 48573 Hwv 58 Lowlands Abandonment 27 13 1300 1288
5219

5220

22 NW-NW G. Walker 48573 Hwv 58 Lowlands Abandonment 1994 28 13 1300 1287
22 NW-NW G. Walker 48573 Hwv 58 Lowlands Abandonment 1994 10 6 1300 1294
22 NW-NW G. Walker5221 48573 Hwv 58 Lowlands Abandonment 1994 27 13 1300 1288

17218 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 24 18 6 1270 1264 Alluvium
17219 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 26 15 8 1270 1262 Alluvium

22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber17220 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 10 8 8 1270 1262 Alluvium
17221 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 18 5 1 1270 1269 Alluvium
17222 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 ?Lowlands 1995 30 20 18 1270 1252 Alluvium
17223 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 28 20 18 1270 1252 Alluvium

SW-SW17224 22 Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 30 21 18 1270 1252 Alluvium
22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber17227 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 25 20 15 1270 1255 Alluvium
22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber17228 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 30 25 20 1270 1250 Alluvium

SW-SW17229 22 Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 20 10 7 1270 1263 Fill. Alluvium
17230 22 SW-SW Bald Knob Land & Timber 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands ? 1995 20 11 10 1270 1260 Alluvium
23733 22 NE 1400 Pope & Talbot. Inc. Lowlands Test Well 1983 60 23 7 1220 1213 Alluvium. LBV

23734 22 NE 1400 Pope & Talbot. Inc. Lowlands Test Well 1983 57 13 6 1220 1215 Alluvium. LBV

NW-NW52487 22 City of Oakridgc 485 13 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 14 12 1260 1249 Alluvium

NW-NW City of Oakridgc52488 22 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 16 15 1260 1245 Alluvium

52489 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 485 13 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 16 3 1260 1257 Alluvium

52490 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 15 13 1260 1247 Alluvium

52491 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 15 2 1260 1258 Alluvium

52492 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 8 2 1260 1258 Alluvium

52493 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 8 4 1260 1256 Alluvium

22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc52494 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 16 6 1260 1254 Alluvium

52495 22 NW-NW City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 10 2 1260 1258 Alluvium

NW-NW52496 22 City of Oakridgc 48513 Hwy 58 Lowlands Test Well 1997 12 10 1260 1250 Alluvium

22?58044 NE-NE? City of Oakridgc Hwy 58 & Fish Hatchery Rd. Lowlands Gcotechnical 2000 25 23 1260 1237 Alluvium

22? NE-NE? City of Oakridgc58045 Hwy 58 & Fish Hatchery Rd. Lowlands Gcotcclinical 2000 25 23 1260 1237 Alluvium

22? NE-NE? City of Oakridgc58046 Hwy 58 & Fish Hatchery Rd. Lowlands Gcotechnical 2000 25 23 1260 1237 Alluvium

22? City of Oakridgc58047 NE-NE? Hwy 58 & Fish Hatchery Rd. Lowlands Gcotechnical 2000 25 23 1260 1237 Alluvium

22 NW-NW 105 City of Oakridgc Kokancc Dr.69278 Lowlands Abandonment 2009 30 1280

en * Poorly constrained location on Figure 2

** No location identified4^
O
CD

Table 2
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Shannon"Wilson, inc.TABLE 3: HIGHLANDS WELLS A ^ QUARRY SITE LOG SUMMARY

tt
Highlands" Wells Deemed "Not Applicable" to impact assessment because locations are outside the impact zone, or distinctly differing geology.

Estimated Geologic

Formation: LBV =

Little Butte

Volcanics.

Township 21S

Range 3E

Section	

Estimated

Surface

Elevation

Estimated Static

Groundwater

Elevation (feet)

Lane County Well

Log Number

Quarter-

Quarter

Lot within

Impact Area?

Owner: Current

(past)

Year Work

Performed

Completed

Depth (feet)

Depth of First Static Water

Water (feet) Depth (feet)

Well Test

Result

Tax Lot Address/Nearest Street Well Type

NW ofDunning &

Stehekin
65473* 14 SE-SW No700 J & L Suminski Domestic2005 325 308 148 165012 gpm 1502 LBV

23657* 14 800 No F. Palanuk 47492 Dunning Rd. J 985 Domestic 300 60 60 17301 gpm LBV

23658* 14 800 No F. Palanuk 47492 Dunning Rd. 1985 Domestic 180 23 10 17301 gpm LBV

23651 14 900 No D. Dick (Davidson) 76424 Stehekin Rd. 1989 Recondition 485 91 14 gpm 1760

23652 14 900 No D. Dick (Davidson) 76424 Stehekin Rd. 1988 Domestic 530 270 270 17700.1 gpm 1500 LBV

1423653 900 No D. Dick (Davidson) 76424 Stehekin Rd. 1988 Domestic 485 370 100 17601 gpm 1660 LBV

24083 14 SW-NE 900 No D. Dick end of Stehekin Rd. 1995 Domestic 625 72 63 17701 gpm 1707 LBV

1424084 900 NoNE-NE D. Dick end of Stehekin Rd. 1995 Domestic 43545 21 17708 gpm 1749 LBV

69364 14 NE-SW 900 No D. Dick 76278 Stehekin Rd. Domestic2009 150 43 43 17701 gpm 1727 LBV

63991 14 900 No D. DickNE-NE 76278 Stehekin Rd. 2004 Recondition 545 21 2.5 gpm 1770 1749

3881 14 905 NoNE-SW T. Sobel Stehekin Rd. 1993 Domestic 476480 336 178010 gpm 1444 LBV

* = poorly constrained location on Figure 2

Old Hazeldell exploratory borings drilled to characterize site geology and hydrogeology

Estimated

Static

Groundwater

Elevation

Estimated Geologic

Formation IA =

Intrusive Andesitc LBV

= Little Butte Volcanics

Township 21S

Range 3E

Section	

Lane County Well

Log Number

Quarter-

Quarter

Owner: Current

(past )

Area of Old

Hazeldell Property

Year Work

Performed

Completed

Depth (feet)

Surface

Elevation

Tax Lot Location Boring Designation

l£eetl
71154 NE-NE Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-A

22 100 AT-1 2011Quarry Site 80 1495 1495
71155 15 SE-NE 104 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRNorth of QuarryAT-2 2011 59 1630
71156 15 SE-SE 1900 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IA2011AT-3 Quarry Site 1628102 1625

Quarry Site71157 15 SE-SE 1900 Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IA2011AT-4 Quarry Site 1698105

71158 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IA
22 NE-NE 100 2011AT-5 Quarry Site 1710102

71159 22 NE-NE 100 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRAT-6 Quarry Site 2011 110 1740
71160 15 SE-SE Quarry Site LBV-IA1900 Old Hazeldell LLC 2011AT-7 Quarry Site 134 1802
71161 15 SE-SE Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IA1900 AT-8 2011Quarry Site 1860100

71162 15 SE-NE 1900 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IAAT-9 Quarry Site 2011 134 1874
71164 Quarry Site15 SE-NE 1900 Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-IA2011AT-10 Quarry Site 189450

71165 Quarry Site Glacial Outwash
15 SE-SW 1900 Old Hazeldell LLC West of Quarry 2011AT-11 152043

Glacial Outwash & tuff
71166 15 SE-NW Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC1900 Water Tank Site 2011AT-1 2 151067

71167 Quarry Site LBV-TVR
15 SE-SW 1900 Old Hazeldell LLC AT-13 West of Quarry 2011 154073

71168 15 NE-NW Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVR1900 AT-14 West of Quarry 2011 64 1660

71169 22 NE-NW 502 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRAT-15 2011Processsing Site 116 1586
71170 22 NE-NW 502 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRAT-16 Processsing Site 2011 76 1550

Not Recorded** 15 Quarry Site LBV-TVR1900 Old Hazeldell LLC DRCB-1 2011Quarry Site 1860260

Not Recorded** 22 502 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRDRCB-2 Processsing Area 2011 195 1600
Not Recorded** 15 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVR1900 DRCB-3 Water Tank Site 2011 1615150

73353 15 1900 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC LBV-TVRCB-4 2014 1876Quarry Site 239 1826e=t
LBV-TVR

73354 15 1900 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC 20145 CB-5 Quarry Site 1789100 1747

73355 LBV-TVR22 100 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC CB-6 2014Quarry Site 1713260 1676-4
73827 LBV-TVR15 1900 Quarry Site Old Hazeldell LLC 2014CB-7 Quarry Site 1628150 1625

Drillerfailed to report logs to DOGAMI

Table 3
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TABLE 4: MIDLA* ~"S WELL SUMMARY

Static

Water

Depth

(feet)

Lane County

Well Log

Number

Township 21S

Range 3E

Owner:

Current

(past)

Depth of Estimated

Surface

Elevation

Estimated

Groundwater

Elevation (feet)

Geologic Formation

LBV = Little Butte

Volvanics

Lot within

Impact Area?

Address/Nearest

Street

Hydrogcology

Region

Year Work

Performed

Completed

Depth (feet)

Well Test

Result
Tax Lot First Water

Section (feet)

Midlands wells deemed "Applicable" to an impact assessment due to elevation, proximity and geology

14 L. Pokorny 49153 Dunning Rd. Midlands23656* 400 Yes 1985 71 60 14 20 gpm 1620 1606 Colluvium

S.H.
14 49145 Dunning Rd.23660* 500 Midlands 1978Yes 210 116 90 6 gpm 1630 1540 Clay / LBVDurand

14 J. Palanuk Dunning Rd.23659 600 MidlandsNo 1981 85 57 25 40 gpm 1630 1605 LBV

23654 14 JEPeterkin 49149 Dunning Rd. Highlands901 Yes 1985 185 65 50 17401 gpm LBV

14 JEPeterkin 49149 Dunning Rd. Highlands23655 901 1985Yes 68 60300 1740 16802 gpm LBV

Descriptions based on geologic

site interpretation

Neighborhood Meeting Reported Weils. Notfound in OWRD records. Locations Approximate

NOT
14 K.L. Allen 49065 Dunning Rd. Highlands200 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 1660 Unknown Colluvium / LBVRECORDED

NOT

RECORDED
14 K.L. Allen 49077 Dunning Rd. Midlands Unknown Unknown202 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown 1620 Unknown Collvium / Outwash

NOT

RECORDED /

VACANT

14 L.M. Hoist no address Midlands Unknown203 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 1600 Unknown Glacial Outwash

NOT
49065 Dunning Rd

14 K.L. Allen Highlands902 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
RECORDED /

VACANT

Yes Unknown 1660 Unknown Colluvium / LBV???

NOT
14 Davidson 76242 Stehekin Rd Highlands Unknown Unknown903 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown 1680 Unknown LBVRECORDED

Tomlin

Trust

48876 & 48986

Roberts Ranch Rd.

NOT

RECORDED Midlands22 200 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 1620 Unknown Glacial Outwash / LBV

D.E. 48943 Roberts RanchNOT

RECORDED Midlands23 500 Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 1680 Unknown Glacial Outwash / LBVCraven Rd.

UNKNOWN LOCA TION: OWRD well logs do notprovide sufficient location information.

23662** Unknown Unknown14 ? ? (F. Fallett) 1966 150 55 Clay/ LBV & Basalt3 gpm

CT1 23665** 14? Or 15? ? ? (C. Altcmicr) Unknown Unknown 1972 347 80 40 Clay & Bldrs over LBV1.5 gpm

Q 23 737" Summer Home Rd Unknown22 ? ? (P. Sims) 1965 30 5 5 gpm LBVQQ
* Poorly constrained location on Figure 2

** No location identified

Table 4

24-1-03888-010
Midlands Well Log Summary 5464Exhibit B 
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"S EXPLANATION

f { Quarry Site Boundary (Approximate)

Old Hazeldell Property Limits

f_"j Goal 5 Impact Area (1 ,500 feet)

Section Boundary and Number of Township 21S,

Range 3E (Approximate)

Wetlands

Old Hazeldell Quarry

Groundwater Report

Oakridge, Oregon

	 Taxlots (Approximate)

—t	r Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR)

Midlands Properties Evaluated

Mining Phase Areas

Excluded from Mining

I | Phase 1: 5-10 Years
A,	 J

I I Phase 2: 5-20 Years
v	 J

I "] Phase 3: 20-50 Years

§
to Exploration Borings

® Shannon & Wilson

^ Kuper Consulting

OWRD Well Record Location by Taxlot (Approximate;

See Table 2)

(?) Owner Identified Domestic Well - No Record Found

Spring (Approximate)

2,0000 500 1,000co1
I

CO
CO ]E
2 Scale in Feet M

GROUNDWATER

EVALUATION AREA
V j 71474

f
1?9= NOTES

1. Approximate taxlots estimated from www.ORMAP.com.

2. Wetland data obtained through the National Wetlands Inventory.

October 2015 24-1-03888-010hi
E
0
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Sherrod (1991)
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\1 rA CO1BTAT&OF OREGON
MONITORING WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095) Start Card / ^ 5 7 #

WNER7PROJECT: WELL Wi./Zf{/J— ^

A'- y jL<r/.-? >7*o <T
,J«X ^7 <4 A r?

(1) O (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County 	 	

Township^7/ 5 (N or SI Ranee (E or W) Section
1 <£^7 1/4 of 1/4 of above section.

^.57'.'? ±fu^ .<7i

Name
•<f^

Itreet addrestof well location /7

&C2lL V
2. S

a(2) TYPE OF WORK:

^N^fTfew construction

I 1 Conversion

] Repair Q Recondition

I | Deepening Q Abandonment
3. Taa lot number of 1 location

4. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

I | Rotary Air Q Rotary Mud Cable
jgTfdllow Stem Auger Q Other	

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:
& -^> Ft. below land surface.

Jb/sq. in.

&2Date.

Dale.Artesian Pressure.

(4) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:Yes No^ <7?r7 <*

| | J7| Depth of completed well /r7 (t^ Jt. Depth at which water was first found.ecial Standards

ToFrom Est. Flow Rate SWL
Land surface

Z& #7.\S2£tf I
TO ""S K

O Water-tight cover

) 4	 Surface flush vault
A

h

k •Locking cap
A

rwm
Casing (9) WELL LOG: Ground elevation.

i diameter. in.

material

Welded Threaded Glued

Material From To SWL

Pt(Z2

1 O £72 S ^s

D D§
Seal Liner

diameter

material

f: .in.
LS. V

mi
Jlr#

ft.

:iQr Welded Threaded Glued

<~o

Well seal: . — , ,

Material

Amount -SS3 £f\ 	

	ft.

gy
l-V1

M
SE^s4SB: S5

.Borehole diameter
\Vrtf£k fttbUUKCES D£F7

—sale:m, okhGon—1
2	in.

V s
i 'j

8

Bentonite plug at least 2 fL thicku>

r~ wzpr
'pif\ tfy$ z [.yVv';.y

Piirt
*wm

:%
Screen

material

interval(s):

From /y,5 To #7,5
From 	

Slot size ) in.

Filter pack

Materialj	

Size/U>7<J in.

POC.Filter
pack

II

(j^ TO -<
^ft.

To

W

W
V

?5 2Eggyg .Completed.Date started.

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Ote.gov well construction

standards. Materials used and information reportetWa&ove are true to the best

(5) WELL TEST:

| | Pump | | Bailer Air

..Yield	

Flowing Artesian

Permeability	 ;

Conductivity "	

Temperature of water /o "F/C Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis dope?

-•i whom?	rTrZVtt\ V ±rfj.
-pth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:

GPM twiedge ahd belii
b&OG&GMWCNum

Date 9.
PH.

Signi
ft. 7

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification/

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the besfof my knowledge and belief.

No

ft. to 5 it

MWC Numbei/JO//
DateMan s- Signed,

secSnd copy-constructor third cofy-54$Tomer

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer
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'Ao/Ae/
Start Card 7 HN

STATE QF OREGON
ONITORING WELL REPOR

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)

MUJ-H(i) ER/PROJECT: (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

S (N or S) RangrA (E or W) Section "A2
	 1/4 of /t-/ /aJ 1/4 of above secti

2. Street addresxjjf well location ^+5?S/^3

•-- nis-a\

WELL NO.

	 LaiyJ. f "7T^tla
. IFf'A hZ6 s£
4 n>M\<ka

41Name ><5U Well Location: County

Township ^/
1. /yoj

<£r~

A'*

97sm	:£ Ho wry.

3(2) TYPE OF WORK:

.^p^TNew construction

] Conversion

I | Repair Q Recondition

] Deepening Abandonment
3. Tax lot number of w location

4. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

I | Rotary Air |	
^ J^—(follow Stem Auger | |

(7) ST^C WATER LEVEL:

$')1 92] Rotary Mud Q Cable
Other

Ft. below land surface. Date.

Date.Artesian Pressure. ,lh/sq. in.

(4) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:
30

Yes No /

upr Depth at which water was first found ^6ecial Standards Depth of completed well. Jft
From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Land surface

~5o96 *23Vault "J

(	 Water-tight cover

1 4	 Surface flush vault
"J

TO

-t£ft. Locking capfa*

£WM? Casing

diameter.	

material	 frUw

(9) WELL LOG: Ground elevation57rm in.

& Material From To SWL

U? Welded Threaded Glued

ISiti/A
A	A(2):>

p-
AO6Seal Liner

diameter

material

i :

_in.
LA«. a"? W;v:*4

Si Welded Threaded Glued

•<To

%s
£

Amount 4? ~~ S& jK

Borehole diameter
mmtE

Wa
V

§1*
WJ S- .in.

1 >
A i

ibj

h5i?
Bentonite plug at least 2 ft. thick

/ r«i ^ggQmrnrn
WtW7 QR£ GQ|\j

.\V.V--V-7 ft

yy;y=y

mimfe
,AmSmm

a
Pi/CScreen

Filter
pack material.;

interval(s):

From iS To M O
ft1 3 ft.

KI TO <

6O b.

From. .To,

Filter pack:

Material 6Aq(cAa
y-2 ~Etsize/43 a x Oin. Date started. .Completed.'

Si

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oo$gqn well construction

standards. Materials used and information repoi

(5) WELL TEST:

| [Pump | [Bailer Air

Yield	

| | Flowing Artesian

GPM
ive are true to the best

Permeability	

Conductivity	 .	

Temperature of water	/O
Was water analysiadone?

"V whom?.

pth of strata to be analyzed. From.

Remarks:	

. _ knj je"tmd belie/.
/goMWC NumberPH.

Date 9 -ApTYA' Sign:
.°F/C Depth artesian flow found. ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification^

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to thjj'best of my knowledge and belief.

Noes

52GC.

$$ ft. to _ft. ...

MWC Number/^fck/^
Date 'Ayf/K'i-—7f. Signed^Z,

ORIGINAL <'i \ IR STCOPY-WATCR RESOURCES DEPARTMENT S'Ht'OND COPY -CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-641S7MER

<Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

5474Exhibit B 
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- Y

rZ<sjA KJEt
required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)1

(1) OWNER/PROJECT: well no. /j\ jV - ^

j,m,= 0i4kL4 ^
<
City f*)nM Ki'A

> STATE OF OREGON
dfsITORINGr*WELL REPORT

J

Start Card #
' v* '

LL By legal description(6) LOCATION OF

r.Or well Location: County	

Township^ j__^__(N or S) Ranee 2> (E or W) Section
1 /2C*J	1/4 of 1/4 of above section.

	 *76>-g>\	

S
<2. Saw

2. Street address of w

^ajZ-gM
ell location

(2) TYPE OF WORK:
<e~6•F^JNcw construction

] Conversion

^ Repair |~^] Recondition

| | Deepening Q Abandonment

3. Tax lot number of well location

4. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

| | Rotary Air

J^Tlollow Stem Auger Q Other

IC WATER LEVEL:(7) STAg

x-n.'K| | Rotary Mud Q Cable .Ft, below land surface.

_lb/sq. in.

Date.

Date.Artesian Pressure.

(4) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Yes No SjSh
ecial Standards [~~j \^[ Depth of completed well CA- LJ

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:
ISDepth at which water was first found_

#
Jt ..

From To SWLEst. Flow Rate
Land surface

22isVault

	fL

TO,^

ft

t	 Water-tight cover
"

1 4	 Surface flush vault
i
Y

Locking cap

S
Casing AJ

diameter sA .
material

Welded Threaded Glued

Ground elevation.(9) WELL LOG:
r in.;

From To

Si
Material SWL

.

2?O&D BT ny.-.
Cjf&AjJih 2bit'

3Liner
diameter.

material.

Seal i [j in.
IS fL a"

mim Welded Threaded Glued

12\ r.
mi

Well sealr

Materia

Amount t '/&. —m
g»

£

pep - 9 TOBoreho

2
diameter

if.? .in.

•V VYATEf: KESOURCES DEFT
3? LtM, OREGONBentonite plug at least 2 ft thick

^W;l$w3

/ ?i
Screen

material	

interval(s):

From >5 To
From	 	

Slot size / <PSf\Q in.

Filter pack: , J r

Mnferinl f Tig 1>£A

Size ](9*JW) in.

Filter
pack

22ft.
I T°-\

a

To

_££ft.

p-k m.Completed.Date started.

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. Materials used and information reported sboye are true to the best

(5) WELL TEST:

| | Pump Q Bailer Air Q Flowing Artesian

GPMPermeability	

Conductivity	

Temperature of Water ^£> "F/ftPDepth artesian flow found	
Was water analysis done? | | No

Y whom? ^7A ft ft t~^pAs5<5<y'	
Depth of strata to be analyzed. From /G	 ft. to VKJ

Remarks:	 	 -	 -	

Yield. ind belief.km

MWCNumbe

Date
PH.

Signed, Ai.:

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification: 1/
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the bestp#1hy knowledge and belief.
y/ MWC Number

Sigse4^— _	Date

SESCgTD COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD CQPY^^OMER '

it.

2 <Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
5475Exhibit B 
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11 LP< J8STATE OF OREGON
monitoring well repor

Start Card # / lS^(as^equireffhy ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)

ZgZr /)WNER/PROJECT:

	jL
lx$j£L

(1) 0 (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

S) Range cJj <£1 (E or W) Section

WELL NO.

Name
Well Location: County	

Township^?/ 1$ (N or
zio 1 "74V, 1 . fvL 1/4 of A/ C{J 1/4 of above section

gaddpss pwell pcation VJf 	LL

3. Tax"lot mrmberof \vdlH^cation ~1 Cn \

y 2. Str
^5(2) TYPE OF WORK:

^ C^New construction QJ Repair

Deepening

I | Recondition

| | Abandonment] Conversion 4. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

Rotary Air

Hollow Stem Auger

(7) ST^pIC WATER LEVEL:
| | Rotary Mud Q Cable

| [ Other	

.Ft. below land surface. Date.

Date.Artesian Pressure. Jb/sq. in.

(4) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Yes No , J A
tecial Standards Q Depth of completed well /

Land surface

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:
sDepth at which water was first found.A

From To Est. How Rate SWL

2W.s,Vault

"-I. ft. VI -Water-tight cover

-Surface flush vault

J

'TO
%

eZft. s

s

-Locking cap
A

Casing /^p

diameter ^
material rlAC.
Welded Threaded Glued

JZT

Ground elevation.(9) WELL LOG:J./
r .in.

h Material From To SWL
i.

3( &rav*L 3> 3?A

aSeal Liner
diameter.

material_

fJ .in.

1ftft
'I Welded Threaded Glued

<
&

~o
A
i

2? Well seahi Materiah%/ Zr-cLrr-v \x?3-k „
Amount J — -5'Q t h RECiEi¥£tA

A:
M

Boreh

2
diameter

sep 9T9SE1.in.

V a; WAFER RESOURCES i b-p.

	SALEM, OREGON	
Bentonite plug at least 2 ft thick

T I

wrf~ SS® =S®®$^K
mmimA^fe§=Ss»?5P

ssiiiisS

ft
Screen

material	

interval(s):

From 3 To /&
From	 	

Slot size t in.

Filter paclc . §<• J

Material Csij/WOtA/t DcnX/
Size/^V^ in.

poc.Filter
pack

<

|A
10 h.

ft.

To

gA^q IP .Completed.Date started.

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or(5) WELL TEST:

| | Pump | [Bailer abandonment of this well is in compliance with Orego/i well construction

ive are true to the best
Air

Yield	

| | Howing Artesian
i. Materials used and ij lation repoi

Permeability. _GPM lowledgeknd belii

Numbe^^MWCConductivity	

Temperature of water 1 p? °F/C Depth artesian flow found.
PH.

Signt \StsA Date
A

Was water analysis done? _QYcs r~j

M-Asmx	t~3'
(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification^

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

- standards. This report is true to the-^st of my knowledge and belief.

MWC Number /A&f
Date

No

	

< ft. to /C
• whom?_

cpth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remaiks:

ft.

% Signed^-rr; f .

sZ.T5ND COPY -CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COTY-54203MER
Art .5Name of supervismg Geologist/Engineer

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 5476Exhibit B 
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LE 503 404 7321 P. 001/001< Post-It™ brand fax transmittal memo 7§71 # otpeae? 7
StS jsmi: From

Co. Co.

4x5/3 Huju
sl ^

Dept. Phone#

-( IX# Fax#

O

!

Ahi* b*

*LI nww&SZftv
I'"X
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<ssi

Hi
1
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1 X
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f
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£
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/

s?y
i;hT—J a) £% ti.

£C)I

o s*ft
/

f 1 TD/
S3.

l\/
1( .-I

\&b
X

s
s
\%

\
J

\.
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X
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jkY^-
« STXTE OF OREGON

3 WATER WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765) (START CARD) #.

-s a

"5i2i
(9) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:(1) OWNER:

Name Ted Sobel	

Address 48255 Hills St.

Lane Longitude..Latitude	

N.orS, Racgp	™	
% 	 SW

_Block	

County	

Township.

Section _

3E21S .E or W. WM.
T4"rFT»

ifiMoOR - - Zip Q746.3City Oakridqe w

L.!'As 		 Tax Lot 905 LotSAL Subdivision(2) TYPE OF WORK:

IE] New Well ED Deepen ED Recondition ED Abandon
(3) DRILL METHOD:

0 Rotary Air ED Rotary Mud ED Cable
ED Other	

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) F.nd of Scheklm Rd.
off Dnnni nq Rd.f Oakridqe/ QR -

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:
6-9_c336 Date.ft. below land surface.

(4) PROPOSED USE: lb. per square inch. Date.Artesian pressure

E Domestic CD Community ED Industrial ED. Irrigation
ED Thermal ED. Injection ED Other	

(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

476(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: Depth at which water was first found

Depth of Completed Well 480 ft.Special Construction approval ED Yes 0 No
Explosives used ED Yes 0 No ..Type	 Estimated Flow Rate SWLToFromAmount.

33610 qpifl477'476
HOLE

Diameter From To

8V' 10 38'
6" 38' 480'

SEAL Amount
sacks or poundsMaterial From To

Cement 0 2Si 8 sacks

(12) WELL LOG:
Ground elevation

How was seal placed: Method ED A ED B ED .C 0 D. ED E
ED Other		 " 1			. From To SWLMaterial

10Topsoil	

Clay ft Rnnlders	
Brown, green, gray, congl.

Gray, green, conglomerate

Brown, gray conglomerate

White, gray, congl.

ft. Material	

ft. Size of gravel

Backfill placed from. ft. to.

ft. to_ 11 32Gravel placed from.

15532'(6) CASING/LINER:
155' 380'Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

Casing- 6" +1 38' .250 55 0 "
	 	 -- q

390 »380'

336390 480'

"
CD

ED H ED
.

4k" O0 480 PVCLiner:

received
381Final location of shoe(s)

AUS - 6 1993(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS:

0 Perforations
ED Screens

SAWMethod

Type _ WATFR RESOURCES DEPT.
SALEM, OREGON

__ Material

Slot Tele/pipe

Casing Linersize Number Diameter sizeFrom To

480' L/8x2 800400' 4hi £] __
..

Q ""
u . ... n _

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

ED Pump ED Bailer 0 Air

Yield gal/min Drawdown

6-9-93Date started 6—7—93 .Completed
	Flowing

I	I Artesian (unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or abandc

ment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction standards. Materii

used and information reported above are true to my best knowledge and belief.

Drill stem at Time

10 444' 480' 1 hr.

1564Could flucuate WWC Number

Date
6-9-93

Signed

(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:
Depth Artesian Flow FoundTemperature of Water

Was a water analysis done? ED Yes By whom	
Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? ED Too little

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work pi

formed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work perform

during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction standards. This repi

is true to thpjbest of my knowledge and belief.
WWC Number

6-9-93*
ED Salty ED Muddy ED Odor ED Colored .ED Other

	 Signed r—

SECOND COPY - CONS'gfftJCTOR

DateDepth of strata:
T7

THIRD COPY - CU5422IRORIGINAL & FIRST COPY - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 98Q9C 105478Exhibit B 
Page 39 of 136



>T 2 5 1994 ^Xs/ BrX XX
^ , Start Card #_/ ""7 b~~fy<oS Z

STATE OF OREGON <7^

MONITORING WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)

page of this fortm R F? 1 : b < 4-^Instructions for completing this report are on the

b ' h (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description
.	 	 Wfell Location: County 	

_	 "Ibwnship 3—/ (No^? Range ^brW) Section 9 7
1. AiWJ 1/4 of /V i/j/ 1/4 of above section.

2. Either Street address of well location s"~f3 //\*sy

(1) OWNER/PROJECT) WELL NO.	/

Naipg (jk arc\<a	lA/c^I

-^_/c j- t Stats d?/^.
WORK:

A'-

zip 97V/TXc.

(2) TYPE OF

Q New construction . Alteration (Repair/Recopdifton)

I I Conversion Q Deepening [^Abandonment

or Thx lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

I | RpfdryAir

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

/C2.' 5"~ Ft. below land surface. Date ? ** 3LG- VQ Rotary Mud Q Cable

follow Stem Auger 0ther Artesian Pressure lb/sq. in. Date

I
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found.Yes No ^

O Depth of completed well	 ft.	_

Land surface

ial Standards SWLFrom lb Est. Flow Rate

7=mWult

Vc
'c

I0 ft. Water-tight cover

£ ^	Surface flush vault
•cj

t
TO

p. Locking cap
?

I (9) WELL LOG:[i Ground elevationcY CasingCP*-

mmwm diameter in.

material sAL/<
Wfelded Threaded Glued

Material From SWLlb

Mm

m
MM

Hi

B^.Q .

&
nil

Seal

/j®_ft. diamel in.

material

redded Glued

\
WfeldedTO S

Z-7ft. Wfell seal:

Material Sc^a *./ '4*
Amount 'j ° ^
Grout weight 	

Borehole diameter

£L>wm —	
O'.Q.'oip 	Bcntonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

• fell

I -«P?<
: iS

Filter
pack

material _

interval(s):

From	

From	

Slot size 	

Filter pack:

Material

%#1. «.0.£>5
TO X

UAO'.'WA

ft. To

To

ft. in.

Date started ^ ~ *9^ Completed 9 -» ? *f
Size in.

. (unbonded) Monitor Wfell Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

on)reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST)
[] Pump | | Bailer O Air | | Flowing Artesian

Yield.

" standards. Materialspsji
knowledge

d and infc

r-p.	 / . MWC Number /&3//
J Date f >22 $ -<7 %

Permeability	

Conductivity	

Temperature of water jL? °B
Was water analysis done? Q] Yfcs J3"*

whom?	

GPM .. .

PH _ . Signed

Depth artesian flow found ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— - work performed on this well during the construcdon dates reported above. All

ft- work performed during this rime is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

MWC Number

uepth of strata to be analyzed. Frony

Remarks: 	

ft. to

Signed 	 Date
OjliGiNAI. & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SlRRiyBSftRW-CONSTRtjCTOR THIRD COPY-CUS'i'5423 C

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

5479Exhibit B 
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2/s
" * STATE OF OREGON cA /]](. .

MONITORING WELL REPORT ^ f\
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095) /

^ \)CT 2 5 1994 2.2Jj,
R RESUURLti Lt-tJ J.

Instructions for completing this report are on the last pageofthis form! FM OREGON 5BrgaT Start Card #

WELL NO.(1) OWNER/PROJECT (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Wfell Location: County -	

Tbwnshin ? /	(N 0|^jJ Range „ tl?or W) Section.j2.l3—
1. ASlt/' 1/4 of yf /IsuS 1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location -S ^

t « ^<-7? ,5lf
Name

State Zin QT/ZJC.

(2) TYPE OF WORK:

I I New construction

Conversion

I I Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

I I Deepening [L}-Abaiidonment
or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

/^L. P Ft. below land surface.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

Date ^| | Rotary Air n Rotary Mud Q Cable
QJ-Hcsflow Stem Auger Q other Artesian Pressure lb/sq. in. Date

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Yes No

Special Standards Q QZ _ Depth of completed well A2— ft.
m Depth at which water was first found.

SWLEst. Flow RateFrom lb

Land surface

I
-.9

\hult

Vc
e

•S:
Whter-tight cover

£^	-Surface flush vault
Locking cap

Stll Hlft —«
Vifclded Threaded Glued

ll®®
H§1 mm

Si#

A
9.
P. (9) WELL LOG: Ground elevation

Qo^
Material From lb SWL

" $
Seal Liner

diameter in.

material

TO< mm

I ||
§m

Wfelded Threaded Glued

»§

s®S

.
Wfell seal: 	

eriaXfrLrtfah/fe/CdHCS, A-=
Amount Z&O^	 	

Mat

Grout weight _

	 Borehole diameter

_ ~gf~_
Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

mm
all

mteH in.

?:&?
2V<i;;S

a

i?W9
>g:p

Screen

material _

interval(s):

From	

From	

Slot size 	

Filter pack:

Material

Filter
pack

( ::=m

ft. To

TO { To

ft. to.

mm

m

ki$M
Date started ^ Completed £ --

Size «•
(unbonded)" Monitor Wfell Constructor Certification:

1 I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliancp-with Oregon well construction

"" standards. Materials

(5) WELL TEST:
I | Pump Q Bailer f~l Air, . , Flowing Artesian

GPM

and i Ion reported above are true to the best
knowledge'andibelii

Signed

MWC Number /rOj//

_Date^—7- 9y	

Permeability	

Conductivity	 	

Temperature of water C^E/b , Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? Q Yfes fTLNo

' whom?

Yield

PH

ft.

(bonded) Monitor WfeH Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction,"alteration, or abandonment
— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
ft- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well constructionxjepth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:

ft. to

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief^

MWC Number

/o/Az/py
"OPY-CONsfRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUST5425 '

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer _ Signed.
ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECQj

.Date.

5481Exhibit B 
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£/s/ / /U
Start Card # / ~~J 0~] (g *V

-s-eoeoforegon lA^„ iKT 2 5 1994

& X2R RESOURCES DEPT.
Instructions for completing this report are on llie las£j)agc_oLthtsform. ru _QRFGON

(1) OWNER/PROJECT

MONITORING WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240^95)

(6) LOCATION OF WELLBy legal description
Wfell Location: County ^	

Tbwnship / (N qi^I^Iange or W) Section
1. 1/4 of 1/4 of above section.

~ 2r<f73 //(asy ,-nT"

WELL NO.

Name

ci- . te&jMc
(2) TYPE OLWORK:

A

State Zio QJ*//?
2. Either Street address of well location

n Alteration (Repair/Recondition)
"\Deepening [^Abandonment

New construction

] Conversion _

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

Gv.3 Ft. below land surface. Date ^7
lh/sq. in. Date	

(3) DRILLING METHOD

| | Rotary Mud Q Cable| | Rotary Air

QjjJoHow Stem Auger [J Other Artesian Pressure

BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

m (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found.Yes No

Special Standards Q Depth of completed well /& ft. From Est. Flow Rate SWL

Land surface
7?Vtult
?:
•9ft. 	 Whter-right cover

J) ^	Surface flush vault
"Cc

TO A
ft.

!-<i ° Locking cap
7

(9) WELL LOG:% Ground elevationCasing

m
lH
wm

u>r diameter in.

m
§Mj,
si

m
m
m
H

material —1

Wfelded Threaded Glued

Material From lb SWL

s> . 0
Seal Liner

diameter in.

material 	

Welded Threaded GluedTO X

ntsi

8$ ^Si - _
o:Q<o <; Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick
aPist

/<? ft. Wfcll seal:

Material

Amount 7 <77 	

Grout weight 	

Borehole diameter

in.

Screen

material _

interval(s):

From	

From	

Slot size _

Filter pack:

Material	

Size 	

Filter
~ pack

*
96

£%$g
ms

ft. To

IS$§ITO { To

'cD'.ov'c3 c3'6v«. in.ft.

; s;f^:till
itli

m
Completed ?_ Date started

(unbonded) Monitor WfeU Constructor Certification:
— I certify that the work I performed on the constn

abandonment of this well^srin^mpIiancejyitJrtJrg
standards. Materials u
knowledge arnfii^gm.

	Signed

in.

k>n, alteration, or

n well construction

ed above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST
Q Pump | | Bailer 	 Q Air Pi Flowing Artesian

Yield

info in rei

hjjWC Number
Permeability	

Conductivity	 	

Tfcmperature of water 3"%^ Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? Q Yes

whom?	

Depth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:

GPM

PH

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Wfell Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

	 work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
f(- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

	 	 MWC Number

	

ft. to

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SI

Signf

!OPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUST'5482Exhibit B 
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& • 1334

2/s
SHE OF OREGON tA

A<s>qa ] NAJ/Ek RESOURCES DEPTL
V(7\(7)l / SALEM, OREGON Start Card#

MONITORING WELL REPOR

XLS(as required by'ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-09

Instructions for completing this report arc 011 thfrlast page of IhiSrorm.

WELL NO. r2-(1) OWNER/PROJECT (6) LOCATION OFWELLBy legal description

Well Location: County —	

Tbwnship 2— i (N oifg^ Range J? ifpjr W) Section *2-S2~
1 • /(JUS 1/4 of A/\/\S 1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location ? //U/Y

j/wy
Cl-- J?(\£ri>cLa<£s State 	 Zip # ?

Name

A

(2) TYPE OF WORK:

I I Alteration (Repair/Recbpdition)

I | Deepening ["^Abandonment

I I New construction

Conversion

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWTTH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

Q Rotary Air Q Rotary Mud Q Cable

[3pHollow Stem Auger Q other ~ "

(7) STATI^

/J2-^P Ft. below land surface.

Artesian Pressure

WATER LEVEL:

Date

lb/sq. in. Date

BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

m (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found.Yes No

Special Standards Q Depth of completed well	^ - / ft. From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Land surface
IS
(?
9

5Wult

%	 Water-tight cover

fj^	Surface flush vault
•cj

t
R

P.
Locking cap

?
(9) WELL LOG:

Con :.reT<e- - ;-r. "
Ground elevationCasing

diameter —- in.

material g~—-
mm

m
%Sk
fpf
iM

Material From SWLTo

Wfelded Threaded Glued

#8Seal Liner

jti§
m
11
WM ~

E - °&
= ,

- Pvpt
— A.vhv'A ce>:0'cs>.'

e- ^p»p

diameter

materia^-

in.

^fejd ided GluedTO

^=2 ft. Vfcll seal: \

Material

Amount

Grout weight 	

Borehole diameter

im

W

m Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen

material _

interval(s):

From	

From	

Slot size _

Filter pack:

Material	

Size

MMFilter
pack

Mil
mila

ft To

TO < To

'w.ioVetaft. in.
mp

m
itfi

Completed ^7-- ^ *4Date started Q— ~P £ - V
...

vm in.- .
(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. Materials use^anji infonmalion^pfirted above are true to the best
knowledge andjjefipfr^

(5) WELLTEST
I | Pump | | Bailer 	 CH"Air [ I Flowing Artesian

GPM MWC Number /tfJ'/JPermeability.

Conductivity	 	

Tfemperature of water °F(C Depth artesian flow found _

Was water analysis done? Q Yes Q No ^

whom?	

xJepth of strata to be analyzed. From.

Remarks: 	

Yield

Date /> — 3 ~ 9 fPH >2^Signed

ft.
(bonded) Monitor Wfell Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment
	 work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
..ft- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

MWC Number

Jate

luctor third copy-cusi542;7 (

ft. to
- t, -

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer		 Signed

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SgCOW^OPY-CON! 5483Exhibit B 
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V*. T- ;'E w Ei?
i--'

. &ATE OF OREGON
' WATER WELL REPORT LftWE DEC 2 2 1994

56077(START CARD) #(as required by ORS 537.765)
WATh L U.£S^li;^£S jjFPT.A-

utrrBer"^ OF WELL by legal description:
SAL

(1) OWNER:
LaneOregon Dept. of Fish & Wildlife .Latitude.Name

ddress

County	

Township.

Section _

Tax Lot_

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)

.Longitude.
3E21SP.O. Box 59 N or S. Range .E or W. WM.

SW_ NE15Portland State OR ZipCity 'A 'A

(2) TYPE OF WORK:

ES New Well CD Deepen	CD Recondition CD Abandon
Subdivision.Lot. .Block.

Willamette Fish Hatchery

Qakridge, Oregon(3) DRILL METHOD:

CD Rotary Mud 0 CableCD Rotary Air
CD Other	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:
12/1/9437

ft, below. l.and_surface. Date:

(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pressure lb. per square inch. Date.

CD Domestic CD Community 0. Industrial CD Irrigation
CD Thermal CD Injection CD Other	

(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

16(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: Depth at which water was first found

Special Construction approval CD Yes 0- No . Depth of Completed Well 302 ^
Explosives used CD Yes E No Type From Estimated Flow RateTo SWLAmount

s 50+7

i—J est
_-37±

&
I

HOLE SEAL Amount
Diameter From To Material From sacks or poundslb

30±?0 4416. 44 Cement 55 sks0
1 I SBP112 44 202 see

32fiS
(12) WELL LOG:

1230+
Ground elevation

How was seal placed: Method CD A CD B 0C CD D CD E
CD Other	 :			 r	
Backfill placed from 202 ft to203 Material native slough
Gravel placed from " ft. to ft. . Sjze of gravel _ _

Material From To SWL

7uTopsoil , brown

Cobbles & gravel, w/clay, brn
Grvl , 2"- & sand, w/clay , gray

2 14

14 :,16(6) CASING/LINER:

IS"Cobbles & gravel 16Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

12 201 ,375 0 g

	
	
	
	

+3 Grvl, 6"- & sand, brn, med-crse 18 29 ,NsingL

Grvl, 6''- & clay, brown
Grvl , 6"- & sand, brn,

29 44. .
5244coarse

Grvl & clay, brn w/cobbles 52 72

Grvl & sand, med-crse , some cement "72 75Liner: 9

Gravel, clay & sand, brn, sane csnert 75 85
201 Gravel & sand , brn , coarse

Gravel, 3"-, can & some clay, brn
Gravel & sand w/clay, brn

85 86Final location of shoe(s)

86 101(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS:

CjfD CD Perforations
CD Screens

Millsknife 101 111Method

Sand, brn, med-coarse 111 112Type Material

Gravel & sand, w/clay , brn & gray| 112
Grvl & sand, can w/scne clay, brn
Grvl & clay, brn w/cem sl&^g layers! 149

140Slot

size Number Diameter
Tele/pipe

size Casing 140 149From To Liner

140 197 .3x2.5 684 a .

m
181

Gravel & clay , gray 181 189
Gravel & sand w/clay, gray

Clay, hd, blue & gray, & grvl
Gravel , 1"- & sand, crsey blk

189 193

193 200

Q 200 201

Clay', gray & gravel

10/12/94
201 203

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

1^1 Pump CD Bailer CD Air "O Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown

12/7/94Date started Completed

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or abandon

ment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction standards. Materials

used and information reported above are true to my best knowledge and belief.

Drill stem at Time

See attached data, also step Vested: •He

250 34 0.5hr 1085WWC Number

next 0.75hr500 ~ 68 12/14/94Signed Date

next 0.75hr700 95 .
(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work per

formed on this wgll during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this tinjdiyin compliance^yitly^)regon well construction standards. This report

is true to th

48 °F•mperature of Water

,as a water analysis done? CD Yes By whom	
Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? CD Too little

CD Salty CD Mudd^ CD Odor CD Colored B Other shallow

Depth Artesian Flow Found

ntkbelief.
649WWC Number

Date 		12/14/94Depth of strata: Signed

ORIGINAL & FIRST.COPY - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY - CONSTRUCTOR 9809C 10/9TTHIRD COPY - CUST

54285484Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON WATER RESOURCE DEPAl?fifKlilQ"Il9g4

PUMP TEST DATA SHEET;— dept.
	 bALEM, OREGON

* *• V ."

APfCNJIlK Z

Page / of 7

P.O.D.-IDPERMIT NO._

All water level measurements must either be in 1) feet and inches, or 2) feet and decimal fractions. (Circle one)
\PPLICATION NO.

RECOVERY DATADRAWDOWN DATA
Q

Q t-
2 >
O LU
rr -J

l_ 2°- 2 2>

S o§"z5® S«-E on P«-8
rr V) = J £n 3 UJ O X ^ 5

o_— ii±ic/3 cr in d
^2^ Q.b< Sjo x Jr O
2 -j ' uj < uj 0< uj^ I

p x . Q 5 2 ou. q Jo

LUa. 2L Z
m x_» OO O
oO?Of2 p

LUy ^

0 ^ -
h " a
X = ?1 uj c
a. b O
uj < x
a 5 O

zfcS h-"-x
5= CO 3 X X X
W X"§ f— LLf CO

2 E x b <
2 3— LU < UJ
p cl a 5 2

O cc

S o
5 f-
5 oo <
o X

COMMENTSDATE TIME TIMEDATECOMMENTS

;

4L0.5T ^ O\'-^S -n s u/L izlilfi I) o

I I //'.33.X
//U» ±

— 1,15?
&hhijtaaz

In
ii M27:a> 4»9.5r / 36.5T

M2ii
2£^. Ml3(o'%

SMIShirtP^P U>36 U b/JL7120

ft13$ 9 J£ll',3X X £Z1S%&	#
ZjMLA UMul Ml%24L

29.X<fe,X
ll'SDOi? 53,7 mi<=//s

ZLld.
JdO.D

m//'& 2£T £7,3

<t&37W/S /5~

7'.SO JM.Z 1M_

t Mi.WOO 90 IHM &7'.S5 2S /fa!

T&>36 MI

n/S teg!

f'30> £>0 )/)7.S

99./

M/.7
7/03,2

9!4£'7£~ /ot.o

9',7K>?/> /M.I

?',/£yatr /at.s

7'<30 120 7MJL
<f'.4S /XSr i/ax

JUCO/SO MM

/MtfT J/.S- no. 9

/0t36 /ft) III. 3

62L4513SL LjM.

I

/Q5-&

FjoiA/ r*rh*-<rwenxqe<str S7 9-Of
joy toialiZr+T P/otv M 'Tkr-

JMAm
ma

/MjTL

W.7

/P7<3

MIL
//>.#)£//> in. 7 mi
//',& nxr mn mi.

/£>?$'V //'.$£>#&> ta.<z 9

owrd 54295485Exhibit B 
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m_- |r»-

. Estate of Oregon

MONITORING WELL REPOR1
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-09;

SSTWW V^/ ^
Instructions for completing this report are on the la; I •tliis form.

* >\\ EJ\ « N w-" . |

(1) OWNER/PROJECT WELL NO. pqc!1 G (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Name A ^0 Q **^j ; rQ/t ^ ^L- c> ,	 Well Location: County 	
A^Jress L|% 5 I Township *^-i (N or Range ^ (fBorW) Section 2JZ~.
^ (O 0 & , State £) r?-~. Zip 1. 1/4 of S CAJ 1/4 of above section. '
(2) TYPE OF WORK: 2. Either Street address of well location L/ / 3

OPdc^AQiLd. 0(Z-' A<-ilc,-A
or Tax lot number of well location	 	N3t New construction

Conversion

I | Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

__ Q Deepening Q Abandonment 3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

| | Rotary Air

fyti Hollow Stem Auger Q other

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

SlLt? j- 13^5Q Rotary Mud Q Cable Ft. below land surface. Date

DateArtesian Pressure _ lb/sq. in.

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

13Yes No Depth at which water was first found.

Depth of completed well ft.Special Standards Q From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective
post

6

1ment monument

\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation
3sf i

Casing

- diameter

in
Its

i
HKiii

c#i Its
.2 == 	 .aPo.Sh 	Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen

= *£: 	material _
interval(s):

' I ' Fr°m
'cb.'.QV.'cb.r «j:g)V'w,: From

?M fi m *

4H
Mill

Monument Material From To SWL.« in.

fWue* Stow0 ft. material C~, zs.s6
Welded Threaded Glued

- ®
Liner

diameter

material

in.

r wm Welded Threaded Glued

"*Seal

4- ft. Well seal:

Material ^fc/oTT? ) "PL (L
Amount 9} ~ Q

TO

Grout weight 	

-Borehole diameter

10 in.

Filter

£JLA •r>acK

mL'v
TO £2^»lS

Zv "St.i T°.

Date started (g r- j df ^ Completed 	j *?.«- ^'Filter pack:

Material Jl} fivbj£>

Size j 0 -Z^Q in. (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST
I | Pump Q Bailer I | Flowing Artesian

	 GPM

.' .Air

.Yield	
knowledgdVnd belief.

MWC NumberPermeability	

Conductivity	

Temperature of water

Was water analysis done? fbjYes I I No

y whom?	 A CJQ A)	

Depth of strata to be analyzed. From	

Remarks: "

'Date Lq	 PH	

7 &/C Depth artesian flow found
Signed

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
ft- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.

MWC Number /<3pf/

	>..<; rt/TZf
UCTOR THIRD COPY-CUS'

ft.

' ft. to

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer _ 5qp. ;Qf. t .n» Signei
ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SE££ 5430:opy-coi 5486Exhibit B 
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SJATE OF OREGON
a is/ cxl-

JUL J 8 1995 Start Card #_A^ 3^ C?
MONITORING WELL REPORT 7&1(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)

Instructions for completing this report are on the last pal ns form.

A'ATEh ••(1) O
O(KU> 	"T7 JL

' ^ I 	*"=> K	
^ fS$r\L(Llf) tsf-. State Zip 3 M "71*3
(2) TYPE OF WORK:

NER/PROJECT: (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County L~/Kh~> )C-	
Tbwnship 2-1 (N or S?Range	3 (IF- or W) Section

Si*-1 l/4of SiO 1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location /rrCO~f.f

&A 	ox W iCk 1

WELL NO.

Name

1.

f/) New construction
] Conversion

I | Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

I | Deepening" ~ P] Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

Date (g ^
(3) DRILLING METHOD

Q Rotary Air _ - Q Rotary Mud [~~[ Cable

Hollow Stem Auger Q other 	 !	

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

is:8 Ft. below land surface.
lb/sq. in.Artesian Pressure Date

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found ( —**Yfes No ^ ^

Special Standards £j(J) Q Depth of completed well < ba ft. SWLFrom To Est. Flow Rate

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective
post

€•

ament monument
:v

\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation
[K

Casing

diameter
Monument

-IxpM

mi

	Well seal:
... _.... ,XXVOJ Material F£

illMi
H^S	Borehole diameteriil ills _ _ g ...

SVUtsiL: ffLAffc Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

^ gg£

csfky.:eg:

Material From SWL

SIS
Nil

ud\ H|&
L fete

. . , .-fi
(•

lbin.

material JP* lA C—y £l CtM 1>NVDO ft. £
TO Welded Threaded Glued

_^ft. . 0
Liner

diameter

material

fa in.

Welded Threaded Glued

Seal

in.

Filter

Pv.c,
Screen

material

interval(s):

From '^To ? O. 5
From 	

Slot size t >^'Z— in.

"Filter pack:

Material A flrYa O

Size / O — "Z-0 in.

IS

Z-/i< To

= . Completed (& - ^ ^Date started

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best
knowleds&and belief,

(5) WELLTEST
QPump ' | | Bailer I | Flowing ArtesianAir

MWC Number /0 OZ. S
Date. 6 S

Permeability	

Conductivity	 	

Tfemperature of water L (©C Depth artesian flow found

Yield GPM

JJLPH. . Signed_

ft.

Was water analysis done? ^ Yfes O Ho (bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment
	 work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

.ft- . work performed during this time is in complmjice with Oregon well construction
standards. This report is true to the besPjJpmy knowledge and belief.

MWC Number/^b?^

By whom? L& fO
Depth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks :		 __ __

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer S> f €-0 £, S>ri~/CAl'jCLlT^? ,Signed^^^<^^^>
ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT ^-SBC8nD COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CU:

ft. to

•R5487Exhibit B 
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'UPtM*mm
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-09$^ / . jo j99S

SWE OF OREGON p-
3/ 5 ^ ^ c^(L*MONITORING WELL REPORr

4^4Start Card #
Instructions for completing this report are on the I;

(6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County / 	
Township Q^ 1 (N or(§) Range

S1a> i/4 of

(1) OWNER/PROJECT wellno. r;.VT£R

Name "f~> Tf/jA — CfY .
r —sS	 , —

Q AXJLAQ&f- State nf7. Zip ^ M 1 Iff
(2) TYPE OF WORK:

((§ or W) Section 2^ 1!—-
1/4 of above section,

cl%9i3 jmM
i.

2. Either Sheet address of well location

|5<J New construction

I | Conversion

I | Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

J Deepening Q] Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD (7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

L -m~ 3 g82] Rotary Air | | Rotary Mud Q Cable Ft. below land surface.

lb/sq. in.

Date

Date^ Hollow Stem Auger other Artesian Pressure

*
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found P)Yes No

Depth of completed well / OSpecial Standards | | SWLFrom To Est. Flow Rate

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective
post

6

1 if*
ment monument

\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation

, 0m
„ 4° mm

ypam- 0m.
(1 I L

1

tS- Casing b_
diameter

material

MaterialMonument

0 ft.
SWLToFromin.

m
li

Si cm/ Sa£Lc>	ci 1 D
Welded Threaded Glued

s:
Liner

diameter

material

in.

Wfelded Threaded Glued

m
_Seal

^ ft-
TO

Well seal:

Material 1 77£. £ ^A-t PG
Amount ^ f^A 		

m — 	
ftiCS. m .	 Borehole diameter

V in

===== 	Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

§m

ISlI

ft,

rli" fit).Filter Screen

material

qo.'Wo.S

i&M c
From

PfP Slot size . 01— in.
	 Filter pack:

& ?$&$£ Material f) ft
"sa^M . Size ) O in.

_pack

interval(s):

wm
<ai'Av'K!'.'

am

From 1 Q To
)Q ft. T°

Date started (ft '— *S^ Completed — I *S

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST

I I Pump | | Bailer I I Air Q FlowingArtesian
knowledge and belief. MWC Number / 06 2 S

kizJH^S S"
Permeability_

Conductivity	 ^ 	

Temneratnre of water Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done?^^l£s I I No
3y whom? K^/a/1 Ub

Depth of strata to be analyzed. From

Yield _GPM

Signed. Date.

ft.

" (bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— "work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

/'• work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

	 MWC Number.

ft. to_

Remarks:

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer Signet

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECC

Dal

:OPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CD' iR5488Exhibit B 
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fSpfeVT121
1 /<My JUL 1 8 1995

5" IISWE OF OREGON 0-
3 £r~, Qjd,MONITORING WELL REPOR

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095 Start Card # 7 3 <-j g
Instructions for completing this report are on the last page is form.

1	1 j .

' "Vi c H ' 1 [fy LOCATION OF WELL By legal description
„ -\t-C- 1, Well Location: County 	 	

Township *LA. (N oi{§) Range ^ @or W) Section
1 . ^>lU 1/4 of 1A1? 1/4 of above section.

(1) OWNER/PROJECT

Ccs
/ "-ess ^ |2j prLoC)

C^/V/V^ N3ue^ %.io

WELL NO.

Name

(2) TYPE OF WORK: 2. Either Street address of well location

QA^ igvi	QrL,
tyxil New construction

I | Conversion

] Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

I [ Deepening Q] Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

[J Rotary Air

Hollow Stem Auger

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

bI|~1 Rotary Mud Cable

[Z1 Other 	

Ft. below land surface.

lb/sq. in.

Date

Artesian Pressure Date

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

5Yes No Depth at which water was first found.

n .5*Special Standards | | Depth of completed well Toft. From Est. Flow Rate SWL

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective
post

£

Iment monument

\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation

Sff Casing

diametertsisi 1vMonument

6 ft.
Material From To SWLin.

material 17. S-

ZA
TO t\felded Threaded Glued

J^
Liner

diameter

material
b in.

L.

r§§§"
M
f#

d
—ji

0 £ <?c =

c^/.ov-c#

m:<p\
' B
A:. —

Welded Threaded Glued

.. .Seal

2^- ft. Well seal:

Material

Amount y^(Q) A ftiX C} 	

TO

Grout weight 	

Boreholejdiameter

in.

_ Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen

material _

interval(s):

From

From 	 		

Slot size c O ^-in.

Filter

Ru,c,DaCK

mhf!P
TO

WMmm n^ro 73

JPS?
as." 1 \

To

Date started L? Completed , p j Cj r~ Q."Filter pack:

Material

Size /0 — ?jO in. (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

knowledgeftnd belief.

(5) WELL TEST
| | Pump | | Bailer Air | | Flowing Artesian

Yield C Number /QCSZ- >Permeability_

Conductivity	 	

Temperature of water *^"5 ~Z.	&?fC Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? Yes I I No

3y whom? £ £jO M
Depth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:	

GPM

ISPH .Signed. late.

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

"Taccept responsibility forfhe construction, alteration, or abandonment
	 work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

^ work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. This report is true to the best opny knowledge and belief.

MWC Number

ft. to

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer IfJO fc- C . f (1

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WAITER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SJ

£•Rigm Da_ _ _ ^ _ 		 jte
OPY-CONftTRUCTOR third coty-cus55489Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON ^ /7
MONITORING WELL REPORTA , rj
(as required by OKS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095>\ / /£7*?

a± 5/
Stan Card # <3

JBL,RW85 3 ^

Instruction for completing this report are on the 1: age of (hia-form.

(1) OWNER/PROJECT (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County ( 	 	
Township Ts\ (N o/S) Range (©or W) Section
1. 1/4 of ^ I)J 1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location £/ 5 13
PAice,n>Ag ore r 7

WELL NO.

go
A^'-ess	 	hkiM	SS	 	

L OAGfNP/Mfr State Zip ^ H S
(2) TYPE OF WORK:

Name J i

New construction

Q Conversion

I \ Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

[ I Deepening Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD (7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

DateItQ Rotary Mud Cable

Hollow Stem Auger Other 	

I | Rotary Air Ft. below land surface.

Artesian Pressure lb/sq. in. Date

m
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Ifes No

Special Standards | | Depth of completed well ^ „ fp

:— Locking cap

I

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found

ft. From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Protective casing
Protective
post

i

3ment monument

N;

\ 3 (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation

Casing

diameter —

JiH
1st

Monument

0 ft. . JUi^
< M
imm
rmm

Material From lb SWLin.

ijb6tuk*>materi al P<A)- /
Welded Threaded Glued

T-
TO

7s ft. &
Liner

diameter

materia]
1ST(

in.

I
Welded Threaded Glued

111
^ in

Seal

Well seal:

Material B^rr-n aa i rc» dAM,PZ>
$ Amount *5"- 9^ &M> 	

PPliBSPisH mm
___ _____ 8 	 Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

<3® 'Ci' °(3 Screen
wmmmm
««< J, irj
'C5>'.0V'C5>. A — : : v. cs'.OV-cs'.'

		 	""

irs.'O.Ci-.g

Grout weight 	

Borehole diameter

1 in.

Filter

material ^ > ^— '
interval(s): w

From /J^QTo lM s
From 	 	

Slot size t OXin.
'Filter pack:

Material &Ar^->0
Size )xC> ^7 jCi in.

ft. ^ To

Date started lli? — ) 6f — *C[" Completed Cg ~ / —• ^ ^

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards..Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST
QPump | | Bailer Air I | Flowing Artesian

knowledaeVnd belief. MWC Number / 0 t 2.Permeability^

Conductivity	 	

Temperature of water ~L— Gjyc Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? j£jj) Yes Q No

ly whom? AA CM 	

Depth of strata to be analyzed. From

Yield GPM

Patent? - / 7 VPH Signed,

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment
— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
i'- . work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the bestpfmy knowledge and belief.

. ^ MWC Number'

" ft. to

Remarks:

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer 17J f VU %JL— Signei

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SB£C

Dati

COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSi5490Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON 'r
3/ s 3 £ COMONITORING WELL REPORT

/ 7- - c< '
Instructions for completing this report are on thel^WBafit-oflttfstorni. JUL 8 1 9 3 5

Start Card # *7^ O(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-09;

(1) OWNER/PROJECTi well NO.

B/V U> \<U^q 6 T^yi tLg.
> ~ Hfcsis UtJf 3* ~	
I es&uuo&z- ~ State tote. Zip H 7/%?

(6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal descriptionF'Lb

$.. \\fe)l location: County 	

Township 1 (Nor^ Range ^ |^orW) Section
1 l/J 1/4 of	 (A> 1/4 of above section. .

2. Either Street address of weli location ^T & fclCOLY 33
QA^P^	Qfc- 1

Name

(2) TYPE OF WORK;

^ New construction [[] Alteration (Repair/Recondition)
I I Deepening Q Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

I | Conversion 3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

| | Rotary Air

^1 Hollow Stem Auger

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

fan-s-^sISI | Rotary Mud Q Cable

CZl Other 	 ;	

Ft. below land surface. Date

DateArtesian Pressure lb/sq. in.

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Depth at which water was first foundlbs No

Depth of completed well 2- *7 ' *2>Special Standards | | Est. Flow Rateft. From To SWL

Locking cap
Protective casing

_ Protective
post

€

8 Cxment monument

3

\ 3
3 (9) WELL LOG: Ground elevationLand surface

-3"

ill
agl ill
gfll lis#

^ftps ipp

jo J imm

' * 1 ill
v-M II

8 Po SP^-.ST
: ,pcf«l3

C^'.6v'<3'3

^2
Casing J

- diameter

material

Monument

0 ft-

Material From To SWLin.

!&(;0 i-grS 5' .5yyv) 3	h
<TO Wfelded Threaded Glued

ft- 0
Liner

diameter

material

do' "AZft in.

Welded Threaded Glued

Seal

Well seal;

Material

Amount 	MMx
Grout weight 	

Borehole.diameter

I in.

	Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

_ . _ Screen

	 material _

^%WSM interval(s):
il® From

From 	

V.i; Slot size > O *2_ in.
ft —Filter packr
l& ?<$$£ Material

. gj 10-7 0 in (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
	 I —i	 I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. Materials used anjJ information reported above are true to the best

knowlaeaS and belief

Filter

fill i <L.

JP J
I1.-?t. To

w • •;

mmm
(q ~~~ | *-^ ^ Completed jy j ^Date started

(5) WELLTEST
I | Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

MWC Number /&Q^-X
_Date (?-( S ~°]S

Permeability	

Conductivity	

Temperature of water 3 Z— gj/c Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? £0j)fes I I No

( 3y whom? M^	
Depth of strata to be analyzed. From	

GPMYield

PH ^ . Signei

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

rk performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

	 ft' work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction
	 		 standards. This report is true to the best of tgy knowledge and belief.

Signed

:es department SEgjastS^opy-coNs

wo

ft. to_

Remarks:

MWC Number-

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURC
K Da

CTOR THIRD COPY-CU 5491Exhibit B 
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* "" 1gSTATE OF OREGON *>"
'/3 £/a/ 5MONITORING WELL REPOR

n(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)
Start Card # jInstructions for completing this report are on the lai iage

1t(6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description(1) OWNER/PROJECT) ^vellno.

SM42	fa?*# Tingta. Gb .
S ^ess '[ ~ 	
L £)L)t-.&iT> State OfZ^ ZiD 3
(2) TYPE OF WORK:

Well Location: County ( j\Kj
Township *t-\ (N oiffyRange ^j. f(fj or W) Section •£.£—.
1. f/J 1/4 of	SUj 1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location $C *> 1^7 feiCOiL^
nAUUCXg t	peT '

Name

New construction I I Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

I I" Deepening Q Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

I I Conversion 3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

I | Rotary Air

Hollow Stem Auger Q other

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

(o ^ ^>) ^ Ft. below land surface.| | Rotary Mud Q Cable Date

DateArtesian Pressure lb/sq. in.

BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Yes No

Special Standards JpQ Q Depth of completed well 0

Locking cap

m (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found ^—4
ft. From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Protective casing
Protective
post

€

Iment monument

\

-IPP
|®$

1_- _
Material .TL i LIMPS

Wm »l— — —U -Mfc 11 _ _ J_ m- 	
.8 P^.S) C == Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen

	™terial
interval(s):

S,S!,!,iKS *" S.Q_To_iS
— :: From

— •':>&•«v Slot size < P*L«in.

Ilfetf	Fl"er"cfc cMaterial	5^
SiiSSlS Size |Q- ~Ub in.

(9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation _

ISl
<

_J

Casing

diameter IsMonument
Material From To SWLin.

P ft. material (f\J, (L- . ^«w:»	Q.
TO Welded Threaded Glued

<L ft. Ja
Liner

diameter in.

material 	

Welded Threaded Gluedri
HP

oSea)

4-fi.
TO

Filter

"PiUiC,^jtack

TO .

Sti ft. i ToC3W-M

S~ Completed <p •-/ ^ 5Date started

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. -Materials used and information reported above are true to the best
knowledge and belief.

(5) WELL TEST)
I | Pump | | Bailer ^ Q Air j I Flowing Artesian

jq&z. s

U>- S*
GPMPermeability_

Conductivity	 		 	

Temperature of water @/C Depth artesian flow found

Yield MWC Number

PH .... Signed. Date,

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
ft- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

MWC Numb

Was water analysis done? Yes I I No

y whom? ^
' ft. toDepth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:	

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer 	̂VtP 	SkOlNif'-fe -Ldt/2-Smned ,, ^ Q.,i
ORJGJNAI. .V JdRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SEtrQ^TrlYirY-COIdS'ntUCTCtR THiP.D (X:>PYN'NN5416.5492Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON I

S>) CLOmiwmsMONITORING WELL REPORT
(as required byt)RS 537<765 & OAR 690-240-095)

13^ fStart Card#
c.r'l'.Instructions for completing this report are on the last p

1JSALEM,(1) OWNER/PROJECT well no.	

OfrCtf AO^f State ft/g- Zip

(6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County -	 	

Tbwnship /Z-H, (Nor© Range j] ^fflorW) Section
1 . ^ UJ 1/4 of tO	1/4 of above section.
2. Either Street address of well location

Name

253k!
. MAST'S At,,)
QMdU cn/z— gg m> 3 	

6T£(2) TYPE OF WORK:
H

New construction

3 Conversion

I I Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

(3 Deepening QLAFandonment
or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

3 Rotary Air

£3) Hollow Stem Auger other

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

Id-Lz13 Rotary Mud 3 Cable Ft. below land surface.

lb/sq. in.

Date_

Date_Artesian Pressure

BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

# (8) WATERBEARING ZONES:
2X)Yes No

Special Standards HQ) EH Depth of completed well
Depth at which water was first found.

ft. Est. Flow RateFrom To SWL

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective

post

€

1ment monument

*5
\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation

t-	
material <- 'Wm

j Mil

gliai
rltl® IP
Us
illi|^|g ||||i

Monument
Material From SWLlbin.

^ ^ urv\ 3^y	dO ft. QJ=>
TO Abided Threaded Glued

ft. w
Liner

diameter

material

in.

Welded Threaded Glued

Seal

J^ft- Well seal:

Material j^M-HvMtrfe. UMF$>
AmountJA
Grout weight 	

	 Borehole diameter

	 	

	Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen p

	material | v

interval(s):

From 2s ^To ) ^
From _

Slot size tPl. in.
	 Filter pack:

Material

Filter

pack E-*a#
m
mi

ft- eye

cs/.ovc^

JO

ft. To

«gt Date started (g f ^ Completed i p e- |^j r- ^ *3
	 P

gg&j Size 1Q-7a3 in. (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. }4aterials used and information reported above are true to the best

MWC Number

(5) WELL TEST)
3 Pump 3 Bailer I | Flowing ArtesianAir

iqoz5
Date (j) <- / ^ ,S"

knowledge and belief.Permeability	

Conductivity	

Temperature of water 	 °F/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? ^^Yes I I No .

V whom?	jT/Vl (.J&tJ	
_-epth of strata to be analyzed. From_

Yield GPM

PH Signed.

ft.

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
.ft- work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

MWC Number

Date

(tructor THIRD cciPycusY

ft. to

Remarks:

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer ) £ SfT? / £ If V Signed . _
ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SEgpWlT^OTYCoi 5493Exhibit B 
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'f

3/^/
Start Card # T | ? ^

STATE OF OREGON

17228MONITORING WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095) V
Instructions for completing this report are on the last pagNatihis.

(1) OWgER/PROJECT WELL NO. (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County . 	__	

Tbwnship *2-1 (No^) Range ®orW) Section
1- SlO 1/4 of	
2. Either Street address of well location

ALQ I
A^-ess tyfe/Tfo CJ?

nAfLVAKAC Stale 6^

Name

Zip ^ *-/ '*^7 % (/J 1/4 of above section. t

gS5tS_—!

t

(2) TYPEOFWORK.

New construction

I I Conversion

I | Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

Q Deepening QJ Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:(3) DRILLING METHOD

] Rotary Air (p ^Q Rotary Mud Q Cable

l>} Hollow Stem Auger other "
Ft. below land surface.

lb/sq. in.

Date_

DateArtesian Pressure

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found.Yes No

Depth of completed wellSpecial Standards ^ | | Jt. From To Est. Flow Rate SWL

Locking cap
Protective casing

Protective
post

€

I 9<-
ment monument

\ (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation

"^Casing J
ISpS	<"™W

Jp§
mi

||||

<mA'
i#ti
§!§»

< te
9 Pa S P	 ffQi'.s£ Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick
"ore _ «f - _ ~

Monument
Material SWLFrom Toin.

0 ft.
SA/i'p <omaterial f, [) . Uj Sq

TO Welded Threaded Glued

JLft. ®
Liner

diameter

material
(y>r in.

Welded Threaded Glued

	

OjkafS
Amount i	

Seal

ft.

TO

ft-

Well seal:

Material

in.

Filter Screen

— material _

intervals):

From To ? b>
From _

Slot size i P 7 -in.

Filter pack-

Material D

Size 1 Q — "ZP?> in.

mm
<a:xy>o&

life

:;-=M-nark

®3h. m
ca:o

ro

cb/.6v-«u<

kim

To

• . Date started (o <— J ^ r- ^ *C Completed <—/ ^ r- ^ *C

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standardsyMatcrials used aqd information reported above are true to the best
knowledge and belief.

(5) WELLTEST
| | Pump QBailer | | Air _ . Q Flowing Artesian

GPM I Q& Z. sYieldPermeability_

Conductivity	 	 	

Temperature of water $7^- Gfr/C Depth artesian flow found

MWC Number

JJtJiPH Signed. .Date.

ft.

Was water analysis done? JRlYes O No

'' whom?	 A->	
. opth of strata to be analyzed. From	

Remarks:

	(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— • work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
ft-, work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

	 		 . MWC Number//%-?//
Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer , Date

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SEg^flS^PY-CONSfRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUST

ft. to_

54#^"5494Exhibit B 
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a/s
STATE OF OREGON A

MONITORING WELL REPORT IV ^ -2 £
(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095)

Start Card #JUL 1 8 1995Instructions for completing this report are on Hie last pag lusforni.

VATER R E (6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description
	SALEN , O.VQQSJekJion: County j 	

Township 2-1 (No^Range ffhiorW) Section
1. tO 1/4 of Si/O 1/4 of above section. .

(bACfiA QfZ. ^^7(^3

(1) OW^ER/PROJECL WELL NO.	

fco c, ft ft*-/?- •
3 r> 8 .I
fr&g. State' Zio

Name

Address

i
(2) TYPE OF WORK: 2. Either Street address of well location

^ New construction

I | Conversion

I I Alteration (Repair/Recondition)
I I Deepening Q Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAP WITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

Q Rotary Air

Hollow Stem Auger

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

y-fix =±£Q Rotary Mud Q Cable

Other I "" " ^
Ft. below land surface. Date

lb/sq. in. Date_Artesian Pressure

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Yes No

Special Standards Q Depth of completed well

(8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

10Depth at which water was first found.

ft.
SWLFrom lb Est. Flow Rate

Locking cap

>e
Protective casing

Protective
postg 8*

ment monument

\
(9) WELL LOG:

Land surface
Ground elevation

S|5I
. UsI

TO J to:A'8'C

^ sal

LCasing
- diameter

material _

Welded Threaded Glued

Monument
Material From lb SWLin.

Ill6 ft.
lbo

is:
\A.Ty%.y.

im
»

Liner

diameter

material

in.

t

ri
^iip

CHi 11 .
ffP-ftMS L___ 	Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Screen

— 	 material
= ;-'U: interval(s):
E From B To 2-0
E . «> V c? From

— AEVx? Slot size r O 7 in.
E "^^'5 Filter pack:

!$M Material	
Jlil1salggj3 Size/ gjQ~'7 Qin.

Welded Threaded Glued

Seal

I ft. — Well seal:

MaterialUs
Amount 2	

Grout weight 	

— Borehole diameter

in.

Filter

f—napk

#4 ft. Q-.C}•<?:

Hi

L ?<3 Mc

TO

ZOr,.i To

(p— I ^ Completed (,? - j ^ r~°( ^Date started

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance^with Oregon well construction
standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST
I | Pump EH Bailer H Flowing ArtesianAir

C Number i Q O Z- S
„ (g~/5~^S

knowledj d belief.GPMPermeability	

Conductivity^	 __	
Tfemperature of water ~j.— §3c Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysjs done? ]<jj Yes Q No

• whom? X^jt^s LA )N>
-c.pth of strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks:

Yield
N

PH
1Signed.

ft.

(bonded) Monitor VSfell Constructor Certification:
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All
ft' - work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

ft. to.

MWC Number
Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer *S?T-TE { Signed _ Date

ORIGINAL & HRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SE^iNWTOPY-CON^TRUCTOR THIRD"COPY-CUST 5495Exhibit B 
Page 56 of 136



STATE «0F OREGON & (f f Apjjfc

MONSTOSlNG WELL REPORT II
st V
	 r-i r, -

/ C.O3 E
JUL 1 8 1995

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-095) |\

Instructions for completing this report are on the last
Start Card #

(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

c/frfit? ^	 , _
V Q<E(P' State1 OfZ- Zio <3*^7^
(2) TYPE OF WORK:

(6) LOCATION OF WELL By legal description

Well Location: County /, ^A-l -
Tbwnship f (N oi^^R
1. f>C0 1/4 of

WELLNO.

0Name

~ ^ @orW) Secdon
1/4 of above section.

/ J '"tss ange

2. Either Street address of well location

T>§1 New construction Q Alteration (Repair/Recondition)

I I Conversion Deepening £j Abandonment

or Tax lot number of well location

3. ATTACH MAPWITH LOCATION IDENTIFIED. Map shall include
approximate scale and north arrow.

(3) DRILLING METHOD

Rotary Air

^^1 Hollow StemAuger

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

j. 0 Ft. below land surface.[~T Rotary Mud Q Cable

CI Other 	
Date

DateArtesian Pressure lb/sq. in.

#
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION (8) WATER BEARING ZONES:

uDepth at which water was first found.Yes No

Depth of completed well QS-)
Locking cap

Special Standards ^ Q Toft. From Est. Flow Rate SWL

Protective casing
Protective
postament monument

\ ^s: (9) WELL LOG:Land surface Ground elevation
-K-

Casing
diameter 	 	 		 	

material 0 » Q , 3^ i £> O
Welded Threaded Glued

#1
III 1PI

1*
'mw'w.:1

Monument

O ft.
Material From To SWLin.

'ZE

)S
Liner

diameter^TLIpp
cm

in.

material 	

Welded Threaded Glued1mmSeal
p-

m Wfell seal:

Materialm
Amount ff.— ^ ,	lj- ftS

TO

mSI
Grout weight 	

Borehole diameter

1
wm>m> mmm

in.

_ Bentonite plug at least 3 ft. thick

Filter Screen

— material _

interval(s)^

From

f.V.C,
Ssm, Em

wrn

capov'cs;. From

cR<? Qy

2_DTO To

V>_K To

fS|
Slot size < t )7 in.

"Filter pack:^

Material (P
Size ) ^ ** 2,0 in.

^7 r~Zg>'~<:^C Completed jo n7jQ r--^ ^Date started

(unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction

Q Air | | Flowing Artesian standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to the best

(5) WELLTEST
| | Pump Q Bailer

knowledsesnd belief. « /\. . >, i

U
MWC Number !0&'Z-3Permeability.

Conductivity	 	

Temperature of water t"~) "7,— CE&/C Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? Yes No "

"ty whom? ^y\A (LxO/O	
Depth of strata to be analyzed. From	

Remarks: 	

Yield _GPM

(f>PH Signed. Date.

ft.

' (bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment

— work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

ft' work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. This report is true to the best,pf my knowledge and belief.

MWC Numbe

f

ft. to

y%y/
»

COPY-CONSTRUCTOR "THIRD COPY-CUS'544'Ql

Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer t2/|C f fZ

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

Signei tes.

5496Exhibit B 
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* * ;

i — - - - — ill h
NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTOR , , 0 ,„/»! . _ _ „ _

The original and first copy ' - NUV " 2 ltWATER WELL REPORTfl 93395of this report are to be \) C ^ yJ ^
filed with the STATE OF OREGON

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM 10, OREGON
within 30 days from the date

of well completion.

2'/3-a3
State Well No.

(Please type or print)

State Permit No.

OWNER:

Name Don Persinqer

(11) WELL TESTS: Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes 51 No If yes, by whom?	

gal./mln. withAddress Willamette Street

Eugene, Oregon

Yield: ft. drawdown after hrs.

11

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
county Lane

Bailer test 1 00 gal./mln. witl200 ft. drawdown after 1 hrs.
Driller's well number

Artesian flow g.p.m. Date
Yi Section "3 T. S( / 3 R. 3 £ W.M.Vi

Temperature of water Was a chemical analysis made? Yes CXNo
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	6.!'	
ft. Depth of completed well 202

Formation: DescribeJby color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquifers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

Depth drilled 99 ft

#
MATERIAL FROM TO

##/ Ble Bedrock(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 103 002
AbandonWell Deepening B Reconditioning

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:
13 Driven

Jetted .

Bored

Rotary

Cable

Dug

Domestic DC Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test WeU Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded

	 ft. Gage 	

	 ft. Gage 		

		 ft. Gage 	

ft. to." Diam. from

Diam. from ft. to

ft. to." Diam. from

\
w PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes O No

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations In. by in.

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen Installed Yes §<l No

Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

Work sorted 9/22/62 19 Completed 9/25/62

9/25/62

.. Slot size

.. Slot size

Set from

... Set from

ft. to ft.
19

Diam. 		 ft. to ft. Date well drilling machine moved off of well 19

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

Well seal—Material used In seal

Depth of seal 	

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal 	

Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes No

Was a drive shoe used? Yes No

Was well gravel packed? Yes No Size of gravel:

Gravel placed from

Manufacturer's Name

Typo: 	 -	ft. Was a packer used? H.P.

in.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Depth

til Gft. to ft.
C.ase.y...2ori£s.	e.ll..DxlljLi.ng

(Person, firm or corporation) /

Address ....B.t.,....2...B.ox..6.9.5...Cx£s.v^.ll.,.. ..Oregon.

NAME
(Type or print)Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes No

Type of water? Depth of strata

v od of sealing strata off

.160.Drilling Machine Operator's License No.
(10) WATER LEVELS:

[Signed] /tu.US&l',
19' ft. below land surface Date P/g^/AGStatic level	

Artesian pressure

liter Well Contractor)

9/27/62103lbs. per square inch Date Contractor's License No. Date ., 19.

5442
(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) 5498Exhibit B 
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</rtc "

STATE OF OREGON
LAME

023651
^ *A/ATf .	

'5 ,
JfWATER WELL REPORT

(START CARD) #	2229(as required by ORS 537.765)

(9) LOCATk5KT0F! WELL by legal description:Well Numher: 2(1) OWNER:
Name Roy Davidson County—	EsUe	Latitude

Township	21 S Kf 0r S, Range	3E)
Section	lit.	
Tax Lot 900 Lot

	 Longitude
P.O. Box 622Address

Eor W, WM.
State Or. Zip Q7l|-65OakridgeCity

V.

(2) TYPE OF WORK: Block Subdivision

76424 Stehekin Rd.EH New Well EH Deepen [21 Recondition EH 'Abandon Street Address of Well (or nearest address)

Oakridge. Or. 97463(3) DRILL METHOD

12 Rotary Air EH Rotary Mud EH Cable

EH Other 	
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

Hate 7-10-89
lb. per square inch. Date 	

	91 ft. below land surface.
Artesian pressure(4) PROPOSED USE:

H Domestic EH Community EH Industrial EH Irrigation
EH Thermal	EH Injection EH Other

A (5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:
Special Construction approval ^es rE) Depth of Completed Well 48*5

Yes No EH ®
Explosives used EH Type 	

(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found

From To SWLEstimated Flow Rateft.

Amount

HOLE SEAL Amount
sacks or poundsDiameter From To Material From To

(12) WELL LOG:
Ground elevation

not disturbed Material From SWLTo

M5-Cleaned out & lined R
How was seal placed: Method EHa EHb EHc EHd EHe

EH Other	
Backfill placed from _

Gravel placed from	

ft. to ft. Material 	

ft. Size of gravelft. to

(6) CASING/LINER:
Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

Casing:

£l485 FVC0Liner:

Final location of shoe(s)

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS:

12 Perforations

EH Screens

Method 	SAW

	Material

Tele/pipe
aize Number Diameter size

2" 1000 1/8"	
2" 4oo 1 /8"	

Type

Slot
From To Casing Liner

2iE5 485 ®
a

	

185 225

7-10-89 Completed	7~ ^ 0~8QDate started-

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

EH Pump EH Bailer 0 Air

Yield gal/min Drawdown

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, o
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well constructioi
standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to my bes
knowledge and belief.

Flowing
LJ Artesian

Drill stem at Time

WWC Number 1344
Date 7-10-89	a±4 394 485 1 hr.

Signed

(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: .
I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonmen

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above, al
work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon wel
construction standards. This re

Temperature ofwater	

Yas a water analysis done?

Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? EH Too little

	 Depth Artesian Flow Found

EH Yes By whom 	

is true to the best of my knowledge an<
belief.EH Salty EH Muddy EH Odor EH Colored EH Other HO"b "fces~fcsd WWC Number 559

Hate 7-10-89Depth ofstrata: Signed

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY - CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY - CUST5443 9S09C 3/8!5499Exhibit B 
Page 60 of 136



023652-
^36- ALAME 23652

JUL 1 A inua -
STATE OF OREGON

WATER WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.705)

»W-;:^'?^ATTON OF WF.T.T. hy lognl H^riptinn-
4t i ^hLEj-I# Wv;^uN t > o

—	 '	 County	i-jQIiQ	Latitude		 Longitude 	

state or. zip 97^63

(1) OWNER:
Roy DavidsonName

P.O. Box 622Address
Township	21S	N or S, Range.
Section

TaxLot_200__ ^

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)	76424	Slohskin Rd .
Oakridge. Or.	

JE EorW, WM.

( Oakridge 14 v, v,

(2) TYPE OF WORK: Block Subdivision

9 Deepen (HI Recondition (HI AbandonEl New Well

(3) DRILL METHOD

El Rotary Air H Rotary Mud
H Other 		

I Cable (10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

6-10-88270 I
ft. below land surface. Date

lb. per square inch. Date(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pressure

QD Domestic CD Community. CI Industrial
CI Injection CI Other 	

d Irrigation
(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

Wi
ermal

270'Depth at which water was first foundBORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:
Depth of Completed Well	522	ft.Special Construction approval X£.8 ^9

Yes No LJ El
Explosives used CI 0 Type 	

From To Estimated Flow Rate SWL

1/10 gpm270' 271' 2M
Amount

m
HOLE SEAL Amount

Material From To sacks or poundsneter From To

4Z 4z21! Cement0 0 12 sacks
(12) WELL LOG:6" 47 570 Ground elevation

Material To SWLFrom

42Boulders . Clay

Yellow Cong.

0.
How was seal placed: Method H A O B D C CSd H E

Other	
Backfill placed from

42 6z
6ZBlue Cong. 125.

ft. . Material 	

ft. Size of gravel

ft. to
l6oBlue Cray Cong.	

Brown Cong.	 		 :
Blue Green Gray Brown Cong.

Green Sandstone	

125
Gravel placed from ft. to 16a 181
(6) CASING/LINER: l8i 225

Diam<

6"
r	

eter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

49 L250 707 zmi225
6 .a+1

56aGray Sandstone	

Green Sandy Cong.

Gray Sandstone (Hard)
-

"

360 385
585 53a

Liner:

~wlocation of shoe(s)

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS:

[~1 Perforations

HI Screens

Method

	Material 	

Tele/pipe

size Number Diameter size Casing Liner

Type

From

Slot

To

: 6-7-88 Completed .	6— 1 0—88Date started

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

O Pump H Bailer [XI Air

Yield gal/min Drawdown

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to my best
knowledge

- Flowing

U Artesian

belief.Drill stem at Time

WWC Number 1344
Date

1/10 260 522 1 hr.

6-10-88Signed
could flucuate

(bonded) Water Well •uctor Certification:

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment
work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above, all
work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well
construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and

Temperature of water 	

water analyais done?

	 Depth Artesian Flow Found 	

H Yes By whom	 			
Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? H Too little
CD Salty [J Muddy O Odor EJ Colored H Other XlQ~b *t.eS*t/Od

Depth ofstrata: 	 - - -	 i_ _ ___

belief.
WWC Number 559

Date 6-10-88Signed

YELLOW CO'PY - CONSTRUCTOR 7? PINK COPY - CUSTOMEWHITE COPIES - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

'5444 98090 10/805500Exhibit B 
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lame
<L> *9^

STATE OF OREGON

'!!! IVunJu-WATER WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765)

•— «2[vr	

(^TgqCATION OF WELL by legal description:-®*r„
v

(1) OWNER: Well

SName Roy Davidson 2- County		 Lane Latitude
Township	21 S	N or S, Range	5E
Section		lit	
Tax T.ot. 900	̂

	 Longitude
P.O. Box 622Address

E or W, WM.
zip 97465Oakridge State Qr,

V<

(2) TYPE OF WORK: Block

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) 76424 S fcellelli-Tl Rd.
Oakridge,. Or.	 		

Subdivision

09 New Well CD Deepen CD Recondition CD Abandon

(3) DRILL METHOD

0 Rotary Air CD Rotary Mud CD Cable
CD Other 	 		

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

1 00 ft. below land surface. Date 6-15-88
lb. per square inch. Date 	

(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pressure

13 Domestic CD Community" CD Industrial
CD Injection	CD Other 	

CD Irrigation
(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

*
ermal

2101Depth at which water was first foundBORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:
Depth of Completed Well	485 ft.Special Construction approval "^es N?

Yes No CD [2
Explosives used CD 13 Type 	

From To Estimated Flow Plate SWL

2101 2111 100'2 gpm	
4 2/5 gpm

. "i"

Amount
444' 447' 100'

SEALHOLE Amount
eter From To Material ToFrom sacks or pounds

ZL 2Z0 Cement 0 5 sacks
(12) WELL LOG:6" 486.22 Ground elevation

Material From To SWL

Topsoil	

Brown Clay, Boulders

Gray Green Brown Cong.

Gray Green Sandstone	

Brown Cong. 	 	

Light Gray Sandstone	

Gray Sandstone	

Hard Gray Green Sandstone

0 1
How was seal placed: Method CDa CDb C]C [3d CD E

CD Other	
221

2422
Backfill placed from

Gravel placed from _

ft. to ft. Material 	

ft, _Size of gravel
34 86
86ft, to

102
(6) CASING/LINER: 276102

276Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded 301
6" 21 .250±1 m m 485 100'i 3Q1V

CD CDLiner:

location of shoe(s)

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS:

Method 	CD Perforations

CD Screens 	Material 	

tele/pipe
size Number Diameter size Casing Liner

Type

Slot
To

.

-

-
.

6-15-88 Completed	6-1 5—88Date started

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

CD Pump CD Bailer E] Air

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon well construction
standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to my best
knowledge andbelief.

	Flowing
I—I Artesian

Yield gai/min Drawdown Drill stem at Time

WWC Number 1544
Date 6-15-88

6 2/5 .383. 485 1 hr.

Signed
could flm mate

(bonded) Water Well Corfstr/ictor Certification:
I accept responsibility tot the construction, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above, all
work performed during this time is in Compliance with Oregon well
construction

	 ' Depth Artesian Flow Found

CD Yes By whom 	

Temperature ofwater 	

vater analysis done?

Diu any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? CD Too little
Q Salty CD Muddy ED Odor CD Colored CD Other 110"fa testd

ndards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

WWC Number 559
Date 6-15-88Depth of strata: Signed

YELLOW COPY - CONSTRUCTO]WHITE COPIES - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT PINK COPY - CUSTOME
5445

9809C 10/865501Exhibit B 
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LANE 23653

N2 a
- - = i! \i/ . . .<

"START CARD"

NOTICE OF BEGINNING OF WELL CONSTRUCTION

(as required by ORS 537.762)
I

. ' ' . • i V •
This form must be completed, signed by both the owner (or authorized agent) and constructor, and the original
delivered to the Water Resources Department prior to commencement of construction, alteration or abandon
ment of each well.

ftOwner's Name and
Mailing Address

7

7

77

Proposed Commencement Date 4?	£"> r?

Proposed Well Depth	

and Use:

m

., Diameter

Community
Injection ,

Industrial
Other	

IrrigationDomestic

Thermal

Proposed Well Location: County

/>

Township (N or S) Range (E or W) Section

1/4 of

2. street address of	*7ZdZZJ/JL
well location

1. 1/4 of above section

At least 2

of these

must be

provided

Vi

^223. tax lot number of well location

4. attach approved map with location identified,

(see reverse of this form for approved maps)

We hereby certify that we have read the back of this form, and that to the best of our knowledge the information,

provided herein is accurate and the well is being properly located from septic tanks and septic drain fields. /

idafcf
X X

Owner's Signature Bond Water Well Constructor

License No.
Title

l£. iCompany
Date

Note: This is not a Water Right application. The owner is responsible for obtaining a Water Right through the

Water Resources Department if required.

Form 537.762 1987

54465502Exhibit B 
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LMWE
023654

RECEIVED [3.(Z*.	/.STATE OF OREGON
m.

WATER WELL REPORT
u C I 8 0 'JSSSsE TYPE or PRINT IN INK

"tauuKCES DEPTi
L-AEEM, OREGON

(as required by ORS 637.765)

(for official use only)V/ATE.l
(10) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:

Lapp"
) OWNER: ^—

•Oc>£"	-f-Aumuk.
xess\t>Q3 PT ^ ' A "ST.

City PIQ-D

County lA of Section ofV*

( <*VS	
(Township is North or South)

.Range WM.Township
(Range is East or West)Stot<OP,

Tax Lot Lot Block Subdivision

(2) TYPp OF WORK (check): MAILING ADDRESS OJLJffiELL (or nearest address)	

"DmnNINE) IsoI'I	CJAKiZli>6tDeepening Reconditioning D Abandon
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.	

(3) TYPEX)F WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):
Kr Driven O Domestic ©industrial Q Municipal

i Thermal:
Rotary Mud D Dug CH Irrigation C Withdrawal CD Reinjection 0

Other:
Cable 0 Bored D Piezometric CI Grounding D Test

JNew Well

(11) WATER LEVEL of COMPLETED WELL:
Depth at which water was first found IpA> ft.Rotary Air

Static level z) C") ft. below land surface.

Artesian pressure 	 lbs, per square inch. Date

Diameter of well below casing	lo.	
ft. Depth of completed well / 5? ft.

(12) WELL LOG:
Depth drilled | $CASING INSTALLED: steel

Threaded D
Plastic ,
Welded Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure ofmaterials; and show thickness

and nature ofeach stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of
formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level and indicate principal
water-bearing strata.

U	" Diam. from	I	ft. to 	ft. Gauge
ft. Gauge 	.* Diam. from ft. to

k LINER INSTALLED: steel Plastic D
Welded MATERIAL To SWLFromThreaded D

iJoPSftlL 	
n>l?n\i?M Ccav		

TWtxiki C-LAVsr^Mfr f^/v-nLieFP.
_ 73p r.ii3 AI *SA m PrSffy.1f 14-rt
ft ""BclIF HAi?f> SAMDSfAMr

aDiam. from ft. to ft. Gauge

3aPerforated? Yes B^No(6) PERFORATIONS:
3D 20Size of perforations in. by in.

lO 2a6D
perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to
m.sa

lt. to ft.

ft. to ft.

(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes S/No
Manufacturer's Name

1 Model No.

	Set from

	Set from

Slot Size

Slot Size

ft. to ft.JLuam.

Diam. ft. to ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
bglow static level

Was a pump test made? Yes M No If yes, by whom?

gal./min. with

(8) WELL TESTS:

ft. drawdown after hrs.

IAir test gal./min. with drill stem at hrs.ft.

gal./min. with ft- drawdown after /
g.p.m.	

Bailer test hrs.

Artesian flow

Depth artesian flow encountere^5si.

«
perature of water ft.

Date work started / *7~ —/completed
iep:

yy\& j

CONSTRUCT Sdecial standards; Yes No

wdr.
Date well drilling machine moved off of well

Well seal—Material used

Well sealed from land surface to	 	

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal	I..Q,
Diameter of well bore below seal	(p
Amount of sealing material

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used and
information reported abo^e are trueio my best knowledge and belief.

ft.

in.

in.

9-Zl 22\/^pounds D [Signed]lb. 19Date1(8... saci

How was cement grout placed? . . . . . Y.O.ClU (bonded) Water Well Constructor CertifwjtAicii: fJ .P,
Bond~£js37(gtoQO Issued by: LJlll P^L fefCL-l rtC> - I fO-'N .

' imber) — /(Surety Company

JO NIL S	.1 j I tJd •
(type or print name of Water Well Constructor)

Name)

On behalf ofs_Was pump installed?	 	 Type	 (

Was a drive shoe used? IX Yes No Plugs JMp..
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes SNo

HP	 Depth

Size: location ...

ft.

ft.

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to the
best of my ktfowjedge and belief: .Type of Water? depth of strata

K >d of sealing strata off

\ ell gravel packed? Yes S/l
(Signed)

(Wate) Weil Conafnictorj	/
q-ASzm

No Size of gravel:
(Dated)Gravel placed from ft. to ft.

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON 97310

within 30 days from the date of well completion.

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR
SP*46866-690

The original and first copy of this report

are to.be filed with the

54475503Exhibit B 
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<SE£T 7

r< £ c £ jumSTATE OF OREGON
ta*y»

WATER WELL REPORT JV23633
V PLEASE TYPE or PRINT IN INK OCT 16 1985,

WATER RESOURCES

(as required by ORS 537.765)

(for official use only)

(1) OWNER:

•'e yycux.

(10) Li

County _S

escription:
tFi,

HYd	 Vi of Section of

ONCXUTTvKX(4ua^
City

ais , Range	3\«A Township WM.;ess

(Township is North or South) (Range is East or West)State Q\
Sol Subdivision	 	—^	

MAILING ADDRESS OF WELL (or nearest address) ^ V ^
M JvraSto Qri V- Vot-^S)- tMpyvru^-^fty^. . ^

Tax Lot BlockLot

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well T^. Deepening Reconditioning
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon

(11) WATER LEVEL of COMPLETED WELL:(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):

ft-Industrial Q Municipal QRotary Air Driven CH Depth at which water was first foundDomestic

ft- below land surface. Date lO
Thermal:

Irrigation CH Withdrawal O Reinjection CD
Other:

Pie2ometric D Grounding \3 Test

Static levelRotary Mud D Dug

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch. Date
D Bored D

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing	 .(ft
Depth drilledCASING INSTALLED: Steel T& Plastic

Threaded Welded j^l

	.:	 ft. to 	ft. Gauge 	 	

ft. Gauge	

"3OO ft- Depth of completed well "^OQ ft.
Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure ofmaterials; and show thickness
and nature ofeach stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of
formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level and indicate principal

•• water-bearing strata. ~

Cp Diam. from

Diam. from ft. to

A LINER INSTALLED: Plastic M
Welded

Steel
MATERIAL From To SWLThreaded

T>ycl
IbrcxAbrt CJ)

O 3oo O 1Diam. from ft. Gaugeft. to

I VI	 tU-V	

'gyV.CUjY^ CjQVtA. .
(Lcroo,-

(6) PERFORATIONS:

13
Perforated? ® Yes No

SS"31in. by 3k.Size of perforations in.

act)svperforations from 	ft. to 3..C?0	ft.LrCO
aoo 3od

perforations from

perforations from

ft.ft. to

ft.ft. to

(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes No
Manufacturer's Name

I Model No.

Slot Size

Slot Size

Set from

Set from

ft. to ..

ft. to ..

ft.Lt'iain.

Diam. ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
below static level(8) WELL TESTS:

Was a pump test made? Yes No If yes, by whom?

gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

	 gal./min. with drill stem at **}QO ft. |

ft. drawdown after

Air test hrs.

Bailer test gal./min. with hrs.

Artesian flow g.p.m.

erature of water Depth artesian flow encountered ft.

\0 -3 - ./completed lO ~ I D ~Date work started
(9) CONSTRUCTION: Special standards:. Yes No ijf

\Q-ioDate well drilling machine moved off of well 19
Well seal— Material used

Well sealed from land surface to	

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal 	

Diameter of well bore below seal	{&.
Amount of sealing material	 		.1.3.	sacks ffi pounds
How was cement grout placed?

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used and
information reported above are true to my best knowledge and belief.

.so.. ft.
10

in.

in.

\d^id	19[Signed] Date

(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:

Bond ^ Issued hy: ^ ypAt/fO »
(number) X KJSurety Company Name)

LCkyOO Co C ,
f \Vj (type or print name of Water W(lrConstructor)

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief: , _		/" n

On behalf ofWas pump installed?	.kJlCVO

Was a drive shoe used? Yes No Plugs
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes [xj No vPptaJ( A
Type of Water?

Type HP 	 Depth

Size: location ..

ft.

ft.

_ depth of strata

M ' id of sealing strata off (Signed)
(strucior)/— terWell gravel packed? D Yes No Size of gravel:

(Dated)
ft. to ,Gravel placed from ft.

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON 97,310

within 30 days from the date of well completion.

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR SPM6866-690
The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the

54485504Exhibit B 
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Ut\j£\V£D

OCT -81985	
LANE <

a/s/s.£zLSTATE OF OREGON

WATER WELL REPORT Jt
(as required by ORS 537.765) ASE TYPE or PRINT IN INK

WATER RESOURCES "DEfftrofficiduseoniyj

(10) LOCATION description:(1) OWNER:
Lane 14Louis Pokorny.

County	

Township

M	 '/< of Section °i
me

21S i	, Range	3	EP,0, Box 149 WM./ess

(Township is North or South) (Range is EaBt or West)City Oakridge state Oregon 0400
Tax Lot. Lot Block Subdivision

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): MAILING ADDRESS OF WELL (or nearest address)	

	 telage?V.New WellS Deepening D Reconditioning
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon D

(11) WATER LEVEL of COMPLETED WELL:(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):
Industrial O Municipal O
Thermal:

d - Withdrawal d Reinjection d

Rotary Air d Driven d Depth at which water was first found ft.Domestic

Static level ft. below land surface. Date14Rotary Mud d Dug d Irrigation

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch. DateOther:
& Piezometric d Grounding d Test d

jj^^"
Bored

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing	6.!.
Depth drilled	 71CASING INSTALLED: Steel £] Plastic

Threaded Welded X]

.6	" Diam. from	.£.1	ft. to	.3.2.	ft. Gauge	t..23.Q	
ft. Gauge			

ft. Depth of completed well 7 1 ft.

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure ofmaterials; and show thicknesB
and nature ofeach stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of
formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level and indicate principal
water-bearing strata.

u Diam. from ft. to

LINER INSTALLED: steel Plastic B
MATERIAL From To SWLreaded

.... ft. Gauge
.wft4% 20

Tnp Enil	 ' "

01 ay,	Sand & Oravpl

B-rnTATti 01 ay	

Brown P. I ay & Gravel

A ADiam. from ft. to

A 24(6) perforation:
Size of perforations 1/4

S: d.? £3 Yes . NoPerforate

14 24in. by in.

5U 24 21 14"55 45
. perforations from

. perforations from

. perforations from

ft. to'. ft.

ft. to ft.

ft. to ft.

(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes 13 No

Manufacturer's Name

( Model No.

Slot Size

Slot Size

.. Set from

Set from

ft. to ft.

Diam. ft. to ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
below static level(8) WELL TESTS:

Was a pump test made? d Yes Efc No If yes, by whom?

d: gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

Air test gal./min. with drill stem at ft. hrs.

Bailer test 2Q	 gal./min. with ~j Q ft. drawdown after hrs.

Artesian flow g.p.m.

f
perature of water 51* Depth artesian flow encountered ft.

Q / 2 7 / 85 ./completed. 9/17/85Date work Btarted
CONSTRUCTION: Special standards: Yes d No

9/17/859Date well drilling machine moved off of wellCementWell seal—Material used	

Well sealed from land surface to	

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Diameter of well bore below seal	

Amount of sealing material 	

How was cement grout placed?	

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used and
information reported above are trueJjO myJbe^t knowledge and belief.

20
ft.

10
in; —

6
in.

9/1.7/	19 ...8.5...10 sacks 5 pounds late

Method ,;c;;
(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:

Bond 5032206	 Issued by: Safeco
(number)

On hpbaifnf Carter ' s Drilling & Pump Service;

(Surety Company Name)

noWas pump installed?

Was a drive shoe used? 0 Yes D No Plugs	
Did any strata contain unusable water? D Yes B No

Type HP		 Depth

Size: location ...

ft.
(type or print name of Water Well Constructor)

ft.

This well wa
beBt of my knowl

-ag .drilled under my jurisdicjidfl incf thikreport is true to the
rage and belief \ / / /C 1Type of Water? depth of strata

*' 'hod of sealing strata off	

veil gravel packed? Yes it) No
Gravel placed from

(Signei
(Water Well Constructor)

Size of gravel:
9/17/85(Dated) ..

ft. to ft.

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON97310

within 30 days from the date of well completion.

SPM6866-690
The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the

54495505Exhibit B 
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•1 1. Is b I V C U

OCT -31985
LW
023657

STATE OF OREGON
fc

WATER WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.-?A^TER RESOURCES TYPE or PRINT IN INK

(for official use only)

(1) OWNER: (10) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:

County	 Lane 14Fred & Margaret Palanuk	

47492 Dunning Rd. (P.O. BOX 6b8)
Oakridge

me .Vi of SectionM of

21 S 2ETownship Range WM.ess

(Township is North or South) (Range is East or West)State Qp »City

Tax Lot Block

MAILING ADDRESS OF WELL (or nearest address)

Lot Subdivision

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): same as owner

New Well QQ Deepening Reconditioning
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon D

(11) WATER LEVEL of COMPLETED WELL:(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):

6oDomestic Kl IndustrialRotary Air (XI Driven Q Depth at which water was first foundLJ Municipal D ft.

SO	ft. below land surface. Date 9°"5B**85 _
Thermal: .

EH Withdrawal Q Reinjection d Static levelRotary Mud D Dug Irrigation

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch. DateOther:
D Bored d Piezometric d Grounding d Test d

i 6"(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing
300 ft. Depth of completed well 300 ft.

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure ofmaterials; and show thickness
and nature ofeach stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of
formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level and indicate principal
water-bearing strata. . .

CASING INSTALLED: steel SO Depth drilledPlastic
Threaded d Welded d

$	" Diam. from		ft. to	.1..9.	ft. Gauge	•..?.!?.!?.	
ft. Gauge	" Diam. from ft. to

^ LINER INSTALLED: Plastic dSteel

Threaded d Welded d

	 ft. Gauge	

MATERIAL SWLFrom To

GnavpT ( rtri vox-ray )

Brown Clay	

Brown filayatona	

Brown Sandstone	

Bine Preen Gong.
Purple cons.	

Gray Green Cong.

& 1Diam. from ft. to

k1(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? d Yes SO No
k $-Size of perforations in. by in.

5perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to ft.
10251ft. to ft.

102
ft. to ft.

142 500.
(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? d Ye9 ® No
Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

jln&Th. Slot Size ......

Slot Size	

Set from

Set from

ft. to ft.

Diam. ft. to ft.

Drawdown i9 amount water level is lowered
below static level(8) WELL TESTS:

Was a pump test made? Yea DP No If yes, by whom?

gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

1	 gal./min. with drill stem at 300 ft. 1Air test hrs.

Bailer test gal./min. with

g.p.m.	

ft. drawdown after hrs.

• vArtesian flow

^^iperature of water Depth artesian flow encountered ft.

Date work started 9 8^ ./completed
(9) CONSTRUCTION: Special standards:. Yes d No El

Date well drilling machine moved off of well 9-5 H8BPortland . Cement.Well seal—Material used	

Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal	.1.0..

Diameter of well bore below seal

Amount of sealing material 	

How was cement grout placed? pourfifl thru trftWli.ft

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used and
information reported above arelrue to my best knowledge and belief.

.1.9. ft.

.. in.

.6. in.

.. Date	9.-5.		19 85.fi& [Signed]sacks El pounds

(bonded) Water Well Cony/uctor Certification:

Bond 7Q0225A	 Issued by: Hartford Acc. & Indem. __
(Surety Company Name)

On behalf of Casev Jones Well Drilling Co., Inc.
(type or print name of Water Well Constructor)

(number)

NOWas pump installed?

Was a drive shoe used? Yes KJ No Plugs
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes QB No nO"b t68!fc6d.

Type of Water?

Type HP		 Depth

Size: location ...

ft.

ft.

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief:depth of strata

M ' ^od of sealing strata off

/ell gravel packed? Yes KJ No

Gravel placed from

(Signed)
(Watei instructor)

Size of gravel:
(Dated)

ft. to ft.

SP*46866-690
NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,

SALEM, OREGON 97310The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the within 30 days from the date of well completion.

54505506Exhibit B 
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RLUtl ¥ t U

OCT -31985
(4.STATE OF OREGON

WATER WELL REPORT n
(as required by ORS 537.7^_AyjfR nESOURCES'^B^^jTYPE or PRINT IN INK U J (j fj O

(for official use only)GJLt aaa a	

(1) OWNER: (10) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:

i2 litLaneFred & Margaret Palanuk

474QP Dunning Rd. (P.O. ROY 658)
Qakridgg.

County	

Township

M of Section ofJA

21 S 3ERange WM.ess

(Township is North or South) (Range is East or West)City State fl-p

Block SubdivisionTax Lot Lot

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): earne as ownerMAILING ADDRESS OF WELL (or neareat addrcoo)

New Well K) Deepening Reconditioning
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon D

(1 1) WATER LEVEL of COMPLETED WELL:(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):
Domestic 03 Industrial . CD Municipal CD

Thermal:
Irrigation CD Withdrawal CD Refnjection D
Other:

Piezometric CD Grounding CD Test

Rotary Air 03 Driven CD Depth at which water was first found 22 a.

ft. below land surface. Date 8^

lbs, per square inch. Date 		

Static level 10Rotary Mud CD Dug
Artesian pressure

Bored CD

f 6"(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing		 ,	

1 80 ft. Depth of completed well 80 ft-CASING INSTALLED: steel 10 plastic
Threaded Welded

	* Diam. from	.f.1	ft. to ...1.9	ft. Gauge	*.2.5.Q	
ft. Gauge	 	

LINER INSTALLED: steel.
Threaded CD . Welded D

ft. Gauge	

Depth drilled

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure ofmaterials; and show thickness
and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of
formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level and indicate principal
water-bearing strata.

" Diam. from ft. to

Plastic
MATERIAL To SWLFrom

Topsoil	

Brown Clay	

Brown Green Clay	

Blue Cong.	 	
Gray Blue Cong.	

Gray Green Brown Cong.
Gray Green Cong.	

Gray Brown Cong.	

Green Cong.	

0 1" Diam. from ft. to

41(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes (XI No
4 ZSize of perforations in. by in.

1 22
perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft.ft. to
6222

ft. to ft.
62 120

ft.ft. to
120 15Z

(7) SCREENS: 157 HOWell screen installed? D Yes S3 No

18a17Q.Manufacturer's Name

i Model No.

ft. to

ft. to

Slot Size

Slot Size

Set from

Set from

ft.

Diam. ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
below static level

(8) WELL TESTS:

Was a pump test made? Yes j%j No If yes, by whom?

gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

gal./min. with drill stem at l8Qft- j

gal./min. with

Air test hrs.1
Bailer test ft. drawdown after hrs.

Artesian flow g.p.m.

hperature of water Depth artesian flow encountered ft.

Q-6-65 ./completed 9~9~85.Date work started
(9) CONSTRUCTION: Special standards: Yes No iXl

9-Q 1985Date well drilling machine moved off of well
P.QfzHcUrdC.siinoxYt/Well seal—Material used	

Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal	.1.0.			 in.
Diameter of well bore below seal

Amount of sealing material 	

How was cement grout placed? ..

•j q (unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used and
information reported above are true to my best knowledge and belief..6, in.

Date	9-9.	, 19 .85...[Signed] ..5	 sacks H pounds D
poured thru tremie

(bonded) Water Well Cqjpstructor Certification:

Bond 700225A,	 Issued by: Hartford Acc. & Indem.
(number) ' (Surety Company Name)

On behalf of Casey Jones Well Drilling Co., Inc.
(type or print name of Water Well Constructor)

NOWas pump installed? Type	

Was a drive shoe used? Yes CS No Plugs
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes No not tested

HP Depth ft.

Size: location ft.

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to the
best of my knpiSledge and belief:^ /" )Type of Water? depth of strata

M'^od of sealing strata off	

ell gravel packed? Yes 1^ No

Gravelplaced from

(Signed)
(Wat/LW&l Constructor)—

Size of gravel:

9-9.-85(Dated)
ft. to ft.

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON.97310

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR SP*46866-690
The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the within 30 days from the date of well completion.
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Graa 0 ©

LAlMg AWL .2 7 1981
0oP^9 WATER ftC&OURGES DEPT

0 A)(< SALE^0REG0N

WATER WELL REPQRT

STATE OF OREGON

State Well No.

/

State Permit No.

(10) LOCATION OF WELL:'' OWNER:
I

e Joe Palenuk: Lane Driller's well numberCountylv	

Address 6885 North A St« V* Section 1 4 T. 21 S R. ~5E'/« W.M.

State OR 97477 600city Springfield Lot. _ BlkTax Lot # Subdivision

Address at well location:(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well ® Deepening Reconditioning Abandon

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.	
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

5ZDepth at which water was first found ft.(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check):
ft. below land surface. Date 8—4—8 1

lbs, per square inch. Date	

2^Static level
Rotary Air 3S Driven
Rotary Mud Dug

Cable

Industrial Municipal

Test Well Other

Withdrawal Reinjection

Domestic

Irrigation

Thermal:

Artesian pressure

6"(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing
Depth drilled

_ .Bored

85 ft. Depth of completed well 80 ft.CASING INSTALLED: steel
Threaded

Plastic
Welded

	" Diam. from	dr.1	ft. to	29	ft. Gauge ....... .».2.5Q.	
ft. Gauge 		 			

El
Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials; and show
thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry
for each change of formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level
and indicate principal water-bearing strata.."Diam. from -ft. to

^ LINER INSTALLED:

, !' Diam. from	Q	ft. to . . .8 Q.	ft. Gauge . . .1 .6.0. . , PSJ .
MATERIAL From To SWL

Topsoil 0 1
Brown Clay 1 !£(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? t& Yes No

85.Hard Gray Conglomerate 12Type of perforator used ' Saw

1 /8 in. by 2Size of perforations in.

208 perforations from ..4.0.
perforations from	

perforations from		

ft. to ..SO.
ft. to 	

ft.

ft.

ft. to. ft.

(7) SCREENS:
facturer's Name

Well screen installed? Yes EI No

Model No.

Diam. ft.". ft. to ......

. ft. to	

.... Set from

.... Set from

Slot Size

Slot SizeDiam. ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
below static level(8) WELL TESTS:

Was a pump test made? Yes 3S1 No If yes, by whom?

gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

4o gal./min. with drill stem at 80 ft. 1 hrs.
gal./min. with	 ft. drawdown after	 hrs.

Air test

Bailer test

Artesian flow g.p.m.

rature of waterIMP?

W CONSTRUCTION: Special standards: Yes No El
Well seal—Material used	P.Qr.tlaXld... .Cement		 		
Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal	1.0.

Diameter of well bore below seal	.6	

Depth artesian flow encountered ft.
8->-	19 8"1 Completed	 8—^i	 19 8j .

19_SJ

Work started

Date well drilling machine moved off of well

Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:

29. ft. This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used
above are true to my best knowledge and helief.and informationin.

.8-1 19.8.1..[Signed] 	 	 Datein.
(DnHLng Machine Op^ratorjy

Drilling Machine Operator's Licei
•9.Number of sacks of cement used in well seal

1428sacks
lo.How was cement grout placed? . .P.QUPedj . . UMTH, . .fePPWi P.

Water Well Contractor's Certification;

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name	Casey. . Jones . WelX . . DpiJiing. ..Co.,.,... lac. ,	
(Person, firm or corporation)

Was pump installed?	

Was a drive shoe used? IS Yes No Plugs	
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes El No

Type HP Depth ft.

Size: location ft. .
(Type or print)

Address . . 3.71lib d, . .Hill,. ..OR. .9
Type of Water? depth of strata

[Signed] ...(.

Contractor's License Nq£/L?. 559• • •

I 1 of sealing strata off	

Was weU gravel packed? Yes (St No
(Water WrfLOontractor)

Size of gravel:
8.-r.4 ,i9..aiGravel placed from ft. to ft.

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTOR
The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON 97310

within 30 days from the date of well completion.

SP* 12658-690
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The original and first copy of this report
are to be filed with the

r-

WATE1 'ORT
*?

STffl IF :giWATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON 97310

within 30 days from the date
of well completion.

J(Please type or print)

(Do not write sroov^tiiis^^^^
State Permit No.

vmp fi±
$&L£ w(10> LOCATION OF WELL:
	 county Lane

V OWNER:
/•*

Driller's well numberR-hfivp H. Durandne

Vi Section 14 T. 21 S R. 3eAddress P.O. Roy y>	 __

Oakridpe. OR 97463
W.M.V*

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):
—

New Well ® Deepening Q Reconditioning Abandon

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 32.
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 11 6Depth at which water was first found ft.
Rotary ^ Driven

Cable Jetted

Dug Bored Q

90 5-23-78Domestic Qt Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

Static level ft. below land surface. Date

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch. Date

CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded M

... ft. to	60.	ft. Gage 	..250.

... ft. to

... ft. to

(12) WELL LOG: .6!.'.Diameter of well below casing

ft. Depth of completed well
...6	" Diam. from	.0.
	 " Diam. from 	

	 " Diam. from 	

Depth drilled 210 210 ft.
ft. Gage

ft. Gage
Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials;

and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,

with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in
position of Static Water Level and Indicate principal water-bearing strata.A PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes £2 No.

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations

MATERIAL From To SWL

in. by in. Top Roll	 :

Brown Yollow Clay

Brown (Ion.	

2 2

13.2.perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

JR 21ft.

3dBrown YolTow Clay

Brown Play & Boulders

Bine Brown Oon.	_	

23ft.

36
(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes (X No 5k_
Manufacturer's Name

5aGray Green Con

Gray Sandstone

123
F' ie Model No.

123 212
Slot size

Slot size

Set from ft. to

ft. to

ft.n.

Diam. Set from ft.

(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown Is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes a No If yes, by whom?

Yield; gal./mln, with ft. drawdown after hrs.

//

Air Tested:	Could flurrhpa.te
Bgjjgcxtggt 6	 gal./mln. with 1 20 ft. drawdown after 1 hrs.

//

Artesian flow g-P-m-

5-8 19 78 Completed 5-23 19 78
5-23 19 78

|mperature of water Depth artesian flow encountered ft. Work started

Date well drilling machine moved off of well(9) CONSTRUCTION:

cement Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:Well seal—Material used 	

Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Diameter of well bore below seal 		

Number of sacks of cement used in well seal

How was cement grout placed? 	....... .P22.?!.®9		

.59. This well was constructed under my direct supervision.
information reported above are true to my

belief. I

ft.
Materials used a
best knowledge A10 .... in.

6 	LfeL
(Driiiing Mac'ht

Drilling Machine Operators' License No.

... in. [Signed] .19.>> Date
17 sacks

.702.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name
Was a drive shoe used? jg)®es Q No Plugs

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes g No

Size; location ft.
..C.aaey...J.Qiae.s...¥eIl..DriIIing...C.o.A^...Irj.Q.,	

(Person, firm or corporation) (Type or print)

Address ....373^-5--2mmigraiit..R

[Signed]

.P.lsasan£..Hill»...0Rof water? depth of strata

Mechod of sealing strata off

(Wate£9Well Contractor)

Contractor's License No. ....559-.— Date 	 5~24.	, 1978.

Was well gravel packed? Yes gfl No Size of gravel;

Gravel placed from 			ft. to ft.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SP,4B6Sa-11354535509Exhibit B 
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v

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CON^^C^lO IE I If £
Th°ef?SS€?°C^ APR 2 7 1960™** WELL REPORT

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OSfeQ'ON 87310' CMriMrJSTATE OF OREGON
within 30 days from theSjat'e t— I Nhr. fpjease type or print)

of well completion. SAI..FM OPPCAM	

'J&

00
2.1/3:~M.State Well No.

State Permit No.

OWNER:

Name Fred Fallett

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

(11) WELL TESTS:

yf/U<u^
Address Oakridge, Oregon /&>M> /&*£

u 1

Was a pump test made? Yes g No If yes, by whom?	

ft. drawdown afterYield: gal./min. with hrs.

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
90 13Bailer test gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

county Lane Driller's well number
Artesian flow g.p.m. Date

Vi Section 14 T. 21S	 R. 2EVl W-M.
Was a chemical analysis made? Yes Eg No

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing	

Depth drilled 150 ft. Depth of completed well 150

Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquifers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

Temperature of water
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

6"

ft.

TOFROMMATERIAL

(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):
6Clay Brown & boulders

Clay red & boulders

.0
Well a Deepening Reconditioning

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon 6 30

30 52Clay stone blue

Sand stone blue 6752(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:
67 79Sand stone brownRotary Driven

Cable > Jetted

Dug Bored

Domestic E) Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other 8379Clay stone	

Basalt black, hard

Sand stone brown & red

83 105

112105(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded 0

ft. Gage

ft. Gage ...

ft. Gage ....

6 118112Basalt0 32 250." Diam. from ft. to

118 150Multi.col. tough & hardDiam. from

Diam. from

ft. to

ft. to

PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes El No

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations in. by in.

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to ft.

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen Installed? Yes (2? No

Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

Slot size ... Set from

... Set from
Work started 3/31	 19 66 Completed
Date well drilling machine moved off of well

ft. to

ft. to

ft. w
4/13/

1966
Diam. Slot size ft.

19 66
(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

Well seal—Material used in seal Py.ddl.j6d.... .Q.l.a.Y. ...§!. ...C.f5J[0.6.R.1r
Depth of seal

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal 	ID..

Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	
32 ft. Was a packer used? .

.... in.

H.P.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:
Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes [2f No Depth

Was a drive shoe used? 0 Yes No

Was well gravel packed? Yes 0 No

Gravel placed from

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.Size of gravel:

name P.§.§.®y..J9Q.®s....WeLi..]5?.^ii0.9....9o«.
(Person, Krm or corporation)

ft- to ft.

(Type or print)Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes H No

Type of water?	

od of sealing strata off

Address .Rt.»...2...§.Q^.. 6.9.5 ,Gr.£§vyg.11.,...Or eg ondepth of strata

155Drilling/KTachltle Operator's Licensi
(.id) WATER LEVELS:

(Wau-y'wvii Contractor)
[Signed] /\

Static level 55 ft. below land surface Date 4/l3/66
lbs, per square inch Date	 	 4/19/103 66Artesian pressure Contractor's License No.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY)

rebate ., 19.
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"Eire 1 « fc rfi
f MAR G - 1972 m

rjurn,E iu water wjiijuip

The original and fiijafc-
of this report are H>'

filed with theT

STATE ENGINEER, SALE®' Y^GpigpTgpf'vj <2 J f\j EER(Please type or pri
within 30 days froriTthejdate „nJ ,'"\M

of well completionSA L-£M . t-J \I)o not write above this line)

lame
02366^

TER WELL REPORT
'T- I

STATE OF OREGON Mjz-iState WeU No.

nt)

State Permit No.

(10) LOCATION OF WELL:

L.PU)/(2

/-+ \ OWNER:

.e (2hMk£ (j I rp. m/Eft
Address f)j t*T lQ(t >	

County Driller's well number

i/4 Section T, 2?/ cS R- 3 X34 W.M.

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well\j^ Deepening _Reconditioning Abandon
If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12,	

(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.
(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): Depth at which water was first ffiund $0

Static level

ft, ~

ft, below land surface. Date 2. — 2		
Jfj] Driven

Jetted
Bored

Domestic hi,Rotary

Cable

Dug

Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Q Test Well . Other Q • Artesian pressure lbs. per square inch. Date

&CASING INSTALLED:
Iff.	" Diam. from	

'/Threaded Welded Jg

.....3-0..	ft. Gage ....!...<9A.$.
ft. to 	 	ft. Gage 	 :....

ft. Gage 	 		

If?(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing

ft. Depth of completed well
-ft. to

MHDepth drilled ft.
...." Diam. from

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials;
and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,
with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in
position of Static Water Level and indicate principal water-bearing strata.

Diam. from ft. to

V XPERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes No.

Type of perforator used _ t : MATERIAL

. ('Jail 9- &6QIDGRS
feiDg (liPw-slWer
Rf.Q SftKfOShtvrc"

ToFrom SWL

j3oin.'Size of perforations ?" by Q

m3aft.._. perforations from

.... perforations from

.... perforations from

ft. t<^ ....

ft. to ....

ft. to ....

9037ft.

g)/)g SAMQshwsr <40-3ft.

ad 3 a <£-7(7) SCREENS: WeU screen lnstaUed? Yes ^f^No
Manufacturer's Name

T*—e 	 Model No.

Set from

Set from

	Slot size

.... Slot size

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

Diam. 	ft.

(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level .

Was a pump test made? |~) Yes i^No If yes, by whom? 	

ft. drawdown after _Yield, gal./min. with hrs.

J&Wtn cO/AiA eshMhn i Lctpm >Coori
gal./min. with ^V&ft. drawdown after /Bailer test hrs.

A,. .
Artesian flow _ g.p.m.	 	 . „ .

Depth artesian flow encountered ... 19 1L- Completed ,2. *""* / (q~*7liSerature of water Work started J-/.^

Date weU drilling machine moved off of well

ft.

3l-( A) "9 2-ts(9) CONSTRUCTION:

(L.CiD.o/j^. Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:
This well was constructed under my direct supervision.

Materials used and information reported above are true to my
best knowledge an$ belief.

[Signed] ... ,
(Dealing Machine Operator) ^ _

Drilling Machine Operator's License No	_/0....e.

Well seal—Material used 		

Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Diameter of well bore below seal

m ft.

10. .... In.

Date ,19.7.2—-in.

/6Number of sacks of cement used tn well seal ....

Number of sacks of bentonite used In well seal

Brand name of bentonite 				 	

Number of pounds of bentonite per 100 gaUons

of water 				/		 ...........			

Was a drive shoe used? Yes jj^No Plugs	
Did any strata contain unusable, water? _ Yes No

depth of sjrata

... sacks

sacks

" Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name .. 	 	
.. • (Person, firm or corporation® (Type or print) ,

M.h.fei	.x.B..th	Xh	Ldb.M*kL..

Ibs./lOO gals.

Size: location ft.

AddressT of water?

Mu-.od of sealing strata off

—' [Signed]

Contractor's License No.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IP NECESSARY)

Was weU gravel packed? Yes j&No Size of gravel: (Wafer Well Contractor)

2.7*^.19Gravel placed from ft. to Dateft.

5455 SPM5Ci',s-u°5511Exhibit B 
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Ml£.'
NOTICE TO WATER WELL OONT %

-iijs-15-Thoe1?£ifirnea^darfii:i,y^EP 2 3 1966
filed with the

n>ATER WELL REPORT

STATE ENGINEER, SALEI^jOREOQNl73ic[ N G | N EEJ^STATE OF OREGON

With of welf compl?tiohn:':dAq . E.V? OREGON (PleaSe ^ °r Prmt)

State Well No.

State Permit No.

Drawdown is amount water level Is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes ~OfNo If yes, by whom?	

ft. drawdown after	

(11) WELL TESTS:OWNER:

Marion HayesName

Address hrs.Yield: gal./min. with

Oakridge , Oregon

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
1200 gal./mia2t with 4- ft- drawdown after 1 hrs.Bailer test

county Lane Driller's well number
Artesian flow g.p.m. Date

'/« Section f ^	 T. ol / <S R. >3 £
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner	

W.M. Was a chemical analysis made? Yes jS No _Temperature of water

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	j6.

ft.ft. Depth of completed well £,J,Depth drilled Pfl

a Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquifers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation,

FROM TOMATERIAL

(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):
25 ¥ -55-Bouldere

Deepening 2XMew Well Reconditioning

liandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Abandon

(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:
Rotary Driven

Cable 6 Jetted
Dug Bored

Domestic XX Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded (XX

	5.3	ft. Gage
	 ft. Gage 	

		 		 ft. Gage 	

.6.	" Diam. from	25	ft. to
	 " Diam. from

25.Q	

ft. to

." Diam. from ft. to

v.j PERFORATIONS: Perforated? (Xj Yes No

MillsType of perforator used

Size of perforations -j-

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

1
Ain. by in.

50 55 ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft. to ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes BCNo

Manufacturer's Name

9L
Model No.

Slot size

Slot size

Set from

Set from

ft. to ft. Work started 9—1—66 19 Completed 9~6—66
9-6-66

19
Diam. ft. to ft.

Date well drilling machine moved off of well 19

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

..Bi.dd.l.e...Clax...&....Q.e.mentWell seal—Material used in seal

Depth of seal

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes ^§£no

Was a drive shoe used? Yes X] No

Manufacturer's Name

	2Q... ft. Was a packer used? 	UD. Type: H.P.

.10. in.
Water Well Contractor's Certification:

Depth

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Was well gravel packed? Yes XXNo s'ze of gravel:

ft. toGravel placed from

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes j/j No

ft. NAME .....Casey;.. Jones.. Well. Drilling
(Person, firm or corporation) (Type or print)

Creswell, OregonRt. 2 Box 695AddressType of water?	

.rod of sealing strata off

depth of strata

O	.423.Drilling ^Eaachine Operator's Licen
(10) WATER LEVELS:

[Signed]
HwAigwen Contractor)

Contractor's License No. .10.3	Date

ft. below land surface Date 9—6—66

lbs, per square inch Date	

20Static level

	2-9.-6.6.	Artesian pressure „ 19.

5456(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) 5512Exhibit B 
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/

i . 1 '•
L u OCT £ * 1963 '"WATER WELL REPORT

"ril STATE OF OREGON
O -tate Well No.

*

A - /&"oFile Original and
First Copy with the
STATE ENGINEER,
SALEM, OREGON

•. ' " l!
State Permit No.i * - *» —

(O OWNER: (11) WELL TESTS: Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes %] No If yes, by whom?	Harry Swank[ i

Address Oakridqe. Oregon
Yield: gal./min, with ft. drawdown after hrs.

<

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:

Lane
TBailer test 2000 gal./ifeiE. with 30 ft, drawdown after hrs.County Owner's number, If any-

Artesian flow g.p.m. DateT. 21 S R, 3 EVt Section 15Vl W.M,
Temperature of water Was a chemical analysis made? Yes NoBearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

(12) WELL LOG: 6	Diameter of well 	

ft. Depth of completed well 68

inches.

Depth drilled 6 8 ft.

Formation:
show thick-

material and structure, and
. _ _ ers and the kind and nature of the material in each

stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

MATERIAL FROM TO

20Topsoil(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):

202Boulders g soilNew Well 0 Deepening Reconditioning

1/ **handonment, describe material and procedure in Item 11.

m

Abandon

20 54Sand & Gravel & boulders - yllow
Black sand - medium 	 5854

(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:
6858Sand & gravel

Rotary Driven

Cable a Jetted

Dug Bored

Domestic CX Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded <

ft. to 6.7 ft. Gage .250
ft. to

ft. to

6	" Dlam. from ....Q
Diam. from ft. Gage

ft. GageDiam. from

PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes g) No

Type of perforator used

SIZE of perforations in. by in.

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to

.... ft, to

.... ft. to

-..ft. to_

... ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed Yes No

Manufacturer's Name

Type 	 Model No.

m.
Slot size

Slot size

ft. toSet from ft.

Work started 9-*l6—63 19 . Completed 9—27—63 ipSet from ft. to ft.

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:
Was well gravel packed? Yes £PNo Size of gravel:

ft. to 	

Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	 		 	
Gravel placed from 	

Was a surface seal provided?

ft.
H.P. 	

67 » 8"Q- Yes No To what depth?

Material used in seal— PuddlGd Cl 3Y CWfTient
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes Eg No	

Depth of strata	

ft.

Well Driller's Statement:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.Type of water?

Method of sealing strata off

.Cas«y. . . .Jqne.s . . .We1 1. . .Dri1 l.ina. . .Q.o.mp any.	
R?:ra2* fro^r^iresweilT 0r¥#8n

NAME

(10) WATER LEVELS:
9-27-63 Address38Static level ft. below land surface Date

lbs, per square inch Date 10,Artesian pressure
Driller's lUmbei

/

L Accepted by:
[Signed

' "(Weippififer) 	

	^Date	
[Signed] Date 19. 103 9-27-63License No.(Owner) ., 19.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY)
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bAif^1
NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTOR

b.vu-iu.,_ o iw ^tThe original and first eppy
of this report are to be

filed with the

'IV -s

WATER WELL REPORT *//3 -State Well No.

STATE OF OREGON
(Please type or print)

STATE ENGINEER. SALEM, OREGON 97310
within 30 days from the date _ __

of well completion. State Permit No.

OWNER: Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes gC] No If yes, by whom? 	

(11) WELL TESTS:

Gary Moore	_ , V

Star Rt. Onkri rioo. Oregon

Name'

Yield:Address ft. drawdown aftergal./min. with hrs.

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:

gal.711111?. with 95 ft. drawdown after 1Bailer test 600 hrs,
Driller's well number 	 a	

Vi Section /,6~~ T.^/S R- 3 £ W.M

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner 	 	

County
- Artesian flow	

Temperature of water	 Was _a_ chemical analysis made? Yes 3D No

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	 	

Depth drilled	 200 Depth of completed well		200 ft.

Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquifiers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

g.p.m. Date

v*

6"

MATERIAL PROM . TO

) TYPE OF WORK (check):

™ew Well B

3'0T-fepscd 1	
VpI 1 ow clav

Reconditioning Abandon

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Deepening 123

3T =12Basalt Boulders
T35 ;3TBlue arav conglomer(Hard)(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:

135 300Blue StandstoneDomestic b Industrial Municipal Rotary 0 Driven

Cable Jetted

Dug BoredIrrigation Test Well Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded H

6 0 .25037zDiam. from

Diam. from

ft. Gage

ft. Gage

ft. Gage

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to." Diam. from
i

V-, PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes Q No

Type of perforator used

in. bySize of perforations in.

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

... ft. to

... ft. to

... ft. to

... ft. to

... ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes 0 No

ufacturer's Name

Type

Diam.

Diam.

Model No.

Slot size Set from ft. to ..

ft. to ..

ft.
1964 - Completed 3/10

Date well drilling machine moved off of well 3/10

1964_3/5lWork started
Slot size Set from 	 ft. 1964

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

Puddled clay & CerentWell seal—Material used in seal

Depth of seal

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	37. no... ft. Was a packer used?
H.P. ._.

10 in.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes H No Depth

Was a drive shoe used? Yes XI No

Was well gravel packed? Yes XI3 No Size of .gravel] ......

Gravel placed from ft. to ft.
..C.a.aay...Jones. We

(Person, firm or 'corporation)
NAME

Did any strata contain unusuable water? Q Yes >T1 No (Type or print)

Address .--.Rt..-..-BQx...69.5.v..C.r.e.SW.el.l.l...0re9.oi)iType of water? depth of strata

T od of sealing strata off

1.6.Q		Drilling

[Signed] /^\

Contractor's License No	Q
(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IE NECESSARY)

	 	 * v =

ie Operator's Licen:c.
WATER LEVELS:

ft, below land surface Date. , 3/l0/64100Static level
C 'ell Contractor)

Artesian pressure 64Date. Msrcn.. 1.2 xJbs^per square, inch Date
, 19.

5458
!

aL - it...LJL— .
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL,CONTRACTO
The original and firSt copy

of this report are to be

filed with t

\J\WR WO
WATER WECL

JAN 16 1973

(Please type £ EN C3 I N EER

(Do not write ahove OREGON6

Id/
State Well No. Q\STATE OF OREGON

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGON 9731

within 30 days from the date

of well completion.
Permit No.

nmEKA-) , ^ /-?, A A. 7^ /ft (in) LOCATION OF WELL:
OTK C- O A/ f/ £/f C-VAifijlfjt AC^v	

/I( C/J^k Vi Section / fC T,

OAif/fYfid
c

Driller's well numberin ame

y ^Addr W.M,

lEa /fy/ a y_0. a S^OZAS"
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

Reconditioning AbandonDeepeningNew Well

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

<4)
Domestic Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

(3) TYPE OF WELL: ft.Depth at which water was first found

Rotary ^Driven Q

Cable Jetted

Bored 	.

ft. below land surface. DateStatic level ZJ2.

O Artesian pressure lbs. per square inch. Date

w <
T

CASING INSTALLED:
4 *

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	O...	

Depth drilled /& £> ft. Depth of completed well

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials;

and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,
with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in

position of Static Water Level and indicate principal water-bearing strata. '

Threaded D Welded. 5K

ft. Gage

ft. Gage 	 .

ft. Gage 	

t ft. to 	

	

Diam. from
ft.

" Diam. from 	

."-Diam. from .. ft. to

Perforated? Yes- S^o.PERFORATIONS:

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations

To SWLMATERIAL From

	

W '2-a"' '$ C> '
J^ZPfLtL. ^

J'srSz-Z 	 —
6-tet, yjV,4~b *7(0 t

in. Oin. by
^ *

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to ft.

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

/a '

WeU screen installed? Yes B"No(7) SCREENS:

*Manufacturer's Name

Model No.re

Set from

Set from

Slot size

Slot size

ft. to ft.uITl.

Diam. ft. to ft. 004- UJj<\

Ji
(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown is amount water level is

lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes B*tJo If yes, by whom?

Id: gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

0 gal./min. with Z0 ft. drawdown after / hrs.Bailer test

^Artesian flow g.p.m.

^ 19 ^ACompletedDepth artesian flow encountered ft.perature of water Work started

Date well drilling machine moved off of well
(9) CONSTRUCTION:

Drilling: Machine Operator's Certification:

This well was constructed under my direct supervision.
Materials used and information reported above are true to my
best knowledge and belief. ,

WeU seal—Material used 		

WeU sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Diameter of well bore below seal 	

Number of sacks of cement used in well seal ...

Number of sacks of bentonite used In well seal

Brand name of bentonite 				 		

Number of pounds of bentonite per 100 gallons

of water 	 		 		 	

Was a drive shoe used? B^es No Plugs	

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes gfNo

	ft.

3e'/ 2- in.

.f?.	in. Date ....[Signed] .
(Drilling Machine, Operator)_

Drilling Machine Operator's License No	
sacks

... sacks

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

CCJ. CcA 	
(Person, .firm or corporation) (Type or print)

lbs,/100 gals.

Size: location ft.
Name

	 r^ttrrrir.
(Water Well Contractor) '

Address .e of water? depth of strata

Method of sealing strata off
[Signed] ...«*

Contractor's License No.,1.4^.... Date	 	, 19./'?-
Was weR gravel packed? Yes Ef^No Size of gravel:.

Gravel placed from ft. to ft.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SPH5650-119
54595515Exhibit B 
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NOTICE TO WATER WSLV, CONTRACTO
The original and first copy

of this
g0« £ J I'5 p

C\2» ^ STATE OF * state WeU No- £*"'
wv (Please type or prmR* *>£ EfSJ G | fSj {«£ p" pj$

above REGO N

I i ' *

itreport are to be .

filed with tlfi?

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGON 9731

within 30 days from the date

of well completion.
tate Permit No.

(Do not write

WNERx U/ -ZXA y^O ^ dl~ (io) LOCATION OF WELL: 6 A HT0&C&,
(UffbQafS A /X H deMMtt ^

o /Ymu k'

Driller's well numberntyName
.

NfjJVi -S £ 'A Section J /> T.1S 3 R. ? 4= W.M.Addwrse ^

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

New Well Deepening Reconditioning Abandon B

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

(4) PROPOSED USE (check):(3) TYPE OF WELL: Depth at which water was first found

Static level /^" ft, below land surface. Date

lbs. per square inch. Date

Rotary Driven

Cable 0^* Jetted
Bored

Domestic Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well B^'other

%
(37 1

Artesian pressure

CASING INSTALLED:

Dlam. from ...U.o.frr.

s:lThreaded Welded B'""

....... ft. to 	¥.&.	ft. Gage
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing

rt/ ft. Depth of completed well <£> 	ft.Depth drilled
	 i	" Diam. from

	" Dlam. from

age

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials:

and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,
with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in
position of Static Water Level and indicate principal water-bearing strata.

ft. Gage._. ft. to

#PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes B^No,

To SWLType of perforator used MATERIAL From

stop? & I 3
^ /f •? t ' )

< r".—T. /hl&j. r>J /& ZL &

t fjf

in. bySize of perforations in.

ft.perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

ft. to

._ ft.ft. to

ft. to .. ft.

(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes H^No A$L"
Manufacturer's Name

.-t3KL	Model No.e

ft.Slot size

Slot size

Set from

Set from

ft. to.

ft. to

mi.

Diam.

y~

ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes B^P If yes, by whom?	

gal./min. with

(8) WELL TESTS:

ft. drawdown after hrs.d:

gal./min. with 3 C> ft. drawdown after / hrs.

g.p.m.	

Depth artesian flow encountered

Bailer test

^rtesian flow

mm 19 ?z.

3 i9C>gy

/£>/"%/ 19 y2. Completedperature of water ft. Work started

Date well drilling machine moved off of well
(9) CONSTRUCTION:

Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:
WeU seal—Material used 	 .....

WeU sealed from land surface to

Diameter of weU bore to bottom of seal 			

Diameter of well bore below seal 			 ...

Number of sacks of cement used in weU seal ....

Number of sacks of bentonite used in weU seal

Brand name of bentonite 	 	 „

Number of pounds of bentonite per 100 gallons

of water 			 			

Was a drive shoe used? Q"Ves O No Plugs .,...

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes B*~No

depth of strata

This well was constructed under my direct supervision.
Materials used and information reported above are true to my
best knowledge and belief.

ft.

in.
*

19>A

&.<?..£					

rhr-Date ...[Signed] ^in.

(Drilling Machine Operator)

Drilling Machine Operator's "License "No.
sacks

	 sacks

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief. t

Name

lbs./lOO gals.

Size: location ft.

(Person, firm or corporation) (Type or print)

,.23.2..<2	&L&C/SL.	.>	Address2 of water?

Method of sealing strata off	

Was well gravel packed? Yes B-NcT Size of gravel :
[Signed] .

(Water Well Contractor)

%/J.A.	, 19.7-SContractor's License Nox3..d?„.^.... Date /Gravel placed from ft. to ft, ...

(USE ADDITIONAL, SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SP*4565S-11954605516Exhibit B 
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023^33

B% t ^ B S fca n*

MAY P. 4 1983WATER WELL REPORT

STATE OF OREGON

State Well No.

WATER RESOURCES DEPT"State Permit No.
PLEASE TYPE or iQREGON

t-
OWNER:

Name Pope & Talbotf Inc.
Address P.O. Roy ftlyl	

(10) LOCATION OF WELL:

County Lane Driller's well number 1Q35 *"*

W.M.

Production
'/« WE '4 Section ?Q T. 2lS R. 3E

» state Oregon l/|jDO SubdivisionLot BlkTax Lot #Cifrj or

Address at well location:
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well 0 Deepening "" Reconditioning _ Abandon " \

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.	 __	
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

Depth at which water was first found 23 ft
(4) PROPOSED USE (check):(3) TYPE OF WELL: ft. below land surface. Date h>j2U/ 831Static level

n Domestic _Q^ Industrial . Municipal

Test Well . Other

Withdrawal Jteinjeption

Rotary Air Driven

Rotary Mud Dug

£3 Bored

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch. Date
Irrigation

Thermal: (12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing .....r?			.	... . .

	 ft. Depth of completed well 60	ft.
Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials; and show

thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry

for each change of formation. Report"each change in position of Static Water Level

and indicate principal water-bearing"strata.

6oDepth drilled
(5) CASING.INSTALLED: steel KJ

Threaded .

Plastic

Welded &1

.1.0. . Diam. from . . . . ft. to 32	 ft. Gauge # 28(3

„^.„., "Diam. from 	ft. to 35	ft. Gauge *28.Q		

(3 LINER INSTALLED: from 45 to 60 .280 MATERIAL From To SWL

Sandy Loam	
Loam Sand & Gravel

R 3.Diam. from ft. to		 ft. Gauge

1a(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes No
Sand Gravel & Boulders .16.9Type of perforator used

Sand Gravel & Clay
Cemented Sand Gravel & Boulders 23
Sand Gravel & Boulders

16 23in. bySize of perforations in.

1

1perforations from .

perforations from .

perforations from

ft.. ft. to .

.ft. to.

. ft. to.

135ft.
Gray Rock k6 £0. 1

ft.

SCREENS: Well screen installed? C^Yes No

iacturer's Name OtlHSOn	 	
Type Low.. Carb.on.. Tele.g.c.op.e.		

Slot Size . . . .lQ0- Set fr

Slot Size

Model No. 						

,.35...ft.to....iiO	ft.

	 Set from	ijQ... ft. to	L3>	ft-
Drawdown is amount wafer level is lowered
below static level

•9-5/8
.9.-5/8

Diam. om

Diam. ..

(8) WELL TESTS:

a pump test made? £5 Yes No If yes, by whom? OctT'fcGI* £ S	

gal./min. with 8 ft. drawdown after, 2 hrs. ;iK 215-
. .a

gal./min. with drill stem at

gal./min. with	 ft. drawdown after

ft. hrs.Air test

Bailer test hrs.

sian flow

^Bfperature of water 5 2
g-P-m.

Depth artesian flow encountered ft.
3/23/ 83 Completed 19 83Work started 19

U/20/ 19 83(9) CONSTRUCTION: Special standards: Yes No QC Date well drilling machine moved off of well

CementWell seal—Material used (unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

30.Well sealed from land surface to ft. This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used
and information reported,abovei ar£ teie to my best knowledge and belief.

" ' ' 2QL, 19....82
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal . %
Diameter of well bore below seal ..1,0	
Number of sacks of cement used in well seal

in.

[Signed) Date.in.

	.........5-5	sacks Bonded Water Well Constructor Certification:

Bond U3-66353 issued by: United PacificHow was cement grout placed? .©$& . .SP.tit.QRl. .Up
(number) Surety Company Name

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to
the best of my knowledge and belief. .

Was pump installed?	 		

Was a drive shoe used? ® Yes No Plugs		
Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes B£No

depth of strata

Type.... Name..Caxtex.,.5..Priliing...&.Punp...S.e^^G.e....//.			
(Person, finp^tfcbrporatfon) x—\ J 	(Type or print)

Address .?. .9*. . . j)elc^_.Qrgg.<^^747-7

HP		 Depth ft.

Size: location ft.

^ ^ of Water?
	

._ od of sealing strata off

Was well gravel packed? Yes Kj No

[Signc
WatSfwell Constructor

.4/20/...)i9...83.Date .Size of gravel:

Gravel placed from ft. to ft.

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON 97310 '

within 30 days from the date of well completion.

NOTICE TO WATER WELL "CONSTRUCTOR . SP+45292-690

The original and first copy of this report
are to be filed with the

54625518Exhibit B 
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MAY ?, 4 1983

WATER RESOURCES ^p^PcrmitNo
PLEASE TYPE or P^g^RECON

um State Well No.. 	

j^g^r v5jSSiVM

WATER WELL REPORT

state of Oregon'
,r"

0 \
tern

OWNER:

Name P ope & Talbot Inc.

(10) LOCATION OF WELL:

Lane
TEST WELL

22C 1037County Driller's well number

y* NE K Section 22 T. 21S R. 3BAddress P»0» BOX Slyi
city Portland, Oregon

W.M.

Tax Lot# 1/|0Q Lot Blk SubdivisionState,

Address at well location:
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well Deepening Reconditioning Abandon 05

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

41Depth at which water was first found

Static level ^X-	

Artesian pressure	

ft.

(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 4/28/33ft. below land surface. Date

Rotary Air Driven

Rotary Mud Dug

X Bored

Domestic Industrial Municipal

„ Test Well J5 Other
Withdrawal Reinjection

lbs, per square inch. Date
D . Irrigation

Thermal: 6"(12) WELL LOG; Diameter of well below casing

Depth drilled	 57 ft. Depth of completed well —Q~ ft.
X Plastic

Welded OS

. 	ft. to	 Gauge ..250		

(5) CASING INSTALLED:

	6	" Diam. from

Steel

Threaded Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials; and show .

thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated, with at least one entry "

for each change of formation. Report each change in position of Static Water Level

and indicate principal water-bearing strata.. 	 Diam. from ft. Gaugeft. to

LINER INSTALLED: CASING PULLED OJT MATERIAL From To SWL

1Sandy Loam	 		

Sand & Gravel	
Sand ~ Gravel & Boulders

Sand - Gravel & Clay	

Cemented Sand - Gravel &	
	 Boulders

0Diam. from .,ft. Gaugeft. to

11(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated?® Yes No
14.1Mills KnifeType of perforator used

Size of perforations 3/^ 5k14 22.1in. by in.

28 .37,.. ft. to	.40,,. ft.
	 .... ft. to 	 .ft.

	 ft. to.

perforations from .

perforations from .

perforations from

3522 5k-
Sand - Gravel. - Boulders
Gray Rock	 .	

35 45ft.

5k5745
f"v SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes 3P No

( ifacturer's Name
4	U_

Well Totaly Abandoned	

	 Cemented as Casing Was
Pulled - Bottom Up 	

Type Model No.

Diam.

Diam.

Slot Size		Set from

Slot Size Set from

ft. to ft.

	 .ft. to ft.

Drawdown is amount water level is lowered
below static level(8) WELL TESTS:

a pump test made? Yes GjKNo If yes, by whom?

j	 gal./min. withm ft. drawdown after hrs.

ft.gal./min. with drill stem at hrs.Air test

5 ft. drawdown after ljr hrs.Bailer test 5 5

sian flow	

	perature of water

gal./min. with

g-p-m-

4/28/ 19 83 Completed 4/28/ 83Depth artesian flow encountered ft.
Work started 19

4/29/ 19 83(9) CONSTRUCTION: Special standards: Yes No

Well seal—Material used ......C©niGITl3	 -	 			

Well sealed from land surface to			5.4.		
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal	 	in. . .

Diameter of well bore below seal

Date well drilling machine moved off of well

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification (if applicable):

ft. This well was constructed under my direct supervision. Materials used
and information reported above are true to my best knowledge and belief.

	Date	4/^9/ 19... jS3[Signed]
in.

16Number of sacks of cement used in well seal

How was cement grout placed? .$(1. . .fiQ.tfc.QlT! . .Up.
sacks Bonded Water Well Constructor Certification:

Bond U3S 66353 Issued by: United Pacific
(number) Surety Company Name

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is true to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name Service
(Person, firm or corporation)

Was pump installed?	

Was a drive shoe used? Yes No Plugs	

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes El No

T of Water?	

jd of sealing strata off

Depth ft.Type HP

(Type or print)

ifon 97477
'/"• • •*			

Size: location ft.

TM>. . .?PangTieldjAddress

depth of strata
[Signed]

Water Well Constructor ,

4/29/33Was well gravel packed? Yes X No DateSize of gravel: ,19.

Gravel placed from ft. to ..ft.

WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT,
SALEM, OREGON^97310

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONSTRUCTOR SP+45292-690

The original and first copy of this report

are to be filed with the within 30 days from the date of well completion.
54635519Exhibit B 
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRAC Tok 1 ~ > -
The original and first copy '

of this report are to be
filed with the

3"! 3$fPt &

0'2
I

SEP G ^;ter'well report
STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGClS' 97310 T C !" N G ! NflAJf OF OREGON

>M e >pe r p IP

SJ.J.%^zJZJL
- A

State WeU No,

within 30 days from the date
of well completion. State Permit No.

( Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes ^3 No If yes, by whom?	

OWNER:
Charles Den i son

(11) WELL TESTS:
(R.W.)Name

HEBO, OREGON
Address gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:

Lane
25 gal./min. with 8 ft. drawdown after 2 hrs;~Bailer test

Artesian flow

Temperature of water

County Driller's well number
g.p.m. Date

\\ Section 22 T, 21 S r. 3EA W.M,
Was a chemical analysis made? Yes No

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

6"(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing

57' 57'
Depth drilled ft. Depth of completed well ft.

Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquifers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

FROM TOMATERIAL

(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):
10TOP SOIL

SAND & GRAVEL 3WeU B 16Reconditioning _ _ Abandon

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

Deepening

Y2~T6"GRAVEL

22 MSAND - GRAVEL u SILT(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:
45 55GRAVEL SANDRotary Driven

Cable dK Jetted
Dug Bored

Domestic 5£] Industrial Municipal
Irrigation Test WeU Other

55 57GRAVEL

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded

ft. Gage

ft. Gage ....

ft. Gage ,...

6 57 2500." Diam. from ....

." Diam. from ....

Diam. from

ft. to

ft. to

ft. to r"

PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes 05 No

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations in. by in.

	perforations from ..

	perforations from ..

	perforations from ..

	perforations from ..

	perforations from ..

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft. to ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes No

-
Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

Slot size

Slot size

Set from ft. to 8/15/ 1966 Completed 8/l 8/ 19 66
8/1 8/ 19 66

im. ft.
Work started

Diam. Set from ft. to ft.
Date well drilling machine moved off of well

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:
Bentonite

WeU seal—Material used in seal

Depth of seal

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Were any loose strata cemented off? Yles No Depth

Was a drive shoe used? S Yes No

Was well gravel packed? Yes No

Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	
25 ft. Was a packer used? H.P.

6 in.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.Size of gravel:

Gravel placed from
NAME VI^CE	

(Type or print)

ft. to ft.

(Person, firm or corporation)Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes No

Type of water? Address 325 S 2nD St* SPRINGFIELD, OREGONdepth of strata

3a
1 d of sealing strata off

Drilling Machine Opcfator# License
(lu) WATER LEVELS:

8/1 8/66 [Signed]'21 (Water winContrac'tor)Static level ft. below land surface Date

Artesian pressure Contractor's License No. .1.26.	Date	8/25/lbs, per square inch Date
19.66-

5464(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) 5520Exhibit B 
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0CT3 1974

NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTC

The original and .fjrst copy J
of this report are to be

filed with the 7

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGON 971
within 30 days from the date

of well completion.

WATER WELL REPORT

ll&l3£~ZZb36 '
w

State WeH No.STATE OF OREGON

print) STATE ENGINEER(Please type or

tate Permit No.
(Do not write above this liigALEM, OREGON

OWNER: (10) LOCATION OF WELL:

LaneH. Baldwin	(R .W)	
)i 83)1.5 Highway 58 East
Da k-ri d Pft . flT-worm

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

County Driller's well numberName

22' t.21-S, r.-,.3-ENWAddress Vt Section

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

W.M.ii

1*
New Well Deepening Reconditioning Abandon

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.	
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

(4) PROPOSED USE (check):(3) TYPE OF WELL: Depth at which water was first found ft.

Rotary Driven

Cable DC Jetted

Bored

8 ft. below land surface. DateDomestic Q7 Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

Static level

lbs. per square inch. Date

1
Artesian pressure

CASING INSTALLED: (12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	

Depth drilled	 }_£	 ft. Depth of completed well |tg	

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size and structure of materials;

and show thickness and nature 'of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,

with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in
position of Static Water Level and indicate^principal water-bearing strata.

^50
Threaded Welde

	 	 ft. Gage

	 ft. Gage

	 ft. Gage

0." Diam. from ft., to

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

Diam. from

." Diam. from

PERFORATIONS: .Perforated? 3D Yes No.
Mills Knife

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations

		 perforations from

	 		 perforations from

	 perforations from

To SWLMATERIAL From

ITo3 sandv brown top soil
large gravel	

in.in. by

35 W k 12ft.ft. to

2kcemeted gravel	

finffi soil and gravpl

12.ft. to ft.

kZ2kft. to ft.

(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes EJ No

Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

Slot size

Slot size

Set from ft.ft. to ...

ft. to ...

j_/iam. ...

ft.Diam. Set from

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes jg No If-yes, by whom?	

gal./min. with

(8) WELL TESTS:

Id: ft. drawdown after hrs.

gal./min. with lU ft. drawdown after hrs.Bailer test 3 Q

*esian_floTv

^Wfnperature of water Depth artesian flow encountered

g.p.m.

Completed 9-13 lg_Zkft. Work started J9

9-lk - 19 7liDate well drilling machine moved off of well
(9) CONSTRUCTION:

Bentonite Clajr
	6""to"'l8		

Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:

This well was constructed under my direct supervision.
Materials used and information reported above are true to my

best knowledge and belief. /

Well seal—Material used

Well sealed from land surface to

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal 	l.Q
Diameter of well bore below seal

Number of sacks of cement used in well seal ..

Number of sacks of bentonite used In well seal

Brand name of bentonite

Number of pounds of bentonite per 100 gallons

of water 	 		

Was a drive shoe used? ^2 Yes No Plugs

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes t3r.No

; of water? 	

Method of sealing strata off

ft.

in.

6 9-2h 19 Ih
top6rator)

	in. [Signed] Date
tcg 'Marhi "

sacks

sacks
lMDrilling Machine Operator's License No.2.1

Yellowstone Vfeste-rn
Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this

true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
lort is1.33 ... lbs./100 gals. i -

IfSize: location ft.
Name ..C.ar.t.e.r....Dr.iUi,ng...&..Puinp

or corporatio '
±ic/e.

(Typfe /fc-'print)(Person, £h

P 0 /Box S 4*d3reimmilAddressdepth of strata

(Water Well Contractor)Was well gravel packed? Yes 30 No Size of gravel:

126 7h9-23-Conta^ctor's License No. DateGravel placed from ., 10.ft. to ft.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEET) IF NECESSARY) SP'45656-U9
54655521Exhibit B 
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033737 1fc.NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONIR
The original and first coj >3'

of this report are to beL: .
filed with the JV

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGuW S^MAN 1 IQfiR
within 30 days from the date A 1

of well completion

Tfe E S !7 E a'/j - J
j -

WATER WELL REPORT
State Well No.

TATE OF OREGON
(Please type or print)

State Permit No.

STATE
SALEM OREGON

(
V

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes JNo If yes, by whom?	

gal./min. with

(11) WELL TESTS:, OWNER:

Paul M» SimsName

Summer Home RoadAddress Yield: ft. drawdown after __hrs.

Oakridgej Oregon

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
gal./min. with ft. drawdown after hrs.Bailer test , Q

Artesian flow
DriUer's well number	

EE Vt SE Yt Section 22 T. 21S R. 3B
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner	

County
g.p.m. Date

W.M.
Temperature of water	 Was a chemical analysis made? Yes No

(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing	(a.».

Depth drilled, 	 ft. Depth of completed well 	 ft.

Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
~ show thickness of aquifiers and the kind and nature of the material in each

stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

ft

MATERIAL FROM TO
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):

O
Well^f Deepening Reconditioning Abandon

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

UA
(4) PROPOSED USE (check); (5) TYPE OF WELL:

&
Rotary

Cable

Dug

Driven

Jetted

Bored

Industrial 'Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

Domestic

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threadad-D Welded

£ 3 ft. Gage

ft. Gage

ft. Gage

Diam. from

Diam. from

Diam. from

ft. to

ft. to -I-.V

ft. to

jfio(1; PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes

Type of perforator used

Size of perforations by in.

perforations from ..

perforations from ~

perforations^£rom ..

perforations from ..

perforations from ..

ft. to ft.

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

* ft. to

\
ft. to

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes No

Manufacturer's Name

ft
Model No.

ft. to ...Slot size

Slot size

Set from

Set from
fa S. Completed .3 3

Date well drilling machine moved off of well ^ ^ ^ '

ft.
19^3 _
v>&4—

Work started 19
Diam. ft. to 	 ft.

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

... ft. Was a packer used? .../¥&
/a

WeU seal—Material used in seal

Depth of seal .....

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	 .... H.P.

in.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes JpfNo Depth
Was a drive shoe usedfJ^Yes No
Was well gravel packed? Yes ^^^No Size of gravel:
Gravel placed from

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief,

NAME
ft. to 	ft.

	̂ller-J.ensenCpmpa^
(Person, firm or corporation)strata contain unusuable water? Yes (Type or print)Did any No

2880...Elirri. ra . Ro adj. . .Eugene,AddressType of water? depth of strata

36
I d of sealing strata off

Drilling Machine Operator's License No.
(io) WATER LEVELS:

(Water Well Contractor)

Contractor's License N{^...1-7-9	Date

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY)

r

ft. below land surface Date /T~"/ [Signed]
lbs, per square Inch Date

AStatic level Owner
Artesian pressure

-£-22— 	> ^
54665522Exhibit B 
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL UUJNTKAU'l'UK

The original and first copy |jjj MifraSs^
of this report are to be

filed with the.

£ Vi

.mMM-23
=r±

WATER WELL R

>#STATE OF OREGON
J (Please type or glT)ATE ENGINEER

(Do not write above fhh&fcJ-EM. OREGCSStfe Permit N°"

State Well N

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGON 97|M<'
within 30 days from the date \J (

of well completion.

(10) LOCATION OF WELL:OWNER:

Name C L GilUlBll	 . , , _ , ,

Address Salt Creek Summer Home Rd
DaTo-i Or-AP-nri

LaneCounty Driller's well number

.1/4 Section 25— t21 S R.5e W.M,ik_
—73-

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner

(2) TYPE OF WORK (check):

New Well 0 Deepening Reconditioning Abandon

If abandonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.	
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well.

(4) PROPOSED USE (check):(3) TYPE OF WELL: 240 ft.Depth at which water was first found

Rotary @ Driven
Cable Jetted

Bored p

186 ft. below land surface. Date 2—1=°73Domestic Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Q Test Well Other

Static level

Artesian pressure lbs. per square inch. Date

<? CASING INSTALLED: (12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing —	

ft. Depth of completed well _335

Threaded Welded 0

	ft. Gage

	 ft. Gage

	 		 ft. Gage

0 .250
ft. to

ft. to

ft. to

" Diam. from

" Diam. from

" Diam. from

" Depth drilled 335 ft.

Formation: Describe color, texture, grain size.and structure of materials;

and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated,

with at least one entry for each change of formation. Report each change in

position of Static Water Level and indicate principal water-hearing strata.(^PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes 3T] No,

Type of perforator used MATERIAL To SWLFrom

0' 8'sand gravel-bouldersSize of perforations in, by in.

holders clay 108perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

	 ft.ft. to

ft. to black basalt ia mft.

1QZhlna FtaridH-hrvnff	 	

blue basalt	

black, red & blue cong

-mft. to ft

101
(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes 33 No

m- $¥5
Manufacturer's Name

1
Model No._	

		 ft, to

	 ft. to 	

2
I

.. Slot size

.. Slot size

Set from

Set from

mam.

Diam	 ft. .

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes H)'No If yes, by whom?	 " "

gal./min. with

(8) WELL TESTS:

# ft. drawdown after hrs.;

//tested with air-; estimate could fluctua te - \ -i-

BgjlfflC test 5/4. gal./min. with 1 4-9t. drawdown after *] hrs.
g.p.m,	 	;ian flow

Temperature of water Depth artesian flow encountered ft. Work started *| —.pip—

Date well drilling machine moved off of well

Completed19 19

192-2-73(9) CONSTRUCTION:

Drilling Machine Operator's Certification:

This well was constructed under my direct supervision.
Materials used and information reported above are true to "my
best knowledge and belief.

[Signed] 1

cement groutWell seal—Material used 	

Well sealed from land surface to 	

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Diameter of well bore below seal 	

Number of sacks of cement used in well seal ...

Number of sacks of bentonite used in well seal

Brand name of bentonite 						

Number of pounds of bentonite per 100 gallons

of water 	 			

Was a drive shoe used? |g Yes No Plugs 		Size: location

Did any strata contain unusable water? Yes No	

iff ft.

.1.0. in.

...6- hi. nr,S(?rr.. Date 2~l.5~-7.3-, ^
(Drillipg Machlnetpperator)

Drilling Machine Operator's License No. ...521
Q sacks

sa,cks

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief. _

Name

lbs./lOO gals.

ft. "CASEY JONES WELL DRILLING CO INC
(Person, firm or corporation) (Type or print)

Rt 8 Box 695; Pleasant Hill, Ore( Addressof water? depth of strata

Method of sealing strata off
[Signed] frr.....

Contractor's License No. 53.9.

ter Well Contractor)Was well gravel packed? Q Yes 0 No Size of gravel:

Date 2-11-71Gravel placed from 		 ft. to , 19		ft.

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SF*45656-119
54675523Exhibit B 
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*
NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRAC

Thof?hili?lpor"arfirtocb°epy h";( "" v •" u WiSTERt .WELL REPORT
filed with the U\1 1 1 1 rj 1 A tOG f~ V&

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGON 97310 uUll J. U IjUSTAXE OF OREGON
Wlth ci well completioi?. d°te STATE ENG I ^

SALEM OREGON till WF,I,T, TESTS* Drawdown is amount water level Is
t ' lowered below static level

. Was a pump test made? Yes fl^No If yes, by whom?	 	

I')

State Permit No.

1 v , OWNER:

James H. RobertsName

P. 0. Box 451 Yield: ft. drawdown afterAddress ga]./mtn. with hrs.

Oakridoe, Oregon

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
Bailer test 1 20 fial./llllii, with 355t. drawdown after 1 hrs.

O-Lane Driller's well numberCounty
Artesian flow g.p.m. Date

9.3 T. 91 "5 H. W.M.Vt Section%
Temperature of water Was a chemical analysis made? Yes^ gNo,

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing

Depth drilled ft. Depth of completed well ft.

- sss tizttTkra
stratum, penetrated, with at least one entry Jor each change of formation.

and
each

MATERIAL PROM TO
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check):

Rpd clay	 __

Blue sedamentary	
Green sedamentary	

Rlue sedamentary	

-MS—Green sedamentary:

Q_Well £] Reconditioning AbandonDeepening

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.
m. 2DQ

2DQ- -25Q
(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL: .3309FSf)

4552m
Rotary 0 Driven

Cable Jetted

Dug Bored

Domestic [J Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded Welded ^

.Q... ft. to	63	ft. Gage .....250,
ft. Gage 	 	

ft. Gage 	

6 Diam. from

Diam. from

Diam. from

.... ft. to

ft. to
(
(i ) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes (5 No

Type of perforator used

lnv hYSize of perforations in-

perforations from ...

perforations from

perforations from ...

perforations from ...

perforations from ...

ft. to

ft. to

ft.

ft.

ft. to .. ft.

ft. to ft.

ft. to ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes C^No

Manufacturer's Name
. iv.'

.. Model No.

m. b/20/65„-Slot size

Slot size

Set from

Set from

ft. to

ft. to
5/24/65)

5/25/65 19

ft.
Work started . Completed

Diam. ft.
Date well drilling machine moved off of well

- — ~
(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

Puddled clay & cementWell seal—Material used in seal

Depth of seal
Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	

20
ft. Was a packer used?

H.P.10Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal

Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes [J No

Was a drive shoe used? of Yes No'
Was well gravel paokod? Yes ri^Mo
Gravel placed from

in.

Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Depth

. Size.of gravel:

-----	ft. to
	Casey...Jan£a..jf/ell..Dxilling...C.o.^	
(Person, firm or corporation)

NAME
Did any strata contain unusuable water? f~i Yes XH No (Type or print)

Address ..Type of water?
	 "695"i	 	Gresweii-y-Qre

158 & 382

depth _Pf strata

I d of sealing strata off

Drilling ie Operator's License(in) WATER LEVELS:

(Wate^wSi Contractor)
[Signed]

Contractor's Licehse~No. ...LQ.3...... Date	5/2I/.65	, 19.
5468

ft. below land surface Date 5/24/65
..." lbs, per square inch Date	 . .

Static level 70

Artesian pressure

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IP NECESSARY) 5524Exhibit B 
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\E C E 01 E fc..2^
NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRA

Tof?hifi?eaportdarfeloCbePy IT& J'Jjl 10 ItNO&EB WELL REPORT
filed with the __ ^„

STATE ENGINEER, SALEM, OREGOI&.a73ia -CrT CWQi ^§SSvlE -
date S 'eA&l fm OREGgr

itp.?

State Well No.

-OF OREGON
type or print)

State Permit No.

Drawdown is amount water level is
lowered below static level

Was a pump test made? Yes g] No If yes, by whom?	

ft. drawdown after	

(11) WELL TESTS:V* , OWNER:

James H. RobertsName

P. O. Box 451 gal./min. with^ lirs.Yield :Address

Qakridge, Oregon

(2) LOCATION OF WELL:
Bailer test' 480 gal./rfall. with 56 ft. drawdown after 1 hrs.

g.p.m. Date	
Lane		 	 . ...

Vi Section 23 T.21 3* H. 3$ W.M
Driller's well numberCounty

Artesian flow

Was a chemical analysis made? Yes tS NoTemperature of water

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing 	6.'.!.

124Depth drilled 124 ft. Depth of completed well ft.

m Formation: Describe by color, character, size of material and structure, and
show thickness of aquiflers and the kind and nature of the material in each
stratum penetrated, with at least one entry for each change of formation.

MATERIAL FROM TO

(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 480Bed clay	 			
Sandy c3 ay	

.q^ndj gravel , & boulders

Well^j Deepening Reconditioning Abandon Q

andonment, describe material and procedure in Item 12.

7648

76 124

(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL:

Rotary it} Driven „
Cable Jetted

Dug Bored

Domestic £3 Industrial Municipal

Irrigation Test Well Other

(6) CASING INSTALLED:. Threaded Welded

.94	ft- Gage	»25.CL.
		 ft. Gage 	

		ft. Gage 			

	.0	ft. to

	 ft. to

		 ft. to

." Diam. from

." Diam. from

Diam. from

(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? Yes H No

Type of perforator used

in. by in.Size of perforations

perforations from .. ft. to

.. ft. to

.. ft. to

.. ft. to

...ft. to

ft.

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

perforations from

... ft.

ft.

* ft.

ft.

(8) SCREENS: Well screen installed? Yes No
X

Manufacturer's Name

Model No.

Slot size .. Set from

... Set from

ft. to

ft. to

ft.
5/26/65 19
5/26/65 19

'n/O'SyA'd 19 . Completed
Date well drilling machine moved off of well

Work started
Slot sizeDiam. ft.

(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP:

Puddled clay & cementWell seal—Material used In seal
Manufacturer's Name

Type: 	,2.0ft. Was a packer used?Depth of seal

Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal 	1.0....
Were any loose strata cemented off? Yes Q<No Depth

Was a drive shoe used? 0 Yes No _ ...

Was well gravel packed? Yes ..No Size of gravel: .

ft. to

H.P.

... in.
Water Well Contractor's Certification:

This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Gravel placed from 	.Cagey...Jgnes..Well.pri_l
(Person, firm or corporation) ..... (Type or print)

Rt. 2 Box Creswell , Oregon

ft.
NAME

Did any strata contain unusuable water? Yes No

Address-- - «. of water? depth of strata

od of sealing strata off

i5S.A-3.62Drilling M^chirle Operator's Licensejtfo.
(10) WATER LEVELS:

[Signed]ft. below land surface Date 5/26/6540Static level WatgfjEvell Contra
iS $7*27/65

Artesian pressure lbs, per square inch Date Contractor's License No. ..

(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY)

Date 19.

54695525Exhibit B 
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[^^WFIVFO
AUG - 4 1995

STATE OF OREGON

WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT
(START CARD) II W80714(is required by ORS 537.765)

^ ^ W / \
Instructions for completing this report arc on the lasnnTge of this form.

t) OWNER: 2 (9) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:

County Lane

Township 21S
Section 14	

Tax Lot 900 Lot

Well Number

Doug Dick J^atitude	

N or S Range 3E
NE 1/4 SW

Block

Longitude_dine

Address P.O. BOX 898 E or W. WM.

City Oakridqe Zip 97463State OR 1/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK Subdivision

Ixl New Well Deepening Alteration (repair/recondition) Abandonment Street Address of Well (or nearest address) End Of Shehekifl

Rd* ' on right, oakridqe, OR.	(3) DRILL METHOD:

Ixl Rotary Air | | Rotary Mud Q Cable [ | Auger

I I Other	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

63 Date 7-14-95ft. below land surface.

(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pressure lb. per square inch. Date

(xl Domestic | | Community | [ Industrial | | Irrigation
Thermal | | Injection [~] Livestock | | Other

(S) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Q Yes (xl No Depth of Completed Well 695 ft.

Explosives used Yes pjNo Type

HOLE

(11) WATER BEARING ZONES:

72'Depth at which water was first found

Amount From To Estimated Flow Rate SWL

TPTP 1 gpm 63'SEAL

Material From To Sacks or pounds

Cement 0 39' 11 sacks

Diameter From To

10" 0 39'

6" 39' 625'

(12) WELL LOG:
Method QA OB :0c Qd QeHow was seal placed:

Ground Elevation

Other	
Backfill placed from ft. Material	

ft. Size of gravel

ft. to

ft. to

Material From SWLTo

Topsoil 0 3'Gravel placed from

Brown, tan clay(6) CASING/LINER: 3' 15 »
Brown , blue , white sandstone 15 25Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

6" +1» 39' •25C 0 0

	
	
__
	
_J

Brown, blue sandstone 25 68'-asingL

4ZBrown, blue,green,white cong 75'68
Gray, green sandstone 75 87'
Green, blue, sandstone 87 92'
Green sandstone 92 154'Liner:

Blue sandstone 154 157'
Green, blue, red congl. 157 320'Final location of shoe(s)

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: Green sandstone 320 362'
Blue, green, red conglI I Perforations

I | Screens

362 385'Method

Green, blue sandstone 385 473'Type Material	
Telc/pipe

size Casing

Slot
size Number Diameter

Blue sandstone 473 492'ToFrom Liner

Green sandstone 492 582'
Blue sandstone 582 597'
Green, white sandstone 597 625'

7-12-95(8) WELLTESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour Completed 7—14—95Date started

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:Flowing
I I Pump

Yield gal/min

I | Bailer

Drawdown

pC] Air I | Artesian I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or abandonment
of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well construction standards.
Materials used andSnformation reported above are true to the best of my knowledge

Drill stem at

562'1 625 and belief.

WWC Number 1617
	 Date 7-14-95Signed > v

(bondcdVWatcr Well Constructor Certification:Temperature of water

is a water analysis done? 0 Yes By whom	

Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? 0 Too little

Depth Artesian Flow Found

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work
performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well
construction standards. ThisSalty Muddy Odor f"] Colored | | Other

Depth of strata: 	 		

rt is true/to the best of my knowledge and belief.

£
WWC Number 1541

	 Date 7—14—954Signed

-CONSp SkDCOPY.CUSTMTQiORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONS RUCTOR 5526Exhibit B 
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RECfcfV*"

AUG - 41995

VA/J\

£/3/<!><E//yaaSTATE OF OREGON

oAftWATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT
W80708(as required by ORS 537.765) , (START CARD) #

_r
page of this foiMlth 'Instructions for completing this report are on

r S^lL.vI, 	
(9) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:Well Number 1(1) OWNER:

I Doug Dicklame County Lane

Township	 21S

Latitude	

_N or S Range 3E

Longitude

Address P.O. BOX 898 E or W. WM.
City Oakridqe State OR Zip 97463 14Section NE 1/4 NE 1/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK Tax Lot 900 Lot

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) End Of Sehekln Rd.

on right , Qakridae, OR	
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

Block Subdivision

PINew Well Q Deepening | | Alteration (repair/recondition) | | Abandonment

(3) DRILL METHOD:

^3R0IaiyAir | | Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Auger

Q Other	 21 Date 7—11—95ft. below land surface.

(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pressure lb. per square inch. Date

10 Domestic | | Community Q Industrial | | Irrigation

I | Thermal Q] Injection Q Livestock | | Other

I (5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Q YesjcRNo Depth of Completed Well 545 ft.

Explosives used Q Yes (X]No Type

HOLE

(11) WATER WEARING ZONES:

Depth at which water was first found 43 '

Amount From To Estimated Flow Rate SWL

SEAL 43' 421 8 gpm 211
Diameter From To Material From To Sacks or pounds

10" 0 45' Cement O 201 18 sacks
6" 45' 545

(12) WELL LOG:
Method []A QB fjj[]C []D QEHow was seal placed:

Ground Elevation

Other	
Backfill placed from ft. Materialft. to	

Gravel placed from 20 ft. to 45 R- Size of gravel _3/8 pea

(6) CASING/LINER:

Material ToFrom SWL

Topsoil 0 3'
Tan and brown clay 3' 23'
Brown, white sandstone 65'23' 21'Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

t~!asing: 6" Green, white sandstone
Gray, green, brown congl

65' 133'58' 250 Q H
	
_
	
_
IJ

±11
133 265'

Green , blue , sandstone 265 293'
Blue,green, white sandsiW/? 293
Green, white, tan sandstone 1 321
Green sandstone

321'
Liner: 367'

367 379'

379Gray, green sandstone

Green, white sandstone
385'Final location of shoe(s) 88

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 385 450'
Holte perforator^^Perforations

I | Screens

Green, tan sandstone 450 473'Method

Tan, green sandstone 473 498'Type Material
Slot Telc/pipe

Blue sandstone 505498To size Number Diameter

48' 1/4x1 348	 6"

From size Casing Liner

White sandstone 505 545'a2a

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time Is 1 hour Completed 7—11—95Date started 7-6-95
(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:Flowing

I | Artesian

Time

I I Pump

Yield gal/min

I | Bailer

Drawdown

|"X| Air I certify that the work I performed on the construction, alteration, or abandonment
of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well construction standards.
Materials used an/5 mformation reported above are true to the best of my knowledge

Drill stem at

524'8 545' 1 hr. and belief.

WWC Number 1617Could flucuate

Signed 7^ Date

Temperature of water 56

Vas a water analysis done? Q Yes By whom not tested

Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? Q Too little

(bonded) Whter Well Constrilctor Certification:Depth Artesian Flow Found

I accept ipsponsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work
performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well

construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.Q Sally Q Muddy QOdor Q Colored QOther

WWC Number 1541
Date 7-11-950

Depth of strata:

Signed

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTljfuCTO d copy-cus5471'.r5527Exhibit B 
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GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT ^"7
PND-KIP01LV2 . 97ESTATE OF OREGON

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

GP-12 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane	 Latitude	;
Township T 2 1 S N orQ> Range R 3 E	

NW	1/4 NW 1/4
-	Block

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site PECifiVSl ODITient
project, 48513 Hwy. 58, Oakridqe, OR 97463

Map with location Indentlfled must be attached

(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Name Citv of Oakridge
Address 48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358

Oakridae

Hole Number

Longitude

® or W. WM.
Section 22
Tax Lot - -

State QR ZiP 97463
City

(2) TYPE OF WORK
Lot Subdivision

Q Deepening Q Alteration (repair/recondition) |j} Abandonment[3 New

(3) CONSTRUCTION:

Q Rotary Air Q Hand Auger QHollow Stem Auger
1 | Rotary Mud |~[ Cable Tool 0 Push Probe I j Other

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

11 . 5 ' ft. below land surface.

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

5/1/97
Q Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

I | Uncased Permanent | | Slope Stability Qj Other
Date

DateArtesian pressure lb. per square inch.
(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / Hro sampling
(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:

I1,280Ground Elevation

Material Description From Jo SWL
Gravels, cobbles, moist 0 14 i

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Q Yes £] No Depth of Completed Hole 14 ' ft-
LL5

to wet, brown-gray, w/some
silts, sands & clays.
unconsol i datesHOLE

Diameter From To

SEAL

Material From To Sacks or pounds

2 1/8" 0 I I14 Bentonite 0 I 14 lbs11

5/1/97 5/1/97
Date Started Date Completed

f

ft. Material -

	- ft. Size of pack

lackfill placed from

Filter Pack placed from_^	2. ft- 10 "

ft. to (12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

Bentonite 3/8" chips 0 1!
(7) CASING/SCREEN:

14 lbs.
To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

Diameter From

1" 1 9'0 Sch.n a
WL
	
	
Sch Q}
401

a SfSCasingL

JUN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEPT.
	 SALEM, OREGON	

IScreen: 1 " 9 14 0

Date Completed 5/ 1/97a-020 Date started 5/1 /97
Slot size

(8) WELL TEST

QPump Bailer

Permeability	 - -

Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed
during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnica! hole construction
standards. This reportj* true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Air 2J Flowing Artesian

GPMYield

Conductivity - -
J	 0-

Temperature of water 5 5 °fyC Depth artesian flow found

PH

-ft.

Was water analysis done? I I No
By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory	
Depth of strata analyzed. From 11.5' ft- to 14

Remarks: Steve Castellano - Chemist
Pacific NW Laboratory

10288ft.
legislation Number:nse

Date 6/1/97Signi

Pacific NWDrillinqAffilial

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER
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gz*40%
PND-KIP01LV2.97ESTATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-11 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane
Township T 2 1 S N or Q Range R 3 E

" NW	1/4 NW
" Block " "

(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Tame City of Oakridqe Longitude.Latitude

48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358 § or W. WM.
Address

zip 97463State OR Section 22city Oakridge 1/4

Subdivision
(2) TYPE OF WORK LotTax Lot

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mi 11 S j te redevelopmentQ Deepening Q Alteration (repair/recondition) 0 AbandonmentPCI New
project, 48513 Hw.y, 58, Oakridge, OR 97463

(3) CONSTRUCTION:

Q Rotary Air Q Hand Auger Q Hollow Stem Auger

I | Rotary Mud | | Cable Tool fXl Push Probe | | Other
Map with location indentlfied must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:(4) TYPE OF HOLE:
Date 5/1/97

lb. per square inch. Date " ~

15PCI Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

I | Uncased Permanent Q Slope Stability I I Other

ft. below land surface.

Artesian pressure

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / Hro sampling 1,280Ground Elevation

FromMaterial Description To SWL

Gravels, cobbles, moist to 	
wet, brown-gray, w/some silts,

sand, & clays, unconsolidated

0 16 15(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Q Yes (3 No Depth of Completed Hole 16 ' ft.

SEALHOLE

Sacks or poundsMaterial From ToDiameter From To

I I 16 lbs,I
0« Benton ite 0 1£2 1/8" 16

Date Started 5/1/97 5/1/97Date Completed

ft. to -- ft. Material - -

ft. Size of pack

Backfill placed from

Filter Pack placed from - - ft. to - -

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

16!Bentonite 3/8" chips I0 16 lbs.(7) CASING/SCREEN:

RECEIVEDDiameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

11! SciL H
	40j

		
16'Sch. H

	40j

1!! 0.Casing:

J UN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEPT.
	SALEM. OREGON	1" 11 mScreen:

Slot size . 020 5/1/97	 Date Completed	 5/1/97Date started

(8) WELL TEST
Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work

— "• performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction

standards. This j^ftolys true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Registration Number 10288

| | Flowing ArtesianAirQ Bailer|~1 Pump

Permeability_

Conductivity_

GPMYield

PH

55° OvC Depth artesian flow foundTemperature of water_

Was water analysis done? [X] Afes I I No

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory
1615 ft.ft. toDepth of strata analyzed. From 	

Remarks : Steve Castellano - Chemist
Pacific NW Laboratory

:en:

^ Date 6/1/97Signed >

Pacific NW DrillingAffirfatioi

c,
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54745530Exhibit B 
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52
PND-KIP01LV2.97ESTATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-10(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

( Name City of Qakridqe	
Address 48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane
Township T 2 1 S N or @ Range R 3 E
Section 22

Tax Lot -	

Latitude Longitude

Qe or W. WM.
state Oregon zip 97463city Qakridqe M NW i/41/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK

5(1 New Q Deepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) [X] Abandonment
BlockLot Subdivision

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site redevel OPHier
project. 48513 Hwv. 58, Qakridqe, OR 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

I | Rotary Air 0 Hand Auger 0 Hollow Stem Auger

0Rotary Mud 0 Cable Tool [X] Push Probe 0 Other
Map with location Indentlfled muat be attached

(4) TYPE OF HOLE: (10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

Date 5/1/97
lb. per square inch. Date - -

2.8Uncased Temporary 0 Cased Permanent

3 Uncased Permanent 0 Slope Stability 0 Other

ft. below land surface.

Artesian pressure

(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / Hro sampling
(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:

Ground Elevation 1 . 280

Material Description From To SWL

Gravels, cobbles, moist to 0 16 2.8(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval 0 Yes [X] No Depth of Completed Hole 16 ' ft. wet, brown-qrav. w/some
silts, sands. & clays.
unconsol idatedHOLE SEAL

MaterialDiameter From To From To Sacks or pounds

2 1/8 Bentonite 0 16 16 lbs.0 16

Date Started 5/1/97 5/1/97Date Completed

( ft. Material - -

ft. Size of pack -

ft. to -

ft. to-

Backfill placed from 	

Filter Pack placed from -

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description
iBentonite 3/8" chips 16 lbs.0 16(7) CASING/SCREEN:

RECEIVED
FromDiameter To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

1" UlSclY 0 0 0

	40_
	
	
_Jj7 Sch, 0

	40J

0 0Casing:

JUN 5J 7 199/

WATER RESOURCES DEPT.
	 3ALEM, OREGON	

Screen: 1" 11 0

.020 Date started 5/1/97 5/1/97Slot size Date Completed

(8) WELL TEST

Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

I— geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
2. "• performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction
standards. This repeals true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

se ojriteflfstration Number 10288

0 Pump 0 Bailer

Permeability	 - -

Conducti vity	 - -

"temperature of water 55 °FIC Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? 0 Yes 0 No

0 Air
Yield

0 Flowing Artesian
GPM

PH

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory
Depth of strata analyzed. From 2 . 8

Remarks: Steve Castellano - Chemist

ft. to 16 ft.

Pacific NW Laboratory 'ate 6/1/97Sig/ed

Pacific NW DrillingAffil

G
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER
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)~filrfoS
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT PND-KI P01LV2 . 97E
(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-8 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

county Lane

Township T 2 1 $ N or @ Range R 3 E

(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Name City of Qakridge Latitude Longitude

48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358 OE or W. WM.Address

wmOregoncity Qakridge NW i/4Section 22

Tax Lot =

NW 1/4ZipState

SubdivisionLot Block(2) TYPE OF WORK

pC|New 0 Deepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) £3 Abandonment Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site redevelopment
project. 48513 Hwv, 58, Qakridge. OR 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

I I Rotary Air 0 Hand Auger 0Hollow Stem Auger

0 Rotary Mud | | Cable Tool 0 Push Probe 0 Other
Map with location Indentifled must ba attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

13.2
(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

5/1/97ft. below land surface. Date

lb. per square inch. Date

[x~] Uncased Temporary 0 Cased Permanent

0] Uncased Permanent [3 Slope Stability [3 Other Artesian pressure

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / hLo sampling
I

Ground Elevation	1 >280

	 Material Description	

Gravels, cobbles, moist
From To . SWL

ti0 15 1 ." 13.2(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval (3) Yes [X] No Depth of Completed Hole 1 5 1 ft. to wet, brown-gra.y, w/some
silts, sand & clays,	
unconsol idated	SEALHOLE

Sacks or poundsMaterial From ToDiameter From To

I V 15 lbs.15I iBentonite JO2 1/8" 0 15

5/1/975/1/97 Date CompletedDate Started

ft. to - - ft. Material - -

ft. Size of pack

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter Pack placed from — ~ ft. to —
From Sacks or PoundsToMaterial Description

XL' I. 15 lbs.15.Rpnt.nnitp 3/8" chips '(7) CASING/SCREEN:

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

I Sep n 0
40_ "
	

SchJ O
40 I

1 "
Casing: i- o 10 a

JUN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEPl.
	SALEM, OREGON

lil 0Screen: 1 " ia

Date Completed 5/1/97Date started 5/1 / 9 7.020Slot size

(8) WELL TEST
Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

	 geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
" performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction
standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

[3 Pump [3 Bailer 0 Air 0 Flowing Artesian

Permeability	 - -

Conductivity	 - -

Temperature of water 55 H/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? 0 Yes 0 No

GPMYield

PH

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory

Depth of strata analyzed. From 13 . 2 1
Remarks: Steve Castellano - Chemist

Pacific NW Laboratory

10288I.
15 ft.ft. to Li. ><nration Numberor

Date 6/1/97Sign/d

Pacific NW DrillingAffilfafl

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54765532Exhibit B 
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i3*2-Hq]
PND-KIPO 1L V2 . 97E

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-7 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County _Lane__

Township T 2 1 S

1) OWNER/PROJECT:

lame City of Oakridge LongitudeLatitude_

N or 0 R R 3 E Cfe or W. WM.
Address 48318 First St., / P.O. Box 358 ange

state Oregon zip 97463 1/4	NWSection 22

Tax Lot 	~

NW
city Oakridge

1/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK

(XI New 0 Deepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) [X] Abandonment

Block

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mj 1 1 Sit6 rodOVfil OPmSDt
SubdivisionLot

project, 48513 Hwy. 58, Oakridge, OR 97463
(3) CONSTRUCTION:

I 1 Rotary Air 0Hand Auger 0 Hollow Stem Auger

Q Rotary Mud 0 Cable Tool )0 Push Probe 0 Other
Map with location Indentlfied must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:
(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

Date 5/1/972'
[X] Uncased Temporary 0 Cased Permanent

1 1 Uncased Permanent 0 Slope Stability 0 Other

ft. below land surface.

lb. per square inch. DateArtesian pressure

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:
(S) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / HqQ sampling
I

1,280.
Ground Elevation

Material Description From To SWL
i i

Gravels, cobbles, moist 0 15 2
(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval 0 Yes [X] No Depth of Completed Hole 15 ft.
2

to wet, brown~gray, w/some

silts, sands & clays

unconsol i dated.SEALHOLE

Material Sacks or poundsFrom ToDiameter From To

I 15 lbs.Bentonite2 1/8"
( 0 150 15

5/1/97 5/1/97Date CompletedDate Started

(
V ft. Material 	̂

ft. to — ft. Size of pack

ft. toBackfill placed from _

Filter Pack placed from

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or Pounds
Material Description

Bentonite 3/8" chips 15. 15 lbs.
(7) CASING/SCREEN:

From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded
Diameter

Casing;	l_!i
I Sch. 0

	
	
Sch. 0

4Qj

0in.

JUN 2 7 1997
» 0Screen: 1 " 15.in WATER RESOURCES DEPT.	 1	

	SALEM, OREGON	 	 		
Date started 5 /1/97	 Date Completed	 5/1/97

H2nSlot size

(8) WELL TEST)
Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

	 geologist or civil engineer).

1 accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work

Z. "• performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is imwmpliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction

standards. This jflloryis true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

gistration Number 10288

0 Pump 0 Bailer 0 Air 0 Flowing Artesian

Permeability	 - -

Conductivity	 - -

Temperature of water 5 5 1])/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? 0Yes 0 No

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory	
2_!	 ft. to	15

GPMYield

PH

i ft.
Depth of strata analyzed. From :ense/!r

Remarks: Steve Castellann - Chemist

Pacific NW Laboratory
Date 6/1/97Signed

ration Pacific NW Drilling

( j
i.

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54775533Exhibit B 
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GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT 2-
PND-KIP01LV2.97E

STATE OF OREGON

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-6 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane	 	
Township T 21 S N or ^Range R 3 E
Section 2 ?

Tax Lot -

'1) OWNER/PROJECT:

City of Oakridge

Address 48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358

Longitude.Latitude
.me

@ or W. WM.

Zip 97463Slate ORcity Oakridge M 1/4	M 1/4

SubdivisionLot Block(2) TYPE OF WORK
Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill site redsv/el Opmpnt.| | Deepening Alteration (repair/recondition) [3 AbandonmentNew

project. 48513 Hwv. 58. Oakridge. OR 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

Rotary Air Hand Auger Hollow Stem Auger

I | Rotary Mud | | Cable Tool [%1 Push Probe 1 1 Other
Map with location indentlfied must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

1 . 99 ' ft. below land surface.
(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

5/1/97Uncased Temporary Cased Permanent

I I Uncased Permanent Slope Stability | | Other

Date

Datelb. per square inch.Artesian pressure

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / HqQ sampling 1.280Ground Elevation

Material Description From To SWL

Gravels, cobbles, moist to

ft. vet, brown-grav. w/some silts

sand & clavs. unconsolidated

£ Lii&(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Yes No Depth of Completed Hole _8^
I

SEALHOLE

Diameter From To Sacks or poundsMaterial From To

8 lbs.I II Bentonite 02 1/8 0 88

Date Started Fi/1 /Q7 5/1/97Date Completed

Backfill placed from - - ft. to - - ft. Material	-

Filter Pack placed from - - ft. to - - ft. Size of pack

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

Bentonite 3/8" chips 8 lbs.0 &(7) CASING/SCREEN:

Gaging' 1 '			0
Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

y >ch, B

.OlJ
	
	
Sch. B

TO

1

8

Q

JUN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEIPfr

	SALEM, OREGON	Screen: 1 " t3 B

Date started 5/1/97 5/1/97Slot size . 020 Date Completed

(8) WELL TEST
Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work

performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction

standards. This repopPlsTVue to the best of my knowledge and belief.

/ Ligdnse) ooKea/tration Number 10 288

Pump Bailer Air Flowing Artesian

Permeability - -	

Conductivity - -

Temperature of water 5 5	 0F/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? B Yes No

GPMYield

PH

ft.

Pacific NW LaboratoryBy whom?_

Depth of strata analyzed. From

Remarks : Steve Castellano - Chemist

Pacific NW Laboratory

I
1.99 8 ft.ft. to

Date 6/ 1/97Signed

Affinytpn^ Pacific NW Drilling

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54795535Exhibit B 
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J-AN6

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

PND-KI PO 1L V2 . 97E• STATE OF OREGONt

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-5(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Citv of Oakridae
48318 First St. / P.O. Box 358

Oakridae
(2) TYPE OF WORK

[X] New

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane
Township T 2 1 S

Name

Address

Latitude_

N or 0R
Longitude.

R 3 E Cfe or W. WM.ange

state Oregon zip 97463 Section 2 2
Tax Lot °

NW 1/4	NWCity 1/4

Block

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site rede Vel Opmen t

prniect.. 48813 Hwv. 38, Oakridae. OR 97463

Map with location indentified must be attached

Lot Subdivision

I | Deepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) [X] Abandonment

(3) CONSTRUCTION:

| | Rotary Air Q Hand Auger Qj Hollow Stem Auger

I | Rotary Mud [3 Cable Tool [3 Push Probe I I Other

(4) TYPE OF HOLE: (10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

3.75' ft- below land surface. Date 5/1/97

lb. per square inch. Date - -

0Uncased Temporary (3) Cased Permanent

1 I Uncased Permanent (3) Slope Stability F] Other Artesian pressure

(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / HoQ sampling
(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:

1.280Ground Elevation

Material Description From To SWL

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Q] Yes [3 No Depth of Completed Hole 8 1 ft.
Gravels, cobbles, moist to

wet, brown - arav. w/some
silts, sand. & clavs.	

unconsolidated	

0 8 3.75

HOLE

Diameter From lb

SEAL

Material From To Sacks or pounds

8' 8 lbs,Benton ite 0I I2 1/8" 0 8

5/1/97 mmDate Started Date Completed

I Backfill placed from - - ft. to - - ft.

Filter Pack placed from - - ft. to - - ft.

Material - •*

Size of pack

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

(7) CASING/SCREEN: Bentonite 3/8" chi H & 8 lhs
Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

	
D EE [J

_j[0	

		
8'lsch.D a

4QJ

Casing:

0111 (3
JUN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEPT.
	SALEM, OREGON	Screen: 1 11 1 3

jmSlot size Date started 5/2/^7 Date Completed 5/1/97

(8) WELL TEST

I I Pump

Permeability

Conductivity	 	
_ ~ TTO _ . . „ , . .1 accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
Temperature of water	bu	 E/C Depth artesian flow found ft. performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

Was water analysis done? QYes No during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory standards' This rep9^ ,rue 10 the 1,681 of my knowledge and belief'
Depth of strata analyzed. From 3.75

Remarks : Steve Castellano - Chemist
Pacific NW Laboratory

Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

Q Bailer (3 Flowing ArtesianAir
Yield GPM

PH

102888ft. to ft. Lic*ffS9or fstration Number

Date 6/1/97Sign;

Pacific NW Drill inqAffili;

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54805536Exhibit B 
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PND-KIP01LV2.97Er

}-prNE
&ZLf\Lj.

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-4 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane
Township T 2 1 S
Section 22	

Tax Lot - - Lot

1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Citv of Oakridqe
48318 First St. /P.O. Box 358

LongitudeLatitude

N or Range R 3 E
NW i/4 NW

- - Block - -

ame

(t or W. WM.Address

zip 97463State ORcitv Oakridqe 1/4

Subdivision(2) TYPE OF WORK

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site redevelopment3 Deepening 3 Alteration (repair/recondition) 0 AbandonmentUNew

project, 48513 Hwv 58. Oakridqe. Oreaon 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

3 Rotary Air f~~] Hand Auger 3 Hollow Stem Auger
| | Rotary Mud [ ] Cable Tool )C1 Push Probe | | Other

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

|~X1 Uncased Temporary 3 Cased Permanent

| | Uncased Permanent 3 Slope Stability [ | Other	

(5) USE OF HOLE:

Test hole / HqO sampling	

Map with location Indentlfied must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

6' Date 4/29/97ft. below land surface.

lb. per square inch. DateArtesian pressure	~

. (11) SUBSURFACE LOG:

Ground Elevation 1 , 280

From ToMaterial Description SWL

Gravels, cobbles, moist \0 16 6(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval 3 Yes3 No Depth of Completed Hole 16 ft. to wet, brown-qrav, w/some
silts, sand, & clays,
unconol idatedSEALHOLE

Sacks or poundsMaterial From ToDiameter From To

» I 16 lbs.I Bentonlte 0I 0' 16161.5

Date Started 4/29/97 Date Completed	 4/29/97

(
Backfill placed from - - ft. to - - ft. Material	

Filter Pack placed from - - ft. to - - ft. Size of pack

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

Bentonite 3/8" chips 11 16. 16 lbs.(7) CASING/SCREEN:

From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded ThreadedDiameter

Casing:	1 1 5" 61 12 ' steel H

	
	
	
1 6 ' steel O £]

	_J

ia

JUM 2 7 1R97

WATER RESOURCES DEPr
12Screen: 1 "

SALEM, OREGON

4/29/97 Date Completed	 4/29/97Date startedsiot size . n?n

(8) WELL TEST
Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed
during this time is incompliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction
standards. This reptSrnjs true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Registration Number 	10288

31 Pump |3 Bailer 3 Air 3 Flowing Artesian
Permeabi lity	 ~ ~

Conductivity ~ ~ ^

Tbmoerature of water 5 5	 "6/C Depth artesian flow found - - ft.
Was water analysis done? 3 Yes 3

GPMYield

PH

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory
Depth of strata analyzed. From 	6

Remarks : Steve Castellano - Chemist

Pacific NW Laboratory	

1 16 ' ft-ft. to ?ei

Date 5/29/97Signt

Affiij/tion Pacific NW Drilling

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54815537Exhibit B 
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W)N£
S2-4^S

STATE OF OREGON PND-KIP01LV2 ,97E
GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-3 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane	 	
Township T 2 1 S N or 0 Range R 3 E
Section 22

Tax Lot -

'1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Jame City of Oakridge

Address 48318 First StT
Latitude Longitude]

Cfe or W. WM./ P.O. Box 358

state Oregon zip 9 746 3city Oakridge M 1/4 1/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK

171 New | | Deepening | | Alteration (repair/recondition) |"x] Abandonment

Lot Block Subdivision

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Sit6 Pedevel OPfflfillt

project. 48513 Hwv. 58, Oakridge, OR 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

0Rotary Air 0 Hand Auger 0 Hollow Stem Auger

1 I Rotary Mud | [ Cable Tool [x] Push Probe | [Other
Map with location Indentified must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

1.6' ft- below land surface.

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

Date 5/1/97[XI Uncased Temporary 0 Cased Permanent

1 1 Uncased Permanent 0 Slope Stability 0 Other Artesian pressure lb. per square inch. Date

(5) USE OF HOLE:	 _

Test hole / HqQ sampling
(11) SUBSURFACE LOG:

Ground Elevation	1 .280

Material Description From To SWL

10 1.6Gravels, cobbles, moist
to wet, brown-qrav. w/
some silts, sands. & clavs.

unconsolidated	

0(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval 0 Yes 0 No Depth of Completed Hole 10 ft.

SEALHOLE

MaterialDiameter From To Sacks or poundsFrom To

10 lbs.Benton ite 0 02 1/8" 0 10

5/1/97Date Started 5/1/97 Date Completed

ft. Material	~

ft. Size of pack

Backfill placed from 	2.

Filter Pack placed from ~

"ft. to_

- ft. to

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

10 lbs.Rent.nni t.e 3/8" chips 0. 10(7) CASING/SCREEN:

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

0( I1" 5 sch 000

40_
	
	
Sch.n a
40 I n

E lit?Casing-

	JUN 2 7 1997	

WATER RESQUKGfcb ufcFT.
SALEM, OREGON

1r 105 0Screen:

jm 5/1/97Date started 5/1/Q7Slot size Date Completed

(8) WELL TEST.

0 Pump 0 Bailer Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

Air 0 Flowing Artesian

GPM "Permeability_

Conductivity

Yield

PH

„ , . , I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
Iff/C Depth artesian flow found - - ft, performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

~ " during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnicai hole construction
standards. This regortSs true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

tT
Temperature of water 5 5

Was water analysis done? 0 Yes I I No

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory
Depth of strata analyzed. From 102881.6' ft. to 10 ft. riepnse/dfRegistration Number

Remarks:

Date 6/1/97Steve Castellano - Chemist
Pacific NW Laboratory

Sig.

in Pacific NW DrillingAffiljfei

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER

54825538Exhibit B 
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i~Af^
GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

PND-KIP01LV2.97E
STATE OF OREGON

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole Number GP-2 (9) LOCATION OF HOLE by legal description:

County Lane	 	
Township T 2 1 S N or 9 Range R 3 E
Section 22	 NW 1/4 NW
Tax Lot

(1) OWNER/PROJECT:

Name City of Oakridqe Latitude Longitude

48318 First St, / P.O. Box 358 Oe or W. WM.iddress

state Oregon zip 97463city Oakridqe 1/4

(2) TYPE OF WORK

XI New Q Deepening Q Alteration (repair/recondition) Abandonment

Block

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) Mill Site redevelopment
Lot Subdivision

Project, 48513 Hwy. 58, Oakridqe, OR 97463(3) CONSTRUCTION:

I I Rotary Air QJ Hand Auger Q Hollow Stem Auger

I iRotary Mud Q Cable Tool 0 Push Probe | I Other
Map with location indentlfied must be attached

(4) TYPE OF HOLE: (10) STATIC WATER LEVEL:

10 Date 5/1/97
lb. per square inch. Date	 - -

[%1 Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

Uncased Permanent Q] Slope Stability | | Other

ft. below land surface.

Artesian pressure

(5) USE OF HOLE:	

Test hole / HqO sampling
(II) SUBSURFACE LOG:

I

Ground Elevation 1 a 280

Material Description From To SWL

Gravels, cobbles, moist	
to wet r hrnwri - gray,	

w/snme silts, sand ft clays
u neon sol i dated 	

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION:

Special Construction approval Yes [5 No Depth of Completed Hole 12 ft.
R 12 Iia

HOLE SEAL

MaterialDiameter From To Sacks or poundsFrom To

Bentonite 12 lbs,0 122 1/8" 0 12

Date Started 5/1/97 5/1/97Date Completed

~ ft. to ~ - ft. Material	~

	- ft. to - - ft. Size of pack

lackfill placed from _

Filter Pack placed from

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

From To Sacks or PoundsMaterial Description

Bentonite 3/8" chips. 0 12 12 lbs.(7) CASING/SCREEN:

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

Casingl_L!L Sch - H
48_
	
	
Sch . DSD
an

l aR 1

JUN 2 7 1997

WATER RESOURCES DEF^
	SALEM, OREGON	aScreen: ] " 12Z

Date Completed 5/1 / 9 7Date started 5/1/97slot size n?n

(8) WELL TEST

| | Pump | [ Bailer

Permeability	 ~ -

Professional Certification
(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

_ I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work
— "• performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon's geotechnical hole construction
standards. This repojtis true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Air

Yield

Flowing Artesian

GPM

PHConductivity	 - -

Temperature of water 55 =0:/C Depth artesian flow found
Was water analysis done? [X] "Vfes I l-No

By whom? Pacific NW Laboratory
Depth of strata analyzed. From 	7

Remarks : Steve Castell ano - Chemist
Pacific NW Laboratory

I 12 10288ft. to ft. Limnse igistration Number

Date 6/1/97Signei

Pacific NW DrillingAffiltaH

(
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER
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STATE OF OREGON

Received date 04/1 1 /2000
LANE 68044GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

Hole No.

Co.Job No. B-1 County Lan©

Township 21.00 S

Latitude Longitude

3.00 ERange
N

CITY OF OAKRIDGE

street 48318 FIRST ST

city OAKRIDGE

Ni 1/4 NE 1/422Section

Tax lot Lot Block Subdivision

Legal desc:State OR Zip 97463

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)(21 TYPE OF WORK
HWY 58 & FISH HACTHERY RD| | Alter (Recondition) Q Alter (Repair)

QJ Abandonment

IE1 New
| | Deepening MAP with location indentified must be attached

(10) STA TIC WA TER LEVELWKXMMl/UIMliCW)

| j Rotary Air Q Hand Auger jx] Hollow Stem Auger

[j Rotary Mud Q Cable Tool [J Push Probe Other

Date 03/13/200023.0 Ft. below land surface.

Artesian Pressure Ib/sq. In. Date

(4) TYPE OF HOLE (11) SUBSURFACE LOG

Uncased Temporary [j Cased Permanent

| | Uncased Permanent Q) Slope Stability Other Ground Elevation ft.

Material From "To "SWT
(S) USE OF HOLE

GEOTECHNICAL STUDY

LOG DEBRIS 0
COBBLEY GRAVELS
GRAVELLY SANDS

J4

T2 2 T4

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

25 ft-Depth of completed wellSpecial Standards j |

To"FromDiameterHOLE

158.00 0.00
Amount Seal UnitsMaterialFrom To

SEAL Grout
Weight

¥¥0025.00 Bentonite¥00

ft. Materialft. TO

ft. TO

1 I placed from

Filter pack placed from
Date started 03/13/2000 Completed 03/13/2000

in.Sizeft.

raTxmvmmJjrm (12) ABANDONMENT LOG

Screen Q

Date started Completed

Professional Certification

(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work performed
on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work performed during this

time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnlcal hole construction standards. This report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

(ft) WELL TEST

Yield GPMPermeability

PHConductivity

Temperature of water 52 °F/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? £<]

By Whom? GEO ENGINEERS

Dr * strata to be analyzed. From

Remains

ft.

License or Registration Number ^ 0488ft.ft. to

Signed By STEVE RICHARDS Date

Affiliation GEO TECH EXPLORATIONSName of supervising Geologist/Engineer

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
54845540Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON

Received date 04/11/2000
, LANE 58045GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

(9) LUCA TlUN ut HULL By legal description

County Lan®

Township 21.00 S

/l) OWNER/PROJECT Hole No.

Co.Job No. B-2 Latitude Longitude

3.00 ERange

N CITY OF OAKRIDGE
street 48318 FIRST AVE

city OAKRIDGE

NE 1/4 NE 1/422Section

Tax lot Lot Block Subdivision

Legal desc:State OR Zip 97463

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)(2) TYPE OF WORK

HWY 58 & FISH HATCHERY RDAlter (Recondition) Q Alter (Repair)

Abandonment

£3 Nbw
| | Deepening MAP with location indentified must be attached

(10) STA TIC WA TER LEVEL

Rotary Air Q Hand Auger [g] Hollow Stem Auger

| | Rotary Mud Q Cable Tool [g] Push Probe Other

Date 03/13/200023.0 Ft- below land surface.

Artesian Pressure Ib/eq. In. Date

(4) TYPE OF HOLE (11) SUBSURFACE LOG

[g| Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

| | Uncaaed Permanent Slope Stability Other Ground Elevation ft.

Materia] From "To "SWT
d) USE OF HOLE

SOIL COLLECTION

LOG DEBRIS
COBBLES GRAVELS
GRAVELLY SANDS

T5 A
T24

T2 25 23

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Depth of completed well 25 ft-Special Standards | |

ToDiameter From
HOLE

<roo 15WTO
Amount Seal UnitsMaterialToFrom

SEAL Grout

lentonite

ft. Materialft. TO

ft. TO

1, .1 placed from

Filter pack placed from
Date started 03/13/2000 Completed 03/13/2000

Size In.ft.

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG

Screen [g]

Date started Completed

Professional Certification

(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work performed
on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work performed during this

time Is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction standards. This report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

(SX WML TEST
Yield GPMPermeability

PHConductivity

Temperature of water 53 °F/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? [g]

By Whom? GEO ENGINEERS

Dr ' strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks

ft.

License or Registration Number ^ 0468ft.ft. to

Signed By STEVE RICHARDS Date

Affiliation GEO TECH EXPLORATIONSName of supervising Geologist/Engineer

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
54865542Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON

Received date 04/1 1/2000
' LANE 58046GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-035)

(9) LULA I I(JI\ Of HULL JSv legal descriptionHole No.

Co.Job No. B-3 county Lane

Township 21.00 S

Latitude Longitude

3.00 ERange
N

CITY OF OAKRIDGE

street 48318 FIRST ST

Cltv OAKRIDGE

NE 1/4 NE 1/422Section

Tax lot Lot Block Subdivision

Legal desc:State OR Zip 97463

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)(2) TYPE OF WORK

HWY 58 & FISH HATCHERY RDAlter (Recondition) Q Alter (Repair)

Q Abandonment

Kl New
Deepening MAP with location indentified must be attached

V (10) STA TIC WA TFR LEVELHOTWMWUIWmk

| | Rotary Air Q] Hand Auger Q Hollow Stem Auger

Q Rotary Mud Q Cable Tool ^ Push Probe Other

Date 03/13/200023.0 Fl- below land surface.

Artesian Pressure Ib/sq. In. Date

(4) TYPE OF HOLE (11) SUBSURFACE LOG

[><] Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

| | Uncased Permanent Q Slope Stability Other Ground Elevation ft.

Material From To "SWT
d) USE OF HOLE

GEOTECHNICAL STUDY

LOG DEBRIS
COBBLY GRAVELS

GRAVELLY SAND

15
T4

212

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

Depth of completed well 25Special Standards | |

ToDiameter From
HOLE

1250.008.00

Material Seal UnitsAmountFrom To
SEAL Grout

Weight
sTO25.00 BentoniteTO

< ft. Materialft. TO

ft. TO

,1 placed from

Filter pack placed from
Date started 03/13/2000 Completed 03/13/2000

in.Sizeft.

WTW/XcMUPtMi (12) ABANDONMENT LOG

Screen Q

Date started Completed

Professional Certification

(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered
geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work performed
on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work performed during this

time Is In compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction standards. This report is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

(ft) WELL TEST

YieldPermeability GPM

PHConductivity

Temperature of water 53 °F'<-: Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? ^

By Whom? GEO ENGINEERS

Dr ' strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks

ft.

License or Registration Number 10468ft. to ft.

Signed By gTEVE RICHARDS Date

Affiliation GEO TECH EXPLORATIONSName of supervising Geologist/Engineer

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
54875543Exhibit B 
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STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
Received date 04/11/2000

' LANE 58047

(a* required by OAR 890-240-035)

Hole No.

Co.Job No. B-4 county Lane

Township 21 .00 S

Latitude Longitude

3.00 ERange

CITY OF OAKRIDGE\ NE 1/4 NE 1/422Section

Tax lotStreet 48318 FIRST ST

city OAKRIDGE

BlockLot Subdivision

Legal desc:State OR Zip 97463

Street Address of Well (or nearest address)
(2) TYPE OF WORK

HWY 58 & FISH HATCHERY RD
Alter (Recondition) Q Alter (Repair)

Abandonment
K! New

Deepening MAP with location indentified must be attached

(10) STATIC WATER LEVELmK&AWtUKttlKIJiH

Rotary Air Q Hand Auger [gj Hollow Stem Auger

Rotary Mud Q Cable Tool Q Push Probe Other

Date 03/13/200023.0 Ft- below land surface.

Artesian Pressure Ib/sq. in. Date

(4) TYPE OF HOLE (11) SUBSURFACE LOG

|^| Uncased Temporary Q Cased Permanent

| | Uncased Permanent Q Slope Stability Other
Ground Elevation ft.

Material ToFrom ~5WL

d) USE OF HOLE

GEOTECHNICAL STUDY

LOG DEBRIS

COBBLLY GRAVELS

GRAVELLY SAND

75 4
T24

T2 2325

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION

25 "Depth of completed wellSpecial Standards

ToDiameter From
HOLE

Seal Units
Grout

AmountMaterialToFrom
SEAL

lentonite

ft. Materialft. TO

ft. TO

. .rill placed from

Filter pack placed from
Date started 03/13/2000 Completed 03/13/2000

Size in.ft.

(7) CASING/SCREEN (12) ABANDONMENT LOG

Screen Q

Date started Completed

Professional Certification

(to be signed by a licensed water supply or monitoring well constructor, or registered

geologist or civil engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work performed

on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work performed during this

time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction standards. This report is

true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

(H) WELL TEST

Yield GPMPermeability

PHConductivity

Temperature of water 53 'F/C Depth artesian flow found

Was water analysis done? g]

By Whom? GEO ENGINEERS

t >f strata to be analyzed. From

Remarks

ft.

10468License or Registration Numberft.ft. to

Signed By STEVE RICHARDS Date

Affiliation GEO TECH EXPLORATIONS
Name of supervising Geologist/Engineer

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
54885544Exhibit B 
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LAAINd ooyy I

STATE OF OREGON

WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT

(as required by ORS 537.765)

WELL l.P. # L 72946

START CARD # 170683
Instructions for completing this report are on the last page of this form.

(1) LAND OWNER (9) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)Well Number
Name Doug Dick County Lane
Address PO Box 898 Tax Lot 900 Lot

City Oakridge State OR Zip 97463 Township 21S

Section 14

N or S Range 3E E or W WM

NE 1/4 _NE I/4
New Well(2) TYPE OF WORK

Lat or

or

(degrees or decimal)

(degrees or decimal)

Deepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) Abandonment Conversion
Long

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) 76278 Stehekin Road

Oakridge	

(3) DRILL METHOD
0 Rotary Air Rotary Mud Cable EH Auger EH Cable Mud

EH Other	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL(4) PROPOSED USE
21 ft. below land surface. Date 11/11/040 Domestic EH Community EH Industrial EH Irrigation

Thermal injection Livestock Other	 21 ft. below land surface. Date 11/11/04

	 lb. per square inch Date			Artesian pressure
(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Construction: Yes 0No

Depth ofCompleted Well 545	
Explosives used: Yes 0 No Type

ft.
(1 1) WATER BEARING ZONES

Amount
Depth at which water was first found _21

BORE HOLE SEAL From

orig. water

To Estimated Flovv Rate SWL
Diameter Prom To Material From To Sacks or Pounds 2.5 21

a Qb nc Do OeHow was seal placed: Method

Other seal not disturbed

Backfill placed from

Gravel placed from _

(12) WELL LOG Ground Elevation

Material From To SWLft. to

fL to

ft. Material	

ft. Size of gravel
Reperforated from 35' to 56'

(6) CASING/LINER
r

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded

Casing:

PJEOPi
/

mm i ran
— NOV I 7 say?	f
WATER RfcSu jriUfca, DEPT
	 SALEM, OREQON	

Liner:

Drive Shoe used Inside Outside None

Final location ofshoc(s)	

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS

Method Holte Air0 Perforations

Screens Type Material
Daic Started 11/11/04 	Completed 11/1 1/04

Prom To Slot Number Diameter

Size

Tele/pipe Casing Liner

size
(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

I certify that the work 1 performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well
construction standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

01/4x1 30035 56 6

ler 663 Dale 11/11/04WVVC

c:
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

Pump Q Bailer 0 Air Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/inin Drawdown

Signed

(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

1 accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or
abandonment work performed on this well during the construction dates reported

above. All work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water

supply well construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Drill stem at Time

2.5 80

Temperature of water 54
Was a water analysis done? Yes By whom	

Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use?

Salty Muddy Odor Colored Other._

Depth of strata: 	

Depth Artesian Flow Found

WWC Number 1*041 Date 11/11/04Too little

Signed

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 06/ 1 6/2004FIRST COPY - CONSTRUCTOR SECOND COPY - CUSTOMER
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LAINt 6 54/3

7 RECEIVED

OCT 3 1 2005

i
i

STATE OF OREGON

WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT
(as required by ORS 537.765)

WELL I.D.//L 81293

WATER RESOURCES DEPT i
SALEM, OREGON j

Instructions for completing this repofttn v un Hil last page oHhis.farm. 	»

START CARD # 181999

Well Number 1(1) LANDOWNER
Name JOE SUMINSKI

Address 84566 BRISTOW RD

(9) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)
County LANE

Tax Lot 700 Lot
City PLEASANT HILL State OR Zip 97455 Township 21

Section 14

Range _3S E WM

SE I/4 SW I/4
0 New Well(2) TYPE OF WORK

Lat " or

" or

(degrees or decimal)

(degrees or decimal)

I I Deepening Alteration (repair/recondition) ED Abandonment ED Conversion
Long

Street Address of Well (or nearest address) NW CORNER OF DUNNING RD

AND STEHEKIN RD OAKRIDGE	

(3) DRILL METHOD
0 Rotary Air ED Rotary Mud ED Cable ED Auger ED Cable Mud

Other	 		

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL(4) PROPOSED USE
148 ft. below land surface. Dale 10/24/20050 Domestic ED Community ED Industrial ED irrigation

ED Thermal injection Livestock Other	
ft. below land surface. Date

lb. per square inch DateArtesian pressure(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Construction: Yes 0No
Depth ofCompleted Well 325	 ft.
Explosives used: Yes 0 No Type_ (1 1) WATER BEARING ZONES

Amount
Depth at which water was first found 30B

BORE HOLE SEAL From To Estimated Flow Rate SWL
Diameter From To Material From To Sacks or Pounds 308 312 12 148

39 16 SACKS39 BENTONITE 010" 0

3256" 39

How was seal placed: Method A B C D E

0 Other POURED AND TAMPED	 (12) WELL LOG Ground Elevation

Material From SWLToBackfill placed from

Gravel placed from _

ft. to ft. Material	

ft. Size of gravel
TOP SOIL 0 3ft. to
BROWN CLAY 173

GRAY FRACTURED SANDSTONE 17 24(6) CASING/LINER

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded
Casing: 6" 1+1 39 .250 0 0

BLUE/GRAY SANDSTONE HARD 24 325 148

Liner:

Drive Shoe used Inside 0 Outside None
Final location of shoc(s) 39'	

Cssey Jones Well Drilling Cojnc
37115 Immigrant Road

Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS 541-747-2806

Method N/APerforations

Screens Type Material
Date Started 10/21/2005 Completed 1 0/24/2005

Slot Number Diameter

Size

From To Tele/pipe Casing Liner

size (unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

1 certify that the work I performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or
abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well
construction standards. Materials used and information reported above arc true to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

Q
WWC Number 1722 1/25/2005

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour
Pump Bailer 0 Air Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown (b o n ded~Wirtet-WeM Co'Drill stem at Time ication
I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment work performed on this well during the construction dates reported
above. All work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water
supply well construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

177 325 1 hr12

Temperature of water 85
Was a water analysis done? Yes By whom

Depth Artesian Flow Found

(\
WWC Number 1541 Date 10/25/2005Too littleDid any strata contain water not suitable for intended use?

Salty Muddy Odor Colored Other
SignedDepth of strata:

06/16/2004ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FIRST COPY - CONSTRUCTOR SECOND COPY - CUSTOMER
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LANE69278

STA^E OF OREGON
^MONITORING WELL REPORT

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-240-0395)

WELL LABEL # L | 9 ^

START CARD# 1 1006186

Owner Well I.D. pi tU 'j(I) LAND OWNER (6) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)

County LANE Twp_21	 S	 N/S Range 3 E EAVWM

Sec 22 NW 1/4 of the NW 1/4 Tax Lot J05	

Tax Map Number

First Name Last Name

Company CITY OF OAKRIDGE, OREGON

Address 48318 E. 1ST STREET

City OAKRIDGE	

(2) TYPE OF WORK | [New | | Deepening | | Conversion

| [ Alteration (repair/recondition) |Xj Abandonment

Lot

Zip 97468State OR "orI DMS or DD

DMS or DD

Lat

" orLong

f* Street address of well O Nearest address

500 FT EAST ON KOKANEE DRIVE, RIGHT SIDE OAKRIDGE, OREGON
(3) DRILL METHOD
[X) Rotary Air Q Rotary Mud QCable QHoIIow Stem Auger QCable Mud

(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Rotary Q Otherlieverse Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

xisting Well / PredeepeningPiezometer Well Q
ft. Special Standard Q

(4) CONSTRUCTION
ompleted Well

Flowing Artesian?| | Dry Hole? Q

Depth water was first found 	

_Ia	 Est Flow, SWL(psi), f .SWUft)

Depth of Completed Well 0
WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From
MONUMENT/VAULT Below Ground

From To
a

BORE HOLE

Diameter _8^ From 0 To 30

CASING (8) WELL LOG Ground Elevation
From QDia. _

Gauge

Material QSteel QPlastic Q Q

To
I

Material ToFrom

Pulled 2"casing & screen & redrilled 8" to 30' and

grouted to surface.

Wld Thrd 0 0

300

LINER

From QDia. To

Gauge

Material QSteel QPlastic Q Q]
Wld Thrd

receivedSEAL

From _0

Material Cement

Amount _12	

To 30

JAN 2 9 I

—®AkEMrOftEGON

m m
S Grout weight

SCREEN

Casing/Liner

Diameter

Slot Size

Material

ToFrom

Date Started 01-27-2009 Completed 01-27-2009

FILTER (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon monitoring well

construction standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to

the best of my knowledge and belief.

License Number 1344

Password

Signed ,

Material Size ofpackFrom To

(5) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

3 icld ual/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duration (hr)
Date

:^^djy^^ectroni/>l ly) ********

~-/D
(bonded) Monitor Well ictor Certification

I accept responsibility for tl?£ construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment
work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon monitoring well

construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperaiure

S upei vising Geologist/Engineer '

Watei quality concerns? (^)Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amount Units License Number 1541	 Date

Password :CifTi\n4 electronically) «**•»•*»
Signed V

Contact Info (optio^l)

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT \
I HIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.32

54915547Exhibit B 
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LAME 69278

WELL I.D. # L 9mon,Coring well report -
continuation page

START CARD # 1006186

( (4) CONSTRUCTION

BORE HOLE
(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL

Water Bearing Zones

SWL Date From

FILTER PACK
To Material SizeDia From To From

Est Flow SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)To

SEAL sacks/ grout
From To Amt lbs weightMaterial

(8) WELL LOG

Material From To

CASING/LINER

From To Gauge Stl Piste Wld ThrdCasing Liner Dia +

La
c
c
r
L
C
c
r

SCREENS

Perl7S ( asing/ Screen
creen Liner Dia From

Scrn Slot # of Tele/
To size/slot length slots pipe size

uHHth ftE6EIVE0

2 9 2fl0£

WATER \ES0URCI:S DEPI

SB.EM, QRFGON

(5) WELL TESTS
Comments/Remarks

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duration fhr

Water Quality Concerns

Front To Amount UnitsDescription

54925548Exhibit B 
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LAI^E 69278 MuJl <vrJ(
ooC?/8(oWELL I.D. #L 1

lONITORirfo WELL REPORT -

intinu^roii page
START CARD # 1006185

4a] 'well

a

i

(

k'tianM- .£"*''»€-

fx
fnuj 7 f+tuj

Jwi &
/ b

RECEIVED
JAN 2 9 2009

WATER RESOURCES DEPT

SALEM, OREGON
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LANE 69364
Page 1 of 1

STATE OF OREGON

WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-205-0210)

02-26-2009 WELL LABEL # L 98667

START CARD # 1006357

1) LAND OWNER Owner Well l.D. (9) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)

Count>' Lam	 TwP 21.00 S	N/S Range 3 qq f
Sec 14 NE 1/4 of the gW 1/4 Tax Lot 900

First NameDOUG

Company

Last Name dick E/WWM

Address PO BOX 898

City OAKRIDGE

Tax Map Number Lot

State OR ziP 97463 " or DMS or DD

DMS or DD

Lat

" orLong(2) TYPE OF WORK |X|New Well | | Deepening | | Conversion

I I Alteration (repair/recondition) Q Abandonment (• Street address of well (~* Nearest address

76278 STEHEKIN RD OAKRIDGE, OREGON
3) DRILL METHOD

Rotary Air | | Rotary Mud QCable | | Auger | | Cable Mud
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL

~\ Reverse Rotary | | Other Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepening
(4) PROPOSED USE[X1 Domestic [^Irrigation | | Community

Industrial/ Commericial Q Livestock | | Dewatering

| Thermal [^Injection | | Other 	

Completed Well n?-7s-7nnq _42
Flowing Artesian? Q Dry Hole? Q

Depth water was first found 43WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth of Completed Well 150.00 ft.

BORE HOLE

Est Flow SWL(psi) + SWI .tfttTo

02-25-2009 A1 -52 1 .42

SEAL sacks/
To Amt lbs LDia From To Material From

12 11 58. Cement	

Bentonite

8 12 A 8.

12 2A 1A S.

£l 28 128
(11) WELL LOG

Ground Elevation

Method []A Qb ^]C Qd QeHow was seal placed: FromMaterial To

[XjOther POURED AND TAMPED Top Soil 8
Brown Clay 1 18Backfill placed from

Filter pack from 24 ft- 1° 58

nlosives used: | |fes Type	

ft. to _ ft. Material _

ft. Material Gravel

Amount

Gray Claystone 18 28Size 3/8
Blue Green Conglom. 28 22
Blue Clay 22 22
Blue Claystone(6) CASING/LINER

Casing Liner Dia +
22 22

Blue SandstoneFrom To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Thrd 22 22
Blue purple and red conglom.

I—	18
iemU .25 128228 59

sdr26o 4.5 150

D _2

Shoe Q Inside [XjOutside Q Other

Temp casing Q Yes

Location of shoe(s) so

Dia From To

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS

Perforations Method Holte Perforator Saw

Screens Type Material

Perf/S Casing/ Screen

creen Liner Dia
Scrn/slot Slot # of Tele/
width length slots pipe size

Date Started Completed 02-25-200902-25-2009ToFrom

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well

construction standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to

the best of my knowledge and belief.

License Number

EerL Casing

Liner

8 28 28 22 1 228

Perf A2 28 128 12 2,4002

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour

Q Pump Q Bailer (•) Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duration (hr)

Date 02-26-20091218
Electronically Filed

Signed DOUGLAS D TIICKF.R fF.-filedl

1 128 (bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work

performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well

construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Temperature ^	 °F Lab analysis Q Yes By

I iter quality concerns? |^Yes (describe below)
From Amount UnitsDescription8a License Number 1541	

Electronically Filed

Signed CASF.Y JONES .IR tF.-flledl

Contact Info (optional)	

Date 0?-26-?fif)9

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO WW WAl'i-.R RESOURCES TEPaK! MEXT WiTiiiN 30 DAYS Or COMPLETION OF WORK 5494
Form Version: 0.89
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L^ME 71154i

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(«i required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Numb® AT-1(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR : | Dtmilmg Road ftoperty

First Name Mike Rccder	

Company Crown Properties, LJX?.

Address US BankCtr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Jhigai^

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xjNew I I Deepening Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/reconditioa)

(3) CONSTRUCTION
I Rotary Air | [Hand Anger (J Hollow stem auger

[ Rotary Mud | |Cablc | | Push Probe

[X Other Air Track	

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3,00 E E/WWM

Sec 22 NE 1/4 of the NE	 1/4 Tax Lot 100	 	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold GaDager PerceD Rofa

Lot

DMS or DD

DMSorDD

" or

""or
Lat

State OR Zip 97401
Long

C Street adrhess ofhole (" Nearest address

Donning Road

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWLfpei) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepening 06-01-2011

Completed Well

WATER BEARING ZONES

a
5

Flowing Artesian? | |

Depth water was first found 5.00

la_	 Fat Flow SWIIpa.A + SWUft)

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

SWL Date From
(i)Uncascd Temporary

QUncasod Permanent

(^)Cased Permanent

QSlope Stablity

QOflrtr

Other.

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG f,M^ ft (_

From To

(5) USE OF HOLE

Material
FilL brown, gravellt sandExploration ofBedrock 0 9_

Basalt, gray 9 80

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCT ION special Standard | [Attach copy)

Depth of Completed Hole 80.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Amt I haMaterial From

03 0 Bcntonite Chips80 80 2.5 S

Date Started 064)1-2011 Completed 06-01-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

ft to 	it Material

ft Materialft to sacks/

To Amt Iha
Size

Material From

80 25Bcntonite Chips 0 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge St] Piste Wld Thrd DECEIVEDoiql
L

-M. I d 20il
L

<
C ESOURCES DEPT

MEM, OREGON
IKOHili

(8) WELL TESTS

(^) Pump (^) Bailer (^) Air (^) Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationfhr)

Date Started Q6-01-2011 Competed 064)1-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best erf my knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E8S4

First Name

Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis | | Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yca (describe below)
From To 	 Description Jo/ie 3 4,Amount Units Date

1/t.Tp/v Ku|)g/LLutNime

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Vereion: 0.95
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LAME

"Jll&S
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(cj required by OAR 690-240-003!)

Hole Number AT-2(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

First Name MikeReedcr	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank CO 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^JSug

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E

Sec 1! NE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 21-35-14
. . o •

E/W WM
Last Name Arnold Gallager PerceO Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

"orLet
State OR Zip 97401me

"orLong

I] Deepening TR

I Alteration (repair/recondition) (

C Street address ofhole (~ Nearest addrosm(2) TYPE OF WORK [gNew Abandonment

Dunning Road

3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air QHand Auga- Q Hollow stem auger

RotaiyMud | | Cable | | Push Probe

X Otha Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(pai) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Prcdocpening

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian?

Depth water was first found	

To	 Eat Flow SWUpsi) + SWT 4ft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•)Uncaied Temporary

QUncased Permanent

Qotha

Otha:

SWL Date	 From
QCased Pamanent

QSlope Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Ground Elevation

_ 		 Material	

(C3o mc
T

(5) USE OF HOLE

Torom

Fill, brown silty sand	

Volcanic Tuff, brown, clayey

0 J_5Exploration of Bedrock
15 59

RECEIVED
(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 59.00 ft,

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

ntrmrmr
SEAL
From To Amt lbs

sacks/

Material
fflawaffaaimaiiMia59 Bentonrtc Chips 1.53 0 0 59 S

SALCM, OREGON
Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 06-01-201 1

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:	ft. Material

ft. Mataial

Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

ft. to
sacks/

From To Amt lbs
Sizeft. to

Material

icEIVED
sBentonrtc Chips 0 59 1.5

(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Thrd u
DZQ C

C hzjjl a y

ImRESOURCES DEPT
	SA.'EM, OREGON

4
L
I
c

(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gtl/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pumo depth Durstionfhrt

Completed 06-01-2011Date Started 0601-201 1

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

1 accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, attention, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the beat ofmy knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I lYca ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer	

Water quality concerns? I |Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amount Units Date

H-rfOM K up?#—.Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

54975553Exhibit B 
Page 114 of 136



LANE 71 156

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(u required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-3(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dmmgig Road Properly

First Name Mike Reeder

Company Crown Properties, LLC'

Address JUS Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Jjug

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x] New I [ Deepening [ | Abandonment

| | Attention (repair/recondition)

( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 15 SE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold Gailagcr PerecII Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" orLat
Zip 97401State joreoe ~o M orLong

C* Street address ofhole C Nearest address

Dunning Road

B
CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Q Hollow stem auger

I | Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Push Probe

[X]Otber Air Tract	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWLfpai) + SWLfft)

Existing Well / Predeepening Q6-0 1-20 1 1

Completed Well 	

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From To

90

Flowing Artesian? | |

Depth water was first found

	_Eat Flow SMigtil + SWUft)

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(V) Uncased Temporary

QUncaaed Permanent

QCased Permanent

QSlope Stablity

Qoflier

Other

(5) USE OF HOLE (11) SUBSURFACE LOG

		 Material y To
Ground Elevation

From
13Fill, brown clayey sandExploration ofBedrock 0

Volcanic Tuff, yellow brown, clayey 13 20

Basalt, gray 20 102

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | (Attach copy)

Depth ofCompleted Hole 102.00 ft

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

SEAL
From

sacka/
To Ami lbsMaterial

3 1020 Bcntonite Chips 1020_ S1

Date Started Completed 06-01-201106-01-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

ft to 	ft Material

ft Materialft to sacks/
To Amt lbs

Size
Maloial From

Bcntonite Chips 0 102 1 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

ffilEIVEDCasing Screen Dia + From To Gauge StI Plate Wld Hud

IX L
i a 2011

OURCESDEPT
OREGON

C
c
c BftUliliisfl

(8) WELL TESTS 	

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian
Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stcm/Pumo depth Duration(hr)

Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 06-01-201 1

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

_ work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

- standards. This report is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation

°F Lab analysis 1 1 Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description (pzlhliAmount Unite Date

T0M Kup**-Last Name

Principal, Kupex Consulting, LLC(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.95

54985554Exhibit B 
Page 115 of 136



P .ANE 711 1ST

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(u required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-4(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Roid Property
( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S N/S Range 3.00 E E/W WM

Sec 15 SE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold Gallsger Percell RofaFirit Name Mike Recdcr	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Addrejs US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800
Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

"or

'"or
Lat

State OR Zip 97401City^Eug

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xjNew Q Deepening Q Abandonment
|~~| Alteration (repair/recondition)

sac
Long

C' Street address ofhole Nearest address

Donning Ro*d

f3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud | [Cable | | Push Probe

X Other Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWLfpsi) + SWL(fl)

Existing Well / Predeepening 06-01-2011 90
-v-:v

Completed Well II
Flowing Artesian? f | .

Depth water was first found 90 00

. .Eat Flow .SWUmil, + SWIM

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•)Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

Qother

Other

SWL Date From JSLQCased Permanent

Slope Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Grolmd Elcvltion /

Material

(5) USE OF HOLE

F Torom

8FilL brown, clayey, sand

Basalt, red brown to gray

0Exploration of Bedrock

8 105

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 105.00 ft-

BOREHOLE
Pis From To

SEAL sacks/
To Amt lbsMaterial From

Bcntonitc Chips 0 105 4.75 S3 0 105

Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 06-01-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:	ft Material

ft Material

Backfill placed from

Filter pack from	

ft to

ft to sacks/

To Amt lbs

105 4.75 S

Size
Material From

Bentonite Chips 0_
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Plate Wld Thrd JiECEIVED
c

: .1 ?0n4W<
L
C

SOURCES DEPT
J—3A10M, OREGON

C

(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield aal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pnmp depth Durationfhr)

Completed 06-01-2011Date Started 06-01-2011

Professional Certification (to he signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All worir performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis QYes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer 	

Wate quality concerns? | |Yea (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amount Units Date

ff <70/4 KufesL.Last Name

(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

54995555Exhibit B 
Page 116 of 136



LS&MB 7115®
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-5(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dmming Road Property

Firrt Name Mike Rcedcr	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Addreaa US Bant Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Jiugare

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x]New I I Deepening | | Abandonment
Alteration (repair/recondition)

( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E

Sec 22 NE 1/4 of the NE 1/4 Tax Lot 100

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

E/WWM
Last Name Arnold GaBager Perccll Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" or

" or

Lat
State OR Zip 97401

Long

C Street addreaa ofhole (~ Nearest addreaa

Dunning Road

13) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger 0 Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud | | Cable [ | Puah Probe

X Other Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(pei) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepening

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian? | |
Depth water waa fiiat found	

	Eat Flow SWIIpsil + SWL(ft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(»)Uocaaed Temporary

0Uncased Permanent

QOther

Other:

SWL Date From JslQCased Permanent

0Skrpe Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Elevation ff\S (_(5) USE OF HOLE
/ ToFromMaterial

Topsoil, red brown, clayey sand

Volcanic Toff, yeollow brown

Basalt, grey	

Volcanic Tuff, yellow brown

160Exploration ofBedrock

16 35

35 64

10264

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 102.00 ft.

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL

From

aacka/

To Amt lhaMaterial

102 Bcotonitc Chipa 102 S3 0 0 1

Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 06-01-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Fitter pack from	

ft to 	ft. Material

ft. Material aacka/
To Amt lha

ft. to Size
Material From

Bcntonitc Chips 0 102 1 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

IVEDIfilHtJ"Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Plate Wld Thrd

QICr

/nr.
=<

L WAT|ER RESOURCES DEPT
REGON

C
\mmm\

(8) WELL TESTS

0 Pump 0 Bailer 0 Air 0 Flowing Artesian

Yield oal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duratioolhrl

Completed 06-01-2011Date Started 06-01-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. AH work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name / I ' 10,^-	
Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer	

Water quality concerns? I [Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amount Units Date

tCvjlXl)t?Last Name

(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55005556Exhibit B 
Page 117 of 136



LANE 71159

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(u required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-6(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Roperty( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E 	E/W WM

Sec 22 NE 1/4 of the NE 	1/4 Tax Lot 1900 	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Flirt Name Miles Reeder	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

CitjMEugen^

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x]New I I Deepening Q Abandonment
| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

Laat Name Arnold Gallager Percetl Rofa

Lot

"or DMSorDD

DMSorDD

LatState OR Zip 97401
" orLong

C" Street address ofhole C Nearest address

Dunning Road

(3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Anger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud Cable Q Push Probe

X Other Air Track
sac -t „ . 	 i

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepening 06-01-2011

Completed Well

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From

55

Flowing Artesian? |[

Depth water was first found 55.00

Tu	 Est Flow SWlTpsil + SWUft)

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(5) Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

Qother

Other

OCased Permanent

QSIope Stablity

1^1-d DAiL(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation

ToMaterial From
TopsoiL rod brown, clayey sandExploration ofBedrock 120

Volcanic Tuff yellow brown II 110

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | (Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 110.00 ft.

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Amt lhsMaterial From

1103 0 110 Bentonite Chips 0 4.5 S

Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 064)1-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from	

ft to 	ft Material

ft Material sarin/ft to Size
Material From To Amt Ik

no I 4.5 I s IBcntonite Chips 0
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Thrd

irnra"EIVED
mnr

-Hrf-, » 2011L
C

vWtftf ESCURCESDEPTC
C

REGON
i(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pomp depth Durationflif)

Date Started 06-01-2011 Completed 06-01-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

dining this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction
standards. This report is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer	

Water quality concerns? | |Yes (describe below)
DescriptionFrom Amount Unit*To Date

tf-.Tdx/i Last Name

I
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.93

55015557Exhibit B 
Page 118 of 136



L&ME 7116®
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-7(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

First Name Mike Recder

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Jiug

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x|New I I Deepening Q Abandonment

Q Alteration (repair/recondition)

0) CONSTRUCTION
| Rotary Air | [Hand Auger Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud | | Cable | [ Push Probe

|X Other Air Track	

r (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 15 SE 1/4 of the SE	 1/4 Tax Lot 1900 	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

LaatName Arnold GaOager PcrccD Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

"orLatState OR Zip 97401< 10
""orLong

C Street address ofhole ("~ Nearest address

Dunning Road

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(pai) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Pfedeepening

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian? |]

Depth water was first found	

	Eat Flow SWT/jwi) ,+, SWl^ft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•) Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

QOther

Other

SWL Date Erom JjlQCased Permanent

Slope Stablity

I.X3& JfjSL(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation

T ToMaterial rom

Exploration ofBedrock Fillred brown clayey sand 0 4

Volcanic Tuff, brown 4 15

Basalt, gray 15 134

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | fAttach copy)

Depth of Completed Hole 134.00 ft.

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Amt lbsMaterial From

0 134 0 1343 Bentonite China 9 S

Date Started 06-02-20 1 1 Completed 06-02-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Fitter pack from

a to 	a Material

a Material sacks/

To Amt lbs
ato Size

Material From
0Bentonite Chips 134 9 A(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + pron, jo RECEIVEDGauge Stl Plate Wld Thrd

DID m
C T

I ,7 /II 1 1*
c
L

^tf£Rfl£OURCESDEPT
~ s4eM, OREGON

(8) WELL TESTS

O Putnp Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian
Yield gsl/min Drawdown Drill steni/Pumo depth Durationfhr)

Completed 06-02-2011Date Started 06-02-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name /*/" < ) Q^\	
Affiliation Principal, Koper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis 1 I Yes ByTemperature

Supevising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yes (describe below)
DescriptionFrom Amount UnitsTo Date

Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55025558Exhibit B 
Page 119 of 136



LAME 71161

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

(i) OWNER/PROJECT Hole Number AT-8

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Propertyc (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Tvrp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/W WM

Sec IS _SE	 1/4 of the SE 	1/4 Tax Lot 1900_ 	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

First Name Mike Recdcr 	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Eugare

(2) TYPE OF WORK fx]New I I Deepening Abandonment

P~| Alteration (repair/recondition)

Last Name Arnold Gallager Percell Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" orLai
Zip 97401State OR

" orLong

Street address of hole C Nearest address

Dunning Road

1 3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud QjCable Q Push Probe

Xj Other Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWLfpsi) + SWL(fl)

U 65Existing Well / Predeepening 06-02-20 1 1

Completed Well	

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date	 From 	Xe.

Flowing Artesian?

Depth water was first found 65.00

	Ell Flow SWUpni) , + SWi/ftt

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(a)Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

QCased Permanent

(2) Slope Stablity

Qoflter

Other

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Cm)Und Elevltion Tf £T fr& L(5) USE OF HOLE

F ToMaterial roxn

Exploration of Bedrock Fill, red brown silty sand 0 5

100Basalt, gray 5

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth of Completed Hole 100.00 ft.

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacka/
From	 To Ami lhaMaterial

Bentonite Chips0 10003 100 4.5 S

Date Started Completed 06-02-201106-02-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

	ft Material

ft. Material

ft. to

sacks/
To	 Arnt .fa

ft. to Size
Material From

Bentonite Chips 0 100 4.5 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge SU Piste Wld Thrd fSGIilVED
c QZQL
L

JUI	i .7 /IiiiC
<

-WATER RESOURCES DEPT
iREGON

=4 4
o

ijmsMa(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield oal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationfhrt

Date Started 06-02-2011 Completed 06-02-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed
during this tune is in compliance with Oregon geotcchnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the beat of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name |T~ 1 I 0 	
Affiliation Principal, Kupcr Consul ting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I I Yea ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? (_]Yes (describe below)
DescriptionFrom Amount UnitsTo Date

Xiyj>e/L_Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.95

55035559Exhibit B 
Page 120 of 136



LAN E 71 162

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNJCAL HOLE REPORT

(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-9(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

Fust Name MifceRcedcr

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bsnk Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City Eugene

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x]New I I Deepening Q Abandomnent

[ [ Alteration (repair/recondition)

( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 15 NE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Laat Name Arnold Callagcr Pgcefl Rcfa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" orLat
State OR Zip 97401

" orLong

C* Street address of hole Nearest address

Dunning Road

1 3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Anger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Push Probe

X Other Air Track
LTrJil .. —

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWLfpsi) + SWL(fl)

Existing Well / Predeepening 06-02-2011

Completed Well

WATER BEARING ZONES

112

Flowing Artesian? [~ |
Depth water was first found 1 12.00

To	 Eat Flow SWl/psit + SWT /ftt

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

SWL Date From
(•yllncaicd Temporary

QUncased Permanent

QCased Permanent

QSlope Stablity

Qother

Other:

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG GroundEIevltion j y y (_

Material

(5) USE OF HOLE

F Torail

Fill, red brown siltv sand

Volcanic Toff, red brown

Exploration ofBedrock 0 5

5_ 65

Basalt, gray 65 134

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)

Depth of Completed Hole 134.00 ft.

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacka/

To Amt lhsMaterial From

134 S3 Bentonite Chips0 134 3.50

Date Started Completed 06-02-201106-02-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Fitter pack from

ft. to 	ft Material

ft. Material Size sacka/
To Amt lbs

ft to
Material From

Bentonite Chipt 0 134 3.5 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Caring Screen D" + From To SIEVEDGauge SU Piste Wld Thrd

'DIQP mL

-t f-i /'tillc
L.

=t
c ROES DEPT

^ALEftl, OREGON(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Baikr Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield oal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duntionfhf)

Completed Q6-02-2011Date Started Q6-02-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during Ibis time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation Principal, Kupcr Consulting. LLC

°F Lab analysis Yea ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer 	

Water quality concerns? dK'ea (describe below)
From To 	 Description . b'JH-WAmount Units Date

'To/a Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55045560Exhibit B 
Page 121 of 136



LANE 71184

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(is required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-10(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: } Dunning Road Property

Pint Name Mike Rceder	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^ugare

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xjNew Q Deepening Q Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

13) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air [ [Hand Anger Q] Hollow stem auger

| Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Push Probe

fx Other Air Trade	

( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 15 NE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 2 1-35- 14

Lat " ' "or
"°	'	 " Of	

C* Street address ofhole C* Nearest address

Last Name Arnold Gallager Percell Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD
SUte OR Zip 97401

Long

Dunning Road

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(pai) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepenmg

ECompleted Well

Flowing Artesian? [ |

Depth water was first found	

la	 Eat Flaw SWUimi.) .+. SWIM

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(»)Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

QOther

Other:

SWLDate Team.OCased Permanent

Q Slope Stablity

I, for WSL(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation

ToFromMaterial
Fill, red brown, silty sandExploration ofBedrock 0 ±

Volcanic Tuff, red brown 4 42

Basalt, gray 42 50

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | {Attach copy)

Depth ofCompleted Hole 50.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dii From To

SEAL sacks/

From	 To Amt lbsMaterial

50 3.50 Bentonite Chips 50 S0

Dale Started 06-02-2011 Completed 06-02-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

ft to 	ft. Material

it Material sacks/

To Amt lbs
ft to Size

Material From

Bentonite Chips 500 3.5 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Thrd B
c n

C
«<

1=
c

IBv-MMt'MHHACMI
(8) WELL TESTS 	 	

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationfhr)

Dale Started 064)2-2011 Completed 06-02-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

1 accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. AH work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechmca] hole construction

standards. This report is tree to the best of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yeg (describe below)
From To 	 Description 6-c/y-//Amount Unite Date

ff Tom K u D<?/L_Last Name

Principal Kuper Consulting, LLC

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55055561Exhibit B 
Page 122 of 136



I .ANE 71165

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(M required by OAR 690-240-0035)

(1) OWNER/PROJECT Hole Number AT-i 1

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property( (9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E

Sec 15 SW 1/4 of the JE	 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 21-35- 14

E/WWM
First Name MikeReeder

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City Eugene
i . —ah—

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xjNew I I Deepening | | Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

Last Name Arnold Gallager Percell Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" orLat
State OR Zip 97401

" orLong

(~' Street address of hole C Nearest address

Dunning Road

1 3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Q Hollow ston auger

Rotary Mud | | Cable f | Push Probe

X Other Air Trade	 _ 	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL

Existing Well / Predccpenipg

Completed Well

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date	 From	

Date SWL(p»i) + SWL(ft)

u

Flowing Artesian? | |

Depth water was first found

Ic	 Est Flow SWI/pail

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•)Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

QCased Perruanait

QSlope Stablity

QOther

Other

7530 /ttSL(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation

Fi ToMaterial rom

Exploration ofBedrock TopsoiL red brown silty sand 0_ 2
Glacial Outwash, red brown, clayey 2 43

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)

Depth of Completed Hole 43.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sackx/

To	 Amt lbsMateria] From

7 o Benton itc Chips43 0 43 3 S

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

Material

Bcntonite Chips

It to 	ft Material

ft Materialft. to sacks/

		- To	.Amt .fa
0 43

Size
From

3 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste WW Thrd ff PHY

liiHfWiiaiJie n~nr
E

4#E • •;> /' tfr
E

wmE

isalem! oreg6n 1(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationdir)

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name

Affiliation Principal Kupcr Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? OYes (describe below)
From To 	 Description rfr-ePV-l/Amount UnitB Date

]\vpeA—'ff Tom Last Name

(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.95

55065562Exhibit B 
Page 123 of 136



LANE 71166
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-140-0035)

Hole Number AT-12(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

First Name Mike Rccder	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^^ugene

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE T-wp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E EAV WM

Sec 15 NW 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold GaDager Percell Rcfa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

"or

"or

LatState OR Zip 97401
Long

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x]New Q Deepening Q Abandonment
| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

0) CONSTRUCTION
|Rotary Air | |Hand Anger | | Hollow stem auger

| Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Push Probe

X| Other Air Trade	

C~ Street address ofhole (~~ Nearest address

Dunning Road

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Prcdeepening

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian? f**°
Depth Wats' was first found	

To	 Eat Flow SWI/psit + SWUft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•)Uncased Temporary

QUncased IViinancnt

Qofts

Othm:

SWL Date FromQCased Permanent

OSlope Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Ground Elevation /S~C?S~ /Kl" C

Material

(5) USE OF HOLE

Torom

Exploration ofBedrock Topsoil, red brown silty sand 0 2

Glacial Outwash, red brown, clayey 2 60

Volcanic Tuff, yellow brown 60 67

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 67.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Ami lh«Material From

Bcnlonite Chips3 0 67 670 1.5 S

Date Started 06^)3-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:ft to 	ft Material

ft Material sacks/

To Amt lbs
ft to Size

Material From
Bentonite Chips 0 67 1.5 S

(7) CASING/SCREEN

flE5ISVE1>Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Plate Wld Thrd

DID C
c

jui i j '/in

WATL3 RESOURCES DCP1-H —

(8) WELL TESTS

O Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian
Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pnmp rtenth Durationfhrl

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction
standards. This report is tree to the best of my knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

°F Lab analysis I 1 Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | [Ye» (describe below)
From To 	 Description b y- ifAmount Units Date

Kope^First Name fj- Last Name

Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, IXC(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55075563Exhibit B 
Page 124 of 136



LANE 71167
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT

(u required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-13(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Roid Property

Firrt Name Mike Recdcr	

Company Crown Properties, UX

Addreas US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Eug

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E EAV WM

Sec 15 SW 1/4 of the SE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Laat Name Arnold Gallagcr Percetl Rcfa

Lot

"or DMSorDD

DMS orDD

LatStale J3R Zip 97401enc

" orLong

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x] New | | Deepening | | Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

C Street address of hole (~ Nearest address

Dunning Road

a
CONSHTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Pj Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud PjCable P Push Probe
X] Other Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ll)

Existing Well / Predcepening 06-03-20 11

E
68

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian? P
Depth water was first found 08.00

Tfi	 Eat Flow SWT /pail + SWT /ft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

SWL Date From(•)Uncased Temporary

QUncaaed Permanent

QCased Permanent

Q Slope Stablity

QOfher

Other:

tsrv ml(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation

F ToMaterial rom

Exploration ofBedrock Fill, red brown ailtv sand 0 4

Volcanic Tuff, yellow brown 4 18

BggkffiH 18 71

Volcanic Tuff, red brown 71 73

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | {Attach copy)

Depth ofCompleted Hole 73.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL
From

sacks/
To Amt lbsMaterial

Bentonite Chips3 0 73 730 2 S

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Backfill placed from

Fitter pack from

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:ft to 	ft Material

ft Material sacks/
From To Amt Ihs

ft to Size
Material

Bentonite Chips 0 73 2 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

RECEIVEDCasing Screen P" + From To Gauge Stl Piste WW Thrd

P o
p

4U ; y 2011
<

P
WftfiftfESOURCESDEPT
	SLEM, OREGON

P

(8) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pnmo depth Durationthf)

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

1 accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

License/Registration Number E854

First Name I I 0 A\	
Affiliation Principal, Kupcr Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description b-JV-llAmount Units Date

Last Name

I
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK

Form Version: 0.95

55085564Exhibit B 
Page 125 of 136



LANE 71168
STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(u required by OAR 690-240-9035)

Hole Number AT-14(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dmming Road Property

First Name Mike Rceder

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

CitjMEugene

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal detcription)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 22 NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4 Tax Lot 1900	

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold Gallager PerceII Rofa

Lot

DMS or DD

DMSorDD

" or

"or

Lat
State OR Zip 97401

Long

(2) TYPE OF WORK [x]New Q Deepening Q Abandonment
| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

C Street address ofhole C Nearest addreaB

Dunning Road

13) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air [^Hand Anger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mud | | Cable | | Push Probe

X Other Air Trade	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL
Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepcning

Completed Well

Flowing Artesian? f~

Depth wata was first found	 	

la	 fat Flow, SWUjMi)-, + SWUft)

WATER BEARING ZONES(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

SWL Date From
(•)Uncased Temporary

QUncaaed Permanent

QCased Permanent

QSlope Stablily

QOther

Other

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG Grcund,;lcvltl0f,

Material

(5) USE OF HOLE

Torom

TopsoiL red brown clayey sand

Volcanic Tuff yeDow brown

Exploration ofBedrock 0 4

4 64

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)

Depth of Completed Hole 64.00 ft.

BOREHOLE
Dia From To

SEAL

From

sacks/

To Amt lbsMaterial
Bcntonite Chips03 64 0 .5 S64

Date Started Completed 06-03-201106-03-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack ftom

	ft Material

ft Material

ft. to
sacks/

To Amt lbs
Sizeft. to

Material From

.5Bentonite Chips 0 64 S
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Thrd RECEIVED
L D~qr
i

y 2011r
i

tsOURCES DEPT
	SALJEM, OREGON

<
1=

(8) WELL TESTS

(^) Pomp Bailer Air Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationthri

Completed 06-03-2011Date Started 06-03-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the com (ruction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechrrical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name /"f* < I Q 	
Affiliation Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analyiii [ I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | |Yea (describe below)
From To 	 Description b-M-VAmount Uniti Date

Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55095565Exhibit B 
Page 126 of 136



LANE 7116©

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

Hole Number AT-13(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

First Name Mike Reedcr	

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Ctr 800 Willamette Ctr #800

City^Eugaie

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xlNew I I Deepening Q] Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

Q) CONSTRUCTION
" Rotary Air | |Hand Auger Q Hollow stan auger

| Rotary Mud [ | Cable | | Push Probe

[X Other Air Trade	

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	N/S Range 3,00 E

Sec 22 NW 1/4 of the NE	 1/4 Tax Lot 500_

Tax Map Number 21-35-14

E/WWM
Last Name Arnold Gallager Perce II Rofc|

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

" orLai
State OR Zip 97401

" orLong

C Street address of hole (~~ Nearest address

Dunning Road

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL

Existing Well / Predeepening

Completed Well	

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From To

Date SWLfpsi) + SWL(ft)

Flowing Artesian? |

Depth water was first found	

	.Est Flow, SWUpai.). + SWUft)

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(a)Uncased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

OOther

Other

(^)Cased Permanent

QSkrpe Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG /(,!%- ML
From To

(5) USE OF HOLE

Material
TopaoiL brown silty sand
Basalt, gray	

5Exploration ofBedrock 0

116I

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | |Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 116.00 ft.

BOREHOLE 	
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Amt lhsMaterial

Bentonite Chips

From

3 0 116 0 116 2.5 S

Date Started 06-03-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

	ft. Material

ft. Material

ft to

ft. to sacks/
From	 To Amt lhs

Size
Material

RECEIVED

Bentonite Chips 0 116 2.5
(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Plate Wld Thrd

'cmp -L
L w\ I j 2U11

ESOURCESDEPT
SAtlEM, OREGON

-<
C

-t
L

< —
c

(8) WELL TESTS 	 	

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield p*l/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pomp depth Duratjonfhf)

Completed 06-03-2011Date Started Q6-Q3-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed during the construction dates reported above. AO work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

°F Lab analysis I I Yea ByTaqwatuie

Supervising Geologist/Engineer	

Water quality concerns? | |Ycs (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amonnt Units License/Registration Number F.854

Fiist Name tf~ ' I 0 -4A
Affiliation

Date

Kupe/L.Last Name

Principal, Kuper Consulting, LLC(
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55105566Exhibit B 
Page 127 of 136



LANE 71170

STATE OF OREGON

GEOTECHNICAL HOLE REPORT
(as required by OAR 690-240-0035)

(1) OWNER/PROJECT

PROJECT NAME/NBR: | Dunning Road Property

Fint Name Mike Reeder

Company Crown Properties, LLC

Address US Bank Or 800 Willamette Or #800

City^Jfogene

(2) TYPE OF WORK [xlNew I I Deepening | [ Abandonment

| | Alteration (repair/recondition)

Hole Number AT- 16

(9) LOCATION OF HOLE (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21.00 S	 N/S Range 3.00 E E/WWM

Sec 22 NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4 Tax Lot 500 	
Tax Map Number 21-35-14

Last Name Arnold Gallager Percell Rofa

Lot

DMSorDD

DMSorDD

"orLai
Zip 97401State OR

""orLong

C Street address ofhole ("* Nearest address

Dunning Road

(3) CONSTRUCTION
Rotary Air | |Hand Anger Q Hollow stem auger

Rotary Mod | | Cable | | Push Probe

X Other Air Track	

(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL

Existing Well / Predeepening

Completed Well

WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From

Date SWL(pai) + SWL(ft)

L
C

Flowing Artesian? ||
Depth water was first found

To Fat Flow SWr/psi)

(4) TYPE OF HOLE:

(•)Uocased Temporary

QUncased Permanent

Qother

Other.

QCased Permanent

QSlope Stablity

(11) SUBSURFACE LOG(5) USE OF HOLE Ground Elevation flflSL-

From ToMaterial
TopsoiL brown silly sand

Basalt, gray	

Exploration of Bedrock 0 8

768

(6) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | [Attach copy)
Depth ofCompleted Hole 76.00 ft

BORE HOLE
Dia From To

SEAL sacks/

To Ami lbsMaterial From

2Bcptonitc Chips3 0 76 0 76 S

Date Started 06^)3-2011 Completed 06-03-2011

(12) ABANDONMENT LOG:

Material

Backfill placed from

Filter pack from

a to 	a Material

a Materiala to Size sacks/

To Amt lbsFrom
Bentonite Chips 760 S2

(7) CASING/SCREEN

Casing Screen Dia + From To Gauge Stl Piste Whl Thrd

DECEIVED
c
c ur 1 a zijii-* c
E WbidiAlAx-— —JOURCES DEPT

r OREGON
Completed 06-03-2011

(8) WELL TESTS 	

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Durationfhr)

Date Started Q6-O3-2011

Professional Certification (to be signed by an Oregon licensed water or

monitoring well constructor, Oregon registered geologist or professional engineer).

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

wort performed during the construction dates reported above. All work performed

during this time is in compliance with Oregon geotechnical hole construction

standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

License/Registration Number E854

First Name H~ I )0 	
Affiliation Principal, Kupcr Consulting, LLC

°F Lab analysis I I Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? | [Yes (describe below)
From To 	 Description 6? llAmount Units Date

Last Name

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
Form Version: 0.95

55115567Exhibit B 
Page 128 of 136



LAW1 7H474

STATE OF OREGON

MONITORING WELL REPORT

(as required by ORS 537.765 <£ OAR 690-240-0395)

WELL LABEL # L

1 Q 15 3 LOSTART CARD #

(1) LAND OWNER Owner Well I D. (6) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)

County LANE Twp 21	 _S	 N/S Range 3 E E/W WM

Sec IS SW 1/4 of the SW 1/4 Tax Lot 2000	

Tax Map Number

First Name Last Name

Company City ofOakridge

Address 483I8E. 1st Street

City Oakridge

Lot
State OR DMS or DD

DMS or DD

Zip 97463 " orLat

" or(2) TYPE OF WORK I |New I I Deepening | | Conversion

I I Alteration (repair/recondition) [X] Abandonment

Long

C Street address of well Nearest address

500 ft north of Coho Lane and Roaring Rapids Way Oakridge, OR
(3) DRILL METHOD
|X| Rotary Air QjRotary Mud Cable [^Hollow Stem Auger | [Cable
(^Reverse Rotary Q Other

(4) CONSTRUCTION

Mud
(7) STATIC WATER LEVEL

Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Predeepening iPiezometer Well | |
Completed Well 11-11-2011 3

ft. Special Standard | | Flowing Artesian? Q DryFIole? | |

Depth water was first found 3

Depth of Completed Well 0
WATER BEARING ZONES

MONUMENT/VAULT Below Ground
SWL Date Est Flow SWL(psi), ,+, SWL(ft)From .la

From To 11-11-20111=1 3

c
BORE HOLE

c
Diameter From To c

CASING (8) WELL LOG
Ground Elevation

From Q ToDia.
Material ToFrom

Gauge

Material QSteel QPIastic Q | |
extracted 2" pve pipe and screen from well. (+3 to -F!

Redrilled 8" hole to 17 ft.

Wld Thrd 173

Grouted to surface using 8 sacks of cement.

LINER

From Q ToDia.

Gauge Wld Thrd

Material QSteel QPIastic Q Q
received

V SEAL

NOV 1 6 2011From _

Material

Amount

ToN;\:
vVrtltH htbUUHCES DEPTsQ; Grout weightVi

' '

SALEM, OREGON
SCREENm

Casing/Liner

Diameter

Slot Size

MaterialVjF

ToFrom

Date Started 11-11-2011 Completed 11-11-2011

FILTER (unbonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification

I certify that the work I performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon monitoring well

construction standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to

the best of my knowledge and belief.

Size of packMaterialFrom To

(5) WELL TESTS

Q Pump Q Bailer Q Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duration (hrl
/UH (License Number 1344 Date

Password : (if fUEimelecUonicaliw)

Signed

(bonded) Monitor Well Constructor Certification

1 accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All

work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon monitoring well

construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Date /l~(h( (

°F Lab analysis Q Yes ByTemperature

Supervising Geologist/Engineer

Water quality concerns? QYes (describe below)
From To 	 Description Amount Units License Number 1541

Password : (if fiffngNlectip lical!

Signed ( Vy
Contact Info (optional) Cm ^_Jones_We£JDrilling_Co;Jnc;_54L747-2806i

ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK
ion: 0.95Fo
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iV^ap of Oakridge, Oregon by MapQuest Page 1 of 1
LANE 71474

i Note from MapQuest: Your web browser is not
supported. Some of the features on the new MapQuest will
not work on Internet Explorer 6. We encourage you to

upgrade now. Leam More »

Jpgrade Now:( Get Internet

Explorer

Get Firefox

MapQuest
Sorry! When printing directly from the browser your directions or map may not print
correctly. For best results, try clicking the Printer-Friendly button.
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Directions and maps are informational only. We make no warranties on the accuracy of their content, road conditions or route usability or

expeditiousness. You assume all risk of use. MapQuest and its suppliers shall not be liable to you for any loss or delay resulting from your

use of MapQuest.
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Page 1 of I

WELL I.D. LABEL# L 1 09464

START CARD # 206758

ORIGINAL LOG #

STATE OF OREGON

WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT

(as required by ORS 537.765 & OAR 690-205-0210)

(1) LAND OWNER

First Name MICHAEL

LANE 71873

7/20/2012

Owner Well I.D.

Last Name KINYON (9) LOCATION OF WELL (legal description)

	 Twp 21,00 S	N/S Range 3.00 E

SW 1/4 of the SW 1/4 Tax Lot 1701

Qwioany
County lane E/W WM

;s PO BOX 133

HARRISBURG
'

Sec 15
State OR Zip 97446Cilil

Tax Map Number Lot
(2) TYPE OF WORK [xjNew Well | | Deepening | | Conversion

[Alteration (complete 2a & 10) | | Abandonment!complete 5a)
" or DMS or DD

DMS or DD

Lat

	°	 '	 " or_

C Street address of well

Long(2a) PRE-ALTERATION
Dia + From (• Nearest addressTo Gauge Stl Piste Wld Tlird

Casing:^ irmn SOUTH OF FISH HATCHERY ON FISH HATCHERY ROAD OAKRDIGE,

Material ORFrom To Amt sacks/lbs

Seal:[
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL(3) DRILL METHOD

[x] Rotary Air | | Rotary Mud | |Cable [[[Auger | [ Cable Mud

I Reverse Rotary O Other	

Date SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)

Existing Well / Pre-AIteration

Completed Well n7/18/2012 101

(4) PROPOSED USE [x] Domestic [^Irrigation | | Community
industrial/ Commericial | | Livestock I iDewatering

[Themial [[] Injection [ Other 	

Flowing Artesian? [ Dry Hole? Q

Depth water was first found 10100WATER BEARING ZONES

SWL Date From Est Flow SWL(psi) + SWL(ft)To

(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION Special Standard | | (Attach copy)
Depth of Completed Well 139.00 ft.

BORE HOLE

7/18/2012 101 139 20 101

SEAL sacks/
To Amt lbsDia From To Material From

10 0 18 Cement 0 18 10 S

6 18 139

(11) WELL LOG
Ground Elevation

How was seal placed: Method [a [b [X]c H[]d I |e
other	
Backfill placed from

Filter pack from	

plosives used: [[]Yes Type

Material From To

crushed rock 0 1

brown clay 41ft. to 	 ft. Material

ft. Material sand, gravel & boulders 4 121Sizeft. to
black sand & gravel 121 132

Amount
sand and gravel 132 139

(5a; ABANDONMENT USING UNHYDRATED BENTONITE

Proposed Amount Actual Amount

(6) CASING/LINER
Casing Liner Dia + Front To Gauge Stl Piste Wld Tlird

c I 1^6 1.5 138.5 .250

c
C Io
co

D
Shoe fx] Inside | [Outside | | Other Location of shoe(s) 133 5

; Dia 10Temp casing [x] Yes From _0 T0J8

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS
Perforations Method

Screens Type	

Perf Casing/ Screen

Screen Liner Dia	 From

Complete 7/18/2012Date Started 7/1 7/20 12

(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification
I certify that the work I performed on the construction, deepening, alteration, or

abandonment of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well

construction standards. Materials used and information reported above are true to

the best of my knowledge and belief.

License Number 1339

	 Material 	

Scrn/slot Slot # of Tele/
width length slots pipe sizeTo

Date 7/19/2012

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour
si8ned MICHAEL J HOLLEY (E-filed)

Q Pump Q Bailer (•) Air Q Flowing Artesian

Yield gal/min Drawdown Drill stem/Pump depth Duration (hr) (bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification

I accept responsibility for the construction, deepening, alteration, or abandonment

work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work

performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well

construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

License Number 1541

20 139 1

°F Lab analysis Yes Bynperature _57_

Water quality concerns?
From	 To

[Yes (describe below) TDS amount
	 Description	

Date 7/20/2012
Amount Units

Signed CASEY JONES JR (E-filed)	

Contact Info (optional) Casey Jones Well Drilling Co., Inc. 541-747-2806

5514ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

THIS REPORT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF COMPLETION OF WORK Form Version:
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ATTACHMENT C

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR GEOTECHNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL

REPORT

24-1-03888-010
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Ill
SHANNON & WILSON, INC. Attachment to and part of Report 24-1-03888-007

Geotechnical and Environmental Consultants
Date: October 30. 2015

To: Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC

{

Important Information About Your Geotechnical/Environmental

Report

CONSULTING SERVICES ARE PERFORMED FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES AND FOR SPECIFIC CLIENTS.

Consultants prepare reports to meet the specific needs of specific individuals. A report prepared for a civil engineer may not be adequate

for a construction contractor or even another civil engineer. Unless indicated otherwise, your consultant prepared your report expressly

for you and expressly for the purposes you indicated. No one other than you should apply this report for its intended purpose without

first conferring with the consultant. No party should apply this report for any purpose other than that originally contemplated without

first conferring with the consultant.

THE CONSULTANT'S REPORT IS BASED ON PROJECT-SPECIFIC FACTORS.

A geotechnical/environmental report is based on a subsurface exploration plan designed to consider a unique set of project-specific

factors. Depending on the project, these may include: the general nature of the structure and property involved; its size and

configuration; its historical use and practice; the location of the structure on the site and its orientation; other improvements such as

access roads, parking lots, and underground utilities; and the additional risk created by scope-of-service limitations imposed by the

client. To help avoid costly problems, ask the consultant to evaluate how any factors that change subsequent to the date of the report

ay affect the recommendations. Unless your consultant indicates otherwise, your report should not be used: (1) when the nature of the

proposed project is changed (for example, if an office building will be erected instead of a parking garage, or if a refrigerated warehouse

will be built instead of an unrcfrigcrated one, or chemicals are discovered on or near the site); (2) when the size, elevation, or

configuration of the proposed project is altered; (3) when the location or orientation of the proposed project is modified; (4) when there

is a change of ownership; or (5) for application to an adjacent site. Consultants cannot accept responsibility for problems that may occur

if they are not consulted after factors which were considered in the development of the report have changed.

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS CAN CHANGE.

Subsurface conditions may be affected as a result of natural processes or human activity. Because a geotechnical/environmental report

is based on conditions that existed at the time of subsurface exploration, construction decisions should not be based on a report whose

adequacy may have been affected by time. Ask the consultant to advise if additional tests are desirable before construction starts; for

example, groundwater conditions commonly vary seasonally.

Construction operations at or adjacent to the site and natural events such as floods, earthquakes, or groundwater fluctuations may also

affect subsurface conditions and, thus, the continuing adequacy of a geotechnical/environmental report. The consultant should be kept

apprised of any such events, and should be consulted to determine if additional tests are necessary.

MOST RECOMMENDATIONS ARE PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENTS.

Site exploration and testing identifies actual surface and subsurface conditions only at those points where samples are taken. The data

were extrapolated by your consultant, who then applied judgment to render an opinion about overall subsurface conditions. The actual

interface between materials may be far more gradual or abrupt than your report indicates. Actual conditions in areas not sampled may

differ from those predicted in your report. While nothing can be done to prevent such situations, you and your consultant can work

together to help reduce their impacts. Retaining your consultant to observe subsurface construction operations can be particularly

beneficial in this respect.

(
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A REPORT'S CONCLUSIONS ARE PRELIMINARY.

The conclusions contained in your consultant's report are preliminary because they must be based on the assumption that conditions

evealed through selective exploratory sampling are indicative of actual conditions throughout a site. Actual subsurface conditions can

e discerned only during earthwork; therefore, you should retain your consultant to observe actual conditions and to provide conclusions.

Only the consultant who prepared the report is fully familiar with the background information needed to determine whether or not the

report's recommendations based on those conclusions are valid and whether or not the contractor is abiding by applicable

recommendations. The consultant who developed your report cannot assume responsibility or liability for the adequacy of the report's

recommendations if another party is retained to observe construction.

THE CONSULTANT'S REPORT IS SUBJECT TO MISINTERPRETATION.

Costly problems can occur when other design professionals develop their plans based on misinterpretation of a

geotechnical/environmental report. To help avoid these problems, the consultant should be retained to work with other project design

professionals to explain relevant geotechnical, geological, hydrogeological, and environmental findings, and to review the adequacy of

their plans and specifications relative to these issues.

BORING LOGS AND/OR MONITORING WELL DATA SHOULD NOT BE SEPARATED FROM THE REPORT.

Final boring logs developed by the consultant are based upon interpretation of field logs (assembled by site personnel), field test results,

and laboratory and/or office evaluation of field samples and data. Only final boring logs and data are customarily included in

geotechnical/environmental reports. These final logs should not, under any circumstances, be redrawn for inclusion in architectural or

other design drawings, because drafters may commit errors or omissions in the transfer process.

To reduce the likelihood of boring log or monitoring well misinterpretation, contractors should be given ready access to the complete

geotechnical engineering/environmental report prepared or authorized for their- use. If access is provided only to the report prepared for

you, you should advise contractors of the report's limitations, assuming that a contractor was not one of the specific persons for whom

the report was prepared, and that developing construction cost estimates was not one of the specific purposes for which it was prepared.

While a contractor may gain important knowledge from a report prepared for another party, the contractor should discuss the report with

your consultant and perform the additional or alternative work believed necessary to obtain the data specifically appropriate for

instruction cost estimating purposes. Some clients hold the mistaken impression that simply disclaiming responsibility for the accuracy

^f subsurface information always insulates them from attendant liability. Providing the best available information to contractors helps

prevent costly construction problems and the adversarial attitudes that aggravate them to a disproportionate scale.

READ RESPONSIBILITY CLAUSES CLOSELY.

Because geotechnical/environmental engineering is based extensively on judgment and opinion, it is far less exact than other design

disciplines. This situation has resulted in wholly unwarranted claims being lodged against consultants. To help prevent this problem,

consultants have developed a number of clauses for use in their contracts, reports and other documents. These responsibility clauses are

not exculpatory clauses designed to transfer the consultant's liabilities to other parties; rather, they are definitive clauses that identify

where the consultant's responsibilities begin and end. Their use helps all parties involved recognize their individual responsibilities and

take appropriate action. Some ofthese definitive clauses are likely to appear in your report, and you are encouraged to read them closely.

Your consultant will be pleased to give full and frank answers to your questions.

The preceding paragraphs are based on information provided by the

ASFE/Association of Engineering Firms Practicing in the Geosciences, Silver Spring, Maryland
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DELIVERED VIA EMAIL

October 29, 2016

Lane County Bqard,of County Commissioners
c/o Ms, Deanna Wight
Lane County Oustomer Service Center
3050 N Delta Highway
Eugene OR 97408

Rel Ofd. HazelDell Quarry - euarry Water Usage
Plan Amendment & Zone change (file 509-PAtS-OStOfl with Site Review (file 509-pAis-0S804)

Dear 0ornmissioners:

I attertded the recent Lane.County Board of Commissioners public hearing on october 12,2016 regqrding the
Old Hazeldel Quarry. During.the hearing, neighbors raised ioncerns that-adequate dust suppres-sion
rneasures will require a quanfity of water that exceeds the 5,000 gallon limitatioir on industriat-wef t use, end may
:*fl:?l_Tf:l::1?I aquifers. The purpose of my testimonyis to irovide facts resarding *"t"i *lg;l; '"'

:Tt"l !?l9,j3t-g:ltore active) quarry settings, which support the position that water ionsuilrption need!, do notpose a significant conflict, and would tikely be significantly less thah S,000 galtons per day.

At the October 12 hearing, one neighbor offered testimony that 6,000 gallons did not ',qeem,, like enougn water
io c,ontrol dust:

"YoIt know, 
-5,000 

gallons of wafer sp rayed isntt very much water and for a mine
aperatian.of this big and wifh these kind of trucks aia tne crusher and eicavating
and the blasting and stuff like lhat, it Just doesn't seern possrb/e tnit vii ian
contral that with 5,000 gaflons of water.i,

In actuality' if similar (and larger) 9l"soq quarries are observed as a point of reference for water eens,umption,
this proposed quarry may use significanily /ess than s,000 galrons p";;;t -

our company opelstes.rurel quarries in creswell, Dexter, Halsey and wren (philomath), which are, similar to theproposed old FJazelDell Quarry in terms of propose dust geneiating acgvity ano siie 6i are" i-i"i,L'^Jl;;;l "'-
suBpro$sion' measLres" These quarries are subject to the iame dusT suppression regulations tn"t Witt apply tolhe old ft33logtt guarry, which ire estarnsf"J"ny ftre oepartment or dnvironmentat euatity (,DEol') and LaneRegionalAir Pollution Control Authority ("LRApA'i. Tne quarries are'p€riodically inspected for oornpliance withthose dust oorltrol:regulations. In one recenl visit; LRAFA complement"a lte qu"iw'mi;"g;1o,. his use of
"best practices" for dust suppression, including using sprinklers on conveyors, stockpil€s, and exoavation areas,and use of water tiucks to w'ater naui roads. '

In the largest of thBse quanies, there is a road over a mile long that requires dust suppression measures, ondays with the highest demand for water (when the portable errishing plint is operating and trucks are beingloaded)' the water guantity used for adequate dust'suppression is isiimated to be iiJ- th;il,ob0 s"ril-."some sites use half that arnount, on average, water is requiied i";;;;i suppression onty five months of theyear in this area.

There are several factors that should be eonsidered when weighing whelher there is a risk lhat the quarry willrequire over 5,000 gallons oJwater per day, and hence pose a-sigilificant conflict that oanhot be minimized:

r' (54.r) 988-4320 r: {080 Commereial Av6nue; $prtngflol4 OR 9747g
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ffi
1) The applicant has proposed recycling stormwater on site, which will reduce the demand for water from

the well.
2) Water is not the only product available to suppress dust on haul roads, There are organic binders that

are biodegradable, non toxic and environmentally safe that can be applied and can riduce the amsunt
of water required for dust suppression. In one recent study for a product called GE DusTreat, the
application of lhe dust suppression binder: reduced the demand forwater by g0 percent.

3) lf there was ever a concern that over 5,000 gallons per day were required, water can be imported by
truck from olher sources in quantities that will be suifieienttto control dust.

In summary, the concerned neighbors have raised an important guestion as to whether the quarry will be able
to adequately c.ontrol dust with the water supply that is legally availabte to the applicant. Although it may not
"seem" possible to the nei$hbors that.5,000 gallons per dby would be sufficient, in our experiende operating
nearby similar (and larger) quarries, there are reasonable and practicable measures that ihe applicant eaniake
to reduce (or eliminate) any conflict belween the quarry's water requirements and the neighboi concerns of
adverse impacts to the water supply in the area. 5,000 gallons of water per day ie more than sufficient to
adequately control dust, and thus this concern should not be deemed a significbnt conflict.

Sincerely,

AGGREGATE RESOURCE CRUSHING. LLC

lsl Katie Jererniah

Katie Jeremiah

..: (5411747-8261 (541) 888-4320 4080 Corfimerdal Avenue, Epringfield, OR 9?470 wwv.aillnc.com
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11.22.16 Rebuttal  24-1-03888-015 

131572159.2  

 

TOPIC #1: MICHAEL JAMES, RG / GROUNDWATER IMPACTS 

TOPIC #2: WATER WELL CONSIDERATIONS  

TOPIC #3:  PROCESSING FACILITY/LANDFILL 

TOPIC #4:  SILICA EXPOSURE AND AIR QUALITY 

TOPIC #5:  SPECIFIC PUBLIC TESTIMONY REBUTTAL 

 

TOPIC #1: MICHAEL JAMES, RG / GROUNDWATER IMPACTS 

Michael James, RG, submitted a letter titled “Critical Review of Old Hazeldell Quarry 
Proposal,” on October 30, 2016.  Shannon & Wilson reviewed Michael James’ letter and 
provide herein comments, alternate findings, and opinions on specific groundwater and resource 
quality topics.  Kuper Consulting is addressing other topics.  Michael James is a Registered 
Geologist in Oregon (RG), but lacks certification/licensing as a Certified Engineering Geologist 
(CEG) or Geotechnical Engineer (GE).  Kuper Consultants will address many other technical 
topics in a separate rebuttal letter for the Board.   

Additional Borings:  On-site exploratory investigation and materials analysis for the Old 
Hazeldell Quarry (OHQ) have been sufficient based upon industry standards to confirm the 
quantity and quality of the aggregate resource, to establish the footprint (limits) of the mine, 
andmeet applicable Goal 5 criteria.  But this level of investigation is not sufficient to address 
specific design topics.  For example, Michael James recognized that the complex geometry of the 
andesite dike will require additional exploration to better plan the excavation shape and 
reclamation plan to optimize andesite extraction.  In fact, various aspects of the quarry will 
require design attention and reclamation planning after a PAPA is secured.  Each of the three 
mine phases will be designed and mined over a period of many years.  The design team will 
periodically work with DOGAMI, who must approve design modifications and update 
reclamation plans before work can begin.  With more information, design changes can be made 
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11.22.16 Rebuttal  24-1-03888-015 

131572159.2  

over the years as appropriate. However, for purposes of the required threshold determination of 
resource quality and quantity, the location and extent of borings undertaken are sufficient to 
document this conclusion.   

Groundwater:  Michael James expressed concerns regarding groundwater, including overall 
groundwater impacts, drainage from TV Butte, and changes to groundwater behavior with the 
excavation in place.  These topics are discussed below. 

Michael James expressed concern that changes in groundwater movement surrounding the pit 
will change, potentially affecting neighbors to the east.  Keeping in mind the impact area is 
designated as a “Groundwater Quantity Limited Area,” the lack of groundwater can be attributed 
to the virtually impermeable and massive Little Butte Volcaniclastic rock.  The andesite dike is 
relatively small, possesses tight joints, and is enveloped by massive tuff which seals it from 
drainage.  This geologic setting provides a high degree of protection against aquifer drainage into 
the quarry excavation. 

Study of the “Groundwater Report” shows that four domestic wells lie within the impact area 
east of the excavation.  Only one of these wells is documented in Oregon Water Resources 
Department well log files.   Midlands and Uplands wells are typically 300 to more than 600 feet 
deep, reaching well below the planned pit excavation depth.  Half of these wells produce only 1 
to 2 gallons per minute (gpm) which is often only found through deep drilling.  Consequently, 
the radius of influence (water source area) for these wells is quite small because groundwater 
cannot readily flow through tight joints.   

Michael James notes that Shannon & Wilson observed clay film and pyrite that will “slow 
movement of water through the rock mass.”  He further notes that mineralization in the joints 
includes iron and manganese oxide, calcite and zeolites, and, within the andesite, clay fillings 
and pyrite in andesite groundwater.  He then notes the high groundwater levels on TV Butte 
(about Elevation 1820).  Based upon these observations, he concludes that “steady drainage into 
the pit will occur on all sides”.   

We believe the opposite is true, as presented in the Groundwater Report, Page 19, “Pit Seepage.”  
This section describes how the tight mineralized andesite joints and clayey mineralized tuff 
fractures will slowly release a very limited amount of groundwater as seeps.  After some 
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seepage, the groundwater properties of cohesion and adhesion will bond the water to the rock, 
even under high pressure heads.  Consequently, exposed rock surfaces will dry out, but moisture 
will remain in joints and fractures without complete draining.  For this reason, Shannon & 
Wilson stated, “Quarry cut slopes can be expected to remain dry (seasonally) at elevations both 
above and below the adjoining property grade.  At depth, in the northern portion of the quarry, 
groundwater pressures may be sufficient to cause limited seepage near the base excavation limit.  
No persistent springs are anticipated.  At the excavation face, blasting likely will trigger seepage 
from freshly exposed (and blast affected) joints.  However, groundwater movement is restricted 
by the limited and partially healed network of joints, the lower transmissivity in the surrounding 
tuff, and the very small aperture of the joint sets.”       

 

TOPIC #2:  WATER WELL CONSIDERATIONS 

The public expressed concerns that the planned industrial well is not sufficient for quarry 
operations.  Others suggest that an onsite well may deplete Oakridge’s water supply. 

An industrial “exempt use well” to be permitted by OWRD (ORS 537.545.) can supply sufficient 
water for dust suppression to serve the quarry excavation, haul roads, and processing area.  
Operation of the new water well to the maximum daily production of 5,000 gallons is not 
anticipated to conflict with other groundwater well use in the impact area, given satisfactory 
performance is demonstrated by production testing of this new well.  

Our Groundwater Report, (see Reference Index, page 8) describes the Impact Area 
hydrogeology in terms of “uplands, midlands, and lowlands.”  Groundwater yields are very poor 
in the uplands and midlands, but significant at lower elevations below the site in the “lowlands” 
where glacial outwash and gravel alluvium host productive aquifers along Salmon Creek and the 
Middle Fork Willamette River.  The City of Oakridge well field and Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife (ODFW) hatchery well tap these productive aquifers.     

Quarry operators in western Oregon routinely mine rock and process aggregate on 3,000 to 5,000 
gallons per day, as testified by Katie Jeremiah.  OHQ cannot pump more than 5,000 gallons per 
day.  Quarry operators focus on water conservation, recycling, temporary holding tanks, or ponds 
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to supplement their exempt industrial well water to provide moisture control in processing, dust 
suppression, wheel washes, and watering of plantings on spoil piles.   

Water Supply Well.  Two alternative water well sites have been identified for the single water 
supply well planned for the site, refer, OHQ Processing Area Proposed Land Use, Figure 1.  
Both well sites are at the western margin between the Midlands and Lowlands Hydrogeology 
Areas, refer, Groundwater Report, 2016.  Both wells seek to tap porous gravel deposits.  No 
existing wells are near, hence no potential for adverse well impacts exist.  We are confident that 
groundwater resources in this area are sufficient for a satisfactory industrial well.     

The City of Oakridge’s well field taps Salmon Creek’s alluvial aquifer and is over 4,000 feet 
west of the proposed industrial wells.  Oakridge’s well field is not discussed in the Groundwater 
Report because it is far beyond the Impact Area, on the north bank of Salmon Creek, and is too 
distant for any potential interference from OHQ site water wells.   

The City of Oakridge contracted GSI Water Solutions to evaluate potential well field 
interference from OHQ site development.  A separate letter provides a detailed review of GSI’s 
report.  In summary, GSI found a low threat of adverse impacts at the well field, but expressed 
concern about water quality on the OHQ site.  Shannon & Wilson, Inc. addressed these issues are 
addressed in separate letter report titled GSI Water Solutions letter review, November XX, 2016.  

Similarly, the ODFW fish hatchery well is about 2,800 feet northwest of the northernmost OHQ 
industrial well site.  Also located in the coarse Salmon Creek alluvial deposits, the ODFW well 
has an enormous capacity having tested initially at 512 gpm.  This high capacity well cannot be 
adversely affected by a 3.5 gpm well located over half a mile away.  

With respect to neighboring wells, our Groundwater Report documents only three residential 
wells known to be present in the impact area.  One of these wells has an associated OWRD well 
log on file.  The remaining two are not registered.  One landowner, Kim Allen, own all three 
domestic wells inside the impact area, and within the midlands hydrogeology area.  This area and 
the highlands are the focus of Lane County’s classification as a “Groundwater Quantity Limited 
Area.”  None to very little impact is anticipated for existing wells due to quarry excavation.  
Geologically, this is due to the intrusive andesite and its massive impermeable host rock that 
blocks groundwater flow.  A significant spring north of the “red gate” off Dunning road in taxlot 
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201 is the surface expression of the subsurface dam posed by impervious tuff deflecting 
groundwater to the south that formed this deeply eroded stream channel.  Wells south of the 
quarry will be unaffected due to the deeply eroded stream channel that bounds Dunning Road.  
There, groundwater flow emits as a series of springs on the south ravine slope, refer, 
Groundwater Report, Figure 2, Groundwater Evaluation Area.    

 

TOPIC #3:  PROCESSING FACILITY/LANDFILL 

Opponent’s testimony expressed concerns that the closed landfill in tax lot 502 contains 
(undocumented) contamination and that quarry processing operations will breach or compromise 
the integrity of the Dunning Road landfill.  Opponent’s testimony also focused on undocumented 
“toxic waste” disposal at this site.  No evidence such as photographs or interviews with observers 
was provided to substantiate opponent’s testimony.  Figure 1, OHQ Processing Area Proposed 
Land Use, presents proposed and existing site conditions. 

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) database for the Dunning Road 
Landfill was reviewed.  The subject site is listed as a closed Lane county landfill.  No evidence 
of contaminants has been identified; hence the site is not listed on DEQ’s “Confirmed Release 
Inventory”.  In addition, DEQ states that there is “no imminent threat”, and ranks the site as a 
medium priority.  Mapping developed by the OHQ team was provided on request to DEQ, with 
the comment that the imagery was the best information available regarding this site.          

The Dunning Road landfill was opened by Lane County 65 years ago (1951). It operated as 
Oakridge’s community burning dump for 17 years and was closed in 1968, according to DEQ 
records.  Using historic aerial photographs, we mapped the footprint of two trenches that formed 
the land filled over its 17 year use.   

In addition to the trenched landfill, two sites with metallic debris were observed on site, refer to 
Figure 1.  Based on the aerial photographs, it is clear that these debris sites are not extensions of 
the trenched landfill.  Instead, the collections of predominantly large metallic debris, such as 
water heaters, empty drums, miscellaneous appliances, tires, bed springs, and other debris 
associated with residential disposal.  Opponents and OHQ team representatives observed the 
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same debris areas.  Discussion with DEQ staff provided an understanding of the most likely 
source of these debris collections.  During the 1950s and 1960s, Lane County staff routinely 
recovered large debris from ditches and roadside disposal, then hauled them to the nearest dump.  
As this material was non-combustible and difficult to handle, it was dumped on the ground 
surface in defined drainages near, but not within the actual landfill.  Our observation of two sites 
with miscellaneous coarse metallic debris provided no indication that the debris was 
contaminated, now or in the past.  The verbal history appears to explain the location, form and 
materials in the mapped debris dump sites. 

As a result, the processing area was reconfigured to protect the known landfill area from surface 
disturbance.  Our generous interpretation of the trench limits, coupled with a buffer of 25-feet 
minimum to a fenced or blocked perimeter, will prevent public or worker access to prevent any 
potential for exposure to vapors, if present.  Surface runoff and water used for material 
processing upslope in the processing and crusher area will be collected and conveyed away from 
the landfill area to prevent infiltration the long buried landfill trenches.   

In summary, our field activities and research has disclosed no evidence of an impacted site that 
would warrant soil or groundwater explorations, removal of materials from the landfill, or 
avoidance of creating a materials processing operation to as presented.   

The OHQ processing area will include a rocked working surface, heavy traffic loads, vibratory 
equipment, and dust suppression watering, which will be captured and recycled.  This effect of 
the processing area will be to increase the soil density and to reduce groundwater infiltration.  In 
addition, a surface water catchment berm will be constructed immediately upgradient of the 25-
foot offset landfill barrier.  This berm and associated runoff water conveyance serves two 
important tasks:  First, water sprayed for dust suppression in the crusher area will be captured 
and recycled, and second, infiltration into the historic landfill will be prevented.  The community 
has no reason to fear adverse impacts from operation of the processing area in the undisturbed 
ground surrounding the landfill site.   
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TOPIC #4:  SILICA EXPOSURE AND AIR QUALITY 

Opponents expressed concern regarding silica exposure to the community.   

Dust containing silica is primarily an occupational (work related) health hazard.  Oregon’s new 
rules put a focus on reducing silica exposure in the workplace through dust suppression and/or 
control techniques.  Portions of the new rule affecting quarry operations were incorporated in 
technical memoranda dated October 11, and November 1, 2016. 

Oregon OSHA and Oregon MSHA have regulatory authority implemented in “Adopted Changes 
to Occupational Exposure to Respirable Silica in General Industry, Construction, and Maritime” 
(September 28, 2016).  Mitigating silica exposure is a subject of concern and action across the 
country.  OSHA routinely performs unannounced visits to quarries to observe, test, and, evaluate 
silica hazards.  Fines, penalties, and other actions result from poor performance.  MSHA has a 
similar role with a broader focus on other mining related issues. 

LRAPA has regulatory authority for Lane County air quality, including fugitive dust emissions.  
LRAPA must permit the crusher to be used on the property, with a focus on air quality/dust 
suppression.  LRAPA responds to, and investigates neighbor complaints if adverse air quality 
impacts are reported.  Similar testing for dust deposition and silica content may be performed by 
LRAPA. 

OHQ has committed to adhere to LRAPA requirements in written testimony from Arctic 
Engineering, LTD, dated November 11, 2015, May 23, 2016, and November 1, 2016.  The Old 
Hazeldell Quarry project “will fully comply with the air quality standards imposed by Lane 
Regional Air Protection Agency (LRAPA) of a General Air Contaminant Discharge Permit 
(ACDP) for an aggregate sizing operation and all associated mining activities - AQGP-008 for 
stationary aggregate screens and material handling activities, in accordance with Oregon 
Revised Statues (ORS) 468A.040 and incorporated into Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 340-
216-0060 by the Environmental Quality Commission in the State of Oregon.” 

Arctic Engineering, LTD, has also prepared and submitted an additional Fugitive Dust 
Mitigation and Daily Reporting Plan on June 12, 2016, that Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC has 
agreed to subject itself to which imposes operational obligations beyond the air quality 
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requirements of the LRAPA Air Quality Permit for its Aggregate Crushing operations prior to 
commencing operations at the quarry.  In these measures, neighbors can be assured that onsite 
operations will avoid convlicts from fugitive dust.  

 

TOPIC #5:  SPECIFIC PUBLIC TESTIMONY REBUTTAL 

The following categories address specific public testimony received following November 1, 
2016.  Numbers indicate Lane Counties “Attachment” number as posted on their website:  

"RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING SILICA  (14)  

Kathy Pokorny submitted a 5 page letter with 9 attachments October 23, 2016, designated 
Attachment 14 by Lane County staff.  Topics addressed three OHQ presenters, Mr. Peterson’s 
testimony is addressed here.   Shannon & Wilson have addressed silica concerns in the two 
following Tech Memo’s: 

 October 11, 2016, Tech Memo:  Response to Public Comments regarding Silica  
 November 1, 2016, Tech Memo:  Topic #1:  Silica Exposure and Air Quality 

Kathy Pokorny expressed concern that OHQ had not addressed silica earlier, and that OSHA 
focuses on occupational (worksite) safety, not public safety.  Business compliance with OSHA is 
mandatory, and rules have existed for decades to reduce worksite silica exposure.  New Oregon 
silica rules focus more attention on this occupational health hazard because industrial exposure is 
where long term health issues arise, and history has shown that the hazard can be controlled 
through practical means.  This issue was not addressed in public hearings because managing 
silica exposure is a regulated workplace requirement. 

Kathy Pokorny questioned the effectiveness of "watering" and suggested silica dust will be 
washed  “into the Willamette River,” as well as into Oakridge.  Silica represents a hazard only 
through respiration of dust into the lungs.  Oregon OSHA rules require the use of water spray as 
a fundamental mitigation for dust containing silica in industrial and mine environments.  Fugitive 
dust leaving the OHQ site is best controlled proactively by watering at the source, whether it be a 
roadway, borehole, or crusher.  LRAPA must inspect the crusher onsite before it is licensed to 
operate, with a specific focus on mitigation of silica hazards.  As mining proceeds, LRAPA will 
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respond to reports of dust emanating from the quarry site and can assist in sampling, testing, and 
mitigation.  

Silica exposure is present world-wide as SiO2 is the second most common material on earth, only 
surpassed by feldspar minerals.  Mitigation methods are successful and routinely employed.  
OHQ will not measurably increase the exposure to neighbors.  Should violations occur that 
impact air quality, neighbors have a voice with LRAPA. 

RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING INDUSTRIAL WELL  (14) 

Kathy Pokorny expressed concern that OWRD's allowable 5,000 gpd industrial water well limit 
is inadequate, designated Attachment 14 by Lane County staff.  She also was concerned that a 
new well would affect a neighboring well (Kinyon's) some 1,400 to 2,900 feet northwest of 
proposed well sites.  Shannon & Wilson addressed industrial well concerns in the following 
Tech Memo’s:   

 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #2:  Conflicts with Neighboring water wells 
 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #4: Water Supply for Site Use  
 November 1, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #2:  Water Supply Well Discussion  

Shannon & Wilson's Groundwater Report, Oct. 30, 2015, identified and categorized three 
groundwater impact areas designated “Highlands,” “Midlands,” and “Lowlands” based on their 
similar geology and well characteristics, refer Tables 1 – 3, Groundwater Report.  The highlands 
and midlands areas display very limited groundwater in very deep wells and is designated as 
“Groundwater Quantity Limited” by Lane County.  Professional geologist involvement is 
required to site new wells in this area.    

The “lowlands” area is very different, with a few high production wells, such as City of Oakridge 
well field and those serving the USFW hatchery.  The lowlands geology is dominated by glacial 
outwash and recent stream gravel deposits that form large aquifers in stream floodplains.  The 
OHQ water supply well (exempt industrial well) will be targeted to tap alluvial and/or glacial 
deposits at the boundary between these impact areas.  These wells can produce hundreds of 
gallons per minute (gpm). But OHQ must abide by OWRD’s maximum daily pumping rate of 
5,000 gallons per day, or about 3.5 gpm.   
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Two potential well sites are being considered for the single OHQ well, and these locations have 
been presented on figures showing the processing area since May 2016.  Both potential sites are 
far from and downgradient (below) neighbor’s water wells.  Consequently, no influence on water 
quality or quantity will be noted, including the Kinyon well site some 1,600 feet from one site.  
Both target glacial or alluvial deposits at elevations typical for “lowlands” deposits.  The 
November 1, 2016, Tech Memo, Topic #2, provides a more comprehensive discussion of OHQ’s 
water supply well. 

BLASTING IMPACTS (18) 

The Durands inquire about blasting impacts to facilities outside the quarry excavation, 
designated Attachment 18 by Lane County staff.  They specifically ask if blasting can open 
cracks that extend through TV Butte to the west slope or landfill area.  Concern is expressed 
about crusher vibrations near the landfill and about the processing area entry from Dunning 
Road.  Shannon & Wilson addressed blasting impacts in the following Tech Memo’s:   

 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #3: Adverse Impacts from Blasting 
 June 21, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #2: Blasting Impacts 

Quarry blasts are designed and performed by specialists to fracture and dislodge competent rock 
for processing.  Numerous boreholes and explosive charges sequenced by delays are used to 
develop a progressive explosion that lifts, fractures, and slightly displaces intact rock to ease 
excavation, handling, and crushing.  Blast induced fracturing of rock typically extends several 
feet to a few yards into a rock mass, depending on blast design.  Fractures do not extend 
significant distances (tens or hundreds of feet).  Blasting will not fracture or displace soil or rock 
on the west flank of TV Butte.  The closest quarry blasting is about 500 feet from the historic 
landfill.  No discernable impacts will occur at the landfill and processing areas.  Lane County 
conditions require notification of neighbors regarding pending blasts.   

Blasting activities shall comply with the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration 
(MSHA), 30CFR criteria.  The Oregon State Fire Marshall provides oversight regarding the use 
of explosives in Oregon.  An experienced blasting consultant will develop site specific blasting 
plans for Old Hazeldell Quarry.  Monitoring of each rock blast is an industry standard in Oregon, 
and is routinely reviewed by DOGAMI in the event of a complaint.  Blast records are maintained 
typically for 2 years.  Based upon our expertise and industry experience, we believe that such 
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mandatory compliance will ensure that any blasting impacts to off-site properties will be 
insignificant. 

“Active Faults” (18) 

The Durands viewed and submitted DOGAMI online hazard maps which show faults along Hills 
Creek and Salt Creek east of OHQ, designated Attachment 18 by Lane County staff.  Study of 
geologic maps of the area reveals many other mapped faults.  The Durands ask how blasting 
might affect these mapped faults.  Shannon & Wilson addressed seismic risk in the following 
Tech Memo:   

 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #1: Seismic Hazards / Faults 

It is incorrect to consider mapped faults "active" without further research.  Many faults, 
including those near Oakridge, were investigated during the early 1980’s to identify any 
evidence of seismic activity in the Late Quaternary period, i.e. past million years.  Faults that 
have slipped during this time are often considered active.   The United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) maintains the national database of faults classified by age of activity.   

The following link shows all faults in the western US with Late Quaternary activity:  
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/map/#qfaults.  The USGS fault database lists the 
nearest "active faults" some 24 to 33 miles from the site.  Quarry operations, including blasting 
will have no impact on these faults. 

DOGAMI EARTHQUAKE HAZARD MAPS (42) 

Designated Attachment 42 by Lane County staff, Kim Allen viewed DOGAMI’s online hazard 
maps and present screen shots that show faults along Hills Creek and Salt Creek east of OHQ 
designated in the legend as “Active Faults.”  Study of these and other geologic maps of the 
Oakridge area reveals many other mapped faults, including some through US Army Corps of 
Engineers dams.  Kim Allen asks if quarry operations are an incompatible land use given these 
geologic hazards.  Shannon & Wilson addressed seismic risk in the following Tech Memo:   

 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Topic #1: Seismic Hazards / Faults 
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As discussed above, the USGS fault database is the standard for seismic hazard evaluations and 
design.  DOGAMI’s online hazard viewer provides the public a tool to view Oregon specific 
geologic mapping, some of which was completed years ago.  Faults identified by Kim Allen in 
the DOGAMI mapping tool are no longer considered active by the USGS.  As noted above, 
USGS known “active faults” are, at their closest, some 24 to 33 miles from the site.  No active 
faults are known near Oakridge.   

DOGAMI LANDSLIDE HAZARD MAPS (43) 

Kim Allen viewed DOGAMI’s online hazard maps and presents screen shots that show relative 
landslide hazards for the quarry are ranging from “High” to “Very High.”  Kim Allen asks if 
quarry operations are an incompatible land use given these geologic hazards.   

Shannon & Wilson completed explorations, reviewed extensive historic aerial photograph study, 
and completed numerous field reconnaissances of the OHQ site.  No evidence of active or old 
ground movements due to landslides were noted by seven Oregon Registered Geologists who 
spent time onsite.    

Landslide hazards maps are generated using remotely sensed imagery and interpretation.  The 
result is a relative hazard assessment.  DOGAMI’s online hazard viewer represents the quarry 
area as “moderate” to “high landslide susceptibility.”  However, Review of the “Landslide 
Inventory” map layer discloses no landslides on or near the OHQ site.  This finding agrees with 
staff observations of no unstable slopes.  Shallow competent bedrock and the lack of weak soil 
horizons do not allow landslides to form.  Landslide hazard is not defined solely by classification 
as a “moderate” or “high susceptibility.”  Susceptible slopes only fail if weak or adverse soil or 
rock conditions underlie the susceptible slope.  No existing landslides or elevated landslide 
hazard exists at this site.    

Design of stable quarry slopes is an important final design concern for operators and DOGAMI, 
whose geologists review slope designs and other operational issues.  DOGAMI will review mine 
plans for stable slope designs, and be informed if changes are necessary. 
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HISTORIC LANDFILL CONCERNS (47) and DEQ response (52) 

Kim Allen expressed concerns regarding the historic landfill, and filed a claim with DEQ.  
Shannon & Wilson addressed landfill issues in the following documents: 

 May 31, 2016, Tech Memo: Historic Land Use Study – Landfill and Debris Study 

 June 21, 2016, Tech Memo:  
 Topic #1:  Former Dunning Rd Landfill & Metallic Debris Study. 
 Topic #4:  Processing Facility Near Landfill 

 November  1, 2016, Tech Memo: 
 Topic #3:  Processing Facility Impacts on Landfill 

 November 22, 2016, Tech Memo: 
 Topic #3:  Processing Facility / Landfill 

Email testimony submitted by Kim Allen provided attachments from DEQ, partial minutes from 
Oakridge City Council Meeting, May 18, 2011, and Warranty Deed for Stonebroke LLC.  
Oakridge city council minutes address sale of TL 500 to Stonebroke LLC.  The Deed prohibits 
the use of "ground engaging equipment" in the lower 1/3 of the parcel.  By filing a complaint 
with DEQ (most likely in May 2016), Kim Allen triggered DEQ staff to screen the Historic 
Oakridge Landfill.  DEQ designates the site as #6108 in DEQ’s ECSI database.  Status provided 
online included: "no known contamination," "medium priority," and "appears to be no 
imminent threat".   

Despite this, Kim Allen states as a fact, "As we know, this former Lane County landfill owned 
by Pope & Talbot Lumber Co was used as a dump site for chemicals used in the mill."  No 
factual evidence has been disclosed that confirms drums or buckets containing chemicals were 
disposed in this community burn dump.  The landfill was closed in 1968 prior to Pope & 
Talbot’s closure.  Pope & Talbot had other dump sites in the vicinity that might have taken 
chemical waste.  DEQ refers to landfill as the "City of Oakridge Landfill" or "Historic Oakridge 
Landfill".  Early documents indicate that the landfill was referred to by Lane County as the “City 
of Oakridge Burning Dump.”  OHQ team documents have been posted to the DEQ website, 
including the processor area design and Shannon & Wilson’s Historic Land Use Tech Memo 
(May 31, 2016). 
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Shannon & Wilson performed an historic airphoto study (1944 to 2011) documenting onsite 
operations between the early 1950s and closure in 1968.  The landfill, consisting of two 
excavated trenches, operated from 1951 until closure in 1968, as discussed and illustrated in the 
“Historic Land Use Study” Tech Memo.  The June 16, 2016, Tech Memo, Topic #1:  Former 
Dunning Road Landfill," provides additional information and discusses the history and 
characterization of the historic dump.  Field reconnaissance disclosed no surface expression of 
the landfill area identified through historic air photos.  Two areas of metallic debris were also 
identified to be separate from the landfill area.  No indication of site contamination or 
groundwater seepage was observed at either location, or in slopes extending down to UPRR 
Railroad.  Regarding the two Metallic Debris areas, we understand from Lane County staff that 
during the 1950s and 1960s, debris dumped on local road shoulders was routinely picked up and 
transported by County Staff to a nearby landfill.  Debris recovered typically included awkward 
and heavy metallic household items, not industrial waste.  The two metallic debris areas were 
separated from the landfill trenches.  

As a "burning dump," the site received residential and community trash from Oakridge area 
residents.  Debris dumped in the trenches was routinely burned.  Alleged chemical waste dumped 
in the landfill (if it occurred) would have been subjected to periodic burning.  Such burning of 
many chemical waste products would likely incinerate at least the volatile components of the 
waste, leaving a non-soluble residue.  Such residue is typically not subject to natural transport by 
seepage or vapors.   

Closure:  In summary, OHQ design team has identified the landfill location, evaluated its history 
of use and associated risks, and refined the processing area design to protect the landfill from 
inadvertent disturbance in accordance with the deed requirements.  The presence of the landfill 
and metallic debris dumps is incorporated into the project design.  A barrier or fence will protect 
the area from equipment access, and surface water will be managed to avoid infiltration near the 
landfill site.  DEQ acknowledges that no known contaminants or eminent threat exist.  Impacts 
have been assessed from the proposed crusher, processing areas, stockpiles, and trafficked areas, 
as well as those occupied by staff and public sales.  We are confident DEQ will accept these 
measures as sufficient to protect onsite workers from landfill materials, effluent, or vapors. 
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ENFORCEMENT OF SILICA RULES:  (51) 

Michael Garvin states that there is "no mechanism whereby the quarry would have to halt should 
silica particulate be greater than estimated, or the mitigation measures (spraying water) 
inadequate to the task."   

Oregon OSHA and MSHA routinely inspect and test quarry sites for occupational exposure to 
silica.  LRAPA responds to air quality complaints and can initiate testing and mitigation.  New 
OSHA silica rules are backed up by enforcement, including citations, correction orders, staff 
assistance, and civil penalties, refer, Shannon & Wilson, November 1, 2016, Tech Memo.  

DUNNING ROAD PAVEMENT CONDITIONS (Alleged to be landslide related)   
(52, 53, 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, and 64) 

Kim Allen submitted a series of emails, each with photographs of pavement cracks purportedly 
on Dunning Road near the proposed OHQ quarry.  In her transmittals, she alleges these 
photographs show the impact of landslides impacting Dunning Road.  The first set of 
photographs (attachment 52) show a relatively small scale (few square feet in area) arcuate area 
of pavement distress and patching, as well as an unpatched longitudinal pavement cracks near 
the road shoulder.  The roadway pavement appears to lie very near a steep slope decline.  
Settlement on the order of inches may occur locally.   Areas of repeated repairs are obvious.   
Although the roadway shoulder (likely a fill section) is settling over time, no landslide evidence 
is present.   

Additional emails and photos (attachments 53, 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, and 64) show longitudinal 
shoulder cracks in the pavement very close to the top of a steep slope.  Settlement on the order of 
an inch appears likely in email 53.  Areas of repeated repairs are not obvious.  Subsequent 
attachments show pavement cracks both parallel and transverse to the centerline.  Settlement 
appears negligible.  Areas of repeated repairs are not apparent.  Dunning Road surface appears 
generally good.  Transverse cracks appear to be of low severity.   

The photographic evidence provided indicates solely typical pavement cracks from aging 
pavement.  Close proximity to steep slopes is responsible for some longitudinal and arcuate 
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cracks and may require minor reconstruction of the roadway shoulder, with the possible need for 
a low height retaining wall for the small arcuate disturbance.   

In our professional opinion, nothing in the submitted pavement photographs suggests landslide 
activity adversely impacting Dunning Road.   

SUMMARY TESTIMONY RE: OTHER DISCHARGES - EARTHFLOWS (63)   

Kevin Mathews, Planning Consultant, authored a document designated Attachment 63 for the 
Oakridge Area Neighbors, titled “Summary Testimony on Old Hazeldell Quarry Application,” 
dated November 1, 2016.  Page 5 of that document begins a discussion on “Other Discharges – 
Earthflows.”  The text indicates a "great number of active earth flows all across the site" 
should qualify as "other discharges."  Kevin Mathews further comments that slope stability 
considerations were ignored.  As discussed above, over the past 2 years, our geology team have 
identified no landslides, debris flows or other evidence of unstable slopes.  Kevin Mathews turns 
to LIDAR images to make this case.  The first image appears to be an accurate portrayal of site 
topography, streams, and manmade features.  The second image, with 12 interpretive arrows, 
reflects someone’s interpretation of an “earthflow pattern” indicating hazards radiating outwards 
from all sides of TV Butte.   

Simply put, the interpretation of earthflows on this base topographic setting is completely 
incorrect.  The slopes are stable and display no landslides or earthflow features.  Shannon & 
Wilson and Kuper Consulting engineering geologists routinely interpret LIDAR imagery for 
unstable slopes.  Nothing in our review of this LIDAR image suggests a debris flow or other 
unstable slope features.  The interpretive arrows follow resistant ridges between stream channels.  
No head scarps, irregular earth surface, or debris piles at the arrow’s tow define classic 
earth/debris flows features.   

The inferred earthflow interpretation has no technical merit and appears unprofessional.  Our 
team of seven experienced registered geologists and engineering geologists identified no active 
or inactive earthflow or landslide features in the quarry or processing areas.  Published geologic 
maps (USGS, Corps, and DOGAMI) represent no known landslides or earthflows on the OHQ 
site. 
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PAVEMENT CRACKS VS. EARTH FLOWS (63) 

Two photographs of pavement cracks were submitted by Kevin Mathews.  Both are transverse at 
right angles to the centerline.  One contains an apparent cut slope in the background.  The 
pavement photos offer no evidence of landsliding.  No cause/effect relationship exists between 
the pavement cracks and arrows symbolizing earthflows in the prior images.  No credible 
evidence has been provided to confirm landslide hazards in the area.  Surficial soils on both cut 
and fill slopes may settle under shoulder pavement. 

Attachments:  Document Reference Index & Topics 
Figure 1:  OHQ Processing Area Proposed Land Use 
Table 1:  Rebuttal of Testimony through Nov. 1, 2016 
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11.22.16 Rebuttal 24-1-03888-015 

131572159.2

DOCUMENT REFERENCE INDEX & TOPICS 

Shannon & Wilson, Inc., prepared two technical reports in 2015 to assist the design team in 
preparation for Old Hazeldell Quarry LLC’s PAPA application.  During Lane County hearings, 
Shannon & Wilson has submitted six Technical Memoranda (including this one) and a single 
letter addressing areas of specific interest or controversy during the hearings.  These Shannon & 
Wilson documents listed below, and reference numbers are provided that were used to reference 
sources in Table 1:  
1 

2 

3 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 

4 
4.1 
4.1.1 
4.1.2 

5 
5.1 
5.1.1 
5.1.2 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 

6 

7 
7.1 
7.1.1 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 

8 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
8.4 
8.5 
8.6 

 “Subsurface Investigation Report,” dated June 5, 2015

 “Groundwater Report,” dated October 30, 2015.

 “Geology and Hydrogeology Issues,” May 31, 2016, including:
 Topic #1:  Seismic Hazards
 Topic #2:  Conflicts with Neighboring Water Wells
 Topic #3:  Adverse Impacts from Blasting
 Topic #4:  Water Supply for Site Use
 Topic #5 (incorrectly labelled “6”):  Surface Water Runoff Impacts

 “Historic Land Use Study,” May 31, 2016, including:
 Former Dunning Road Landfill & Metallic Debris Study

 Figures 1 – 6:  Aerial Photographs, Historic and Proposed Land Use
 Figures 7 – 14:  Site Photographs (debris dump sites)

 “Geologic and Environmental Issues,” June 21, 2016, including:
 Topic #1:  Former Dunning Road Landfill

 Figure 1:  Historic and Proposed Land Use
 Figures 2 – 5:  Debris Dump Site Photographs

 Topic #2:  Blasting Impacts
 Topic #3:  Noise Berm
 Topic #4:  Processing Facility Near Landfill
 Topic #5:  Contamination by Explosives

 “Response to Public Comments Regarding Silica,” October 11, 2016

 “Rebuttal of Written and Verbal Public Testimony” November 1, 2016
 Topic #1:  Silica Exposure and Air Quality

 Table 1:  OSHA Administrative Order 4-2016
 Topic #2:  Water Supply Well Discussion
 Topic #3:  Processing Facility Impacts on Landfill
 Topic #4:  Rebuttal to Specific Public Comments

 Rebuttal of Written and Verbal Public Testimony, November 22, 2016
 Topic #1:  Michael James, RG Groundwater Impacts
 Topic #2:  Water Well Considerations
 Topic #3: Processing Facility/Landfill
 Topic #4:  Silica Exposure and Air Quality
 Topic #5: Specific Public Testimony Rebuttal
 Table 1:  Opposition Testimony
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Old Hazeldell Quarry, Lane County Commissioners hearing

TABLE 1:  REBUTTAL OF OPPOSITION TESTIMONY:
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANTS

Submittals through November 1, 2016

November 22, 2016

Submitted by … and 
page reference

Reference Technical Papers / Online 
Publications/ Email / Written 

Documents

Content Description Rebuttal Comments Finding Additional Comments

Pokorny Letter re: Silica 
and onsite industrial well 
Attachment 14

6.0 ‐ 7.1 ‐ 8.4 Document questions testimony from three 
presentors, Ms. Kuper, Mr. Peterson and Mr. 
Minor.  Issues with Peterson testimony is 
addressed here.

Ms Pokorny expressed concern that OSHA focuses on occupational 
(worksite) safety, not public safety.  She also questioned the effectiveness 
of "watering" and suggested silica dust will be washed … into the 
Willamette River, as well as Oakridge.

Silica issues were addressed in Oct. 11, 2016 Shannon & Wilson Technical Memoranda. 
"Response to Public Comments Regarding Silica".   LRAPA responds to air quality 
concerns including silica dust suppression.  

OSHA will respond to occupational health concerns, including Silica at OHQ.   OHQ has 
committed to meet LRAPA criteria regarding aggregate production, and in addition  
submitted an additional fugitive "Dust Mitigation and Daily Reporting Plan" 

Controlling fugitive dust by water sprinkling exposed soil in travel 
paths on the OHQ property signifcantly reduces airborne fugitive 
dust off site

Attachment 14 2.0 ‐  3.2 ‐ 3.4 ‐ 
7.2 ‐  8.2 

Ms Pokorny expressed concern that OWRD's allowable 5,000 gpd industrial 
water well limit is inadequate.  She also was concerned that a new well 
would affect a neighboring well (Kinyon's) some 1400 to 2900 feet NW of 
proposed well sites.  

Shannon & Wilson's Oct. 30, 2015 Groundwater Report , identified and studied known 
wells to characterize the "midlands" and "lowlands".  The final location of the water 
supply well will be targeted to tap alluvial and/or glacial deposits in the lowlands far 

from the Kinyon well.

No influence on water quality of quantity will be noted at the Kinyon well site from 
either OHQ well.  Neither proposed well is upgradient from the well of concern.

Durand email re: blasting, 
vibration and active faults.  
Attachment 18

2.0 ‐ 3.3 ‐ 5.2 ‐  
5.4 ‐ 5.5 

The Durands inquire about blasting impacts 
outside the quarry excavation and crusher 
vibrations near the landfill.

Ms Durand asks if blasting can open cracks that extend through TV Butte to 
the west slope or landfill area.  Sne expressed concern about the quarry 
entry area near the processing plant.  

Quarry blasts are designed and performed by specialists to fracture and dislodge 
competent rock for processing.  Numerous boreholes and explosive charges 

sequenced by delays are used to develop a progressive blast that lifts, fractures, and 
slightly displaces intact rock to ease excavation, handling, and crushing.  

Blast induced fracturing of rock typically extends several feet to a few yards into a rock 
mass depending on blast design.  Fractures do not extend significant distances (tens or 
hundreds of feet).  Blasting will not fracture or displace soil or rock on the west flank 
of TV Butte.   The closest quarry blasting is about 500 feet from the historic landfill.  

Lane County conditions require notification of neighbors 
regarding pending blasts.  

Attachment 18 3.1 ‐ 3.3 ‐ 5.2 ‐ 
7.4

DOGAMI online hazard maps show active 
faults on Hills Creek and Salt Creek, and west 
of Oakridge.  How will blasting effect these 
faults?

DOGAMI online hazard maps show faults along Hills Creek and Salt Creek 
east of OHQ.   Study of geologic maps of the area reveals many other 
mapped faults. 

  It is incorrect to consider mapped faults "active" without evidence.   Geologically 
recent displacement or known historic earthquakes must support "active" status. The 
USGS national fault database classifies by activity.  To be considered an active fault for 
design and construction, the USGS must list it as such.         

May 31 Tech. Memo. titled  Geology and Hydrogeology issues, Topic #1: Seismic 
Hazards / Faults, addresses current seismic design criteria and local seismic risk.  Key 
findings are the debunking of the EDL as a seismic threat, where "no evidence was 
found that any faults along the EDL within the Western Cascades has been active in 

the past million years."   

The USGS fault database lists the nearest "active faults" some 24 
to 33 miles from the site.  Quarry operations, including blasting 
will have no impact on these faults. 

Kim Allen, email Oct. 31, 
2016 re: Plan Amendment 
& Zone Change Attachment 
31

2 Disputed water well location. Ms Allen understood Mr. Peterson's testimony Oct. 12 to refer to a 20 gpm 
well near her property.  She disputed that location and corrected the 
ownership. 

If I spoke incorrectly I apologize.  I recognize the well discussed is a "lowlands well" 
located NW of the OHQ proposed processing area.

The well discussed was the Kinyon Well, #71873 on Fish Harchery Road.  This well was 
drilled 139 feet deep, with a static water level 101' below. 

Ms. Allen is correct in the ownership and details of the well 
referenced.  

Kim Allen, email Nov. 1, 
2016 ‐ Attachment 42

1.0 ‐ 2.0 ‐ 3.1 DOGAMI Oregon Statewide Hazards Viewer, 
an online tool for public use. Earthquake 
Hazards 

Study of the Impact Area using  DOGAMI's Hazard Viewer shows "Strong to 
Very Strong earthquake" ground motion hazard, and landslide hazard 
"High to Very High".  

Refer, May 31, 2016, S&W Tech. Memo. Topic #1: Seismic Hazards / Faults.  Current 
seismic design criteria and local seismic risk are discussed. Statewide geologic hazard 
maps broadly characterize hazards to provide a public tool to estimate the relative 
seismic ground motion intensity or landslide potential compared to neighboring 

areas.

Seismic hazards for infrastructure and major structures are evaluated on a site specific 
basis, refer, Topic #1, May 31 tech memo.  ODOT investigations for bridge 

replacments within 1/2 mile of the site disclosed the nearest "potentially active" faults 
are about 24 miles from OHQ's site.

Earthquake hazards reflect Quaternary faults within a 30 mile 
radius of the site.  Closest potentially active faults are about 24 
miles from the OHQ site.  Last activity on these faults are on the  
order of 15,000 to 130,000 years ago. 

Kim Allen, email Nov. 1, 
2016 Attachment 43

1.0 ‐ 2.0 ‐ 3.1 DOGAMI Oregon Statewide Hazards Viewer, 
an online tool for public use.   Landslide 
hazards

Using  DOGAMI's Hazard Viewer identify the OHQ site to be "High to Very 
High" susceptibility due to steep slopes.  Ms. Allen suggests incompatible 
land use given these geologic hazards.

Landslide hazards are often mapped using remotely sensed imagery and 
interpretation.  Published geologic maps dislosed no active or historic landslide 

features on the OHQ property.    

Online geologic hazard tools, like DOGAMI's viewers, provide general hazards based 
on slope and geology.  Quarry slope stability design is an important final design 
concern for operators and DOGAMI who reviews slope stabillity design and 
operational issues.  Land ownership in the processing area is conditioned to preclude 
significant grading or excavation.

Site specific investigations, hazard assessments, and designs are 
developed by registered professionals who recognize and 
address these hazards.  DOGAMI will review mine plans for stable 
slope designs.

Kim Allen, email Nov. 1, 
2016  Attachment 47

4.0 ‐ 4.1 ‐ 4.2 ‐ 
5.0 ‐ 5.1‐ 5.1.1 ‐ 
5.1.2 ‐ 5.4 ‐ 7.3 ‐ 

8.3

Email by K. Allen with attachments from DEQ, 
partial minutes from Oakridge City Council 
Meeting, May 18th, 2011, and Warranty Deed 
for Stonebroke Property

Ms Allen states "As we know this former Lane County  landfill owned by 
Pope & Talbot Lumber Co was used as a dump site for chemicals used in 
the mill ."

Ownership statement is incorrect.  Ownership includes:  City of Oakridge, Stonebroke 
LLC.

DEQ refers to landfill as the "City of Oakridge Landfill" or "Historic Oakridge Landfill". 
DEQ designates the site as #6108 in ECSI database. 

The City of Oakridge Burning Dump was closed and covered in 
1968.  Per DEQ ‐ No contamination is known.  No imminent 
threat is apprent. 

Attachment 47 Deed  prohibits the use of "ground engaging equipment" in the lower 1/3 
of the parcel.

Pope & Talbot had other dump sites in the vicinity, and on their mill site 700 feet west 
and 175 feet lower than OHC's property.

No factual evidence has been disclosed that confirms drums containing chemicals 
were disposed in the community burn dump.   Per DEQ ‐ No contamination is known.  

No imminent threat is apprent. 

If true, burning chemical waste in the landfill would most likely 
incinerate (destroy) volatile compounds, leaving a non‐soluable 
residue.  Such residue is typically  not subject to natural 
transport.

Attachment 47 Oakridge city council minutes regarding sale of TL 500 to Stonebroke LLC: 
Lower 1/3 of the parcel prohibits the use of ground engaging equipment

The surveyor's mapping was incomplete.. The survey did not close rendering the 
definition useless.  A new deed was submitted to County Recorder with corrected 

surveyed landfill location by Mike Reeder, Nov. 1, 2016  

S&W performed an historic airphoto search to idenfity and map the landfill location 
and progression of use.  Two separate areas of metallic debris were identified. 

 No indications of contamination or groundwater seepage was 
observed across taxlot 502. 
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TABLE 1:  REBUTTAL OF OPPOSITION TESTIMONY:
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANTS

Submittals through November 1, 2016

November 22, 2016

Submitted by … and 
page reference

Reference Technical Papers / Online 
Publications/ Email / Written 

Documents

Content Description Rebuttal Comments Finding Additional Comments

Kim Allen, email Nov. 1, 
2016, Attachment 52

4.0 ‐ 4.1 ‐ 1.1.1 ‐ 
4.1.2 ‐ 5.1 ‐ 
5.1.1 ‐ 5.1.2 ‐ 
5.4 ‐ 7.3 ‐ 8.3

DEQ Email response by N. Read, geologist Complaint to DEQ by K im Allen triggered DEQ screening of site.  DEQ 
results were: "no known contamination", "medium priority", "appears to 
be no imminent threat" 

OHQ Team has identified the landfill location, use and backfill.  As a "burning dump", it 
received trash from Oakridge are residents.  Debris in the trenches was routinely 

burned to consolidate the materials. 

City of Oakridge Landfill is listed as #6108 in DEQ's Environmental Cleanup Site 
Information (ECSI) Database.  

S&W‐TM June 16, 2016;   Topic #1: Former Dunning Road 
Landfill" including Figure 1, Historic and Proposed Landuse, 1968 
Aerial Photograph"  discusses the history and characterization of 
the historic dump.  

Attachment 52 4.0 ‐ 4.1 ‐ 4.1.1 ‐ 
4.1.2 ‐ 5.0 ‐ 5.1 ‐ 
5.1.1 ‐ 5.1.2 ‐ 
5.3 ‐ 5.4 ‐ 7.3

S&W‐TM: Response to Public Testimony and Written Comments, May 31, 2016, 
including:  Historic Land Use Study, Taxlot 502;  Historical Records Search, Historic Air 
Photo Study(Figures 1‐6), Site Reconnaissance and Site Development Conclusions and 

Recommendations (Figures 7‐14) 

Historic aerial photo study (1944 to 2011) to identify landfill 
extent and documenting onsite operations.  

K Allen, email nov. 1, 2016, 
Attachment 53

1.0 Dunning Road cracks and settlement alleged 
to be due to landsliding.

Photos show arcuate and  longitudinal pavement cracks near the road 
shoulder.  Roadway pavement appears to extend very near a steep slope 
decline.  Settlement on the order of inches may occur locally.   Areas of 
repeated repairs are obvious.   

The photos appear to illustrate settlement at the roadway shoulder.  Stabilization of 
the roadway may require engineered fill or short wall.  

Although the roadway shoulder (likely a fill section) is settling over time, no landslide 
evidence is present.  Displacements on cracks is typically low. 

When mining begins in this area, it will occur in the existing rock 
pit excavation then move northward, away from roadway.  
Planned mining will have no impact on Dunning Road, refer, 
DOGAMI plan set.  

Attachment 54 & 55 1.0 Dunning Road cracks and settlement alleged 
to be due to landsliding.

Photos show longitudinal shoulder cracks in the pavement.  The paved 
roadway appears to extend very close to the top of a steep slope.  
Settlement on the order of an inch may occur locally.   Areas of repeated 
repairs are not obvious.   

The photos illustrate longitudinal cracks with localized settlement near the roadway 
shoulder.  Stabilization may require reconstructing the shoulder with engineered fill.  

The roadway shoulder (likely a fill section) is settling over time, no landslide evidence 
is present.  Displacements on cracks is low. 

Attachment 60, 61 & 62 1.0 Dunning Road cracks and settlement alleged 
to be due to landsliding.

Photos show pavement cracks both parallel to, and transverse to the 
centerline.  Settlement appears neglible.   Areas of repeated repairs are not 
obvious.   

The photos illustrate no noticeable diffferential settlement.   Observed cracks are typical pavement cracks resulting from an inadequate subgrade.  
No landslide evidence is present.

Attachment 63 1.0 Photos show pavement cracks alleged to be 
due to landsliding

Two photographs of pavement cracks are presented.  Both are transverse 
at right andgles to the centerline.  One contains an apparent cut slope in 
the background.  

The pavement crack photographs are alleged to be evicdence of landsliding in the 
area.  

The photos presented offer no evidence of landslides.  No cause / effect relationship 
exists between the pavement cracks and arrows symbolizing earthflows in the prior 

images.

No credible evidence has been provided to confirm landslide 
hazards in the area.  Surficial soils on both cut and fill slopes may 
settle under shoulder pavement. 

Attachment 64 1.0 Dunning Road Damage alleged to be due to 
landsliding.

Comments indicate attached photos are landslide areas near existing rock 
pit.   Location is indicated to be between rock pit and red gate

Pavement photos show transverse and longitudinal cracks, typically linear separations 
<1 inch in width with no obvious vertical offset.   

Longitudinal and transverse pavement cracks appear typical for aged asphalt 
pavement.  The photos show no relationship to landslides, and no landslides have 

been observed along the roadway, refer, Attachment 63 above. 

Dunning road surface appears generally good.  Transverse cracks 
appear to be of low severity.

Michael Garvin "Mick" 
email Nov. 1, 2016 ‐ 
Attachment 51

6.0 ‐ 6. ‐ 8.0 ‐ 
8.4

Email raises silica particulate threat from 
blasting and crushing.

Mr. Garvin States: "No mechanism whereby the quarry would have to halt 
should silica particulate be greater than estimated, or the mitigation 
measures (spraying water) inadequate to the task."

Oregon OSHA and MSHA routinely inspect and test for occupational exposure to silica.  
LRAPA responds to air quality complaints, and can initiate testing and mitigation.

New OSHA silica rules are backed up by enforcement including citations, correction 
orders, staff assistance, and civil penalties. 

S&W TM, Nov. 1, 2016;   Topic #1: Silica Exposure and Air 
Quality" discusses OSHA's silica mitigation measues rules and 
application to OHQ. 

Kevin Mathews, Planning 
Consultant ‐ email with PDF 
attachment Nov. 1: 
Groundwater  Attachment 
63

1.0 ‐ 2.0 ‐ 2.2 ‐ 
3.4 ‐ 3.5 ‐ 5.4 ‐ 
7.3 ‐ 8.1 ‐ 8.2

Groundwater Control with reference to 
Michael James, Geologist

Comments that "groundwater generation volumes and locations at various 
proposed mining stages" are not presented.. Therefore "offsite impacts 
cannnot be evaluated".

High groundwater is not apparent at the ground surface or in borings on taxlot 502 
(processing area).  With the exception of impacts from access and construction of a 
new water reservoir by the City of Oakridge, no OHQ disturbance will occur near 

intermittent springs on west flank, TV Butte. 

Limited groundwater seepage during excavation, with seasonally dry slopes are 
expected.   Residential wells are located far upgradient from the quarry site and will 

experience no conflicting use.   Refer, Fg 2, Groundwater Report.

Ditches and water impoundments will convey surface and 
groundwater for benefitial use such as dust supression.   Should 
higher inflows exist, they may be individually sealed.        

Kevin Mathews, Planning 
Consultant ‐ email with PDF 
Nov. 1: Landslides 
Attachment 63

1.0 Earthflow interpretation, with Lidar imagery Comments that a "great number of active earth flows all across the site" 
should qualify as "other discharges".  Comments that slope stability 
considerations were ignored.

First LIDAR image appears to accurately represent site topography and manmade 
features.   Second image with undefined interpretive arrows, reflects inexperience in 

landslide mapping.  The interpretation is wrong. 

S&W site experience and our review of the LIDAR images does not suggest any debris 
flow features as  shown.   Arrows follow resistent ridges between stream channels, 
typical earthflow paths.  No head scarps or debris piles define alleged earth/debris 
flows.  The inferred earthflow interpretation has no technical merit and appears 

unprofessional.

Our team of 7 experienced registered geologists and engineering 
geologists identified no active or inactive earthflow or landslide 
features in the quarry or processing areas.   Published geologic 
maps (USGS, Corps, DOGAMI) represent no known landslides or 
earthflows on the OHQ site.
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Seth J. King

SKing@perkinscoie.com

D. +1.503.727.2024

F. +1.503.346.2024

June 8, 2021

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL TO DEANNA.WRIGHT@LANECOUNTYOR.GOV

Chair Joe Berney
Lane County Board of Commissioners
125 East 8th Avenue 
Eugene, OR 97401   

Re: Old Hazeldell Quarry Applications
Lane County Ordinance No. PA 1385 - Remand File No. 509-PA20-05535
Applicant’s Final Written Argument

Chair Berney and Commissioners:

As you are aware, this office represents Old Hazeldell Quarry, LLC (“OHQ”), the applicant 
requesting land use authorization (“Applications”) to operate the Old Hazeldell Quarry 
(“Project”).  This letter constitutes OHQ’s final written argument submittal to Lane 
County (“County”) for the Project on remand.

A. Executive Summary.

In the remainder of this letter, OHQ presents the following arguments regarding the key 
issues in dispute in this matter:

 Unrebutted expert testimony in the record demonstrates that OHQ will minimize
Project silica dust conflicts.

 The Board should find that OHQ has adequately considered and minimized
conflicts resulting from ground vibration caused by blasting at the Project.

 OHQ will minimize conflicts with inventoried Big Game habitat.

 In the alternative, the Board should find that, on balance, the positive economic,
social, environmental, and energy (“ESEE”) consequences associated with
allowing the mine outweigh the negative consequences both in number and

Attachment 3
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degree and that reasonable and practical measures will minimize adverse effects 
to existing land uses in the impact area.

B. Argument.

1. Unrebutted expert testimony in the record demonstrates that OHQ will
minimize Project silica dust conflicts.

As set forth in the Air Quality Packet (Exhibit B to OHQ’s April 30, 2021 submittal), 
OHQ’s air quality scientists have conducted modeling of Project operations on the 
Property and have demonstrated that, subject to imposing conditions of approval
requiring compliance with dust suppression, best management practices, and obtaining 
applicable permits, silica dust emissions will be minimized to comply with applicable 
state and federal standards.  By definition, this will result in minimizing the silica dust to 
a level at which it is not significant.  OAR 660-023-0180(1)(g).

Opponents speculate that these measures will not be sufficient.  However, speculation 
is not enough to undermine expert testimony: 

“The critical issue for the local decision maker will generally be whether 
any expert or lay testimony offered by * * * opponents raises questions or 
issues that undermine or call into question the conclusions and supporting 
documentation that are presented by the applicant’s experts and, if so, 
whether any such questions or issues are adequately rebutted by the 
applicant’s experts.” 

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of Bend, 52 Or LUBA 261, 276 (2006).  In the present case, 
on remand, opponents have not presented any expert testimony on this issue.  
Although Mr. Malone and Mr. Woodward have raised questions and allegations about 
air quality impacts, OHQ’s air quality scientists have submitted a point-by-point rebuttal 
of these questions and allegations.  See SLR report included as part of OHQ’s June 1, 
2021 submittal.  Therefore, opponents have not adequately undermined or called into 
question the expert testimony on this issue.  The Board should find that Project silica 
dust impacts are minimized.  
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2. The Board should find that OHQ has adequately considered and 
minimized conflicts resulting from ground vibration caused by blasting at 
the Project.

The Board should reach this conclusion because Applicant has proposed a blasting plan 
that includes a variety of measures that will minimize quality of life conflicts to people, 
limiting blasting to specified days and hours, providing a blasting schedule in advance, 
emitting audible warnings before blasts commence, complying with applicable 
overpressure limits, and blocking off area roads during blasting activities.  Proposed 
Conditions 56 and 58 require compliance with these standards.  Thus, adoption of the 
conditions will require compliance with measures designed to minimize conflicts to an 
insignificant level.  Opponents presented no expert testimony that the Project would 
not comply with applicable standards.  Therefore, the only credible evidence in the 
record supports the conclusion that blasting conflicts will be minimized. 

Although Mr. Malone contends that the record does not actually include a blasting plan, 
he is mistaken.  The blasting plan is a document from Wallace Technical Blasting, Inc. 
dated June 28, 2018.  It is included in the Airblast Packet (Exhibit A to April 30, 2021 
letter).  As noted, proposed Condition 58 requires compliance with this plan.  The Board 
should deny Mr. Malone’s contention on this issue.

Further, although Mr. Woodward contends that proposed Condition 37 is inadequate 
because it only requires OHQ to maintain blasting records for one year, he is mistaken.  
The condition actually imposes this requirement for two years.  OHQ is willing to agree 
to extend it to a five-year period if the County would prefer.  Moreover, regardless of 
the language of proposed Condition 37, the Project blasting plan requires OHQ to 
maintain records of all blasting events.  See p.19 of the Airblast Packet (Exhibit A to April 
30, 2021 submittal).  For these reasons, the County should deny Mr. Woodward’s 
contention.

For all of these reasons, the Board should find that OHQ has minimized blasting 
conflicts.
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3. OHQ will minimize conflicts with inventoried Big Game habitat.

Based upon the expert biologist testimony included in the Big Game Packet (Exhibit C to 
OHQ’s April 30, 2021 submittal), OHQ has minimized conflicts with inventoried Big 
Game habitat and has refuted the testimony presented by opponents’ consultants on 
this issue.

Further, while ODFW has submitted two letters expressing concerns about Project 
impacts to wildlife, this testimony does not demonstrate that Big Game conflicts have 
not been minimized for three reasons.

First, several of ODFW’s statements are simply not relevant to the conflicts analysis 
under OAR 660-023-0180(5).  For example, in the context of natural resource impacts, 
OAR 660-023-0180 only authorizes the local government to consider conflicts with 
inventoried Goal 5 resources.  OAR 660-023-0180(5)(b)(D).  In the present case, the only 
inventoried Goal 5 resource is Big Game Range.  Accordingly, impacts to other types of 
wildlife or resources are not relevant under the rule and, as a matter of state law, 
cannot be a basis to deny or further condition the Project.

Second, ODFW expressed concerns about impacts to Big Game due to direct loss of 
habitat.  However, the only direct loss of habitat is occurring within the excavation area 
itself, which is not part of the impact area and thus not a location where the local 
government is permitted to evaluate conflicts.  See Setniker v. Polk County, 63 Or LUBA 
38 (2011), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, on other grounds 244 Or App 618, rev den 351 Or 
216 (2011) (argument regarding conflicts occurring within the mining area itself does 
not provide a basis to reverse or remand a local government decision approving a mine 
project approved under OAR 660-023-0180).  Thus, ODFW’s point is not well-taken in 
the present regulatory context and, as a matter of state law, cannot be a basis to deny 
or further condition the Project.  

Third, while ODFW contends that black-tailed deer do not typically relocate outside of 
their home range and thus will be impacted by the Project, ODFW’s point misconstrues 
the facts.  In fact, OHQ’s biologist concurred that black-tailed deer have a limited home 
range; however, that range is still 25% larger than the impact area.  See p. 7 of May 7, 
2018 report from Northwest Resource Solutions.  Accordingly, even assuming black-
tailed deer do not relocate outside their home range, it is expected that they will inhabit 
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an area outside of the Project site or impact area.  The County should deny ODFW’s 
contention on this issue.

Finally, as noted in OHQ’s June 1, 2021 submittal, OHQ has accepted the May 18, 2021 
invitation from ODFW to coordinate further regarding Project impacts to big game.  The 
goal of coordinating with ODFW is to develop a big game habitat management and 
mitigation plan (“HMMP”) and/or other measures to address ODFW’s concerns about 
Project impacts to big game and big game habitat.  To the extent this coordination is 
productive and results in a satisfactory HMMP and/or other measures, OHQ will then 
submit the HMMP and other measures to the County, together with a request to re-
open the record to accept same and to impose any identified measures as additional 
conditions of approval, compliance with which would minimize Project conflicts with big 
game range.  The County could then allow a rebuttal period for other parties to address 
these items before closing the record and then deliberating on this matter.  OHQ is 
mindful that the Board is scheduled to take further action on this matter on August 3, 
2021.  OHQ intends to coordinate with ODFW and submit any follow-up items to the 
County before that date, if possible.

4. In the alternative, the Board should find that, on balance, the positive 
ESEE consequences associated with allowing the mine outweigh the 
negative consequences both in number and degree and that reasonable 
and practical measures will minimize adverse effects to existing land 
uses in the impact area.

Opponents have repeatedly mischaracterized both the ESEE process and requirements 
under OAR 660-023-0180(5)(d).  For example, although Mr. Malone contends that the 
County may deny the Application purely on the grounds that OHQ has failed to submit 
an ESEE analysis, Mr. Malone is mistaken.  LUBA has held that pursuant to OAR 660-023-
0180, the county, not the applicant, bears the burden of completing the ESEE analysis: 

“* * * [P]etitioner does not concede that OAR 660-023-0180(4)(d) requires 
it to prepare a formal ESEE analysis document, and we agree with 
petitioner on this point. Had the legislature intended that the applicant 
must prepare such a document, it would have said so in OAR 660-023-
0180(6) (PAPA application requirements) or in OAR 660-023-0180(4)(d) 
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itself. OAR 660-023-0180(4)(d) simply dictates that the county ‘determine 
the ESEE consequences of either allowing, limiting, or not allowing mining 
at the site’ and make its decision accordingly. The county may not cite the 
lack of an applicant-prepared ESEE analysis document to excuse 
performing its obligation to ‘determine the ESEE consequences of either 
allowing, limiting, or not allowing mining’ and rendering an ultimate 
decision on the request that is consistent with that determination.”

Molalla River Reserve, Inc. v. Clackamas County, 42 Or LUBA 251 (2002) (underline 
added).  Therefore, if the County were to accept Mr. Malone’s contention and deny the 
Applications on the grounds that OHQ has not submitted an ESEE analysis, it would be 
grounds for LUBA to remand the County’s decision.

Additionally, to the extent opponents contend that the ESEE document constitutes new 
evidence that warrants an opportunity for rebuttal, they are mistaken.  OAR 660-023-
0180(5)(d) only requires the County to identify “the ESEE consequences of either 
allowing, limiting, or not allowing mining at the site” (underline added).  Thus, the plain 
language of the rule only requires a list of “consequences,” which are findings and 
conclusions based upon evidence already in the record.  But these ESEE determinations 
themselves are necessarily not new evidence.  As a result, opponents are not legally 
entitled to rebut the determination of ESEE consequences.  Loprinzi’s Gym v. City of 
Portland, 56 Or LUBA 358, 369 (2008) (non-prevailing parties to the proceedings do not 
have a right to comment on or rebut findings before the local government makes its 
decision).  In other words, the County is not required to reopen the record to allow a 
party to rebut a determination of ESEE consequences that is drafted after the close of 
the evidentiary record.         

Finally, although not required, OHQ offers the following proposed ESEE determinations 
in response to the applicable rule based upon evidence already in the record:

OAR 660-023-0180
Mineral and Aggregate Resources

(5) For significant mineral and aggregate sites, local governments shall decide whether 
mining is permitted.  For a PAPA application involving an aggregate site determined to 
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be significant under section (3) of this rule, the process for this decision is set out in 
subsections (a) through (g) of this section.  A local government must complete the 
process within 180 days after receipt of a complete application that is consistent with 
section (8) of this rule, or by the earliest date after 180 days allowed by local charter.

* * * *

(d) The local government shall determine any significant conflicts identified under the 
requirements of subsection (c) of this section that cannot be minimized.  Based on 
these conflicts only, local governments shall determine the ESEE consequences of 
either allowing, limiting, or not allowing mining at the site.  Local governments shall 
reach this decision by weighing these ESEE consequences, with consideration of the 
following:

(A) The degree of adverse effect on existing land uses within the impact area;

(B) Reasonable and practicable measures that could be taken to reduce the identified 
adverse effects; and

(C) The probable duration of the mining operation and the proposed post-mining use 
of the site.

For the reasons explained at length on the record, the proposed conditions of approval 
will minimize all identified conflicts, and therefore, the requirement to determine ESEE 
consequences is not triggered by the Project.  Additionally, because the conflicts 
pertaining to silica dust and airblast are addressed with measures designed “to ensure 
conformance to the applicable” state and federal standards, they are, by definition, 
minimized to a level that they are no longer significant.  OAR 660-023-0180(1)(g).  
Opponents have not presented substantial evidence that undermines or calls into 
question adherence to these state or federal standards. 

Only the potential conflict with inventoried Big Game habitat is not minimized by 
ensuring conformance to an applicable state or federal standard.  Moreover, ODFW has 
raised concerns with potential Big Game conflicts.     
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In the event the Board finds that the conflict with Goal 5 Big Game habitat has not been 
minimized to a level that is no longer significant, the Board should find that it is required 
to conduct an analysis of the ESEE consequences of the mine that is limited to assessing 
this significant conflict only.  According to OHQ’s biologist, the portion of the Impact 
area inhabitable by Big Game is approximately 486 acres in size.

Based upon this conflict only, the Board should find that the ESEE consequences of 
allowing, not allowing, or limiting the mine are as follows:

Economic: 

Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the economic consequences of allowing the 
mine are myriad and positive.  For example, Project operations will provide direct and 
indirect jobs and generate local and state tax revenue.  As support for this conclusion, 
the Board can rely upon testimony from economist Jerry Johnson that the Project will 
employ 16.5 - 20.7 full-time employees which will be paid an average of $60,000/year, 
or a total of $1.0 - 1.3 million in labor income per year for all Project employees.  See 
“Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis - Old Hazeldell Quarry” prepared by Johnson 
Economics and dated November 2015, which was previously included in the record.  
Including wages and total value added, the Project will have direct impacts of between 
$2.5 and $3.1 million per year and total impacts (direct, indirect, and induced) of 
between $3.7 and $4.7 million per year.  Id.  Over its lifespan, the Project is expected to 
generate approximately 2,046 full-time equivalent positions with total labor income of 
approximately $248,580,258.  Id.            

Further, the Board should find that the Project is expected to generate approximately 
$18.7 million in local and state taxes, including corporate, individual, and ad valorem 
taxes.  As support for this conclusion, the Board can rely upon the Johnson Economics 
analysis of the Project’s economic and fiscal impacts.  These taxes include over $832,000 
in ad valorem taxes.  Id.  By comparison, the Property was charged only $1,674 in ad 
valorem taxes in 2014.  Id.

The Board should further find that preparation for Project operations will also provide 
significant economic benefits, such as payment of permitting and consultant fees.
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Although opponents contend that there is no demonstrated public need for aggregate 
from the Project, the Board should deny this contention for two reasons.  First, neither 
the Goal 5 rule nor any other applicable standard affirmatively requires that OHQ 
demonstrate a public need for the Project.  Second, if the market does not support 
development of the Project, it will not develop, and none of the Project consequences—
positive or negative—will result.  Therefore, the Board should deny the opponents’ 
contentions regarding public need.

Although opponents contend that negative consequences of approving the Project 
include adverse effects to the tourism and mountain biking industry, the Board should 
deny this contention for two reasons.  First, it is speculative and not supported by a site-
specific analysis of Project impacts similar to the Johnson Economics report offered by 
OHQ.  Second, it fails to account for the significant limitations placed upon Project hours 
of operation, including that no mining activities of any type may occur on Sundays or 
significant holidays, no drilling and blasting may occur on Saturdays or weekdays after 
4pm, and weekday mining activities must conclude by 5pm.  See Proposed Condition 1.  
As a result, there are extensive hours each day and each week when mountain bikers 
and tourists can travel the area without experiencing mine impacts.  Moreover, even if 
the mine is operating, it is subject to the extensive measures designed to minimize 
Project conflicts such that tourism and mountain biking activities can continue without 
significant conflicts.       

The Board should find that there are no party has identified negative economic 
consequences to impacting the Big Game habitat and allowing the Project.

Not Allowing Mine: The Board should find that if the County does not allow the mine in 
order to preserve the Big Game habitat, the County will not reap any of the economic 
benefits associated with the Project and described above.  

The Board should find that there are no identifiable positive economic consequences to 
preserving the Big Game habitat and not allowing the Project.  Although opponents may 
contend that not allowing the Project may lead to additional revenues for tourism and 
mountain biking businesses, the contention is speculative and not supported by any 
evidence and certainly none that is specific to the Project.  The Board should deny 
opponents’ contention on this point.
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Limiting Mine: The Board should find there are no identifiable positive economic 
consequences of preserving the Big Game habitat and limiting the mine.

The Board should find that the negative economic consequences of limiting the mine 
are the loss of at least a portion of the positive economic consequences of allowing the 
mine.  Further, in the event the County approves the mine but limits its extent, it will be 
tantamount to not allowing the mine at all because it would not be financially feasible 
to conduct mining operations on the Property in such a limited area.  In that case, the 
Board should find that the negative economic consequences of limiting the mine are the 
loss of all of the positive economic consequences of allowing the mine.

Social:

Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the positive social consequences of allowing 
the mine include: (1) the positive social esteem for the 16.5-20.7 workers employed at 
the mine; and (2) the social benefits associated with utilizing aggregate from the mine to 
complete needed regional transportation improvements, including potentially some of 
the more than $1 billion in planned improvements identified by the County’s 
Transportation System Plan (“TSP”).  See TSP Vol. 1, pp. 24-39.  

The Board should find that the negative social consequence of allowing the mine is the 
loss of Big Game habitat values; however, the Board should find that, on balance, this 
consequence is low because, as explained below, OHQ is proposing to mitigate for the 
loss of Big Game habitat, which should mitigate for loss of the values associated with 
this habitat as well.

Not Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the positive social consequence of not 
allowing the mine is the preservation of Big Game habitat values.  However, the Board 
should find that, to the extent an existence value exists in this case at all, it is not 
substantiated and does not warrant further consideration in this analysis.  The Board 
should also find that the “existence value” of the lost Big Game habitat would be 
mitigated pursuant to OHQ’s HMMP.  
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The Board should find that the negative social consequences of not allowing the mine 
are that the 16.5-20.7 workers at the mine would not have the social esteem associated 
with employment, and the region would not utilize its natural resources to serve the 
greater good of completing road improvements the County has identified as needed 
during the planning period.

Limiting Mine: The Board should find that limiting the mine will limit the positive and 
negative social consequences described above.  The Board should find that the degree 
to which these consequences are limited will be directly tied to the degree that the 
mine itself is limited.  However, in the event the County approves the mine but limits its 
extent by also requiring preservation of the conflicted Big Game habitat, it may be 
tantamount to not allowing the mine at all because it may not be financially or 
logistically feasible to conduct mining operations on the Property in such a limited area.  
In that case, the negative social consequences of limiting the mine are the loss of all of 
the positive social consequences of allowing the mine.    

Environmental:

Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the environmental consequences of allowing 
the mine are neutral.  Although development of the Project will result in impacts to Big 
Game habitat values, the Board should find, for two reasons, that these impacts are, in 
part, to lower-quality habitat, and in any event, will be mitigated.

First, by the County’s own inventory, much of the western half of the impact area is low-
quality habitat.  In fact, the County has classified this area as “Impacted Big Game 
Range,” which consists of “areas that have existing levels of land use which preclude 
future wildlife management options of maintaining viable wildlife population.”  See Lane 
County “Working Paper: Flora and Fauna.”  “Impacted Big Game Range” is the “lowest 
quality habitat and has essentially been ‘written off’ for Big Game management.”  Id.  

Second, OHQ is coordinating with ODFW to develop a HMMP, which will require 
implementation of measures to prevent or mitigate impacts to Big Game habitat values.  
The Board should then impose any identified measures from the HMMP as additional 
conditions of approval, compliance with which would minimize Project conflicts with Big 
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Game range.  In this way, allowing the mine would cause environmental consequences 
but would offset them.      

Not Allowing Mine: For the reasons stated above, the Board should find that the 
environmental consequences of not allowing the mine are also neutral.  The Board 
reaches this conclusion because, although not allowing the mine will preserve the Big 
Game habitat, it will also preclude implementation of the Big Game habitat mitigation 
measures.  

Limiting Mine: The Board should find that the environmental consequences of limiting 
the mine are also neutral.  Specifically, limiting the mine in order to preserve some of 
the Big Game habitat will result in a corresponding decline in the Big Game habitat 
mitigation measures.

Energy:

Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the energy consequences of allowing the 
mine are positive and substantial for two reasons.  First, as explained above, mining the 
aggregate resource will facilitate completion of many needed transportation 
improvements, which will, in turn, provide greater capacity and smoother surfaces.  As a 
result, vehicles on roads throughout the region will be able to consume less fuel 
because they will spend less time idling in traffic and/or confronting substandard road 
conditions.  Second, the energy consequences of allowing a mine are also positive 
because the Property is one of the few aggregate resource sites located in this area of 
the County.  See Johnson Economics report at 11.  Locating a mine in this area will 
reduce the distance the product must travel to serve this area of the County, resulting in 
lower fuel costs compared to importing product from other areas of the County or other 
counties altogether.  

The Board should find that the negative energy consequences of allowing the mine are 
that it will employ vehicles and machinery that will consume fuel in conjunction with 
completing extraction, processing, and distribution activities.  However, the Board 
should find that the Project operator will have at least two incentives to utilize fuel-
efficient equipment.  First, the Board should find that fuel is expensive and becoming 
more so.  Second, the Project operator will need to purchase and utilize late-model 
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equipment which is designed to comply with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Tier 
3 standards, including the higher fuel efficiency associated with these standards.  See
proposed Condition of Approval 34.  Thus, the Board should find that, on balance, the 
negative energy consequences are not likely to be significant.  

Not Allowing Mine: The Board should find that the positive energy consequences of not 
allowing the mine are that there will be no utilization of mine-related equipment and 
trucks and thus no related consumption of fuel.

The Board should find that the negative energy consequences of not allowing the mine 
are that the region would not reap any of the positive energy consequences of allowing 
the mine.  For example, if the mine is not allowed, the aggregate resource underneath 
the Property will not be used to facilitate completion of needed transportation 
improvements.  As a result, vehicles will spend more time idling in traffic and thus 
consume more fuel.  
  
Limiting Mine: The Board should find that limiting the mine will limit the positive and 
negative energy consequences described above.  The Board should find that the degree 
to which these consequences are limited will be directly tied to the degree that the 
mine itself is limited.

Having identified these ESEE consequences, the Board must weigh them with the 
following considerations:

(A) The degree of adverse effect on existing land uses within the Impact Area;

In the event the mine is allowed and impacts approximately 486 acres of inventoried Big 
Game habitat in the impact area, the Board should find that the only potential adverse 
effect on land uses within the impact area is the displacement of deer and elk onto 
other privately-owned properties where the Big Game may cause damage.  The degree 
of this impact is minimal due to the small number of private properties not owned by 
OHQ in the impact area and the relatively small number of elk in the area.  Impacts will 
also be limited by measures incorporated within OHQ’s HMMP.  
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Because the conflicts pertaining to silica dust and airblast are addressed with measures 
designed “to ensure conformance to the applicable” state and federal standards, they 
are, by definition, minimized to a level that they are no longer significant.  OAR 660-023-
0180(1)(g).  Opponents have not presented substantial evidence that undermines this 
expert testimony or calls into question adherence to these state or federal standards.  
As a result, there are no adverse effects to land uses within the impact area resulting 
from silica dust or airblast.

Finally, remaining conflicts issues that could affect off-site land uses in the impact area 
are resolved issues and outside the scope of remand.  Therefore, they are not relevant 
under this provision.

Based upon the foregoing, the Board should find that impacting the Big Game habitat 
and allowing the mine will not result in any significant, unmitigated adverse effect on 
land uses within the Impact area. 

(B) Reasonable and practical measures that could be taken to reduce the identified 
adverse effects; and

As explained above, the proposed conditions of approval (plus a proposed condition 
requiring compliance with OHQ’s HMMP) are reasonable and practical measures that 
could reduce the identified adverse effects.  By imposing these measures as conditions 
of approval, the Board will ensure that there are no significant adverse effects.

(C) The probable duration of the mining operation and the proposed post-mining use 
of the site.

OHQ’s DOGAMI mining permit states that the probable duration of the mining operation 
is 30-50 years, depending upon market demand.  The Board has previously determined 
that the post-mining uses of the Property are those allowed as of right and conditionally 
under a current map designation or such other uses as may be allowed under future 
alternative designation, of allowed by law.  Thus, the Board should find that the mining 
operation is of limited duration, and the proposed post-mining use of the Property will 
be consistent with the law and surrounding uses.
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Based upon the foregoing analysis, the Board should find that, on balance, the positive 
economic, social, environmental, and energy consequences associated with allowing the 
mine outweigh the negative consequences both in number and degree.  Further, the 
Board should find that the additional considerations favor allowing the mine because 
there is only one potential adverse effect to a single land use if the mine is allowed, 
OHQ will implement reasonable and practical measures to reduce that potential adverse 
effect, and the mine will have a limited lifespan followed by reclamation as a permitted 
use.  For these reasons, the Board should find that the ESEE supports allowing mining on 
the Property.  

C. Conclusion.

Based upon the evidence and argument in the record and the argument set forth in this 
letter, the Board should find that OHQ has addressed all of the remand issues and 
rebutted opponents’ contentions to the contrary.  Accordingly, the Board should 
approve the Project, subject to the conditions of approval recommended by County 
staff.

I have asked County staff to place a copy of this letter and its attachments into the 
official record for this matter and to place a copy before you.  Thank you for your 
attention to these materials.

Very truly yours,

Seth J. King

cc: Deanna Wright (via email)
H. Andrew Clark (via email)
Ed and Jodee King (via email)
Steve Pfeiffer (via email)



From: WRIGHT Deanna
To: "YEE Christopher G * ODFW"; Brian Meiering
Cc: BELL Amber R; MILLER Keir C; CLARK Andy
Subject: RE: Old Hazeldell
Date: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 7:40:08 AM

Chris,

Thank you for letting us know. I will place this in the record or any correspondence.

Thanks,

Deanna Wright, Associate Planner, CFM
Lane County Land Management Division
3050 N. Delta Hwy. Eugene, OR. 97408
Phone: 541-682-4082 
Deanna.Wright@lanecountyor.gov

From: YEE Christopher G * ODFW [mailto:Christopher.G.YEE@odfw.oregon.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 9:17 AM
To: Brian Meiering <brian@wetlandsandwildlifellc.com>
Cc: WRIGHT Deanna <deanna.wright@lanecountyor.gov>
Subject: RE: Old Hazeldell

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Deanna – Brian and I are working closely together on this mitigation plan. The allotted time to
complete the plan may not be sufficient. We’ll touch base with you as the deadline approaches.
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.

Thanks,
Chris

Christopher G. Yee
District Wildlife Biologist
Oregon Dept of Fish & Wildlife
3150 Main Street
Springfield, OR 97478
541.686.7870

From: Brian Meiering <brian@wetlandsandwildlifellc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 8:59 AM
To: YEE Christopher G * ODFW <Christopher.G.YEE@odfw.oregon.gov>
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Cc: Deanna.Wright@lanecountyor.gov
Subject: Old Hazeldell
 
Hi Chris,
I met with the applicant team yesterday and our mitigation approach appears to be workable so I am
going to move forward with drafting a plan. Would you be willing to reply to Deanna Wright noting
that I am making a good faith effort to provide a mitigation plan which is in line with ODFW
mitigation needs?  I need more time to work out all of the details of each phase of proposed
mitigation and the specifics of any proposed conservation easement/restrictions.  The site visit with
ODFW staff  appears to be acceptable as well, but I will want written confirmation from the applicant
before we set a date to meet out there.
Cheers, Brian
 

From: YEE Christopher G * ODFW <Christopher.G.YEE@odfw.oregon.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2021 11:34 AM
To: Brian Meiering <brian@wetlandsandwildlifellc.com>
Subject: Contacts
 
Here are the restoration contacts we discussed this morning.

1)      Jarod Jebousek; 541.757.7236; Jarod_Jebousek@fws.gov; USFWS
2)      Nate Richardson; 541.740.0445; nate_richardson@fws.gov; USFWS
3)      Chris Vogel; 541.841.0786; Christopher.m.vogel@odfw.oregon.gov; ODFW

 
Cheers,
Chris
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